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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, I examine the use of metaphor by Revolutionary Organisation November 
17 (17N). In particular, I am concerned with the way in which 17N used metaphor in 
82 communiques to represent their victims and targets, the political situation Greece 
was perceived to be in, and the 17N organisation.
My analysis is broadly based on Cognitive Metaphor Theory and placed within the 
context of studies on the rhetorical and persuasive functions of metaphor. I view 
metaphor as an important conceptual and linguistic device that reflects and shapes 
people’s beliefs, attitudes, and world views. With the help of corpus analysis methods, 
I identify particular groups of metaphorical expressions in 17N’s texts, which evoke 
specific source domains, and which are rhetorically exploited by the organisation. 
During the course of my analysis I use evidence from a background corpus, the 
Hellenic National Corpus, to support my claims on the frequency and use of 
metaphorical expressions in 17N’s texts. Moreover, I take into account the immediate 
co-text and context of 17N’s communiques as well as the broader historical and 
cultural context in which the communiques were produced.
Based on the quantitative and qualitative analysis of my data I argue that metaphor 
plays an important part in structuring 17N’s rhetorical strategies of legitimising their 
course of action and de-legitimising the course of action of their opponents and targets. 
This is achieved mainly via the representation of the organisation’s targets in a 
negative way and the construction of oppositions between 17N and their targets, which 
result in 17N being represented in a positive way. Moreover, a negative and pessimistic 
outlook on the Greek political situation of the time is presented in order to justify and 
legitimise 17N’s violent intervention in the country’s affairs.
My analysis contributes to the study of metaphor in political discourse and in particular 
in the genre of terrorist organisations’ communiques. Moreover, it achieves a deeper 
understanding of 17N’s moral code and world view.
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CHAPTER 1 -  INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
On June 29, 2002, a bomb exploded in the hands of the man who was carrying 
it, in the Greek port of Piraeus. The explosion of that bomb marked the end of one of 
the most long-lasting and elusive terrorist groups in Europe, Revolutionary 
Organisation November 17 (17N). The man carrying the bomb was Savvas Xiros, and 
the serious injuries he suffered from the bomb explosion resulted in his arrest and later 
conviction for actively participating in the organisation. Xiros’ arrest led to the 
discovery of critical information on the organisation and to further arrests; in 
December 2003 fifteen members of 17N were convicted after a nine-month trial that 
took place in Athens.
The Revolutionary Organisation November 17 was active from 1975 to 2002; 
its members carried out a number of violent hits, which caused the death and injury of 
many people as well as significant property damage. The organisation produced 82 
written texts to ideologically support and justify these acts of violence. In these 
communiques, which were sent to newspapers for publication or left near the scenes of 
the terrorist hits, 17N gave details of the reasons that led them to target particular 
people and institutions and to choose violent means to challenge the Greek status quo. 
This thesis examines 17N’s communiques and attempts an analysis of these texts 
which focuses on particular metaphorical expressions they contained.
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The motivation behind the decision to focus on metaphorical expressions in 
order to study 17N’s communiques relates to the achievements of Cognitive Metaphor 
Theory (Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Lakoff and Turner, 1989; Lakoff 1993) and of the 
subsequent line of research that it gave rise to. Metaphor involves talking about 
something in terms of something else, and, as proponents of Cognitive Metaphor 
Theory would argue, also involves thinking about something in terms of something 
else. Within this theory, metaphor is primarily a conceptual and secondarily a linguistic 
phenomenon. For example, the expression “the foundations of democracy have 
collapsed” involves a conceptualisation of a complex political system as a building and 
talks about it in terms of properties that buildings have, like foundations and the 
possibility of collapsing.
This particular view of metaphor points out the pervasiveness of metaphorical 
expressions in language and pays particular attention to conventional metaphorical 
expressions, which people use largely unconsciously, and which are argued to be 
evidence of systematic sets of underlying concepts. These conventional patterns of 
thought which are reflected in the language via interconnected metaphorical 
expressions are known as conceptual metaphors. Conceptual metaphors involve sets of 
correspondences, known as mappings, between conceptual domains. In particular, they 
involve mappings between a source domain (like, for example, our knowledge about 
the structure and properties of buildings) and a target domain (like democracy). The 
transfer of elements from the source to the target domain results in the target domain 
being partly structured by the source domain; moreover, the target domain may be 
enriched with elements that it did not contain, when not viewed in conjunction with the
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source domain. It is possible, for example, that democracy is conceptualised as 
something other than a building, in which case it would not have foundations and it 
would not be susceptible to collapse. Cognitive metaphor theorists stress the grounding 
of conceptual metaphors on human experience and argue that source domains typically 
correspond to concrete and physical experiences, which help structure the more 
abstract, complex, and poorly delineated experiences that typically correspond to target 
domains. A very important implication that the Cognitive Metaphor Theory view on 
metaphor has is that metaphors can reflect and shape people’s beliefs, attitudes and 
world-views; this could be achieved, for instance, by highlighting and hiding aspects of 
the target domain, as elements of the source domain are partially mapped on it.
This particular function of metaphor makes it relevant to analyses of language 
in contexts where ideology plays a predominant role. In fact, a growing number of 
researchers have focused on the role metaphor plays in political discourse and rhetoric 
and on its persuasive potential (to name a few, Lakoff, 1995; Rohrer, 1995; Chilton, 
1996; Semino and Masci, 1996; Lakoff, 2001; Chilton, 2004; Charteris-Black, 2005). 
This line of research deals with claims that the use of particular metaphorical 
expressions, whether purposeful or not, has an impact on the way people perceive of 
and react to political events and situations. I consider 17N’s communiques to be texts 
of political character, as they involve the challenge and negotiation of power in the 
Greek political arena (Chilton, 2004); in these texts, the organisation’s main goal is to 
persuade the Greek people that the violent hits they carried out were justified and 
necessary, as the only means that could bring about a change that would ultimately lead 
to the improvement of Greek society.
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In this thesis, I adopt the general framework of Cognitive Metaphor Theory and 
I place my analysis within the context of studies on the rhetorical and persuasive 
functions of metaphor. However, I also take into consideration some of the weak points 
of Cognitive Metaphor Theory, which I try to redress by introducing additional 
evidence for the claims I make during the course of my analysis. I am referring to the 
theory’s emphasis on the conceptual nature of metaphor, which results in a relative 
neglect of the linguistic manifestations of the metaphors. Moreover, Cognitive 
Metaphor theorists have often offered de-contextualized and artificially constructed 
examples as evidence for their claims. In this thesis, I use authentic, naturally occurring 
data, and I start from the identification of metaphorical expressions (i.e. linguistic 
expressions, as opposed to conceptual metaphors) in my texts. When I make claims 
concerning the conventionality of a particular metaphorical expression I use evidence 
from a corpus of Modem Greek (the Hellenic National Corpus), which offers 
information on the way expressions are actually used in Modem Greek written texts. I 
also use evidence from Modem Greek dictionaries (not corpus-based ones, as there is 
none currently available for Modem Greek), as well as my intuition as a native speaker 
of Greek. In this way, my claims of the possible existence of underlying conceptual 
metaphors and metaphor systems are based on the specific frequencies of occurrence of 
particular expressions, which makes them more reliable. Finally, I consider the uses 
and functions of metaphorical expressions in context. I take into account the immediate 
co-text of each communique, the broader co-text of the communiques as a whole, and 
the historical and cultural situation of Greece in the decades during which the 
communiques were produced.
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I will now present my main aims in writing this thesis.
1.2 Aims and objectives of the thesis
My main goal in writing this thesis is, ultimately, to achieve a better 
understanding of Revolutionary Organisation November 17 and of the reasons behind 
the violent attacks they carried out. Moreover, I am interested in discovering 
characteristic features of their discourse, which would help identify the organisation’s 
particular rhetorical style. An examination of the way 17N used metaphorical 
expressions in their texts and exploited their entailments promotes an understanding 
not only of the organisation’s worldview and value system but also of the way 
metaphor works to challenge relations of power within a society, to produce the effects 
of authority, legitimacy, and consensus, and to construct the distinct identities of the 
discourse participants.
This thesis aims to answer the following overarching research question:
• How do 17N use metaphor in their communiques to convey their world 
view and value system?
In order to answer this general question, I will aim to answer the following more 
specific research questions:
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1) What metaphorical expressions can be identified in the communiques, what 
source domains do they evoke, and how can they be grouped according to source 
domain?
2) How are metaphorical expressions used to represent the organisation’s 
victims and targets?
3) How are metaphorical expressions used to represent the overall political and 
social situation in Greece?
4) How are metaphorical expressions used to represent 17N’s identity and role 
in Greek society? How are metaphorical expressions used to convey 17N’s moral 
code?
5) What are the implications of the metaphorical expressions used in the 
communiques and in what ways do these expressions help 17N structure and build their 
rhetorical strategies?
In the course of this thesis, I will attempt to provide answers to the questions 
mentioned above. Even though some of these answers may be incomplete, I hope to 
provide the reader of this thesis with a good overall understanding of the role and 
significance of metaphor in 17N’s discourse.
1.3 A guide to the thesis
This thesis is divided into nine chapters. The first one is the current chapter, 
which serves as an introduction and a brief presentation of the thesis. The second 
chapter provides a background to the Revolutionary Organisation November 17. It
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includes information on the organisation’s history, ideology, and structure, as well as 
information on the organisation’s communiques. It also provides information on the 
Greek people and the Greek state’s response to this organisation.
The third chapter contains the review of the literature relevant to the thesis. It 
offers an explanation of why metaphor was chosen as an object of study in the 
particular set of data and it provides an overview of the influential Cognitive Metaphor 
Theory, along with some criticisms. Chapter three also includes a section on the study 
of metaphor in the context of political discourse, and explores the literature on the 
persuasive function of metaphor, providing an overview of experimental and non- 
experimental studies on this subject. The chapter concludes with a section on metaphor 
in relation to the cultural context it occurs in.
Chapter four provides information on the data analysed in this thesis, namely 
the corpus of 17N’s communiques, and describes the methodology I used to analyse 
this data. It presents the software tool I used to examine the electronic corpus of 
communiques and it describes the Hellenic National Corpus, the general purpose 
corpus of Modem Greek that I used as a reference point. Moreover, the fourth chapter 
deals with the issues of metaphor identification and analysis in my data. It explains 
how I identified metaphorical expressions in my data as well as the decisions I made 
regarding which metaphorical expressions to focus on in this thesis. Furthermore, this 
chapter includes a section on the categorisation and grouping of the metaphorical 
expressions in my data according to source domain. Finally, it provides information on 
the translation of extracts from my Greek texts to English, focusing on the translation 
of metaphorical expressions.
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Chapters five and six form the analysis of my data. These chapters need to be 
read in conjunction with the tables in Appendices 1 and 2 which present a detailed 
picture of the frequency of occurrence of particular metaphorical expressions in the 
corpus of communiques and in the Hellenic National Corpus. Chapter five provides an 
overview of my findings and explains the division of the analysis section in two main 
chapters, which reflects the predominant rhetorical function of the metaphorical 
expressions examined in each chapter. It also provides a guide for the reading of the 
tables in Appendices 1 and 2. Moreover, it includes the quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of eight prominent source domains that were realised via metaphorical 
expressions found in 17N’s communiques. These source domains are ARTS, 
CLEANLINESS AND DIRT, LIGHT AND DARKNESS, HEAT AND COLD, SOUND AND 
SILENCE, THE HUMAN BODY, WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE, and ANIMALS. Each 
source domain is analysed in turn; first, a comparison of my findings from 17N’s 
corpus of communiques with the findings from the Hellenic National Corpus is 
provided, and then there is a qualitative section that looks at how 17N exploit each 
source domain for rhetorical purposes, by analysing extracts from the communiques. 
Chapter five concludes with a discussion on the use by 17N of the metaphorical 
expressions related to the aforementioned source domains, and with observations and 
comments on their frequency, rhetorical function, and role in the construction of the 
organisation’s main rhetorical strategies. One of these strategies is the construction of 
oppositions between 17N and their targets, and it is structured with the help of 
metaphorical expressions discussed in this chapter.
Chapter six contains the qualitative and quantitative analysis of another eight
important source domains, namely MOVING AND STOPPING, BUILDINGS AND
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CONSTRUCTION, LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS, CONTAINER, HISTORY AND 
POLITICS, FOOD, DRINK AND COOKING, RELIGION, and PROFESSIONS. It is 
structured in the same way as the previous chapter, and concludes with observations 
and comments on the use and rhetorical function of the metaphorical expressions 
related to these eight source domains. These metaphorical expressions were 
predominantly used by 17N to paint a negative picture of the political and social 
situation in Greece and to paint a negative and ridiculous picture of 17N’s opponents 
and targets. This is another one of the organisation’s main rhetorical strategies. It 
should be pointed out that there is overlap between the groups of metaphorical 
expressions I am discussing in the two analysis chapters, in terms of their role in the 
construction of 17N’s rhetorical strategies. This is expected, as 17N combine 
expressions from various source domains in their communiques. However, the source 
domains evoked by the metaphorical expressions discussed in Chapter six participate 
mainly in the description of an overall situation, rather than the construction of 
oppositions between the organisation and their targets.
Chapter seven provides a detailed discourse analysis of one of 17N’s full texts 
in order to demonstrate the rhetorical functions of the metaphors that were discussed in 
the two previous chapters. Chapter eight presents the diachronic analysis of selected 
metaphorical expressions, tracing their occurrence and changes over the 26 years of 
17N’s activity. This latter chapter attempts an exploratory study rather than a complete 
diachronic analysis.
The ninth and final chapter of this thesis includes a summary of my findings 
and, based on them, attempts a deeper understanding of the particular moral code of
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Revolutionary Organisation November 17. It also discusses the implications my 
analysis has for metaphor theory and analysis. It concludes with a consideration of the 
limitations and shortcomings of this thesis and with suggestions for further research.
1.4 Style conventions
In this thesis, I follow the style conventions that have become accepted practice 
in cognitive linguistics. In particular, I use upper case and a smaller font size (small 
capitals) to represent the conceptual metaphors that underlie metaphorical expressions. 
The source domains related to the metaphorical expressions I am discussing in my 
analysis are also represented in this fashion. Moreover, I use smaller font size for all 
the extracts taken from 17N’s communiques that I include in the thesis. These extracts 
are in Greek and they are shown in italics; they are always followed by a translation in 
English, which is also shown in smaller font size and is included in square brackets. All 
the Greek words and expressions that are included in the thesis are shown in italics and 
are followed by their English translation. The relevant metaphorical expressions I 
identified in the extracts from the communiques are underlined in the Greek original as 
well as in the English translation.
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CHAPTER 2 - THE REVOLUTIONARY ORGANISATION
NOVEMBER 17
2.1. Introduction
The Revolutionary Organisation November 17 (from now on, R.0.17N or 
17N) started intervening in the political and social life in Greece in 1975. 17N has 
carried out terrorist attacks and violent hits of various kinds, which resulted in the 
death and injury of several people and in significant property damage. To accompany 
and ideologically support its actions, the organisation produced a number of written 
texts, manifestos and letters that were sent to newspapers for publication. The body of 
these communiques is the object of analysis of this thesis.
A consideration of the political and social events that allowed for the 
establishment and long duration of this organisation is important in order for the 
communiques to be fully understood and placed in context. In this way, the 
subsequent analysis will be placed in an adequate frame, and the reader will be 
provided with the background knowledge necessary to follow the rationale of the 
analysis. I will therefore outline the most important historical events that marked the 
formation of this organisation and I will trace its course from its origins to the recent 
capture and trial of its members. I will also discuss the organisation’s main 
ideological positions and I will summarise the Greek people’s reaction to them.
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Finally, I will comment on 17N’s texts in terms of their content and the practices 
around them.
2.2. A history of the organisation
In this section, I will present a brief history of 17N, from the organisation’s 
formation, to the capture and trial of its members.
2.2.1. Social and political climate at the time of 17N’s formation
Between 1967 and 1974, Greece was in a state of dictatorship, enforced by a 
group of generals who were aided by the turbulent political situation in the latter half 
of the 1960s and the intervention of foreign powers in the country’s political life 
(Kassimeris, 2002). In particular, the United States and the CIA were held largely 
responsible for the establishment and support of an authoritarian regime. During the 
dictatorship years there were harsh restrictions in the civilian way of life and a great 
number of political persecutions that resulted in exile, imprisonment, torture and 
death. The state’s army and police force were the two principal instruments of 
oppression and violence. Politicians and intellectuals were forced to leave the country 
and, often, organised their resistance and struggle against the oppressive regime from 
abroad (Ioakeimoglou and Triantafyllou, 2002). The Greek people eventually revolted
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and the upheavals climaxed on the 17th of November, 1973, when university students 
occupied the buildings of the Polytechnic School of Athens and demanded a change 
of regime. Thousands of people marched to support them before the episode ended 
tragically, when army forces used armed vehicles to break in the Polytechnic School 
courtyard and killed hundreds of students and their supporters. The dictatorship 
finally collapsed in 1974 and democracy was restored. To honour and commemorate
f L
these events, the 17 of November is celebrated as a national holiday in Greece.
The end of the dictatorship in Greece marked the beginning of terrorist 
activities of a kind that the country had never known before (Nasiakos, 2001). The 
events of November 1973 had greatly influenced the multitude of extreme left-wing 
organisations that appeared in the Greek political scene between 1974 and 1976. 
These were groups of anarchist, Maoist, or Trotskyist beliefs, and the group known as 
November 17 was one of them (Kassimeris, 2002). They supported a radical 
reformation of the system of government and doubted that the newly founded 
democracy, lead by Prime Minister Konstantinos Karamanlis, was democratic enough 
to carry out serious political changes. 17N and other left-wing organisations of the 
time perceived the transition from dictatorship to democracy as a superficial change 
of label rather than a substantial change of regime, and used passionate rhetoric to 
justify the legitimacy of violent revolutionary practices (ibid.). The fact that 
Karamanlis was the leader of the Greek right-wing, conservative party did not make 
the new government more reliable in their eyes. For them, the regime continued to be 
authoritarian and oppressive, and had failed to punish the supporters and wrongdoers 
of the dictatorship period, resulting in a deficient democratic image (Kassimeris,
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2002). It should be noted, however, that none of these left-wing groups sprung from 
the two official left/communist parties that still exist in Greece today. So, as 
Karkagiannis (2002) accurately states, for these groups being left-wing meant sharing 
some of the ideas, aims and historical traditions of the left wing and not necessarily 
being related to people and practices within mainstream political life.
2.2 .2 .17N: 1975 to 2001
Several sources place the formation of Revolutionary Organisation November 
17 as a separate group sometime in 1975 (Bossis, 2000; Kassimeris, 2002; 
Ioakeimoglou and Triantafyllou, 2002; Papachelas and Telloglou, 2002; Pappas, 
2002; Pretenderis, 2002). A special report compiled by the Greek police and 
published in the newspaper Ta Nea in 2001 places the birth of the group in December 
1975. Others, like Karkagiannis (2002), hold that the founders of 17N can be traced 
around 1972 in Paris, organised as an armed group opposed to the dictatorship. In any 
case, the first terrorist attack took place on the 24th of December 1975 when the CIA 
station chief Richard Welch was shot in front of his house in Athens. After that, the 
organisation carried out 107 terrorist attacks and killed 23 people. A chronology of 
the attacks can be found in Table 1, Appendix 4.
Just as there is disagreement concerning the formation of 17N, there is dispute 
regarding the organisation’s disbanding, which, for many, is now a fact. In June 2002 
a member of 17N was arrested while trying to plant a bomb in the offices of a 
shipping company located in the port of Piraeus. The bomb exploded in his hands and
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the investigation and interrogations that took place during his recovery led to further 
arrests, a long trial and the convictions of fifteen people as members or active 
supporters of 17N. Officially, as far as the Greek government is concerned, 17N are 
disbanded and can now be considered as part of Greek history. Others, however, 
disagree and hold that many more individuals involved in the group’s activities 
currently escape the authorities and that a new 17N may be formed in due time 
(Bossis, 2002). The trial, it appears, has not resolved all the questions regarding the 
organisation, its members, its connections and practices. According to international 
experts on terrorism, only about 60 per cent of the group has actually been identified 
and the Greek police have a lot of missing pieces of the puzzle to fit (Makarenko, 
2002). In any case, 17N no longer exists in the way it once existed. Their last attack 
was carried out in June 2001, targeting the Greek Member of Parliament V. 
Michaloliakos. The hit was accompanied by a communique, which is the last 
document signed by 17N that is considered as genuine (Bossis, 2002).
In the course of its 26 years of activity, 17N displayed a level of 
professionalism and consistency that safeguarded the organisation’s secret identity 
and durability. The basic characteristics of R.O. November 17, as they are 
summarized in Bossis (1996), are:
• The extra-parliamentary nature of their ideology as it is 
presented in their communiques.
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• The absolute secrecy protecting the organisation and the 
identities of its members, safeguarded by codes and rules shared 
among the members.
• The organisation’s specialized activities and the absence 
of victims from within the organisation.
• Good knowledge of the target and of its symbolic power 
but inadequate knowledge of the social group in the name of which 
the hits are carried out (the Greek people).
• The use of violence, seen as the only means for radical 
change. (Bossis 1996:118).
These features will be further explained in the following section, where the 
organisation’s ideology will be analysed.
2.3. Ideology, targets and strategy
In this section, I will discuss 17N’s ideology, which explains their choice of 
targets. I will also provide information on the organisation’s internal structure.
2.3.1. Left-wing terrorism
It is necessary to place 17N’s emergence and activity in the greater context of 
the appearance of terrorism as it is known today, at least in Europe. Taylor and
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Horgan offer a definition of late twentieth-century political terrorism in Europe: it is 
“the use, or threat of use of violence which in some ways tries to influence the 
political behaviour of a state, often seeking to destabilize, overthrow, or radically 
change it” (2000: 83). Terrorism is a phenomenon which still resists a unanimous 
definition, partly due to its many different manifestations. It has been classified in 
various ways over the years and, as it evolves, its descriptions are modified to satisfy 
the needs of each period of time (for an extended discussion, see Bossis 2000). One of 
the defining characteristics of terrorism is the recurrence of violent acts targeting 
circumstantial, symbolic or specific victims, this practice being the terrorists’ message 
towards their main target group (ibid.). The element of recurrence is significant as it 
distinguishes terrorism from other crime forms or individual incidents (ibid.). One of 
the most discussed parameters of terrorist acts is the choice of target group, or 
individual target/victim. This choice is indicative of the terrorists’ aims and ideology 
and sets the different terrorist organisations apart.
As it is perceived by the western world up to today, terrorism was bom during 
the 1960s (Bossis, 2000). This is, of course, a purposely limited statement as it leaves 
out all earlier acts of terror, as well as the admittedly problematic issue of whether 
terrorism can emanate from the state as well as from non-state groups and individuals. 
I will not deal with these questions here but instead I will focus on the branch of 
terrorist activity that led to organisations like 17N. Most early terrorist groups were 
inspired by the ideology of Marxism-Leninism and fought against imperialism and 
colonialism, supporting the national independence movements of third-world 
countries. Part of these early groups continued the opposition against the state even
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after most of them had been incorporated in the state mechanism. These groups were 
seen as terrorist and due to their ideological proximity with Marxism, were labelled 
left-wing terrorist. The phenomenon of left-wing terrorism was mainly experienced 
by France, Germany, Italy and Belgium (ibid.). In Greece, 17N has been the most 
long-lasting and well known representative of left-wing terrorism.
As far as left-wing terrorist groups’ practice is concerned, they made sure they 
extensively defended their choices and actions and tried to avoid making mistakes, 
such as injuring or killing someone outside their target group (Bossis, 1996, 2000). In 
addition, they assumed responsibility for their hits and made sure that they were 
clearly recognized as the perpetrators. This sets them apart from right-wing terrorist 
groups which are generally less concerned about specifying their target group and 
protecting their organisation’s reputation (ibid.). Left-wing terrorists are primarily 
concerned with transmitting a political message and are interested in gaining the 
public’s support. It is important to note that left-wing terrorist groups should be 
differentiated from recent forms of terrorism in which blind attacks aiming at large 
numbers of unidentified victims are carried out. 17N and groups of similar ideological 
background would not normally carry out suicide bombings and hits that would 
endanger themselves, or involve religion in their ideology. 17N’s specific beliefs, 
structure and approach will be presented in the following sections.
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2.3.2 17N’s ideological basis
The unusually long-lasting active presence of 17N compared to other 
European left-wing terrorist groups as well as their written ideological consistency 
make 17N a unique phenomenon worldwide. As has been mentioned, the organisation 
belongs ideologically to the extreme left, broadly Marxist-Leninist area, as the 
communiques confirm. However, they had an idiosyncratic Marxist-Leninist ideology 
enriched with patriotism, which they often adapted to suit particular targets (Bossis, 
2000). In their choices of targets and in their practices, 17N has been influenced by 
Greek and international political affairs, by western European revolutionary groups 
such as the German Baader-Meinhof and the Italian Red Brigades, and by the 
ideology and methods of the Greek communist group EAM/ELAS, which fought 
against the occupation of Greece by the Nazis during the Second World War 
(Kassimeris, 2002).
The organisation’s name (Revolutionary Organisation November 17) is 
indicative of the ideology, beliefs and aims of its members, who were inspired by the 
uprising of November 17, 1973. As I have mentioned, this uprising involved mainly 
university students, who occupied the buildings of the Polytechnic School of Athens 
in an effort to fight the regime of dictatorship. The students were supported by 
thousands of people who marched to their aid. This episode marked the beginning of 
the end of the dictatorship, which finally collapsed in 1974. The tragic death of 
hundreds of students and supporters by the armed forces of the time caused this day to 
become a symbol of the heroic resistance of the people against an oppressive and
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cruel regime. It is not known whether any of the original members of 17N participated 
in the events of that day; however, the choice of the organisation’s name is most 
probably motivated by the positive connotations of the November 17 uprising and its 
significance for the Greek people.
The organisation’s vision was that of a revolution of the people and their 
strategy was to enforce a societal change through the use of armed violence in cities. 
They believed that the 17th of November 1973 was the beginning of a revolution that 
had not been completed and they dreamt of continuing this struggle against state 
oppression. 17N chose armed struggle because they saw no other way of resistance to 
the overwhelming power of the state. They aimed at a genuinely democratic regime 
for their country and disapproved of a government that, in their view, maintained a 
divide between more and less privileged citizens. They saw violence as constantly 
present, changing mediums and manifestations but basically remaining at the core of 
modem states, and they held that violence should remain present as long as part of the 
population feels they are not represented fairly or do not participate adequately in 
decision-making.
2.3 .3 .17N’s targets
The central issues that dominate the organisation’s ideology determine their 
target group. As one observes by reading the communiques and by their choice of 
targets, 17N was preoccupied by the following issues: firstly, the role of the 
Americans in Greece and in the greater area of the Balkans. The USA’s
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interventionist politics and imperialistic tendencies, as they were perceived by 17N, 
were constantly denounced in the communiques, and USA-related targets demonstrate 
these beliefs. Secondly, 17N were concerned with the Cyprus problem, which is 
regarded as one aspect of the greater issue of the relationship between Greece and 
Turkey. Finally, 17N were concerned with the political situation within Greece, where 
they targeted politicians, policemen, members of the judicial system, publishers, 
businessmen, public buildings, factories, multinational companies, private and public 
businesses, Inland Revenue services, and buildings of the political party PASOK.
In comparison with other terrorist groups that have been active in Greece since 
1974, 17N has shown a preference towards specific human targets, while other groups 
mainly planted bombs in cars or buildings. 17N’s most well-known targets have been 
people who supported and actively participated in acts of violence and torture during 
the Junta regime 1967-1974, USA citizens who were perceived by the organisation as 
threatening Greek interests, businessmen who had broken the law deceiving the state 
and the people, and politicians accused of corruption. 17N took pains to dissociate 
acts of violence for revolutionary purposes from terrorism, as they defined it; they 
extensively referred to their attempts to keep ‘innocent’ civilians safe. The ideological 
analysis that followed every hit was a defence and justification of their choice, which 
was usually symbolic (Bossis, 1996). Their hits were frequently of a vengeful 
character, retaliating for the harm that had been done to the Greek people; however in 
some cases the specific targets may have been unknown to a large portion of the 
people in whose name the executions took place (ibid.).
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An extract taken from one of 17N’s early communiques, which was written in 
1981, can be seen below1. In this extract, the rationale of 17N’s choice of targets is 
presented in their own words:
Extract 2.1
H  emXoyrj xov oro /ov npenei vavai xtzoia k o v  cm ’ xrj p ia  vavai xeXeicog xaxavorjxog 
yia xa nXctxia Xaixa axpcbpaxa, va «piXaei and povog xov», axopr/ k i  av dev Kepaaei 
ovxe p ia  Xe^rj axov x v k o  ait' xo xeipevo pag k i  a it ’ xrjv aXXtj va  prj pxopei o xvKog oxi 
povo  va  ayvoffoei xrjv evepyeia aXXa ovxe k o v  va xtjv Tzepaoei xaxaxcoviaapevt] axa 
y/iXa xcov peaa oeXidcov o k o x e  ae xaveva dev xpoxayavdiCsxai rj X. ftta oitcog 
efy\yr\oape m o Kdvoo.
H  emXoyrj xov oxoxov npenei vavai xtzoia t z o v  va pr\v vizap^ovv apvrjxixeg emixxcboeig 
eixe vXixeg eixe t zoXmxeg oxovg epya& pevovg rj axo p a (ixo  xivrjpa xov x ^ p o v  o t z o v  
Ppiaxexai o oxoxog, eixe ae xpixovg k o v  dev txovv axeaij p  ’ avxov. r ia x i xoxe avxeg 01 
apvrfxixeg emmcbaeig, txovv pe xrj aeipa xovg apvrfxixo yevixoxepo avzixxvxo, 
drfpiovpyovv XaXxf\ dvazpopia xai rj evepyeia dev nezvxaivei noXvzixa xo axoxo zrjg, 
acpov 01 napa xavco emTzxcbaeig zpaivovxai aa avvezeia xtjg Xaixrig fiiag xi oxi xrjg 
X adepevtjg emXoyrjg.
(6:113-115)
[The choice of target must be such that on the one hand it should be completely
understandable for the wide masses, it should “speak for itself’, even if not one word
of our text makes it to the press, and on the other hand it should not be possible for
the press not only to ignore our action but also to place it in small print somewhere in
1 The extract is presented in Greek, followed by a translation in English; at the end of the Greek 
text, I refer to my source, which is the book containing all the organisation’s communiques 
(November 17, 2002). I follow the numbering of 17N’s texts as it is found in this book and I 
provide the pages the extract was taken from. I will follow this practice throughout the thesis.
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the middle pages, in which case there can be no propaganda for popular violence, as 
we have explained above.
The choice of target must be such that there are no negative consequences, whether 
material or political, for the workers or for the mass movement of the space where the 
target is or for third parties that have no relationship to the target. For these negative 
consequences have themselves a general negative impact, they create discomfort to 
the people, and the attack does not meet its political aim, as the above consequences 
seem to be a result of violence and not of a mistaken decision.]
It is obvious from extract 2.1 that 17N were very much interested in getting 
noticed and in gaining attention with their hits. Perhaps this is why they preferred 
human targets, since attacks on humans are more sensational. They chose their targets 
carefully so as not to cause damage to anyone else but the target, and they wanted 
their victim to have such symbolic power that everyone would understand the attack. 
As the years went by, however, it became less obvious why the people and institutions 
17N attacked ‘deserved punishment’; this may be why their communiques became 
longer and more complicated in the later years of the group’s activity.
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2.3 .4 .17N’s internal structure
The numerous police and intelligence investigations into 17N, as well as the 
recent interrogations of its members, provide a revealing picture of the organisation’s 
internal structure and practices. 17N can be described as an organisation with few 
members and a strict hierarchical structure, which functioned following the tactics of 
guerrilla warfare (Nasiakos, 2001). The leading members who formed 17N’s 
ideological platform were very few, but the members executing the hits were more 
numerous. Overall, about 25 to 30 people are believed to have been directly involved 
in the organisation. The group is believed to have renewed its active members more 
than twice, with the recruits being family members or close friends of an older 
member. In contrast to the organisations with similar ideology that have been known 
so far in the world (e.g. Action Directe, Red Brigades etc.), 17N have not aimed at 
widening their operational activities, thus restricting themselves to the limits of the 
Greek capital city, Athens, and to a limited number of members (ibid.). This is 
probably one of the reasons that kept them undercover and safe for so long, even 
though by choosing this strategy they significantly limited their revolutionary appeal 
and potential, which is supposedly the essence of their ideology. According to 
Kassimeris (1995), this organisation lasted so long and had such continuity because it 
did not aim to broaden its influence nationally; rather, the members kept to the 
nation’s capital.
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2.3.5. The periods of 17N’s activity
Several analysts divide the activity of 17N into three operational phases in 
order to link the frequency and intensity of their attacks to the socio-political context 
of the time (Bossis, 1996; Kassimeris, 2002; Pretenderis, 2002). The first phase 
(1974-1981) was characterised by strong anti-American feelings and an effort to 
reform the Greek state and to punish active members of the recent Junta, as the Greek 
state had not brought them to justice. In the second phase (1983-1990), American 
targets received less attention, as a variety of prominent politicians and businessmen 
were attacked. 17N was very active and seemed to be involved in all aspects of Greek 
political life. During the third phase (1991-2001), 17N continued along roughly the 
same lines, although there was some modification of its early Marxist-Leninist 
ideology and some signs of internal disagreement among its members. Lack of 
discipline and organisation were reflected in the bombings that took place during this 
period, carried out with 17N’s technique, but which 17N did not claim with a 
communique (Nasiakos, 2001). It is argued that this internal lack of discipline and 
organisation is what led to the wrong timing of the bomb explosion in June 2002 and 
to the subsequent arrest and conviction of 17N’s members (ibid.).
Most analysts agree with the three-period division, especially as far as the first 
and second phases are concerned; it seems that there was a noticeable change of 
direction for the group after 1980 (Ioakeimoglou and Triantafyllou, 2002; Pappas, 
2002; Pretenderis, 2002). However, these three periods should not be seen as 
reflecting major changes in the organisation’s focus; overall, 17N’s stuck to its initial
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beliefs and aims, even though the changing socio-political circumstances brought 
about, at first, a broadening of their activities, and, as the years went by, a gradual loss 
of confidence and orientation (see also Karkagiannis, 2002:153-165). One of the 
group’s own members, when interviewed, stated that the organisation had a uniform 
ideology and never diverged from its initial beliefs and goals (Koufontinas, quoted in 
Eleutherotypia, 2002). Therefore, one should approach the three-phase division as a 
useful indication of 17N’s evolution over the years, which facilitates the examination 
of such a long-lasting and active organisation, rather than as a rigid separation of 
different phases of 17N’s activity.
17N’s first hit immediately put them on the map as a dangerous and distinct 
organisation, since their chosen target was Richard Welch, CIA’s station chief in 
Athens. Interestingly, their professionalism and the accuracy of the hit gave the 
government, police and media the impression that an already established terrorist 
group had committed the murder, which prompted the organisation to write a text 
claiming the hit as their own, both in terms of conception and execution. From that 
point on, they made sure they used the same weapon for their executions so that they 
would not be mistaken for any other organisation. 17N carefully chose their first 
victims and made sure the symbolism of their execution was clear in the eyes of the 
Greek public. Their anti-American, anti-authoritarian actions and their image as the 
public avenger gained them recognition and the sympathy of a big portion of the 
Greek public, at least initially.
The second phase in the organisation’s course is marked by the coming to 
power of the Greek socialist party PASOK and begins with 17N announcing, in a long
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text, the suspension of its activity for three years, so as to give the new party a chance 
to fulfil its pre-election promises. Interestingly, as Pappas (2002) argues, there might 
be another reason why 17N remained inactive from 1980 to 1984. This is the period 
when several members of the first generation may have decided to abandon the 
organisation, as they deemed that enough had been done against the Americans and 
the supporters of the former dictatorship. Two or three years were necessary for new 
members to be recruited (ibid.). Pappas (2002) also notes that it wouldn’t have been in 
17N’s best interest to go against the obvious support that PASOK had from the Greek 
people, the very people that 17N was supposed to be fighting for. In 1984, however, 
judging that PASOK had not proved to be very different from the previous 
governments, 17N resumed action. Revenge was no longer such a pressing issue, so 
they broadened their activity to become more aggressive and more ‘terrorist’, 
ideologically speaking: within this period the group made clear that they would hit not 
only influential Americans or representatives of the extreme right, but also anyone 
who could qualify as their follower and supporter. In this way, members of the Greek 
political life and government, as well as the economically powerful, were 
immediately targeted. Other victims of this period were industrialists, ministers and 
well-known surgeons, as 17N attacked any domain of life they perceived as 
malfunctioning at the expense of the poorer classes. They killed or injured their 
targets hoping to frighten and discourage from corruption the social group their 
victims represented.
From the 1990s onwards the group moved further away from its initial 
Marxist analyses of the political status quo and continued to verbally and physically
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attack the ruling classes, while simultaneously weaving conspiracy theories and 
scenarios about the authorities. In this last operational phase Pavlos Bakogiannis, a 
Greek politician belonging to the right-wing party of Nea Dimocratia, was 
assassinated; he was the first Greek politician ever to be killed by terrorists 
(Papachelas and Telloglou, 2002). His murder triggered the greatest disapproval so far 
of 17N’s actions by the public, as Bakogiannis was not known for corruption and 
therefore his assassination could not be justified, even by 17N’s standards. As Pappas 
(2002) notes, this last phase was also characterised by 17N becoming a weapon for 
political confrontations and attacks between the two principal and most powerful 
political parties, namely PASOK (socialist) and Nea Dimocratia (conservative, right- 
wing).
2.4. The Greek people’s response to 17N
The significant role that the American intelligence services have played in 
recent Greek history has left a substantial proportion of the Greek public negatively 
disposed towards Americans, especially following their involvement in the coup 
d’etat of 1967. During the dictatorship years and the ones that followed the change of 
regime in 1974, for many people it was almost criminal to co-operate with the police, 
as police officers were considered instruments of American interests in the country. 
Traces of this attitude have survived up to this day, which explains, to some extent, 
why the Greek public have not revealed information they possibly had regarding 17N 
members and why they have repeatedly been accused by foreign governments to be a
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terrorist-fostering people. In fact, 17N often claimed in their texts that they enjoyed 
the support and approval of a big part of the Greek population.
Several surveys and polls have been carried out over the years to test the 
Greek public’s opinion on terrorism and particularly on 17N. In a survey carried out 
by DIMEL in 1989, the question was posed to the public whether they would vote for 
17N if there were to be elections on the following day. 86.5 percent of the population 
answered negatively, 5.82 percent answered positively, and 7.67 percent did not 
answer (quoted in Pappas, 2002). Even though the overwhelming majority of the 
population did not intend to vote for 17N, 17 percent of the informants stated that they 
agreed, in general, with the content of 17N’s texts (ibid.). The same survey 
investigated whether Greeks read 17N’s communiques and came up with a large 
percentage of the population (72.3 percent) stating that they read the texts (Bossis, 
1996).
Thirteen years later, in April 2002, there was another survey, the results of 
which showed that 23.7 percent of Greek citizens generally agreed with 17N’s 
ideological stance, and, surprisingly (as 17N is ideologically close to the left), 23.6 
percent of this group supported the traditionally right-wing party of Nea Dimocratia 
(Pappas, 2002). This survey was published in Press magazine by MWG ALKO only a 
few days before the first member of 17N was arrested. More extensive results of the 
survey are quoted in Pretenderis (2002): Apparently, the respondents tended to agree 
with 17N’s ideological positions but not with its violent practices. When asked what 
they would suggest 17N should do, 31.3 percent stated they would rather 17N stopped 
being active and turn themselves over to the police. 57.8 percent suggested they
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should simply stop, and 4.6 percent wanted 17N to continue as long as they did not 
harm Greeks. When asked how they would characterise the members of 17N, 64.5 
percent answered they considered them to be terrorists, 23.9 percent stated ignorance 
and 11.8 percent considered them to be ‘social fighters’. In July 2002, after the injury 
and arrest of the terrorist who was a member of 17N, Metron Analysis published the 
results of yet another survey in the newspaper Imerisia. Surprisingly, a significant 23 
percent of the respondents still agreed, at that time, with the organisation’s beliefs and 
aims, and 19 percent believed them to be ‘social revolutionaries’ (Pretenderis, 2002).
Perhaps the most enlightening results on this issue come from a qualitative 
survey, carried out by the Ministry of Public Affairs in 2002 (quoted in Pretenderis, 
2002, and Pappas, 2002). Using carefully selected informants, from different ages, 
genders, and social class groups, the survey showed that most people did not feel 
threatened by 17N because the organisation targeted very particular people and not 
large groups, its members maintained that they were fighting for social justice, and 
they were letting the ruling and powerful classes know that the working classes had 
rights they were ready to stand up for. Nevertheless, the overwhelming majority of the 
respondents (89.2 percent) condemned 17N’s use of violence and would rather the 
organisation choose more peaceful means to make its voice heard.
2 .5 .17N’s communiques
From the very first years of their existence, 17N spelled out in writing the 
reasons that motivated their actions. Their usual practice was to leave a typed text near
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the location of the attack or to send it to one or more newspapers, requesting 
publication. There exist now 82 such communiques, which present the rationale 
behind the hits and respond to comments and accusations by political personalities and 
journalists. In particular, 17N, wanting to make their ideological identity clear, often 
used the communiques to react to publications in the Greek press that accused them of 
anarchist activity and of distorting the Marxist-Leninist ideal. Moreover, with the 
communiques 17N commented on Greek and international affairs and tried to 
convince their readers that their targets were guilty and deserved to be attacked, as no 
peaceful means could stop them from breaking the law and causing suffering. In this 
way they explained and attempted to justify their decision to use violence.
The communiques, apart from being the medium the terrorist group used to 
communicate its message, were also used by the press for commercial purposes, i.e. to 
sell more newspapers, given the sensational nature of terrorist attacks. 17N’s 
communiques especially were read by a large number of people, as the organisation’s 
impact was much bigger than that of other Greek terrorist groups. The communiques’ 
popularity can also be deduced from the reactions against the prohibition to publish 
terrorist texts that took effect for a small period of time in Greece, in the early 1980s. 
Several editors chose temporary incarceration rather than to stop publishing 
communiques (Kassimeris, 1993). Recently, 17N’s texts were all grouped and 
published in a book (Kaktos Publications, 2002), which forms the data for this thesis. 
Information on the communiques’ length and on the frequency of their production can 
be found in Appendix 4, Table 2.
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2.5.1. The communiques’ content
The basic argument that informs all the communiques has to do with the 
culpability of the chosen victims. Terrorist groups repeatedly raise the issue of the 
victim being guilty, while governments, analysts and the media usually try to 
construct the victims of terrorist hits as innocent (Bossis, 1996). The ethics of terrorist 
groups have been the object of much discussion, especially as their victims tend to be 
members of the establishment (see Bossis, 2000 for an analysis on terrorists’ ethics). 
Along these lines, in their texts, 17N urged the Greek people to use violent means to 
punish powerful individuals who engaged in criminal activities but who were beyond 
the reach of the judicial system, as their wealth, power and connections protected 
them.
In the first communique, written in 1975 to explain and justify the murder of 
R. Welch, it was made clear that 17N believed that the people should fight based on 
their own strength and power and should take their fate into their own hands, 
especially when legal means of protest have proven ineffective. Similarly, in its 1977 
text, the organisation stated that its struggle was for a revolution, the revolution of the 
people against imperialism, for socialism, democracy and the people’s sovereignty.
Even though the organisation considered itself to belong to the political space 
of the extreme left, it used the communiques to state that it had no links with other 
communist and left-wing parties and organisations, and so placed itself in a separate 
and unique ideological position. 17N scorned the activities and practices of these 
parties, seeing their struggle as non-existent and superficial. The first of 17N’s texts
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that provided the reasons for its foundation and outlined its beliefs and strategy is the 
1977 one entitled “Reply to the parties and organisations” (Kaktos, 2002). In this long 
text the group attacked the organisations and political parties of the left wing and 
dismissed them as ineffective and useless, claiming that 17N was the only group of 
people who genuinely and actively supported a communist ideology. 17N also 
rejected the charges of terrorism and held that the political circumstances in Greece 
called for armed struggle on the part of the people in order to defend and support their 
victory over fascism. For the country to attain true socialism, the text argued, it was 
necessary for armed fighting to take place.
17N took care to differentiate their position from the other armed groups of 
similar ideology that planted bombs or carried out terrorist attacks. In their 1981 text, 
which is of similar length and importance to the 1977 one mentioned above, 17N 
outlined their theory of an organised, armed, revolutionary group and set out their 
principles for successful revolutionary practice. They also criticised other groups’ 
terrorist attacks since, according to 17N, they did not fulfil revolutionary criteria. 17N 
made sure to clarify that they would not support attacks which could result in the 
deaths of ‘innocent’ civilians. Similarly, in its 1992 manifesto, the group set out its 
ideological stance, this time in comparison with the Italian Red Brigades and in 
contrast to the political parties of the time.
The three operational phases of the group that were described in a previous 
section are also mentioned by Greek analysts with respect to their writings. 
Papachelas and Telloglou (2002) argue that around 1986-87 the particular style of 
writing of the second generation of 17N members starts becoming obvious in their
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communiques. Large parts of the texts refer to the organisation of the Greek state and 
particularly the police, and make suggestions to alter the status quo for one that would 
give the working class greater authority. As the years went by, the communiques’ 
content moved from being subversive and revolutionary to criticising mainly the 
political situation in Greece without mentioning a possible subversion of the political 
status quo. In addition, the organisation’s ideology developed and was oriented 
towards more nationalistic matters, like the relationship between Turkey and Greece. 
However, analysts like Karkagiannis (2002) do not think the changes of style in the 
group’s texts after 1984 had any particular importance or were significant enough to 
justify the division of 17N’s writings into phases. Still, Karkagiannis recognises that 
the group’s writings reflect their ideological development and, consequently, their 
length, content and purpose vary in different periods.
2.5.2. Existing comments on the communiques’ style
Several analysts have commented on the style and tone of 17N’s texts. 
However, their observations have largely been brief and have been presented in their 
books and articles as general comments, without referring to specific excerpts from 
the communiques. Apart from Kassimeris (2001, 2002), analysts’ comments rarely 
mentioned actual words or phrases that 17N used in their writings; communiques 
were included in appendices or not at all. In other words, the approach taken on 17N’s 
texts has never, so far, had a linguistic focus. Official analyses of 17N’s writings have 
been impossible to access, as the Greek anti-terrorist division keeps them in a
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classified archive (personal communication with Vassiliki Karadimou, a graphologist 
working for the Greek anti-terrorist force). In this section I will summarise the points 
analysts made on 17N’s writing style, even though their primary focus was not the 
language of the texts as such.
In existing analyses of 17N, it is often stated that the communiques are written 
from the point of view of the ‘wise instructor/mentor’ (Kassimeris, 1995; Kassimeris, 
2001; Papachelas and Telloglou, 2002; Pappas, 2002). By this is meant that 17N 
construct themselves as a group of people who know what is really going on in the 
Greek and international political scenes and who are willing to share their knowledge 
with the public, in order to protect and defend the people. They state, for instance, in 
their 1989 text:
Extract 2.2
Befiaia tivai yvcomo on rj xoivcovia izawiob xai Tiavra ovKoyavrovoe m  eitavaoranKa 
Kivrjpara xai TzapanoioboE ng Oeoeig rovg [ . ..]  t o  iSio Xontov yiverai xai orfpepa xai 
Sev V7uapx£l xapia Ttpcowwma, oiccog epeig gspovpe.
(15: 216)
[...it is of course well known that every society, always and in all places, has 
defamed all the revolutionary movements and has distorted their ideological 
positions [...] the same thing is going on today, without any originality, as only we 
can know.]
In a similar tone, they often repeat that their presence in Greece has protected 
the people from greater suffering, in statements such as the one below:
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Extract 2.3
M o v o  t o  E T ta v a o r a z iK O  K iv r jp a  e v o 7cXrjg TcdXrjg K a z o p O c o a e  va a iz o z p e y /E i  m a p s  z c b p a  z a  
X e i p o z e p a .
(58: 630)
[Only the revolutionary movement of armed struggle has so far managed to prevent 
worse things from happening.]
In addition, 17N are convinced about the justice and necessity of their actions 
and they frequently produce emotionally charged and colourful statements, where 
metaphorical expressions are often employed. In their 1975 text, for example, they 
write about violent action as sweeping away with brooms, and they depict their targets 
as dirty:
Extract 2.4
...va napovpe zr\ mcovna yia va ^anoazeiXovpe oXovg zovg fipcopepovg, azvyvovg 
TtpaKzopeg, EnayyzXpazmg EyKlrjpazieg zcov Xacbv t z o v  alcovi^ovv avevoxXrjzoi.
(2: 23)
[...we must take our brooms and send all the dirty, atrocious agents away, those 
professional criminals who roam free.]
In his 2002 book on 17N, Pretenderis observes that the communiques are full 
of hatred for the rich and socially successful members of the Greek society, and he 
suggests that envy could have been behind the group’s motivation and choice of
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targets. The rhetoric of 17N, he adds, is based on the failure of politics and the lack of 
vision in modem societies and takes advantage of the fears of the less powerful 
people, rather than actually suggesting an alternative (ibid.). Pretenderis has 
described the organisation’s discourse as a “combination of murderous mania and 
ideological delirium” (2002:23) and calls the group’s texts “infantile incoherence” 
(ibid, 24). Moreover, he claims that, in their texts, 17N “regurgitate (the) foolishness” 
that many journalists publish in daily political newspapers, making a living out of 
repeating the same facts and arguments (ibid, 121).
Karkagiannis’ (2002) comments on 17N’s texts and manifestos are along the 
same lines. They are, he says, “verbose, of low theoretical level and often raving, in 
their attempt to match in absurdity and provocativeness the actions that go along with 
them” (2002:36). The arguments set forth in the texts are seen as absurdly naive and 
showing lack of analytical thinking (ibid.). Karkagiannis stresses that “verbose 
communiques do not constitute political action” (2002: 73). He sees 17N’s activity as 
a kind of “primitivism” which is in line with the “naivete, barbaricism and cynicism 
of the communiques, but mostly with the lack of clear political aim of their choice of 
targets” (ibid. 129). Like Pretenderis, he notes a certain lack of originality in the 
arguments set forth in the communiques, and he claims that 17N’s politico- 
philosophical views have been presented elsewhere more eloquently and more fully, 
but they did not have a wide appeal precisely because they were not accompanied by 
murder (ibid. 155). He concludes that whatever value 17N’s communiques have is 
that they provide the reader with a cynical description of the passage from conceit to 
murder (ibid. 165).
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Kassimeris, in his 2002 book on the organisation, discusses about 50 
communiques that he had studied at the time. He makes extensive use of passages 
from the texts, mainly as evidence regarding 17N’s choice of particular targets. He 
rarely comments on the text’s language other than to describe it as “dramatic” and 
“sensational”, “difficult to understand and polysyllabic” (2002: 153). Kassimeris 
observes that 17N usually produced very long texts with confused syntax and intense 
rhetoric. He notes a change in the texts taking place roughly after 1993, whereby the 
language became “more pompous, repetitive and monotonously denunciatory”, while 
the “abstract, idiomatic Marxist vocabulary ended up undermining their (17N’s) 
positions” (2002: 242). Kassimeris also made the important remark that 17N, though 
very productive in terms of writing texts, never actually wrote analyses like the ones 
circulated by Brigate Rosse in order to make their strategic positions known. Rather, 
they wrote texts to blame and punish their targets in print as well as in real life.
Finally, members of the French newspaper Liberation, to whom the first ever 
17N text was sent for publication, decided not to publish it because of its style, which 
was considered provocative and cynical (Papachelas and Telloglou, 2002).
To sum up, both the content and the language of 17N’s texts have been the 
subject of attack and criticism from Greek and foreign journalists and analysts. In all 
of these cases the analysts’ comments were based on readings of a number of 
communiques, and they did not use any particular method of text and discourse 
analysis. Obviously, the analysts were not primarily concerned with the texts’ 
language; they made brief comments in passing, as their main concerns were 
different. Features of the communiques like their length, the length of the sentences in
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them, the use of many strong adjectives and the, often convoluted, syntax that was 
found in the texts were mainly commented upon. Even though I agree with the main 
gist of existing comments on the communiques, I find that a linguistic-oriented 
approach to these texts comes to fill a gap in the existing studies.
2.6. An early assessment of 17N’s influence on Greek society 
and on the Greek political scene
17N enjoyed a lot of support in the early years of their activity, when the need 
for justice and revenge was urgent among the Greeks. However, this support quickly 
faded, as the political climate of the country settled down and the organisation 
attacked targets of dubious culpability. Looking at the communiques, one can see that 
17N believed that it had massive support even during the 1990s, even though this is 
questionable (see section 2.4 above). In fact, they never gained the full backing of the 
Greek people that could have led to the armed revolution they envisioned.
As Karkagiannis (2002) aptly states, it is not possible for a group of 
individuals to represent a whole people simply because they say so. Even though they 
were motivated by perceived deficiencies in the regime of the time, they were never 
chosen as representatives. The violence practised by 17N was not the result of social 
struggles and democratic inadequacy (even though these may have been present as 
well) but the result of the private initiative of a small group of people who decided to 
interpret the social and political events of the time in their own way. They cannot be
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justified simply because, as Pappas observes, they had “...the illusion that they were 
the armed pioneers of the working class and they believed that with the murders and 
the bombs [...], they could wake the masses from their [...] sleep” (2002:35). The 
Greek people perceived the paradox of this organisation and were never influenced in 
a way that would lead to a generalised use of violence.
A valuable point is raised by Bossis (2000) and Pretenderis (2002). 17N, they 
claim, was not a revolutionary organisation at all because they did not really offer an 
alternative way of thinking and evaluating reality; on the contrary, they were 
preaching the same views that Greek people were commonly discussing in taverns 
and coffee shops. Their ideology was limited to accusations and vague criticisms, as 
well as easy denunciations of anything that displeased them. 17N did not develop 
their own ideology in depth and did not really try to change Greek society; they only 
tried to punish it, or rather to punish a portion of it. Similarly, the majority of 
ideologically related terrorist organisations, like RAF in Germany, Action Directe in 
France and Brigate Rosse in Italy, did not suggest solutions of a political or economic 
nature but limited themselves to pinpointing the evils of the government and society 
(Bossis, 1996, 2000). They expected the people to follow them in a mass uprising and 
rid societies of wrongdoing. When the people did not see a distinctive political 
programme to follow and no concrete alternative suggestions, these organisations’ 
influence gradually faded.
17N however, unlike these groups, survived the failure to stir the masses to a 
revolution and continued to be active long after it had become obvious that the mass 
uprising it had suggested in its early stages was no longer feasible. It lasted much
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longer in spite of its “existential dead-end” (Bossis, 2000: 172), and would still be 
active had it not been for the accident of June 2002. This suggests, perhaps, that the 
organisation came to serve other purposes in the later years of its activity. Several 
scenarios have been suggested, claiming that the two major competing political 
parties (.PASOK and Nea Dimokratia) allowed and encouraged the existence of 17N 
for their own purposes, and hypotheses have been raised according to which 17N had 
degenerated to a group of regular criminals who hid behind an ideological mask 
(Bossis, 2000). In the latter case, 17N are said to enjoy the economic benefits of 
organised crime while retaining their revolutionary cover in order to justify their 
actions, however weakly. It is probably too soon to know if any of these scenarios are 
even partly true. Whatever the truth may be, 17N has been a significant part of Greek 
society and has evolved with it, as well as playing a major part in the formation of 
policies and in Greece’s image internationally. It is because of 17N’s activity that 
many of Greece’s anti-terrorist laws and other restrictive policies have been enforced 
over the years (see, for example, the anti-terrorist laws of 1978, 1990, in Kassimeris, 
1993). Nevertheless, it is still early to attempt a proper assessment of its influence on 
Greek life, especially as there are so many unresolved questions even after the arrest 
and conviction of many of its members.
2.7. Conclusion
In attempting to analyse a form of terrorism and a particular manifestation of 
this form (in this case, terrorist communiques), it is necessary to place it in a specific
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historical period and context, as this chapter has tried to do. It is also valuable to 
distinguish among the various forms terrorist acts can take and to try to understand 
each one separately. In this case, 17N had a remarkably individual character as an 
organisation and one that is probably issued by the extreme ideology of its founders 
and members (Pappas, 2002). This group believed in the use of violence but had a 
particular theory on how and when to use it. They did not use violence randomly, 
against large groups of citizens: on the contrary, they chose their targets carefully and 
wrote long texts justifying their choices and explaining in depth the precautions they 
took in order for passers-by not to be injured. 17N did not aim at terrorising what they 
perceived to be the working class people but they wanted to terrorise the economic 
and political establishment, the rich upper classes, and the police. 17N aimed at 
symbolic targets, as, naturally, they could not kill or injure every representative of the 
social classes they fought against. They tried to completely disconnect their victims 
from their human nature and offered a variety of reasons that would legitimise 
violence. All these characteristics should be kept in mind when analysing the writings 
they produced.
Having said that, it is not contested in this thesis whether 17N has or has not 
been a group of terrorists and whether they were ‘social fighters’ instead. I will be 
considering them as terrorists even though I accept the problematic meaning and 
connotations of the term, and even though they may not have been perceived as a 
threat by the entirety of the Greek population. In my opinion, their choice of targets 
did not make them any less violent or terrorist, and their use of violent means was not
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justified by the political situation within which they acted, despite their claims for 
total corruption and lack of democratic principles in Greece.
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CHAPTER 3 - LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, I will present an overview of Cognitive Metaphor Theory, on 
which I base my analysis. I will also provide a brief background on Blending Theory, 
as I have found it useful for the analysis and explication of particular metaphorical 
expressions in my data. Furthermore, I will define the concept of metaphor scenarios, 
of which I make use throughout the data analysis. I will also discuss metaphor in the 
context of political discourse, focussing particularly on its persuasive potential, and I 
will provide an overview of experimental and non-experimental studies on the 
persuasive ability of metaphor. Finally, I will discuss metaphor in relation to its 
cultural context.
3.1 Introduction
In this thesis, I will use ‘metaphor’ to mean the phenomenon whereby we talk 
and potentially think about something in terms of something else. The expression 
“bureaucracy is the cancer of today’s society”, for instance, that 17N have used in their 
communiques, talks about public administration in terms of an illness. This way of 
talking about bureaucracy may reflect, reinforce, and influence a particular way of 
thinking about it in terms of a grave and potentially terminal illness. Moreover, the 
aforementioned expression involves a way of talking about society in terms of a human
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body which can become ill. In the next section, I will present the theoretical 
background within which metaphor is approached in this thesis.
3.2 Principles of Cognitive Metaphor Theory
I will discuss the main principles of Cognitive Metaphor Theory (henceforth, 
CMT) (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Lakoff and Turner, 1989; Lakoff, 1993), a most 
influential paradigm that provides the basic framework for my analysis. Lakoff and his 
colleagues noted the presence of large numbers of conventional metaphorical 
expressions in language, which people use without consciously being aware of their 
metaphoricity. They highlighted the pervasiveness of metaphorical expressions in 
language and observed that conventional metaphorical expressions tend to form 
systematic sets. Consider, for example, the sentences below, where the italicized 
expressions describe aspects of a love relationship (in this case, negative aspects) in 
terms of travelling and moving in space:
The relationship isn’t going anywhere.
We may have to go our separate ways.
Our relationship is o ff the track.
Our relationship has hit a dead-end street.
(Lakoff, 1993:206. Italics in original)
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Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argued that many such related sets of metaphorical 
expressions exist in English. Their observations on these occurrences formed the basis 
of their argument that these expressions are not simply ways of talking about one thing 
in terms of another but they also suggest that we may about one thing in terms of 
another. The sentences shown above, thus, suggested to them that we think of love 
relationships in terms of travelling and moving in space.
According to CMT, sets of expressions like the ones mentioned above reflect 
conventional patterns of thought which are known as conceptual metaphors. These are 
systematic sets of correspondences, or mappings, across conceptual domains. The 
notion of ‘conceptual domain’ is basic within CMT; conceptual domains are mental 
representations that include various elements, relations, and patterns of inference. They 
are portions of background knowledge on particular phenomena and experiences. 
These portions of background knowledge allow a target domain (for example, our 
knowledge regarding love relationships) to be partly structured in terms of a source 
domain (our knowledge and experience of travelling and journeys). So, sets of 
conventional metaphorical expressions (like the aforementioned ones referring to love) 
are seen as linguistic realisations of conventional conceptual metaphors. For example, 
the expressions referring to love relationships are considered to be linguistic 
realisations of a conventional conceptual metaphor which could be phrased as LOVE IS 
A JOURNEY2. The target domain of love relationships, thus, is partly structured via the 
source domain of travelling. This involves correspondences between travelling 
companions and partners in a relationship, different stages of the relationship and
2 The practice o f referring to conceptual metaphors using small capitals, which originated in early CMT 
research, is one that I will follow throughout this thesis.
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different stages on the road, breaking-up and following different destinations, and so 
on.
In CMT, it is emphasized that target domains typically correspond to areas of 
experience that are complex, abstract, unfamiliar, and difficult to delineate, such as 
love, time, life, and emotions. These areas of experience are structured with the help of 
source domains which typically correspond to areas of experience which are more 
simple, concrete, familiar and well-defined, such as moving in space, physical objects, 
and bodily phenomena. The notion of ‘image schema’ has been proposed within CMT 
to account for simple and basic mental representations that capture fundamental 
physical experiences (Johnson, 1987). Image schemas are elementary knowledge 
structures that consist of basic elements; for example, the PATH image schema is 
related to the LOVE IS A JOURNEY metaphor, and consists of two locations, a path 
between the two locations, and a direction of movement from one location to the other 
(ibid.).
Grady (1997) has proposed a version of CMT whereby conceptual metaphors 
such as LOVE IS A JOURNEY result from more basic and abstract conceptual mappings 
such as PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS. These more basic mappings are called 
‘primary metaphors’ and are grounded on systematic correlations between physical 
experiences (e.g. arriving at a destination) and intangible, subjective experiences (e.g. 
achieving a purpose). In this version of CMT, the structuring potential of basic 
experiential correlations for target domains is stressed, perhaps even more than in the 
original version.
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It is important to point out that in the process of the target domain being partly 
structured by the source domain, new structure can be projected to the target domain. 
This means that the source domain can project elements to the target domain that may 
not have been part of the target domain independently of the metaphoric mapping. For 
example, in the TIME IS MONEY conceptual metaphor, time can be invested, used, and 
wasted, as shown by some of its linguistic realisations: “You’ve used up all your time”, 
“I have invested a lot of time on that project” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999, quoted in 
Semino, 2008). These aspects of TIME may not have been part of the domain 
independently of the metaphor.
Even though previous approaches to metaphor were based on similarities 
between unlike entities (Black, 1962; Searle, 1979, quoted in Semino, 1997), in CMT 
the notion of similarity does not feature prominently, as conventional conceptual 
metaphors are grounded on experiential correlations. However, CMT proponents 
recognize that not all metaphors can be viewed as based on experiential correlations, 
but some are based on perceived similarities between different entities or areas of 
experience, which are culturally determined. For example, metaphors that talk of 
humans in terms of animals are based on the perceived resemblances between the 
characteristics of the source domain with the target domain (see Grady, 1999). 
Consider the phrase ‘John is a pig’; this expression cannot be motivated by recurrent 
experiential correlations but is rather a result of perceived similarities, which are 
shaped by the cultural context the phrase is used in.
A central distinction within the theory is the one between metaphors as 
conceptual phenomena and metaphorical expressions as linguistic phenomena. Another
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distinction within the cognitive metaphor view is that of metaphorical expressions that 
we use largely unconsciously, and those that attract our attention with their originality. 
Conceptual metaphors are underlying notions which can be expressed, linguistically, in 
a variety of novel or conventional ways. Conventional metaphorical expressions have 
become conventionalized and established within a cultural context or a linguistic 
community, constituting a fundamental part of its conceptual system (Lakoff and 
Turner 1987; Lakoff 1993). Novel expressions are creative and less frequent than 
conventional ones, and they might or might not become conventionalized with time. 
Novel metaphorical expressions are often creative exploitations of conventional 
mappings. Recent research within the paradigm has suggested that metaphor novelty 
(or conventionality) is a matter of degree rather than a clear-cut distinction and that it is 
largely dependent on the context and the circumstances of use of particular 
metaphorical expressions (Hanks, 2006; Martin, 2006; Semino, 2006). I will return to 
this issue in Chapter 4.
So far, we have seen that the most important tenets of the cognitive approach 
are that metaphor is pervasive in language and that it is closely connected to one’s 
everyday thought and action, rather than being a decorative device in spoken and 
written language. Metaphors, as they are seen within this paradigm, have the potential 
to influence people’s perception of the world as they actively participate in structuring 
varied understandings of reality. Through metaphor, abstract and complex domains of 
human experience can be organised and better understood using more familiar or 
tangible concepts; moreover, the partial mapping of elements of the source domain to 
the target domain implies that metaphor can highlight certain aspects of things, while
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simultaneously hiding others. This makes metaphor a conceptual and linguistic 
phenomenon of primary importance which merits the attention it has been given over 
the past three decades. Moreover, it hints at the rhetorical potential of metaphor, which 
I will discuss in detail in section 3.6 below.
In fact, conventional patterns of metaphor in particular discourses have a 
noteworthy ideological dimension, which has been the object of numerous recent 
studies (among others, Dirven, Frank, and Ilie, 2001; Goatly, 2002a, 2007). Given that 
ideology can be defined as social representations shared by members of a group, which 
lead them to form social beliefs and to act according to them (Van Dijk, 1998), it 
follows that metaphor has an important role to play in the formation and reflection of 
particular ideologies. This is because metaphorical language participates in the way 
states of affairs are presented, and has the potential to influence the way states of 
affairs are perceived, as Semino (1997) put it. Before I elaborate further on the 
ideological dimension of metaphor, I will present and discuss some criticisms of CMT.
3.3 Criticising Cognitive Metaphor Theory
CMT focuses primarily on conceptual metaphors and regards metaphorical 
expressions in language as secondary. This has been criticised, as CMT shows a 
general lack of consideration for the manifestations of metaphor in discourse, and for 
the linguistic form of metaphorical expressions (see, for example, Cameron and Low, 
1999; Semino, Heywood, and Short, 2004). Moreover, the linguistic evidence that has 
been postulated as proof for underlying conventional mappings has mainly been based
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on researcher’s intuitions and on invented examples. This does not take into account 
the actual occurrence of metaphorical expressions in naturally occurring discourse, 
which is a much more complex phenomenon (Steen, 1999; Low, 2003). The analysis of 
metaphor in discourse requires an explicit set of methodological criteria in order to 
extrapolate conceptual metaphors from linguistic data, a fact that has recently been 
recognized by most metaphor researchers (for example, Cameron, 2003; Musolff, 
2004a; Deignan, 2005; Pragglejaz Group, 2007). These criticisms raise doubts as to the 
exhaustiveness of the CMT account of metaphor in language as well as the reliability 
of claims concerning conventional conceptual metaphors.
Distinguishing between literal and metaphorical expressions is one of the 
problematic issues within the theory, which relates to problems in the identification of 
metaphorical expressions in discourse. Recent approaches to metaphor identification in 
isolated texts as well as in large corpora suggest that the examination of a metaphorical 
expression’s co-text as well as of its larger context usually provides enough 
information in order to tell apart its literal and metaphorical senses (Deignan, 2005). 
Explicit procedures that aid the reliable identification of metaphorical expressions in 
texts have recently been proposed (Pragglejaz Group, 2007). These procedures allow 
metaphor identification projects to be replicated, and therefore add validity to 
approaches which previously were highly subjective. Moreover, the formal and 
grammatical aspects of metaphorical expressions have also been neglected within 
traditional CMT, a fact that has recently begun to be addressed (Cameron, 2003; 
Deignan, 2005, 2006).
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Another problematic aspect of the theory is the extent to which linguistic 
expressions can account for the existence of deeper, conceptual structures (see Murphy, 
1996, for a discussion). To this, Lakoff (1993) has partly answered by stating that 
correspondences between linguistic expressions and conceptual metaphors need to be 
systematic in order to account for the existence of underlying conceptual structures. 
Therefore, adequate linguistic evidence should be provided before underlying 
conceptual structures can be argued to exist. In this respect, the use of language 
corpora can be of significant help; I will discuss the contribution of corpus-based 
approaches to metaphor research in Chapter 4.
Finally, CMT has been criticised for not being able to provide a satisfactory 
account for cases of metaphorical mappings whereby elements that do not form part of 
the source domain are found in the target domain, as a result of the metaphorical 
mapping. In other words, CMT has been criticised for not providing adequate 
explanation about more complex metaphor-related phenomena, which may require the 
postulation of additional input (apart from the source domain) in order to be explained. 
This particular weak point of CMT has, to a great extent, motivated the formulation of 
Conceptual Blending Theory, which allows for the existence of multiple conceptual 
domains that combine to form an integrated final product. I will introduce this theory in 
the next section.
CMT is a theory concerned with broad and general issues such as why 
particular metaphorical mappings occur in particular languages, and the extent to 
which basic conventional conceptual mappings are universal. The study of metaphor in 
discourse, however, includes the consideration of details on the particular context
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metaphorical expressions occur in, and on the roles, identities, and relationships of the 
discourse participants. The relevant co-text and the cultural context also need to be 
taken into consideration, and recently this has been increasingly the case (Cienki, 1999; 
Eubanks, 2000; Kovecses, 1999, 2005). I will discuss this issue in detail in section 3.7 
below. Taking the criticisms and the limitations of CMT in mind, I rely on naturally 
occurring data when making claims about underlying conceptual mappings and I use 
evidence from language corpora to support my claims. I also pay attention to the 
particularities of individual occurrences of metaphor in a specific context, as well as to 
the conventionality of frequent metaphor uses. The way I approach my data and my 
methodology will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
3.4 Conceptual Blending Theory
I will provide some information on Conceptual Blending Theory, even 
though I only use it for a few particular cases that I came across in my data. I believe, 
however, that this background is necessary in order to explain my motivation for using 
the theory in my analysis.
Conceptual integration, or conceptual blending, is a broad theoretical 
framework that includes a set of interconnected operations for the combination and 
integration of information. It involves the building and the dynamic conceptual 
processing of a network of mental spaces, which are linked via projection mappings 
and other crucial relations in a way that prompts creative meaning construction. 
Conceptual blends, as the products of conceptual integration are known, are often
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novel and highly creative structures, but blending operations are argued to play a 
crucial role in the understanding and production of virtually any form of concept 
combination. In the past, however, authors tended not to focus on the “general blending 
capacity” that characterises human beings; rather, they saw instances of blending as 
“exotic” and “marginal” (Fauconnier and Turner, 2002: 37). Similar statements have 
been made about metaphor, before Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) claims concerning its 
ubiquity in language and thought started a new tradition in the study of metaphor.
Conceptual blending has been proposed and developed mainly by Gilles 
Fauconnier and Mark Turner, and is based on Fauconnier’s notion of mental spaces 
(1994). A complete account of the development of the theory can be found in their 
book, The Way We Think (2002), which includes examples and discussions present in 
their earlier work (Fauconnier and Turner 1998; Turner and Fauconnier 1998; 
Fauconnier and Turner 2000). In their book, the two authors pose the question of how 
it is possible for human beings to perceive of one integrated concept, when the 
complexity of the perceived concept can in fact be great. To answer this question, the 
authors propose the integration networks model.
Integration networks consist of an array of interconnected mental spaces. 
These are small, dynamic conceptual constructs, useful for understanding and acting 
locally, during the production and interpretation of discourse (Fauconnier and Turner, 
2002). One of their most advantageous characteristics is that they can be remodelled 
and modified in the on-line construction of meaning and inference. As Turner (2000) 
explains, the human brain can hold about 15-20 spaces available for use at any 
moment, but seems to focus on 2-5 spaces each time, while, in discourse, hundreds of
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others may come up, which may be used wholly or partially. This gives great flexibility 
to the mental construct at hand, but also restricts the “primed” mental spaces that can 
be dealt with extensively each time. The cognitive foundation of mental spaces 
supports the network model proposed by Fauconnier and Turner to account for the way 
mental spaces are linked with each other.
This network model consists of mental spaces, whose contents are structured by 
frames, and projections and mappings between them. A typical and basic blending 
network consists of two (or more) input mental spaces, a generic space, and a blended 
space. The input spaces provide the information that will be combined with other 
elements for the integrated blend to occur. Counterparts in the input mental spaces are 
connected with cross-space mappings, and their common elements are projected to a 
generic space. The blended space contains elements projected from the two input 
spaces, with some details preserved and others omitted, and a blended product is 
constructed which, in most cases, exhibits emergent structure of its own. In the blended 
space, that is, one finds information that can be traced back to the input spaces and 
generic space, but not exclusively so: a number of operations play their part for the 
blend to be enriched with its own unique content. This feature of integration networks 
carries a special significance. Finally, I should note that conceptual integration 
networks are not limited to two input spaces or even to one blended space: there can be 
several inputs to a blend as well as several blended products, not to mention that 
multiple blends can also occur, whereby a network functions as an input for another 
one. Fauconnier and Turner have categorised integration networks according to the 
structure of elements in the mental spaces involved (2002).
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Examining a particular blend will illustrate the characteristics and 
possibilities of the integration network. The example is taken from Turner and 
Fauconnier (1998):
I f  Clinton were the Titanic, the iceberg would sink.
In this blending network there are two input spaces: one with Bill Clinton and 
another one with the Titanic and the incident with the iceberg. Obviously, Clinton and 
the Titanic are counterparts and a cross-space mapping takes place between them, 
which in this case happens to be metaphorical. The iceberg also has a counterpart 
connection with the famous sexual scandal that involved Clinton; both are obstacles, or 
adversities, in the ways of Clinton/the Titanic. There is a generic space that captures 
the more abstract structure of the events brought together in the input spaces: a 
powerful entity that is threatened by an enormous obstacle in its way. In the blended 
space, Clinton is the Titanic and the sexual scandal is the iceberg, only this time 
Clinton is the winner and, instead of the Titanic, the iceberg is sinking. The blend has a 
humorous effect as it deals with Clinton’s apparent immunity to external attacks: 
another politician would have collapsed had he been involved in such a scandal and 
even admitted his guilt. It also exhibits an unmistakably new meaning: the Titanic does 
not sink, the iceberg does; in the blend, new structure and new meaning has emerged, 
which does not originate and is not projected from the input spaces. This example also 
illustrates the role background knowledge, framing, co-text and context play in the 
production and understanding of blends. As they deal with the on-line construction of 
meaning, blends may seem alien or difficult to comprehend in different circumstances.
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In fact, the cross-space projections do not happen arbitrarily, or in completely 
new, unheard-of ways. There are cultural rules that guide selective projection and 
facilitate some mappings over others. In the previously mentioned example, Clinton’s 
fusion with the Titanic is based on a conventional metaphor, that of activity being a 
journey on a path towards a destination. This mapping is entrenched in common 
cultural knowledge. Co-text is an important factor in specifying how the spaces will be 
set up, which projections are going to take place, and what operations are going to be 
run in the blend.
In the example discussed above, the if...then construction employed, which is a 
conditional indicating a counterfactual, entails that Clinton is not, in fact, the Titanic. 
With blending, incompatible input spaces can be combined to provide striking and 
creative results. Clashing spaces, held together in an integration network, provide the 
means for rich and emotively powerful emergent meaning, as can be found in 
humorous, ironic, and metaphorical expressions; in fact, metaphor can be a means to 
realise the function of irony. Blends are creative in their construction and operation, in 
that they are not merely compositional, and they are not deterministic: an acceptable 
blend can be constructed in more than one ways, and may involve pieces of 
incompatible information.
Emergent structure has generally been considered as one of the most striking 
features of the integration network that comes to light while “running the blend” -  in a 
way, emergent structure is evidence for a blend’s existence as a separate cognitive 
construct, different from the mere composition of elements from its inputs. It is the 
emergent meaning that renders conceptual blends remarkable and impressive, be they
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linguistic constructs or other manifestations of the blending capacity. For this reason 
the majority of analyses of blends describe and characterise the differences between 
input space structure and blended space structure (Coulson and Oakley, 2000).
Even though addressing the issue of the emergence of new meaning is one of 
the strongest points of blending theory, it is not always plain how much new meaning, 
if any, emerges, and how strong a criterion this should be for the postulation of 
blending processes. Interestingly, emergent structure is not an indispensable feature of 
each and every blend, as Grady, Oakley and Coulson note: some blends, they argue, 
are “truth-functionally compositional” (1999: 122). In their recent work, Fauconnier 
and Turner (2002) seem to account for the existence or the absence of observable 
emergent structure by their categorisation of integration networks into simplex, mirror, 
single-scope and double-scope. Hence, not all kinds of networks exhibit the same 
degree of emergent structure in the blend.
Blending theory is useful in that it deals with some of the issues that theories 
like cognitive metaphor theory did not resolve, like the emergence of new meaning and 
the links between linguistic expressions and cognitive processes (Gibbs, 2000). Ritchie 
also points out how blending theory escapes the inherent circularity of previous 
theories on metaphor because it is grounded on general experience rather than an 
already metaphorical relationship (2003). However, it has been criticised for being 
unnecessarily complex and for being too general and all-encompassing, in a way that it 
becomes non-refutable (Harder, 2003). In addition, Grady notes that, in combining 
cognitive elements within a society, we usually need to serve “some conceptual or 
communicative purpose” (2000: 342), a factor that has not been adequately developed
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within the theory. Finally, Harder grounds his criticism regarding the ubiquity of 
networked mental spaces on the theoretical principle that “complexities in theoretical 
assumptions must be motivated by complexities in the data” (2003: 92); thus, 
particularly complex data may adequately be accounted for by this framework, while 
simpler data may better be accounted for by other theories.
Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 309-352) list six optimality principles to counter 
the criticism that blending theory may be too general and all-encompassing: for blends 
to run smoothly, they claim, optimality principles need to be observed. Topology, 
relevance, integration, and unpacking principles are at work, as well as pattern 
completion and web-related (network-related) rules. These principles work 
cooperatively or antagonistically towards achieving as many or as relevant goals of the 
network as possible, so that the final outcome is an integrated story, where “many” is 
compressed to “one”, vital relations are strengthened, and human-scale global insight is 
achieved. The interacting principles limit the blending process but, simultaneously, 
empower it, by allowing well-integrated blends to occur again and again. In this way, 
useful blends may become entrenched and may function as inputs for new blends.
In the course of the analysis of my data, I will exemplify why the use of 
Conceptual Blending Theory in some cases may appear necessary and helpful, while in 
other cases it might have unnecessarily complicated the analysis.
I will now introduce the concepts of metaphor scenarios and systems, as I will 
be using them throughout the analysis of my data.
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3.5 Metaphorical scenarios and systems
Musolff (2004a, 2006) raises important issues regarding the parts that make up 
a given conceptual domain and the relationship among them. In his 2004 book, for 
example, he deals with aspects of European politics being talked about in terms of 
health and illness. He sees the need for a metaphorical interpretation of expressions 
found in his corpus as arising from the interaction of two sets of presuppositions: one 
set of presuppositions related to background assumptions on the topic, namely 
economic and political relations in Europe, and another set related to background 
assumptions on the general theme of health and illness (2004a:80-81). These latter 
presuppositions, or general aspects of background folk knowledge, represent properties 
and relations that are attributed to the topic of European politics. So, within this 
context, an utterance that is interpreted as metaphorical will also be informed by the 
evaluative presuppositions commonly associated with the source domain. These, in 
turn, can be exploited for argumentative purposes. Musolff defined these “prominent 
sub-sets of presuppositions within a specific thematic dimension or perspective” 
(2004a: 81) as scenarios. A metaphorical scenario consists of the interaction of sets of 
presuppositions, which are prominent because they are frequent and well-distributed in 
a given corpus. These scenarios form the basis for examining the role of source domain 
concepts when applied to the target domain, which in Musolff s case is European 
politics.
Musolff (2006) also noticed that not all the elements of source domains were 
equally important, nor were they equally represented in discourse. For example, this is
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the case with the conceptual domains of HEALTH/STRENGTH and 
LOVE/MARRIAGE/FAMILY, which he frequently encountered in his data, describing 
the political relationships between different countries of the European Union via 
metaphorical expressions used in the press. Only some of the features of LOVE and 
MARRIAGE, for instance, were exploited in this particular context; and different 
features of the domain were used for different rhetorical purposes. Countries of the EU 
could be seen as married couples, as the third person in a relationship, as illegitimate 
lovers, etc. depending on the point that needed to be made. Elements of the source 
domain could also be creatively extended: families, for instance, were discussed as 
having multiple parents, in the context of different countries participating in the EU.
Moreover, he observed that a single source domain may include contrastive 
conceptualisations of the target topic, as Lakoff (1995), too, had remarked: in 
conceptualising the US nation as a family, two competing models for the parents in this 
family (the STRICT FATHER and the NURTURANT PARENT models) provide the 
scenarios on which the two major American political parties (the Republicans and the 
Democrats, respectively) build their political identities. Given the importance and 
status of the concept of domain in Cognitive Linguistics, on the one hand, and the 
apparent fact that there are subdivisions within this category, which may even be 
contrastive, on the other, Musolff (2006) opts for the narrower concept of scenario. 
Thus, he describes the elements of a conceptual domain that are given prominence in a 
specific discourse and foregrounds the attitudinal stance of the metaphor producer.
Musolff links his definition of scenarios with Fillmore’s “conceptual scenes” 
(Fillmore, 1975, quoted in Musolff, 2006), Lakoff s “idealized cognitive models”
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(Lakoff, 1987, quoted in Musolff, 2006) and Turner and Fauconnier’s “scenarios”, as 
dynamic schemas operating in the mental space created by a conceptual blending 
(2002). Taking a certain stereotypical element, which is usually inherent in common 
knowledge, into consideration, Musolff further elucidates scenarios as “set(s) of 
assumptions made by competent members of a discourse community about ‘typical’ 
aspects of a source-situation, for example, its participants and their roles, the ‘dramatic’ 
storylines and outcomes, and conventional evaluations of whether they count as 
successful or unsuccessful, normal or abnormal, permissible or illegitimate, etc.” 
(2006: 28). Such scenarios appear to be very frequent in public discourse and shape the 
way target topics are presented by outlining and constructing the values, tendencies and 
biases in a particular discourse community.
It is important to take into account the background, common knowledge that 
resides in a metaphor’s source domain and that is used, often selectively, to 
conceptualise elements of the target topic. Metaphor scenarios carry the metaphor 
producer’s political and attitudinal biases, inherent stereotypes, as well as rhetorical 
and argumentative nuances. I would add that scenarios, apart from enhancing our 
understanding of the way source and target domains interact, also interconnect, when 
source domains share some of their constituents. In this way they form larger systems 
which function like binding, coherent elements that structure the discourse of a group. 
Localized scenarios thus are the building elements of larger conceptual structures, 
which create whole systems of concepts.
If we now take the broad group of 17N’s opponents and targets as roughly 
equivalent to an extensive target domain, this is talked about in the communiques via
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background knowledge inherent in the various source domains of the metaphors found 
in the corpus of communiques. This broad, hypothetical metaphorical mapping would 
answer to the question: How are 17N’s targets metaphorically presented in the 
organisation’s texts? The notion of diversification, proposed by Goatly (1997: 259- 
261) to describe the interplay of metaphors in texts, could also be helpful to understand 
this mapping. Goatly defines diversification as the use of different source domains to 
describe a single target domain. He uses an example from a well-known novel, namely 
William Golding’s ‘The Inheritors’, to illustrate this notion. Lok, who is the central 
character of the novel and belongs to a Neanderthal tribe, uses various source domains 
to describe his feelings towards the new people he encountered, who were Homo 
sapiens. Among other things, he describes the newcomers as “forest fire”, “cat”, 
“honey” and “river” (see Goatly, 1997: 260). These different source domains carry 
with them particular features and conventionally known traits, which enable the reader 
to infer the attributes Lok is ascribing to the new people, and also his feelings towards 
them. Moreover, they highlight different aspects of the target domain, that is, different 
characteristics of the new people.
In the case of 17N, the scenarios inbuilt in the source domains contain elements 
familiar to the average Greek reader that are then exploited by 17N for rhetorical and 
argumentative purposes. Metaphors that are frequent and well-distributed in the 
communiques build metaphorical systems that bring different scenarios together. These 
systems are among the tools 17N use to build their basic argument which structures 
and informs all the communiques without exception: that it was just and legitimate to
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attack the people and institutions they attacked, in the violent way they chose to do it, 
because they were guilty.
To sum up, the notion of scenario facilitates the observation and analysis of the 
way source domain constituents interact with the target domain and with their actual 
context of use, in order to render the overall mapping comprehensible. Often, the 
source scenario is a creative extension of the elements of the source domain or a very 
flexible version of it. Most importantly, it carries normative and evaluative 
assumptions and, often, it is emotionally charged in a positive or negative way. 
Cultural bias and culturally shared values feature strongly, too. The argumentative 
exploitation of this information, however, depends on the interests and goals of the 
discourse community that handles it.
I will now turn to a discussion of metaphor in political discourse.
3.6 Metaphor in political discourse
With the advent of Cognitive Metaphor Theory and its subsequent influence on 
metaphor study, the literature on metaphor has become vast and touches on various 
domains of human endeavour, like literature, science, education, journalism, and the 
business world, to name but a few. The products of research in all these domains have 
yielded valuable insights on the form and function of metaphor. For the purposes of 
this thesis, I will focus on metaphor in the political arena.
The domain of politics is difficult to define, as it involves a variety of 
interrelated individuals, institutions and types of activities. It is clear, however, that at
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the centre of political activity is the negotiation of power which, as Semino points out, 
can be exercised, maintained and lost in local, national and international contexts 
(2008: 85). Chilton sees power as involving the control of resources and capabilities, 
and also as the discursive power to disseminate concepts which can influence the 
people’s opinions and behaviour (2004). It follows that language plays a central role in 
politics, since political action is to a great extent linguistic action, manifest in political 
texts, speeches, debates etc. (Chilton, 1996, 2004; Semino, 2008). Political discourse, 
therefore, is a complex human activity which entails the negotiation of power in 
different contexts, and mirrors and constructs the tensions between power and 
resistance that take place in the political arena.
The purposes of political discourse can be multiple, such as informative, 
persuasive, ludic, etc. (see Chilton and Schaffner 1997: 208-215). It follows that 
linguistic expressions in politics can also fulfil different functions. Chilton has 
identified three important, strategic functions of linguistic expressions in politics which 
are: coercion, legitimisation and delegitimisation, and representation and
misrepresentation (2004: 45-50). Coercion has to do with impinging on others’ 
behaviour by, for example, passing laws and issuing commands. Legitimisation and 
delegitimisation have to do with affecting one’s credibility and value as a holder of 
power within a social group. Representation and misrepresentation have to do with 
controlling the amount and content of information one receives and with inducing 
particular views of reality. These functions are closely interrelated, as the 
(mis)representation of a situation or individual may accordingly legitimise or 
delegitimise a course of action which in turn may form the basis for coercion, by
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setting a particular agenda. Metaphorical expressions are especially linked to the 
representation function of language in politics, as information from the source domains 
on metaphors is projected to the target domains, evoking particular representations of 
people or situations.
The communiques written by 17N have an undoubtedly political character, 
since they accompanied the organisation’s violent actions and provided explanation 
and justification for them. They were also a means to comment on Greek and world 
politics and to make 17N’s views on political issues known to the public. An essential 
aim of these writings is to influence the Greek citizens’ opinion on political affairs and 
to persuade them of the validity and truthfulness of 17N’s claims. Given the nature of 
my data, therefore, I will provide an overview of research on metaphor and persuasion 
in the political domain, which will place my analysis in an adequate framework and 
support my subsequent suggestions on the possible effects of 17N’s use of metaphor.
Before that, however, I should note that 17N’s communiques are texts with a 
unique position as a separate genre within political discourse, because of their purpose 
and of the circumstances of their production and dissemination. Genres are 
conventionalised uses of language linked to particular activities (Semino, 2008). Rarely 
does a political text have the openly stated purpose of claiming and justifying violent 
attacks with the intention to cause people’s death, as have 17N’s texts. It is also 
important to underline that the author(s) of the communiques had to remain unknown, 
as had to be the circumstances of writing. At the same time, there had to be a way in 
which to recognise that the texts claimed by 17N were indeed written by them, so the 
same typewriter was always used by the organisation’s members. The communiques
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were written according to the purpose, the needs and the characteristics of a closed and 
secret organisation, and their authors could not be named and located. The only way 
one could reply to these texts and challenge them was through newspapers and other 
media, which were the ones that brought the texts to the public in the first place. One 
can see there is a particular ritual that the communiques had to go through in order to 
reach their desired audience. For these reasons I see them as a distinct text type within 
political discourse.
It is impossible to enter into a discussion of metaphor in political discourse 
without being primarily concerned with the persuasive power attributed to it. Metaphor 
has been seen as ubiquitous in persuasion contexts from politics (Lakoff, 1991; Mio, 
1997) to business and the economy (Deignan, 2000) to consumer advertising (Goatly, 
1997). It is, however, an essential part of political discourse and has been argued to 
provide political figures with a powerful means of presenting policy issues and 
influencing the public’s perception of events (Rohrer, 1991, 1995; Lakoff, 1995; 
Semino and Masci, 1996). Because political discourse is characterised by 
communicating different opinions and ideas in a manner that needs to be convincing 
and win assent, it follows that metaphor will very likely be used rhetorically to achieve 
these purposes. Hence, its role in public utterance has long been considered as a 
predominantly persuasive one.
Recent research in the tradition of cognitive metaphor theory has emphasized 
the important role metaphor plays in communicating beliefs and opinions and in 
influencing them. Whether used purposely or unconsciously, metaphor contains aspects
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of the speaker’s world-view, and presents them in a way that often anticipates opposing 
views and pre-empts counter-arguments (see Deignan, 2000).
Moreover, metaphors often suggest a biased regard on situations, by bringing 
together items in the source and the target domain which are different and dissimilar. 
This is the function of metaphor that has to do with highlighting certain aspects of the 
target domain while inevitably hiding and downplaying others. A metaphor suggests a 
similarity between elements of the source and the target domain, but leaves the 
interpretation open, and it is up to the receiver of the message to decide which of the 
metaphor’s inferences to accept and which to reject. This fluidity of interpretation 
makes metaphor a powerful device for manipulating the point of view on a situation.
As metaphors are used par excellence to help us make sense of abstract and 
complicated concepts, they frequently tend to simplify what they are trying to explain. 
This feature of metaphor makes it a useful educational tool (see Cameron 2003) but 
also makes it a suitable device for manoeuvres in discourse, especially political 
discourse.
3.6.1. Metaphor and persuasion
The literature on metaphor and politics can be divided into two main sections, 
having to do with the assumptions researchers made in dealing with their data. A great 
number of researchers assume that metaphor works indeed persuasively and apply this 
premise to their theoretical analyses and to analyses of samples of political discourse.
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They work out the entailments of the metaphorical expressions they analyse and try to 
explain how these work on influencing their audience towards modes of action. Other 
researchers question whether metaphor is indeed persuasive and whether it is more 
effective than literal language, and carry out experimental research in order to validate 
or disprove their hypotheses. Overall, there seems to be a relative lack of adequate 
empirical evidence to ascertain the extent to which metaphor in political rhetoric is 
actually effective, even though there is support for the assumption that it does work 
persuasively. It seems that some of the experimental evidence coming from empirical 
studies on metaphor has produced ambivalent results. I will present an overview of 
both experimental and non-experimental research, highlighting the main assumptions 
and concerns of each approach.
3.6.2 Non-experimental research on metaphor and persuasion
Proponents of Cognitive Metaphor Theory have often dealt with the persuasive 
potential of metaphorical expressions. One of the basic tenets of the theory is that 
metaphor is one of our principal means of conceptualising the world. Through 
metaphor we understand one domain of our experience in terms of another; for 
instance, we understand life in terms of travel or time in terms of money (Lakoff and 
Johnson, 1980). The more abstract or complicated areas of our life are thus structured 
with the help of metaphorical reasoning, and the conclusions we reach via this 
reasoning can form the basis for action (Chilton and Lakoff, 1995). Thus, as Chilton 
and Lakoff (1995) argue, metaphors, and in particular sets of interrelated metaphors,
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embody ways of thought and structure, concerning the world around us. They not only 
represent modes of discourse but, more importantly, modes of thinking, and therefore 
have great persuasive ability.
Influencing the reasoning process of the public is of great consequence in 
politics, in order, for instance, to win support and consent for a certain policy or in 
order to initiate a course of action. Different policies are often proposed by suggesting 
different metaphors, that is, different ways of structuring and understanding reality 
(Lakoff, 1995). Lakoff argues that the sets of metaphors and their entailments that one 
chooses to follow, or to propagate by active political involvement, constitute one’s 
ideology. A case in point is the Liberal and Conservative parties in the U.S., whose 
ideology Lakoff unravels as a set of metaphorical conceptualisations of reality and 
morality (1995). He argues that their opposing understandings of what is just and 
moral, reflected in their choice of metaphor, makes it virtually impossible for them to 
agree on fundamental policy issues.
In presenting the metaphor system used by the US media to describe the 1991 
Gulf War, Lakoff describes what he calls the “fairy tale of the just war” 
(1991:online:http://philosophy.uoregon.edu/metaphor/lakoff-l.htm), a scenario based 
on a set of metaphors which helped the US government of the time to justify its 
decision to go to war:
The fairy tale has an asymmetry built into it. The hero is moral and 
courageous, while the villain is amoral and vicious. The hero is rational, but 
though the villain may be cunning and calculating, he cannot be reasoned
with. Heroes thus cannot negotiate with villains; they must defeat them. The 
enemy-as-demon metaphor arises as a consequence of the fact that we 
understand what a just war is in terms of this fairy tale (1991: online: 
http://philosophy.uoregon.edu/metaphor/lakoff-l.htm.).
Thus, as Lakoff aptly observes, a war, any kind of war, can be justified on 
moral grounds, if it is made to fit this fairy-tale frame. Several metaphors would then 
apply, filling in the slots in the above scenario. The US government is “metaphorically 
defining”, as Lakoff would have put it, the situation they are in, in order to justify their 
decisions and actions (ibid.).
Rohrer (1995) studied the metaphors used by George Bush to conceptualise the 
political situation in the Persian Gulf before the Gulf War, and argues that the 
acceptance of Bush’s metaphors and the sharing of his understanding of the situation 
actually led to the war. He provides examples that support Lakoff s (1991) argument, 
which was not based on specific linguistic data. Rohrer carefully unravelled the 
implications of the metaphors used in this situation, and argued that the portrayal of 
Kuwait as a rape victim would justify any military intervention in order to rescue an 
‘innocent’ nation.
Rohrer, moreover, draws our attention to the importance of cognitive 
entrenchment for metaphors to become an integral part of everyday conversation and 
thinking, which is in line with other researchers’ arguments. Public opinion is 
influenced by simple metaphors that are frequently repeated and become familiar, 
rather than by sweeping, novel ones that may be used precisely to mobilize it,
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according to Edelman (1964, quoted in Mio, 1997). It is remarkable how this 
suggestion is reminiscent of Lakoff and Turner’s (1987) argument that conventional 
metaphors are often much more influential in forming opinion than creative ones, as 
they are part of what is perceived as the ordinary way of thinking, and so they tend to 
go unnoticed.
Stone (1988, quoted in Mio, 1997) makes a point similar to Lakoff (1991), 
connecting politics and stories or fairy tales. She talks about metaphors strategically 
representing issues in policy analysis, and frequently implying whole stories, which 
are, in reality, prescriptions for action (ibid.). These stories include heroes and villains, 
and the battle of good against evil. Like any story, they are structured with a beginning, 
a middle part, and an ending. The metaphorical representation of political issues, in this 
sense, prompts the audience to think, and possibly act, in accordance with the 
requirements of the underlying story. Similarly, Schon (1979, quoted in Bosman, 
1987) notes that the, often metaphorical, setting of a problem already entails the 
solutions to it. For example, slums may be referred to as “diseased areas” of a city that 
should, naturally, be “cut away” (ibid: 97).
Mio (1997) stresses the importance of metaphor in conveying information in a 
compact and concise manner (see also Ortony, 1993), and in becoming symbolic of 
broader issues. He also sees metaphor as having the power to simplify political events 
and to make them more accessible to the public. Quoting Edelman (1964, 1971), Mio 
(1997) discusses metaphors used by politicians to reassure the public during difficult 
times, their soothing powers lying in their potential to evoke a part-whole relationship. 
Thus, solving part of a problem that has been metaphorically represented in a certain
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way would, in the eyes of the public, be as good as solving the whole problem, as for 
instance happened in the U.S. during the Great Depression: when Roosevelt’s New 
Deal metaphor started to be materialized through certain public programmes that were 
successfully put in place, the direction of the whole country was thought to be that of 
progress and success, which ultimately helped to bring the country out of Depression 
(ibid.). In addition, metaphors have the potential to stir emotions and reach the 
audience in an indirect way, by triggering particular concepts (Edelman, 1964, quoted 
in Mio, 1997).
Finally, as Deignan (2000) observes, metaphor can be used as a tool of 
persuasion because it creates feelings of intimacy between the producer and the 
receiver of the message, and also because it has the potential to convey opinions 
covertly. Metaphors are often language and culture specific, and can only be figured 
out by members of a community with shared background knowledge. This is easily 
understood when trying to translate metaphors into a different language or to move 
them to a different context. All sorts of explanations and clarifications are then 
necessary to convey the meanings encapsulated in the metaphor. A feeling of 
belonging and shared grounds with the producer of the message can thus be cultivated, 
especially when idiomatic uses of words and phrases are incorporated in a 
metaphorical expression (see also Gibbs, 1994). As far as conveying arguments 
covertly is concerned, metaphors rarely spell out the entailments necessary for making 
sense of the link between different domains of experience that are being brought 
together. So, metaphors can be taken for granted and accepted as facts, or they can be
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questioned and challenged; in the first case, a covert message can get across without 
the receiver consciously realising it.
So far, I have presented research based on the analysis of metaphor in political 
discourse that does not include feedback from the receivers of the message, which 
would be valuable in validating the aforementioned arguments and hypotheses. In the 
next section there is an overview of attempts to experimentally verify metaphor’s 
persuasive effectiveness.
3.6.3. Experimental research on the persuasive potential of metaphor
The first to conduct experimental research on the persuasive effects of 
metaphor was Bowers (1966, quoted in Mio, 1997), who concluded that metaphorical 
language can be successful in persuading because it circumvents the negative effect 
that extremely intense language often has on the receiver (known, in the literature, as 
the boomerang effect). Experimental studies on the persuasive power of metaphor have 
evolved since then, and are presently closely linked with the Cognitive Metaphor 
paradigm. Several experimental studies have yielded inconsistent results, which led 
researchers to focus more on the particular contexts metaphor is used in (Mio, 1993; 
Sopory and Dillard, 2002).
One such example is Johnson and Taylor’s study (1981, quoted in Mio and 
Lovrich, 1998). The participants in this study were asked to read short passages about 
male politicians, half of which contained positive metaphors and half containing 
negative metaphors describing the politicians. Even though the participants rated more
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favourably the politicians described in the passages containing positive metaphors, 
only those participants who were politically sophisticated were actually influenced by 
the metaphors. This result went against the initial hypothesis by Johnson and Taylor, 
who had expected that the politically sophisticated individuals would resist the 
metaphors as attempts to shape their opinions. It seems, though, that the extra 
information some of the participants had on political issues made it easier for them to 
relate to the metaphors and to use them to recall previous relevant information that 
reinforced the positive message conveyed by the metaphors (see Fiske and Kinder, 
1981, on persuasion, quoted in Mio and Lovrich, 1998). On the contrary, the politically 
unsophisticated participants did not have such knowledge of extra information so the 
metaphors were less noticeable and less memorable to them.
Other studies focused on different parameters of metaphor’s persuasive 
potential. Bosman (1987) focused on how the source domain of a metaphor influences 
the representation of the target. He used questionnaires to examine the inferential 
possibilities of specific metaphors used to describe the Dutch Centre Party (CP), a 
small extreme right-wing party. The aim was to see whether the metaphors influenced 
the way the participants thought about the CP. Bosman then substituted the CP for the 
National Socialist Movement (NSB), an extreme right-wing party which was active 
before World War II, and tested another group of participants, hypothesizing that the 
CP will be more substantially represented and more differentiated as a concept. This 
hypothesis was based on the fact that the participants only knew the NSB from history 
books, while the CP was part of their political reality. Bosman carried out an 
experimental study consisting of two groups of participants, each having to answer
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questions about a different political party that acted in different historical times, but 
both parties were described using the same two metaphors. He used different targets, 
one historical and one contemporary, assuming the participants’ knowledge for each to 
be, accordingly, extended or limited.
Even though his study rested on a complex of variables, he concluded that the 
choice of metaphors structures their domain of application. When the same metaphors 
are used to describe different domains, in this case the CP and the NSB, different 
aspects of the metaphors are illuminated in each case. Therefore, different 
interpretations and effects of metaphors are at hand according to the participant’s 
knowledge of the target domain. Metaphors, Bosman argued, do not merely transfer an 
emotional load from source to target, but structure the target and require a lot of input 
from their receivers.
Bosman and Hagendoom (1991) went on to compare the effectiveness of literal 
and metaphorical language in the process of persuasion. They replicated Bosman 
(1987) and added literal paraphrases of the metaphors that described the CP and the 
NSB. In this way they tested the effects on two political parties of two metaphors and 
their literal paraphrases. Their findings suggested that literal messages are just as 
effective as metaphorical messages in forming the participants’ perceptions of the two 
parties. Literal messages actually had larger persuasive effects, but not significantly so. 
Their study also showed the significance of the participants’ political orientation and 
gender in forming positive or negative evaluations of the received message. In this 
sense, the outcome of this study contrasted with the expectation, based on Bosman 
(1987), that the target domain would affect persuasiveness. Rather, a more complex
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picture emerges that has to take into consideration the particulars of context, 
background information, possibly also that of gender, subject of study, and political 
beliefs.
Mio and Lovrich (1998) examined the extent of recall of persuasive messages 
about the Iran-Contra hearings held in the summer of 1987 in the U.S. These hearings 
were part of an official investigation that took place after a political scandal came to 
light in 1986, during the Reagan administration. The scandal had to do with an arms- 
for-hostages deal between the U.S. and Iran, and the subsequent funding provided by 
the U.S. for the Nicaraguan Contras group. In particular, the U.S. agreed to ship 
weapons to a politically influential group of Iranians, in return for them using their 
influence to release six U.S. hostages who were held in Iran. Later modifications to this 
plan resulted in a portion of the proceeds from the weapons being used to fund the anti­
communist rebels known as Contras, in Nicaragua. When the scandal came to light, 
Reagan appeared on TV to claim that no arms-for-hostages deal had taken place, a 
statement which he later admitted to be false. During the course of the investigation 
into this affair, a great number of documents was either destroyed or withheld from 
investigators by Reagan administration officials. The hearings resulted in the 
conviction of eleven Reagan officials and the acquittal of Reagan, as no evidence was 
found that he was aware of the arms-for hostages deal.
Mio and Lovrich’s basic concern was to examine to what extent the metaphors 
which are used in the political arena can be memorable, as a direct influence on how 
persuasive they are. They hypothesized that the variety of attitudes towards the Iran- 
Contra hearings and the intense emotion surrounding this issue would produce diverse
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metaphors in the public’s recollection of these events. They compared the metaphors 
used to describe recollections of these hearings with the metaphors used to describe 
recollections of college freshmen about their first day on campus. The data collection, 
for which questionnaires were used, was carried out in two phases, the second taking 
place six weeks after the first. As Mio and Lovrich had suspected, the essays on the 
Iran-Contra hearings were longer and more densely populated by metaphors than the 
ones about the first day on campus. More importantly, the metaphors on the Iran- 
Contra hearings more clearly expressed positive or negative attitudes and opinions 
towards the individuals involved in the situation, and were influenced by the metaphors 
used by the media. The metaphors in the first day on campus were less expressedly 
positive or negative and related to internal, emotional processes rather than opinions. 
The participants in this study were homogeneous in terms of political sophistication. 
The findings support Ortony’s (1975) prediction that metaphors are widely used when 
describing emotionally charged political events. One’s first day on campus, though 
emotionally laden, does not need to be expressed in a way that supports and justifies 
opinions.
Mio and Lovrich (1998) further questioned the originality of the metaphors 
their participants had used in their essays. They proceeded to a further study to test this 
originality, requesting a new group of participants to interpret these metaphors in and 
out of context. Metaphors that are easily remembered, they hypothesized, will carry 
with them the opinions and attitudes that could render them persuasive in the long run. 
They concluded that, in the political arena, metaphors are more memorable than in the 
non-political arena. The participants predominantly employed the metaphors
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previously used by the media, but they could attach more creative meanings to them. 
Overall, their study seems to reinforce the persuasive power of metaphor in politics, 
with the media playing a major role in the diffusion of particular metaphorical 
expressions.
On the whole, experimental studies seem to support the idea that metaphor as 
an integral part of political discourse is indeed influential and persuasive, although it is 
not certain to what extent this is the case. Further research is needed to look into the 
persuasive effects of metaphor in specific circumstances and possibly in relation to 
other types of figurative language that can also be used to persuade, such as irony and 
rhetorical questions. As Mio (1997) and other researchers observed through their 
experiments and analyses, it is of great importance to specify the exact context of 
metaphor use and to distinguish its persuasive force into more specific parameters, 
always taking the receivers of the message into consideration. This point brings me to 
the final section of this chapter, which examines the relationship of metaphor to its 
cultural context.
3.7 Metaphor in culture
Cognitive Metaphor Theory holds that entrenched metaphors reveal important 
information on culture, since conventional conceptual metaphors are based upon shared 
perceptions that unite a cultural community. This is one of the important contributions 
of CMT to the study of metaphor. As Gibbs (1999) notes, our understanding of the 
conceptual nature of metaphor involves significant aspects of cultural experience, some
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of which are closely related to our embodied behaviour. On the other hand, important 
parts of metaphoric thought and language are part of the cultural world, as are mental 
representations in people’s heads; moreover, embodied metaphor arises from the 
body’s interaction with the (cultural) world. Kovecses (2005) also argues that the 
socio-cultural context, the environment, and the communicative situations of groups of 
people or individuals provide them with specific experiences; so, the metaphors people 
produce are influenced by all these factors, as well as the body.
However, as culture is a complicated concept and cultural communities are 
characterized by diverse discourse activities (Eubanks, 2000), caution is required 
regarding the extent and the way in which conceptual metaphors are taken to be 
culturally pervasive. One needs to pay attention to the communicative occasion, the 
topic, the conventional values of a specific community, and the purposes of 
communication in the use of metaphor; in short, one needs to take into consideration 
the discourse context of metaphor, with all its interrelated variables.
Variation in the use of metaphor has been elaborated on by Kovecses (2005). 
He observes that the use of metaphor varies across cultures and within the same 
cultural community, as well as across languages and within the same linguistic 
community. Within-culture variation in metaphor use involves variation due to gender, 
ethnicity, social class, personal style, etc. In addition, personal and cultural histories, as 
well as particular situations, shape the use of metaphor; studies have shown that the 
metaphors people choose are the ones relevant to them at particular points in time (see 
also Deignan, 2005: 124-142). These individual concerns and interests may be built 
into the culture or be personal. Moreover, Kovecses (2005) argues that even universal
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aspects of metaphor can be overridden by the socio-cultural context or by personal 
cognitive preferences, and adds that, often, individual and even idiosyncratic uses of 
metaphor in language merge with social and historical factors and produce particular 
effects (see, for instance, Semino and Swindlehurst, 1996).
The varied functions of metaphor in different cultural contexts and 
communities can also be constrained by the particular concerns of specific 
communities, which are often reflected in their rhetorical use of metaphor. The 
rhetorical potential of metaphor is closely related to the pervasiveness of certain 
metaphors in particular cultures. As Eubanks (2000) notes, communities influence how 
their members speak; for example, rules that hold for basic mappings which may be 
present in different cultural and discourse communities are not necessarily adhered to 
in different communities. On the contrary, they are often modified and exploited for 
different rhetorical purposes.
Eubanks’ description of ‘community’ gives a concise picture of the role cultural 
communities play in influencing and constraining the rhetorical use of language:
“Community -  in the sense that communities embody intersubjective 
construals of external circumstances and constrain responses to our lived-in 
worlds -  encompasses the particularity of our rhetorical lives. We converse 
about known circumstances and controversies not just in the context of a vast 
discursive world but in coordination with immediate and visible concerns held 
in common with others”. (2000:158)
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As metaphor is an important tool, as well as an important product, of rhetoric, it 
follows that it cannot be studied outside of the particular cultural community within 
which it is produced and disseminated. In the course of my analysis, I will discuss the 
cultural situatedness of several of the metaphorical expressions that I will be analysing. 
Moreover, I will show that their rhetorical exploitation by 17N is directly influenced 
and constrained by the immediate and broader cultural context within which the 
organisation’s communiques were written.
I will now present a detailed account of the data I use in this thesis and of my 
methodology.
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CHAPTER 4 -DATA AND METHODOLOGY
4.1. Introduction
Metaphor research is a challenging field of study, incorporating many 
contributing fields and theoretical frameworks, and numerous diverging methods for 
metaphor analysis. The lack of set, explicit methods for metaphor identification creates 
further difficulties and complications for the metaphor analyst’s job. It is therefore 
essential to clarify the aims of each project and the criteria and tools used for 
identifying, categorising and analysing metaphorical expressions. In this chapter I will 
describe the method I followed in order to select and handle the data that form the basis 
of this thesis.
This study is based on a text corpus, namely the corpus of 17N’s communiques, 
and is supported by a second, background corpus, the Hellenic National Corpus. The 
corpus of communiques as a whole will be subject to quantitative analysis, while 
selected extracts from it will be the object of qualitative analysis. The background 
corpus will be used as a reference point, providing information on the standard use of 
language in Modem Greek texts. These analyses of 17N’s language use will provide 
information related ultimately to the conceptual system manifest in 17N’s texts. This 
will give rise to a discussion aiming to reach assumptions regarding the organisation’s 
particular moral code and way of understanding and dealing with the political situation 
around them. The organisation’s conceptual system is not seen here as deriving from
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their use of language but rather as informing it; language and conceptual system are 
perceived as being in a mutually constitutive relationship.
In the following sections I will present the two corpora I used for this analysis 
as well as the software I used to investigate the corpus of 17N’s communiques. Further, 
I will explain how I defined and identified the metaphorical expressions of interest in 
my corpus, as well as how I counted them and how and why I divided them into 
categories. Finally, I will discuss some issues on the translation of my data in English. I 
will comment particularly on the translation of metaphorical expressions.
4.2. The corpus of 17N’s communiques
The data I will be discussing for the purpose of this analysis are the 
communiques written by Revolutionary Organisation November 17, as they were 
published by Kaktos Publications in 2002. This data has been scanned and transferred 
to machine-readable form, creating an electronic corpus, which consists of 82 texts and 
256,882 words. The communiques have already been presented and their content and 
main features have been discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.5.
4.2.1. What is an electronic corpus, and why use it?
The term ‘corpus’ has been used to refer to any collection of naturally- 
occurring texts, stored in machine-readable form (Deignan, 2005). There are, however, 
certain criteria that should be met in order to have a ‘corpus’, as any set of texts
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haphazardly put together does not necessarily qualify for the term. In Tognini-Bonelli 
(2001) there is a discussion on the definition of a corpus, mentioning different 
arguments on what constitutes a corpus and what the aim of a language corpus should 
be. The discussion concludes that, in discourse analysis terms, a corpus is a collection 
of texts or pieces of language which are brought together according to specific criteria 
and are taken to be in some way representative of a group of people; this group should 
be using the kind of language encountered in the corpus in “genuine communication” 
(ibid. 55). The corpus is thus designed to give insights in the use of language by a 
specific group of people, in a specific historical time. This is what the corpus of 17N’s 
texts is designed to do. Depending on its size and constitution, a corpus is also 
considered useful in making broader generalisations about the language. This, of 
course, is not the case for the corpus of communiques, though it does apply to the 
Hellenic National Corpus, which I am using as a background corpus and which I will 
discuss below (section 4.4).
By using an electronic corpus I was able to describe particular features of the 
way 17N communicated in a more reliable way than if I had simply used the 
communiques in hard copy. With the help of computer software the instances of usage 
of a word or phrase can be traced from thousands of words of text, quickly and 
accurately, in order to achieve an exhaustive quantification. An analyst working with 
long texts like the communiques would be prone to mistakes and miscalculations, and 
would need a lot of time and effort in order to extract and group linguistic metaphors. 
As I am focusing on metaphorical expressions, which are difficult to extract 
automatically from texts, I had to do a lot of manual analysis too, and for this purpose I
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used the hard copy version of the corpus. Unfortunately there is no way to 
automatically extract metaphorical expressions from corpora, and no reliable method 
for finding metaphors in large quantities of data; manual analysis is still necessary for 
work within the Cognitive Metaphor Theory paradigm, as “conceptual mappings are 
not linked to particular linguistic forms” (Stefanowitsch, 2006: 2). However, the 
electronic corpus was invaluable for counting the metaphorical expressions, extracting 
concordances that offer information on them, and having easy access to the totality of 
the communiques whenever necessary.
Software that includes a concordancing program has several advantages that 
facilitate the analysis. Apart from showing the most frequent uses of a word or phrase, 
it enables the analyst to see the most typical co-texts a word occurs in. In this way one 
can decide when it is used metaphorically and when it is not and observe the relative 
frequency of the literal and metaphorical uses. Moreover, it is possible to detect the 
connotations related to the literal and metaphorical uses of the node word. An example 
will help illustrate this point. Below is the concordance for the word cpcoql light, which I 
extracted from my corpus when I noticed it was used metaphorically on several 
occasions. I am presenting a simplified version of the concordance here, excluding the 
different cases and inflections of (pcogl light, which have a different form (for instance, 
the plural is cpcbxa and the possessive case is cpcoxoq). I am only doing this to make my 
present point more easily; in my analysis, I am taking into account all the different 
morphological variants of (pcogl light. At the end of each concordance line, you can see 
the coded name of the communique that the line was extracted from.
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Table 4.1: Concordance table for (p(oq/ light, and its translation in English
00001: a tt| A otikt| K oiv6xr|Ta. Plxvei dnXexo a7C0KaX,D7CTiK0 
a ^ la  tcov X eyopevcov apxobv too , tooo  : 1988AuT.txt
00002: xr|q xplxriq 7repio8oo. Plxvoov dnXexo a7t0KaA,07mK6 
o r ip e p iv o o  ko iv oPooA^otikoo  ooaxf|paT O  : 1988N.txt
00003: i oi SiaPootaoaeiq tcov xpubv apxqycbv 7100 e!8av t o  
5r|pooi6rr|Taq oovioxoov eva 7ioX*oof|pavTO 7i o X.i t i  : 1990pm.txt
00004: oirjari xooq. H a0cocoTiKf| a7ioipaor| 07rr|p e^ t o  7ipaoivo 
ar|pepivf| xiovoaxip&Sa tc o v  cKavSataov 7100 au : 1992papd.txt
00005: pod K ai t o o  KKE, aXXd eni nXtov a q p a v e  t o  T ipaaivo  
X io v o o T ip a d a  tcov vecov a ica v S d lco v  7uoo cruyKXo : 1993vran.txt
00006: apOpcoOel rj 17N. H oopTtepicpopa aoxfi plxvei a7iA,exo 
7iop7u65eiq 6iaicr|pd^8iq 7iepl lepoxrixaq xr|q av0 : 1995meg.txt
00007: oxooq ToopKOoq. y) H KoPepvr|OTi edcooe t o  7ipaoivo 
7iapa7rX,av6vraq t o v  Or^aXdv aKopr| Kai xr|v ootcxtti ax : 19990ts.txt 
00008: KPATOE H 7tpoSoala Ox^aA,av plxvei veo a7iX£TO 
axa'Ipia. Av xa e£,exaooope oripepa pe : 19990ts.txt
00009: a p S l^ o o v  xrjv AyyAia. E7tl e v a  p q v a  7cepi7too, 0710 t o  
P o p P d p S i^ a v  K aO rjpepivd, a7toK ^eiaxiK d : 2000Sa.txt
00010: iapxcov  ap ep u cavcov  K ai Kax' 87reKxacrr| p lx v e i a7tXexo 
TT|q vpfjcpio'nq too x p o p o v o p o o  K a ix o o q  : 2001mix.txt
cpcoq OTT|V IGXP K ai
cpcoq OTT| CpUGT| TOO
cpcoq xqq
cpcoq y ia  xr|




cpcoq o x  a  y e y o v o x a
cpcoq xqq rjpepaq ,
cpcoq o x o o q  X oyooq
1. .. .the Western community. It sheds abundant and revealing 
light on the power and value of his so-called principles... 1988AuT.txt
2. .. .of the third period. They shed abundant and revealing light 
on the nature of today’s parliamentary system 1988N.txt
3. .. .the consultations of the three leaders that saw the light of 
publicity are a very important political 1990pm.txt
4. .. .the decision to acquit them was the green light for today’s 
snowball of scandals... 1992papd.txt
5. .. .mine and the KKE’s, but in addition it gave the green light 
to the snowball of new scandals .. .1993vran.txt
6. .. .this behaviour sheds abundant light to the pompous 
declarations on the sanctity of human.. .19990ts.txt
7. .. .to the Turks. C) the government gave the green light 
misleading Otzalan even in the last moment.. .19990ts.txt
8. ... STATE. The betrayal of Otzalan sheds new abundant light
to the events at Imia. If we examine them today with 19990tz.txt
9. .. .bombing England. For about a month, in the light of day, 
they bombed every day, exclusively 2000Sa.txt
10. .. .Americans and in consequence sheds abundant light to the 
reasons for which the terrorist law was voted and... 2001mix.txt
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The first thing to notice from this concordance is that (pax;/ light is used literally 
only once, namely in extract 9. The rest of the extracts involve metaphorical uses of the 
word. It is also noteworthy that (pax;/ light tends to appear in close vicinity to words 
like “abundant”, “revealing”, and “green”, as if it were the component of more or less 
set phrases: “abundant and revealing light”, “the green light”. Extract 3 includes the 
only metaphorical use that does not collocate with one of the aforementioned words: 
“saw the light”. However, even this phrase is, to a degree, fixed, and it is often the case 
that (pa>q/ light occurs in this construction.
As far as the meanings and the values ascribed to metaphorical (pax.;/ light are 
concerned, we notice that it is mainly used with two meanings. The first one occurs 
when it collocates with “abundant” and “revealing”, and it refers to things being 
disclosed that were previously hidden or kept secret and unclear. The second meaning 
occurs when it collocates with “green”, which refers to giving permission or allowing 
for something to happen. This use presumably originates from the use of green in 
traffic lights. In the first case it is seen as something positive, the light being there to 
reveal the truth. In the second case, the result of the green light being given is not 
positive but rather the beginning of an unfortunate series of events, such as political 
scandals. There is also a degree of fixedness of these closely occurring words, “the 
green light” being more fixed than the constructions involving “abundant” and 
“revealing”. As Cameron and Deignan (2003) note, the findings from this specialised 
corpus will, in some cases at least, reflect 17N’s idiosyncratic use of words and not 
necessarily their most frequent and ordinary use in the language. Especially the first 
meaning ascribed to light, that of a revelatory force, is an example of a general theme
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that underlies 17N’s discourse and has to do with 17N knowing and seeing hidden 
matters which they are subsequently in a position to reveal to the Greek people. These 
brief analytical comments give us a taste of what kind of information a concordance 
can provide concerning the use of a word or phrase in 17N’s communiques. More 
generally, they provide an initial indication of the usefulness of corpus-based methods 
in metaphor analysis.
4.2.2. Designing the corpus of communiques
The corpus I compiled is representative: it includes all the texts produced and 
divulged by 17N, from their first hit to their disbandment (1975 -  2001). It contains the 
organisation’s written discourse and it constitutes 17N’s only other means of 
communicating apart from violent terrorist attacks. It is what Deignan (2005) calls a 
specialised corpus, as opposed to a non-specialised or general corpus which is designed 
in such a way that it allows generalisations about the language as a whole.
When a corpus is designed, decisions need to be made regarding the amount, 
length and type of texts it will include. In the case of designing 17N’s specialised 
corpus, these decisions were easy to make. I included all the known communiques of 
the organisation in the corpus, as they were originally published in newspapers and 
later collected in a book. Given that there has been a debate regarding the authorship of 
some of the more recent texts (two, in particular), I decided to exclude them from my 
corpus. Thus, even though 17N was disbanded in 2002, I am only using the 
communiques written until 2001. Moreover, the communiques are authentic
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communicative moments and instances of naturally-occurring language, fulfilling the 
previously mentioned criteria for a corpus, shared among corpus linguists (among 
others, Stubbs, 2001; Tognini-Bonelli, 2001; Deignan, 2005).
17N only made itself visible as an organisation through its terrorist attacks and 
its communiques. So, this corpus is a self-evident totality: it is the only available way 
to study the distinct features of 17N’s discourse, similar to analysing a collection of 
texts written by a particular author. The difference between the two cases, apart, of 
course, from the genre difference, is that the circumstances of the communiques 
production are not really known, although they were most probably the product of 
more than one author’s collaborative work (see also chapter 2).
4.2.3. My approach to the corpus
The way I deal with my corpus is a combination of what is known as “corpus- 
based” and “corpus-driven” research in corpus linguistics (Tognini-Bonelli, 2001; 
Deignan, 2005). Corpus-based research starts with specific concerns stemming from 
existing theoretical models and uses the corpus as a tool to investigate them. Corpus- 
driven research, on the other hand, starts without previous assumptions and focuses on 
the corpus itself, making it possible for new categories to come into view and new 
intuitions to be generated. The distinction between corpus-based and corpus-driven 
research is not in any case a clear-cut one, and most research that uses corpora mixes 
the two approaches to some degree (Deignan, 2005). Recently, this distinction has been 
characterised as an artificial one (McEnery and Gabrielatos, 2006). It is, in fact,
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reasonable to combine the two approaches, as they can effectively complement each 
other, depending of course on the researcher’s specific purposes and interests. In any 
case, using the terms ‘corpus-driven’ and ‘corpus-based’ is sometimes useful in 
distinguishing the different ways one can go about handling a corpus.
My approach is corpus-based, in that I investigate the corpus having specific 
concerns in mind, and I use it to answer them. On the other hand, there are also 
elements of corpus-driven research in my approach. The actual content of the 
communiques modified my initial questions and expectations regarding the 
organisation’s discourse. I initially read the communiques several times before I 
decided that certain groups of expressions were significant and merited further 
analysis. The particular characteristics of the corpus led me to make decisions as to 
which groups of metaphorical expressions I need to focus on and what categories of 
expressions can be formed. As a result, I decided to focus on those metaphorical 
expressions that referred to 17N’s targets, given that the communiques deal mainly 
with the organisation’s ‘enemies’. I also decided to include in my analysis the 
expressions that referred to 17N, even though they were not very numerous, in order to 
contrast the way 17N present themselves in their texts with the way they present their 
targets.
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4.3. The Multi-lingual Concordancing Tool (MLCT)
The electronic version of the collection of communiques allowed me to handle 
the data with the help of computer software specially designed to process written texts. 
In particular, I used the Multi-Lingual Concordancing Tool (MLCT) that has been 
developed by Scott Songlin Piao when he was working at Lancaster University. This 
tool is ideal for languages like Chinese and Greek, which often have limited options for 
analysis with other widely used concordancing programs such as Wordsmith. The 
reason for these limited options is the non-roman fonts that these languages are written 
with, as I will explain below.
I initially attempted to use Wordsmith, but I was seriously impeded by the 
program’s irregular handling of Greek fonts and, chiefly, by the insufficient co-text it 
provided for the words and phrases I wanted to investigate. The main problem with 
using the Wordsmith concordancing package for languages with non-roman fonts is 
that, on entering the lemma one wishes to examine (the node word), the concordance 
list that appears contains very few words on the right and left of the lemma, and there 
is no option to increase this number of words. The immediate co-text of the lemma is 
thus extremely limited, which often makes it impossible to decide with accuracy when 
an expression is used metaphorically. It is very important, especially when 
metaphorical expressions are concerned, to have access to the wider context in order to 
be able to disambiguate the senses of the words. The MLCT, on the contrary, allows 
for unlimited co-text to be provided around the node word, which made it easier for me
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to distinguish the expressions that were used metaphorically out of the ones that 
appeared in the concordance.
Scott Piao’s Multi-Lingual Concordancing Tool is a flexible tool which is still 
under development, but it is being used more and more, especially by students and 
researchers of languages like Chinese. The MLCT does not yet provide all the 
functions that are available via Wordsmith; for instance, it does not provide a function 
similar to Wordsmith’s dispersion plot, whereby the precise location of a metaphorical 
expression in a text can be traced. This is useful in order to check how metaphorical 
expressions are grouped together and whether their location in a text can be explained 
with reference to the text producer’s aims and motivation. The potential effects of 
groups of metaphorical expressions can be better assessed by looking at their 
dispersion in a text (see, for instance, Koller, 2003). The MLCT does, however, show 
which communique each expression is extracted from, which is more than enough for 
my purposes, as I can then skim through the communique and manually extract the rest 
of the information that I need. This information is shown at the end of each 
concordance line (see Table 4.1 above).
Further information on the MLCT and its currently available functions can be 
found in Scott Piao’s webpage:
(http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/scott.piao/).
One can also download the tool from this webpage and use it for free for research 
purposes.
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4.4. The Hellenic National Corpus (HNC)
Apart from the small corpus I designed, I used a different type of corpus to 
assist my analysis and to test my findings against the background of the Modem Greek 
language. For this purpose I needed a broader corpus, a “general-purpose” corpus of 
Modem Greek (Leech, 1991; Stubbs, 1996). This is the Hellenic National Corpus 
(HNC), consisting of more than 45 million words of written text and constantly 
increasing in size, developed by the Institute for Language and Speech Processing 
(ILSP) in Greece (for more information on the ILSP, go to www.ilsp.gr). The HNC 
currently contains 45,613,435 words, 2,359,096 sentences, and 50,274 texts, according 
to the information taken from the ILSP website on 15/02/07. This corpus contains 
samples of written language exclusively; oral samples have not been incorporated in 
this version of the corpus, but they will be included in the future as it increases in size. 
The HNC is meant to be used as a representative collection of Modem Greek written 
texts, containing different genres and subgroups of text, which the user can consider 
separately or in combination.
In the context of this analysis, the HNC serves as measure against which to 
evaluate the characteristics of 17N’s discourse, and to appreciate the idiosyncratic use 
of some of 17N’s expressions. The rationale behind using the HNC as a reference 
corpus is that 17N’s use of metaphorical expressions will be compared to the 
conventional use of these expressions in Modem Greek. This is meant not only with 
respect to their relative frequency of occurrence, but also to their context of use and to 
their negative or positive connotations in the 17N corpus and in the HNC, respectively.
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Some expressions used by the organisation may not be present in the reference corpus, 
or may be present only in different contexts of use, a fact that might indicate their 
original and creative use by 17N. Other expressions may be very frequent in the HNC 
as well as in 17N’s communiques, because they are generally common in Modem 
Greek; still, they may play a central role in structuring 17N’s argument. These findings 
will be discussed in the following three chapters, and, along with regularities and 
patterns in the expressions used, they will provide evidence of what is characteristic of 
17N’s discourse. In this way I hope to arrive at conclusions regarding 17N’s “way of 
putting things”, as McEnery and Wilson (1995) put it, always with a special focus on 
metaphorical expressions.
The HNC is a necessary point of reference and an invaluable aid for making 
generalisations concerning Modem Greek; without it, any claims regarding typical 
word meanings and the use of expressions in everyday contexts would be much less 
reliable. It has been shown that, even though we are all capable of using language in 
everyday situations and we have all the relevant information stored in memory, we are 
very poor at describing our own language use (Sinclair, 1991). Therefore, it would be 
unsound to make claims about the particularities of 17N’s discourse in the 
communiques without the HNC to fall back on.
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4.4.1. Description of the HNC
All the texts in the HNC have been selected so as to present a picture of 
everyday written language use, as much as this is possible, following specific criteria. 
Firstly, texts written in highly idiomatic language have been excluded from the corpus. 
By highly idiomatic, I mean texts written in local dialects and local varieties of Greek. 
Several novels and works of fiction which have been written in such language 
variations, for example, are not included in the HNC. Secondly, most texts have been 
selected based on their high readability and wide accessibility (high circulation 
newspapers, best-selling books etc.). I should point out that the internet is not included 
in the wide accessibility category, at least not as much as would probably be expected 
by the readers of this thesis. In Greece, the internet has not been widely spread and 
easily accessible, until very recently. Perhaps this is why only 0.30% of the HNC’s 
texts come from the internet, as I will discuss below. Finally, in order to include 
different types of language, texts from several media, belonging to different genres and 
dealing with various topics, have been selected. Most of the texts in the HNC have 
been written after 1990, and fewer have been written in the 1980s. So, they represent 
Modem Greek as it has been used in the past twenty years or so. As can be seen below, 
the HNC is not very inclusive of different varieties of the language and it contains a 
large proportion of journalism, so it could be argued that it does not meet its purpose of 
presenting a realistic picture of written Modem Greek. Even though there is an issue 
with representativeness, however, it is the best alternative to invented data that exists at
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the moment so any criticism should take this important fact into consideration (see also 
section 4.4.2 that follows).
Below is a classification of the HNC texts according to the publication medium 
they belong to, and a table showing which percentage of each medium is included in 
the corpus.
The HNC texts are classified according to medium into the following 
categories:
• Books: any kind of book
• Internet: texts taken from the internet
• Newspapers: published daily or weekly
• Magazines: published every week, fortnight, month etc.
• Miscellaneous: any kind of text that does not belong to 
any of the above categories, such as:
leaflets, pamphlets, brochures, flyers etc.
typed material, including all kinds of reports and documentation
According to the texts’ publication medium, the HNC is currently composed as 
follows:
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Table 4.2: The HNC texts, according to publication medium








(Adapted from www.ilsp.gr . Last revised 15/02/07)
4.4.2. Limitations of the current version of the HNC
The value of the HNC as a reference corpus for this study is diminished by the 
fact that it has been compiled recently and it contains texts dating from the late 1980s 
onwards, while 17N’s first communique was written in 1975. Moreover, it contains 
written material taken from newspapers and magazines for the most part, at the 
expense of literature and other genres. Thus, for a corpus of exclusively written texts, it 
is not ideally balanced. It would be preferable to have a more varied reference corpus; 
in this way I could arrive at some conclusions concerning the similarity or difference of 
17N’s discourse with other genres. As I have mentioned previously, however, the HNC
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belongs to the category of “monitor” corpora that are being added to over time 
(Sinclair, 1991); so, hopefully these problems will be overcome in the near future, as it 
is developing fast. Still, its current version has to be used as it is, with all its 
shortcomings, as an alternative and a complement to native speaker’s intuition. In order 
to compensate, at least partly, for the limited nature of the HNC, I will also be using 
Modem Greek dictionaries, as valuable sources of information on the literal and 
metaphorical uses of most of the lemmas I will be dealing with. In particular, I will use 
Mpampiniotis’ Dictionary o f Modern Greek (2002), Vostantzoglou’s Dictionary and 
Thesaurus o f the Greek Language (2004), and the Dictionary o f Modern Greek 
published by the Manolis Triantafyllidis Institute (1999).
Even though the contribution of different genres to the HNC is not balanced, 
the predominance of newspaper discourse is not necessarily a negative feature of this 
corpus, at least for the purposes of my analysis. It makes sense for November 17’s 
discourse to be compared with what has been written in the Greek press. Newspapers 
were one of the main sources of information for the members of the organisation. They 
are also an important locus for political debate and bring the political developments to 
the citizens, and in addition newspapers are the media that published 17N’s 
communiques in the first place. In fact, newspaper articles are frequently mentioned, 
commented and quoted in the communiques. The close relationship of the 
communiques with newspaper articles is indicated even by communiques’ titles, such 
as: “A reply to an article by G. Votsis” (1988), “Comments on press releases” (1989), 
“A reply to an article by V. Filias” (1989), “A reply to Eleutherotypia (a popular Greek 
newspaper) on the attack against MEGA Channel” (1995) and others. Moreover, a
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wordlist search from the corpus of communiques and from the HNC reveals that some 
of the most frequently used words are common for the two corpora, which provides 
evidence for the proximity of the two corpora. In particular, the words 
Kvpepvrjarjl government, EkXdSal Greece, mlm/c7//politics are among the most frequent 
content words for both corpora. Therefore, it is not completely out of place to use the 
HNC as a comparison corpus for the communiques. In fact, even if the HNC were a 
complete and balanced reference corpus, it would still make sense to compare the 
communiques with its newspaper-based subsection.
Finally, it is worth noting Deignan’s (2005) point on the representativeness of 
large corpora which contain big proportions of journalism. Apart from the fact that 
newspapers are the cheapest and easiest sources for collecting machine readable text, 
they are also an important source of language input for many language speakers. 
Moreover, newspapers and magazines consist of different and heterogeneous texts 
written by various writers, who may follow the house style of the publication they 
work for, but may still retain traces of their personal style. This makes the question of 
how much journalism to include in a corpus of written texts difficult to answer, as a 
corpus aims to represent the average language user’s experience. Newspaper and 
magazine texts seem to reflect a central part of the written language experience of an 
average reader.
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4.4.3. Using the HNC
In section 4.2.1. above, I presented a concordance of the word (pax;/ light 
extracted from the corpus of communiques. I will now briefly discuss a concordance of 
the same word extracted from the HNC, in order to exemplify how I will use the 
reference corpus in the next chapters. I ran a concordance of (pong! light that yielded 
sixty instances of the node word in the HNC. Once again, for the purposes of this brief 
presentation, I only took into consideration the form (pax;/ light and not all the different 
cases and inflections of the word, which is why the instances are not many. From these 
sixty instances, fifteen involve a literal use of (pax;I light, where the light is seen as a 
material thing, as in the extract below:
Extract 4.1
IJoXXoi an’ avrovg xoipovvrai navra pe t o  (pco; avappevo.
[Many of them always sleep with the light on.]
In the remaining cases, (pcoq/W^nt is used metaphorically in various 
constructions, many of which are similar to the ones in the extracts taken from the 
communiques. The metaphorically used words are underlined in the following extracts. 
In particular, the phrase t o  npamvo (pax;/ the green light, along with verbs such as Sivco/ 
give and avapoo/ switch on, appears eight times in the HNC concordance:
Extract4.2
O npcoOvnovpyog t/ei Scbaei t o  npaoivo (pooc yia t t j v  vXonoiricnj t o v  oxeSiaopov.
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[The Prime Minister has given the green light for the realisation o f  the plan.]
So, it is quite common to use this linguistic construction to talk about 
permission being given by an authority, as well as about a situation being the cause of 
another, negative or positive, state of affairs. In fact, it is an expression that is always 
used metaphorically: there is no instance of a literal use in either of the two corpora. 
However, the source of to itpdaivo cpcoq! the green light is still probably transparent to 
most readers who would most likely link it with the everyday experience of traffic 
lights. The phrase is relatively more frequent in the corpus of communiques than in the 
HNC: in particular, per thousand words, the relative frequency of the word in the 
corpus is 0.0350 and in the HNC it is 0.0009. Interestingly, it is always used by 17N to 
indicate the onset of a negative situation:
Extract 4.3
. ...offpave t o  Tzpdoivo cpcoc yia ztjxiovooriflada t c o v  vecov cncavdaXcov...
(21:280)
[.. .signalled the green light for the snowball of new scandals...]
On the other hand, the phrase pixyei dnXero anoKaXvncxiKO cpcoq! sheds abundant 
revealing light does not appear at all in the HNC. The most common metaphorical use 
of cpcoq! light in the HNC occurs in versions of the phrase Sco to cpcoq! see the light and 
epxopai cno cpcoq! come to light:
Extract 4.4
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H  EXkaba rov napsXOovToq coyerai oro (pcoc. peaa and Svo e^aipsxixa svSiatpepovasq
E K d e a e ig .
[The Greece of the past comes to light through two exceptionally interesting 
exhibitions.]
The absence of this characteristic construction from the HNC could indicate 
that in 17N’s discourse (pcoql light is used more prominently as a revelatory force that 
exposes the wrongdoings of those who ‘deserve’ the organisation’s punishment, thus 
fitting in the overall rhetorical strategy 17N employ. More in depth discussion of this 
strategy and the comparative use of the two corpora will take place in the next chapter.
Before I move on to discussing metaphor identification and analysis, I should 
make a note regarding the way I ascertained the instances of metaphoric usage of 
particular words in the HNC. When a particular expression occurred less than 500 
times in total in the HNC, I checked every occurrence in order to decide whether it was 
used metaphorically or not. This is the case, for instance, for the expression poXoq! 
role/part, shown in Table 1, Appendix 1, which occurs 392 times in the HNC and 
displays 284 instances of metaphoric usage. For expressions which were much more 
frequent, however, I checked a random sample of 500 occurrences in the HNC and 
counted the instances of metaphorical usage for this sample. As the HNC provided me 
with the total occurrences of a particular word in the corpus, I then calculated an 
estimation of the number of metaphorical occurrences, based on the random sample. 
This is what I did for (pcovffl voice, shown in Table 12, Appendix 1. This expression 
occurred 4156 times in total in the HNC, and I calculated that approximately 3990
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times it was used metaphorically, based on the examination of a random sample of 500 
occurrences.
4.5 Metaphor analysis
I will now discuss some issues pertaining to the identification and analysis of 
the metaphorical expressions in my data.
4.5.1. Issues of metaphor identification
Steen points out that “the reliable identification of metaphors in ongoing 
discourse” (2002: 386) is one of the most important problems in cognitive metaphor 
research. Not only is it difficult to decide whether a particular word or expression is 
intended metaphorically or not, but also, on occasion, to infer conceptual metaphors 
from linguistic expressions. As Heywood, Semino, and Short remark:
“The process of distinguishing between literal and metaphorical expressions 
is clearly the most basic and crucial stage in any study of the nature and 
patterning of metaphors in language, and is therefore fundamental to any 
attempt to extrapolate conceptual metaphors from linguistic data.” (2002: 35).
Authentic and spontaneous discourse leaves the researcher with numerous 
metaphorical expressions that are used in a variety of ways, taking various linguistic
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forms and fulfilling different purposes. This is the case with 17N’s communiques, too: 
both the manual and the corpus searches produced a multitude of diverse words and 
expressions, displaying different degrees of metaphoricity, which render the 
identification and consequent quantification process a challenge. It should be made 
clear that by identification in this section I refer to identifying linguistic metaphors in 
the communiques. The issue of inferring, from these linguistic metaphors, underlying 
conceptual metaphors, is a different one, which I will deal with at the end of this 
chapter.
A general theoretical framework about metaphor, an operational definition of 
metaphor in discourse, and a method of discourse analysis, are identified by Steen 
(2002) as the basic parameters needed in order to decide which expressions count as 
metaphorical, within cognitive metaphor research. I would add that the use of corpora 
can be a significant aid to this purpose. Steen further draws attention to distinguishing 
metaphor identification from metaphor recognition: metaphor analysts use their 
technical knowledge to extract metaphorical expressions from texts, but people’s 
understanding of metaphors is a combination of metaphor recognition, processing 
metaphor in context, and other factors (ibid.). I am concerned here with metaphor 
identification rather than metaphor recognition; it is outside the scope of this project to 
discover whether the expressions analysed were intended to be metaphorical, or 
whether they were interpreted as such by readers of the communiques. To use 
Cameron’s (1999) terms, I am operating at the theory level of metaphor analysis, where 
theoretical analysis and categorization of metaphor takes place, and not at the 
processing level, which deals mainly with people’s on-line processing of metaphor.
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Work within the processing level results in the identification of process metaphors, i.e. 
metaphors which were processed as such on a particular occasion. Linguistic 
metaphors, on the other hand, are seen as words or phrases with metaphoric potential 
(ibid.).
That said, I should point out that the processing and the identification of 
linguistic metaphors and process metaphors is not very easily set apart (see also 
Goatly, 2002b). Metaphor analysts, too, recognize metaphors in similar ways that non­
analysts do, and add their technical knowledge. In addition, when analysing metaphor 
at the theory level, it is important to keep in mind that the outcomes of the analysis 
should produce, at least, “plausible hypotheses about the conceptual structures of 
individuals involved in the discourse events in question” (Semino, Heywood, and 
Short, 2004: 1283). In any case, it is not possible to identify metaphors in a vacuum, 
ignoring completely the element of processing them in context or using one’s 
background and cultural knowledge to appreciate them. Besides, a discourse 
perspective on metaphor, as Cameron (2003) states, places metaphor in context and 
deals with it as it is used by specific people in specific circumstances. Discourse 
context is an essential criterion in deciding whether a word or phrase is to be analysed 
as metaphorical or not. “Theatre”, for instance, would not be metaphorical in the 
context of, say, art reviewing, but it is definitely metaphorical in the context of 17N 
talking about political manoeuvres among politicians belonging to different parties. In 
the following extract, Geaxpo/ theatre is identified as a metaphorical expression and 




(H  ecprjpepiSa) Aev xoXpaei va  izei axo Xao oxi eva xpqpa xov anoSoKipaCei xo Oeaxpo 
7cov yivexai an' xrjv KvPepvrfat] Kai xa Koppaxa ae fiapoq xov.
(41:440)
[(The newspaper) does not dare tell the people that part of them condemns the theatre 
that the government and the political parties are making (performing) at their 
expense.]3
4.5.2. Identifying metaphorical expressions in 17N’s texts
The decision to focus on metaphorical expressions in 17N’s discourse left me 
with the difficult task of having to extract them from the communiques, thus separating 
metaphorical from non-metaphorical language. Deciding which expressions are 
metaphorical and which are not is by no means a straightforward procedure. Following 
Boers (1999) and Semino (2002), I counted as metaphorical every expression that 
could be analysed as involving a mapping between two separate conceptual domains. 
Mappings between two domains are sets of connections that structure one domain of 
experience in terms of another; the conceptual correspondences between these domains
I should note that, in the extract above, performing is in parentheses to facilitate the
English-speaking reader’s understanding of the Greek sentence; in the Greek original,
however, the corresponding verb is yivexai/ making, so the metaphorical expression identified 
here is the underlined Oeaxpo/theatre. See also section 4.7 which discusses the translation of my 
data in English.
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are realised in discourse by means of metaphorically used words (Crisp, Heywood, and 
Steen, 2002). This is in line with the Cognitive Metaphor Theory tradition (Lakoff, 
1993, etc: see Chapter 3), which considers metaphor as a matter of primarily 
conceptual and secondarily linguistic nature, and as a set of correspondences between 
two different conceptual domains. My basic criterion, thus, is this: a word/expression 
is regarded as metaphorical if it can be analysed as involving a mapping between at 
least two distinct domains of knowledge. I say ‘at least’, as some cases, especially 
cases of novel and creative expressions, may involve mappings between more than two 
conceptual domains, which can be better analysed based on Fauconnier and Turner’s 
theory of Conceptual Blending (2002). I will refer to cases like these in the following 
chapters.
I should make clear that the number of words included in the expression 
involving the mapping may vary; most of the time, I will be dealing with one-word 
expressions, like (npovOoKdprjXog/ ostrich, used metaphorically. There are, however, 
instances of expressions consisting of more words, like napapvQi rrjg Xalipaql 
Chalima’s tale. In addition, the number of words of metaphorical expressions may 
differ in the two languages, Greek and English; I will discuss this issue in section 4.7 in 
this chapter, which deals with the translation of my data into English. The issue of 
deciding how many words a linguistic metaphor consists of, and indeed whether 
metaphorically used words count as one instance of a metaphor, however, is not 
unproblematic. Especially when the analysis involves counting the number of 
metaphorical expressions in texts, it is important to decide what counts as one 
metaphor (see also Heywood, Semino, and Short, 2002). In this thesis, I counted
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separately the metaphorical expressions which involved different words, even if they 
were used to realise the same main underlying mapping. I will demonstrate how this 
rule worked in my data in the qualitative analysis of my findings in the following 
chapters. For the moment, consider the following extract, which will be analysed in 
detail in Chapter 7. In this extract I have underlined three metaphorical expressions 
which can be seen as instantiations of the same underlying mapping.
In this communique, 17N refer to the Greek state selling three important 
cement companies, namely Chalyps, Chalkis Cements, and AGET -  Hercules, to 
private businessmen. 17N describes the way these businessmen will take advantage of 
the cement companies in terms of a big Toipnoboil feast, where Chalyps is the opvrepp! 
hors d’oeuvres and the other two companies are the main courses. I have counted the 
three underlined words as three instances of metaphorical expressions, even though the 
main metaphorical mapping underlying this extract is the same, and evokes the source 
domain of FOOD (see Chapter 7, section 7.5).
Extract 4.6
Kai o t i  t o  ^£7rovXtjpa rrjg XaXvif/ dev eivai napa t o  opvreftp, oro peyaXo Toipnoboi Ttjg 
ToipevTofhoprj/aviaq, atpov 6a OKoXovdrjaovv ra izXovaia iziaxa irov Xeyovrai Taipevra 
Xalxidaq Kai Kvpicog A rE T  -  HpcucXfiQ.
(48: 526)
[Chalyps’s sellout is nothing but the hors d’ oeuvres in the big feast of the cement 
industry, since the rich courses called Chalkis Cements, and mainly AGET- Hercules, 
will follow.]
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This mapping could perhaps be phrased as: BUYING AN INDUSTRY IS EATING IT.
The possibility of establishing a mapping between two domains and the 
consideration of the general context are not the only criteria I took into account in 
identifying metaphorical expressions in my corpus. The existence of a current literal 
meaning was used as an additional criterion for judging that a certain word or 
expression was being used metaphorically. The literal use of an expression, as defined 
by Goatly (2002a), involves either a more concrete and material referent, which may 
often be related to bodily movements and functions, or a historically older meaning 
(see also Pragglejaz Group, 2007). The use of Modem Greek dictionaries and of the 
HNC helped me establish whether an expression had a current literal meaning, and the 
extent to which it was used literally or metaphorically. For example, the lemma 
KpavyaXeoql vociferous, which will be discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.5.1, occurred 
in the corpus of 17N’s communiques and in the HNC on instances which I judged to be 
metaphorical. I did not encounter a literal occurrence of this lemma in any of the two 
corpora. However, my intuition suggested there was a current literal use of KpavyaXeoql 
vociferous in Modem Greek, and dictionary evidence confirmed my intuition. Indeed, 
this lemma is used literally and refers to crying, loud voices and shouting, often with 
grief and pain. In other cases, I came across literal as well as metaphorical occurrences 
of a lemma in the HNC, which helped me tell apart the lemma’s different senses in 
Modem Greek.
The issue of etymological metaphors was not straightforward to deal with. 
Etymological metaphors are defined as expressions which are not usually recognized as 
metaphorical anymore and whose etymology and origin are opaque to the average
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language user, even though it provides the clue as to why they were metaphorical in the 
first place (Goatly, 1997). As this analysis does not include research on metaphor 
processing, I was unable to assess whether such expressions could be perceived as 
metaphorical or literal by language users. I used my personal intuition to help me 
towards this direction. However, I consulted dictionaries, which provided useful 
information concerning the current status of a word in the metaphorical-literal scale. I 
should note that, more than once, I manually identified metaphorical expressions in the 
communiques which my intuition did not necessarily perceive as etymological 
metaphors; the HNC, however, contained only metaphorical uses of them, even when 
they were very frequent, and dictionaries did not list current literal meanings for them. 
I decided not to include such metaphors in my data and therefore I will not examine 
such cases in the course of the quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Like most contemporary metaphor researchers, I take a broad, inclusive 
approach to metaphor, including in my analysis both conventional and novel 
expressions. The nature of my data demands that I take conventional metaphorical 
expressions into consideration, not only because they are numerous in the 
communiques but also because conventional metaphorical expressions, rather than 
impressive novel metaphors, are the main means for disseminating ideology as they are 
rhetorically used to structure and support an argument (Lakoff and Turner, 1987; 
Rohrer, 1995; Mio, 1997). Besides, it is conventional metaphorical expressions that 
tend to occur repeatedly; novel expressions may be present few times in the data, but 
with their creativity and originality they play an important part in strengthening the 
organisation’s argument in particular texts. Koller’s comment on conceptual domains is
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relevant here: she argues that the importance of a conceptual domain (or a combination 
of domains) for metaphor generation is conveyed not by the frequency of metaphors 
alone, but also by the creative extensions of the metaphors (Koller, 2002). I take 
novelty and conventionality to be a matter of degree rather than clear cut, distinct 
categories, as evidence from recent research supports (for instance, Hanks, 2006). 
However, I will use the terms ‘conventional’ and ‘novel’ in the course of the analysis; 
these should be seen as loose definitions rather than fixed terms. An example of a 
metaphorical expression that I consider conventional is fifipal step, related to the source 
domain of MOVEMENT, which I will discuss in Chapter 6. This lemma occurs 36 times 
in 17N’s communiques and it is always used metaphorically. In the HNC, 88.3 percent 
of its occurrences are metaphorical. This information can be seen in Table 28, 
Appendix 2. An example of a novel expression is a(poyyoKoXapiog/ arse-wiper, which is 
found three times in 17N’s corpus and not at all in the HNC. This is an insulting 
expression that 17N use to attack their opponents and which evokes the source domain 
of THE HUMAN BODY. It can be seen in Table 15, Appendix 1.
Moreover, I deal with metaphorical expressions regardless of the part of speech 
they belong to. I include nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions in my 
findings. A great number of the metaphorical expressions I have traced consist of, or 
contain, content words, and I have also included function words. The latter are more 
frequent in the MOVING AND STOPPING and LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS source 
domains. I am not deeply concerned with the grammatical aspect of metaphor in this 
analysis, though it has proven to be very significant, especially in recent research (for 
instance, Cameron, 2003; Deignan, 2005; Semino, forthcoming). Different word
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classes have been shown to function differently metaphorically in English, and it would 
be interesting to see what the case is for Modem Greek as well. This will have to be 
included in future research.
I will be including simile in my findings, as well as idiomatic expressions that 
include mappings between two conceptual domains. Similes have been seen as 
belonging to the broad category of expressions which realise linguistically a cross­
domain mapping; the treatment of similes as a variety of metaphorical expressions is 
common in the Lakoffian tradition of metaphor research (Low and Cameron, 2002). 
Thus, the explicitness of a simile, often introduced by “as” or “like”, has not been seen 
as needing separate handling. This is the case in Greek, too, though not always so; 
sometimes a linguistic construction involving one of the explicit simile markers 
(usually aavl like/as) would be quite different if aav were omitted. Indeed, similes are 
not the same as metaphors, as Semino (2008) points out; nevertheless, I have included 
them in this thesis alongside metaphor, as I believe they play an important role in 
structuring 17N’s arguments.
Metaphorical idioms are lexically more fixed than other expressions and carry a 
non-literal meaning that can usually only be conveyed by this semi-fixed combination 
of words. The component words of the expression do not straightforwardly correspond 
to a component of the idiom’s meaning (Deignan, 1999). Indeed, the metaphorical 
idioms in my findings were categorised as such because of their occurrence as fixed or 
semi-fixed expressions (Gibbs, 1994; Nattinger and De Carrico, 1992, quoted in 
Deignan, 1999). Knowledge of the literal meaning of the parts of the idiom, that is, 
does not entail understanding the meaning of the whole expression. Semantic opacity,
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nevertheless, is not always a necessary attribute of idioms, and recent research suggests 
it is a matter of degree (Knowles and Moon, 2006). Furthermore, and most importantly 
for the purposes of this thesis, not all idioms are metaphorical; I have, here, only 
included the ones that involve the possibility of establishing a mapping between 
different conceptual domains.
Finally, a note is necessary concerning the treatment of metonymic expressions 
in my data. When using metonymy, something is talked about in terms of something 
else which is closely associated to it; for instance, the name of a location refers to 
events that took place there, or the name of a country refers to the country’s 
government (see Markert and Nissim, 2003). In the phrase “the White House issued a 
statement”, for instance, ‘the White House’ refers to the American President and 
administration in terms of the building which houses the President and administration 
and which is closely associated to them (Semino, 2008: 55). The two elements of the 
metonymy belong to the same conceptual domain rather than to different domains, as is 
the case in metaphor. Instances of metonymy are very frequent in political discourse, 
and they are very significant, too (Partington, 2003). The examination of metonymy in 
17N’s discourse would merit separate handling, and metonymic expressions would 
need to be counted differently from metaphorical ones. As the cross-domain mapping 
criterion does not apply to them, I decided not to include metonymies in my findings. 
However, I have not excluded the cases where the phenomenon of metonymy co­
occurs or overlaps with metaphor, i.e. cases when a particular metaphorical expression 
can also be seen as metonymic.
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4.5.3. Choosing which metaphorical expressions to focus on
17N’s communiques contain numerous metaphorical expressions, and it would 
be impossible to analyse every one of them. My discussion will therefore have to be 
selective. For reasons I will explain in this section, I chose to focus on the metaphorical 
expressions that referred to three specific topics or target domains. These are:
1. 17N’s victims/targets and their conduct,
2. The 17N organisation, and
3. The political condition Greece was perceived to be in.
Initially, I read the entire corpus of communiques several times, in order to 
familiarize myself with 17N’s writing and to achieve a good understanding of the 
overall meaning and purpose of the texts. This is the first, basic step in being able to 
establish the meaning of expressions in context, in order to identify when they are used 
metaphorically (see Pragglejaz Group, 2007). On the basis of several careful readings 
of the communiques, I noticed that 17N’s most basic arguments were presented and 
supported with the aid of expressions which were used in the texts to portray, describe, 
and comment on 17N’s opponents and targets, on the general political situation in 
Greece, and on 17N themselves.
It should be noted that the communiques are texts written to justify attacking 
well-known and influential people, institutions and organisations, and that a great part 
of their content refers to the particular target that was attacked, placing the target in the 
overall socio-political context of the time. It follows that a great number of the 
metaphorical expressions in these texts will inevitably refer to 17N’s targets, to the
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Greek political situation of the time, and to the 17N organisation. Hence, my analysis 
takes into consideration a significant proportion of the totality of metaphorical 
expressions in the communiques. In any case, my aim is not to study every 
metaphorical expression present in the discourse of 17N, but to show the significant 
role metaphor plays in structuring the most important and pervasive rhetorical 
strategies of the organisation.
One of 17N’s main argumentative strategies is to discredit and blame their 
targets as well as any other (like, for instance, journalists and politicians) opposed to 
their views and to their perception of a just society. In this way they paint a picture of 
Greek political reality that would, in their view, justify the use of violence and murder 
as punishment for the ones responsible for the country’s corrupt state. The 
metaphorical expressions I discovered in the communiques were used to present 17N’s 
targets and opponents negatively, and 17N positively. There is an opposition 
constructed between 17N and their targets and between 17N as a representative of the 
Greek people, on the one hand, and the people and institutions comprising the 
country’s status quo, on the other. The construction of this opposition in the texts is 
partly achieved by the metaphorical expressions 17N employ.
I went through every communique, reading them carefully and underlining all 
relevant metaphorical expressions, before using the concordance program to examine 
the electronic version of the corpus. Apart from the initial readings of the texts, which 
served to give me a general understanding of 17N’s writings, I carried out the process 
of reading and underlining the relevant expressions three times for every communique. 
In this way, I made sure that the resulting list of metaphorical expressions would be as
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exhaustive as possible. I then used the electronic corpus to confirm the frequency of 
occurrence of each expression. So, I examined every page of every communique three 
separate times and I underlined every metaphorical expression that referred to the three 
topics mentioned in the beginning of this section. All these words and expressions play 
a major part in conveying the group’s world view and in achieving particular rhetorical 
effects.
I will now exemplify the metaphor identification procedure by showing the 
expressions I underlined in the same sample of a communique which I went through 
three different times. The decisions I made regarding which linguistic expressions 
counted as metaphorical but also as relevant to the three aforementioned topics 
sometimes changed from the first to the second reading, while the third reading usually 
finalised my decision as to whether I should include a particular expression in the 
findings. I should mention that I used three different copies of 17N’s texts, so as to be 
able to look for metaphorical expressions in a new, unused copy every time.
The short sample is taken from the communique written by 17N in 1995 which 
refers to the attack by the organisation of the Greek TV channel Mega Channel with 
rocket bombs. The Greek text can be found in Appendix 3 along with the English 
translation. This communique has been analysed extensively in Chapter 7, which is 
why I am using part of it as an example: in this way the reader can appreciate the 
metaphor identification procedure in a text which can be read in its totality. Below are 
paragraphs 1 and 2 of the communique:
Extract 4.7
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T rjv  T ex a p x rj 1 5  M a p x r j 1 7 N  %xVTzrfos p s  S v o  p o v K e r s q  r ig  s y K a x a c x d o E iq  x o v  M E G A  
o x r jv  T la i a v i a ,  axrj S id p K E ia  x o v  f i p a S v v o v  S sA x io v  e iS yjgecov o x ig  8 .3 0 .  T o g o  x a  xYjAsoTniKd  
p s 7 io p x d £  iz o v  a K o X o v O r jo a v  o o o  ica i oA o icA tjp o g  o  T v n o q  x ig  E izdpE vsq  p t p s g  T ta p o v o ia o a v  xo  
y x v iz r ip a  o a v  "xvcpAo".
lo X v p io x r \K a v  o x i r\ 1 7 N  d e v  s i / s  TzpoEiSononqG Ei K a v e v a v  n p i v  a n d  xrjv  exxd^evG Y j 
f i d & v x a q  exg i a s  G o f ia p o  k i v S v v o  x o v g  s p y a ^ o p e v o v g  o x o  M E G A . H  a A rjO sia  s i v a i  xsA eicoq  
SiacpopexiK Yj.
[On Wednesday the 15th of March 17N used two rocket bombs to hit MEGA Channel’s 
buildings in Paiania, during the evening newscast of 8.30. The TV reports that followed, as 
well as the whole press, presented the hit as “blind”.
They claimed that 17N had not warned anyone before the launch, putting the people 
who work in MEGA Channel in serious danger. The truth is totally different.]
In the above extract I have not yet underlined any relevant metaphorical 
expressions. My first attempt to identify them led to the following result:
Extract 4.8
T rjv  T exa p x rj 1 5  M a p x r j  rj 1 7 N  y x v tz t jg e  p s  S v o  p o v K E x sg  x ig  s y K a x a o x d a s iq  x o v  M E G A  
a x r jv  T la i a v i a ,  gxyj S id p K E ia  x o v  f i p a d v v o v  S sA x io v  e iS y jg e c o v  o x ig  8 .3 0 .  T o g o  x a  xY jA eo m iK a  
pEizopxaC, iz o v  o k o A o v O y jg o v  0 0 0  K a i oA oK A rjpog  o  T v n o g  x ig  E n d p ev E q  p s p s q  n a p o v o i a o a v  xo  
y x v m j p a  g o v  "xvwAo ".
iG x v p iG x r jK a v  o x i rj 1 7 N  S e v  s i / e  nposiSoTzoiY jG E i K a v e v a v  n p iv  a n d  xrjv e k x o & vgtj 
B a C o v x a c  exg i g e  G o f ia p d  k iv S v v o  x o v g  s p y a ^ d p e v o v g  o x o  M E G A . H  aA Y jO sia  s i v a i  x sA sicog  
SiaipopE xiK rf.
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[On Wednesday the 15th of March 17N used two rocket bombs to hit MEGA Channel’s 
buildings in Paiania, during the evening newscast of 8.30. The TV reports that followed, as 
well as the whole press, presented the hit as “blind”.
They claimed that 17N had not warned anyone before the launch, putting the people 
who work in MEGA Channel in serious danger. The truth is totally different.]
I have underlined three linguistic expressions in the extract above, namely 
XWiniael hit, w<pkol blind, and fi&Covrag/ putting. These expressions refer to an action 
carried out by 17N, a comment made by the Greek media, and the report of an action 
by 17N, respectively. The fact that mcpXol blind is in quotation marks attracted my 
attention, as it not only signals the metaphorical expression but it also presents it as 
ascribed, rather than claimed by 17N. I have not underlined aKoXovdrjaavf followed 
even though it is not used literally, because it does not refer to the three topics of 
interest; rather, it is a conventional metaphorical expression that refers to the TV 
reports. Moreover, I have not underlined the preposition ‘in’, which is found in the 
English translation, because it does not correspond with an equivalent preposition in 
the Greek text. The Greek word ae which is present in the original text is a highly 
delexicalised function word that does not have a meaning similar to ‘in’. In fact, both 
occurrences of ‘in’ in the second paragraph of the English translation do not have 
equivalent prepositions in the Greek text, and therefore have been omitted from the 
findings.




Trjv Texapxrj 15 Mapxrj rj 17N  xtStxtjos pe Svo povKsxeg rig syKaxaoxdosig xov MEGA 
oxrjv Tlaiavia, oxrj SiapKeia xov fipadvvov SsAxiov siSrjoscov oxig 8.30. Tdoo xa xrjAsoTcxiKa 
psizopxdC, 7xov aKoXovOrjoav duo Kai oXoKlrjpog o Tvixog xig eizopsveg pepeg napovoiaoav xo 
Xxvirrjpa oav "xvcpAo ".
IoxvpioxrjKav oxi tj 17N  Ssv sixs TtpoeiSonoirjosi Kavevav npiv and x t j v  SKxd&vor] 
PaCovxag txoi os oofiapo k i v S v v o  xovg spyaCopevovg oxo MEGA. H  aXr\6sia sivai xeAsicog 
Sia(popsxiKY\.
[On Wednesday the 15th of March 17N used two rocket bombs to hit MEGA Channel’s 
buildings in Paiania, during the evening newscast of 8.30. The TV reports that followed, as 
well as the whole press, presented the hit as “blind”.
They claimed that 17N had not warned anyone before the launch, putting the people 
who work in MEGA Channel in serious danger. The truth is totally different.]
Initially, I had included xtvTcrfae/ hit, following the rationale that 17N did not 
actually hit, using their hands or another object, the buildings of MEGA Channel. I 
then realised, however, that a material sense of hitting is very much present in the 
action carried out by the organization, as they launched the rocket bombs that caused 
damage to the TV channel’s buildings. This pass at the data eliminated one of the 
expressions that I had previously identified as metaphorical, and the third reading of 
the text confirmed the results of the second pass. So, the end result is Extract 4.9.
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4.5.4. Limitations of the metaphor identification process
When identifying metaphor in texts, the data have to be revisited several times 
and the process of identification needs to be refined and repeated, ideally from more 
than one researcher. I did go through my data several times, but, unfortunately, it has 
not been possible for me to check my identification procedure against that of another 
analyst. The fact that the data is in Greek while research is taking place in England is a 
restrictive parameter that makes it difficult to find a second analyst, as they should be 
both a metaphor expert and fluent in Greek. My main issue, however, had to do with 
the controversial nature of my data: the communiques written by a criminal, terrorist 
group are not meant to be disseminated or even disclosed to the public, and these laws 
are stricter in some countries than in others, as I discovered when I began working with 
the texts in the UK. I have obtained permission to work with this data but I would 
hesitate to share it with others, following the legal advice I received when I started this 
thesis. It seems that, even though the communiques have been published in a book in 
Greece, they are still regarded as illegal in the UK due to recent anti-terrorism laws.
With these limitations, I had to be particularly careful in establishing and 
identifying linguistic metaphors in the communiques, in order to avoid or at least 
minimise the analyst bias that might be present when one is engaged with a project. I 
therefore used my knowledge of the language, my knowledge of the context of 
production and dissemination of the communiques, the MLCT concordancing program, 
the HNC, and dictionaries, which allowed for individual words to be studied easily in 
their immediate and extended co-text. I follow this method because of my interest in
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the rhetorical effects of the expressions I deal with, as well as in the way they set 17N 
apart as a distinct organisation with its own, idiosyncratic language use, rather than in 
examining every metaphor in the communiques, as I have mentioned earlier.
Finally, a problem that kept reoccurring during the identification and 
quantification of the linguistic metaphors had to do with 17N’s inconsistencies in 
spelling and in following syntactic and punctuation rules. This made it difficult to 
completely trust the results of the MLCT, as, by entering a certain word or phrase in 
the program to check how it was used in the corpus of communiques, some instances 
might be omitted in the resulting concordance, because they would be spelled 
differently in different parts of the texts. For example, I found d&xwXol finger spelled 
as S & k w X o , which is an accepted alternative spelling, but also as Sd/rdo, and Saiccdo, 
which are both inaccurate spellings. I took notice of 17N’s inconsistent and mistaken 
spellings, and their arbitrary use of stress marks, apostrophes and other punctuation 
marks, during the manual analysis. This helped me to compensate, partly, for the 
incomplete concordances the MLCT sometimes produced; still, it is difficult to work 
with electronic corpora that include texts where the form of words is not always 
consistent. Currently, no programs are available for the normalization of Greek 
spellings in corpora.
4.6. Grouping and categorising my findings
After I had extracted all the expressions of interest from the communiques, I 
divided them into groups, using the source domain of each metaphorical expression as
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a criterion for categorization. Following Deignan (1995), I grouped together words and 
expressions used to talk about broad domains of human experience that were used 
metaphorically in the communiques. This approach produced several sets of 
expressions. Each group or category that I formed is, in some cases, further divided 
into more specific subgroups, and the length and size of each category varies. The 
results of this process can be seen in Appendices 1 and 2, where the categories I 
formed are presented in tables, showing the number of occurrence of the metaphorical 
expressions in the communiques.
This categorisation stems from the patterns I discovered when I examined 
closely the metaphorical expressions I extracted from my corpus. I noticed that some of 
them shared certain attributes. For instance, there was a variety of words around the 
arts (theatre, music, dancing), which were frequently used metaphorically, so I 
gathered them all under the category ARTS. There were also expressions related to 
light and darkness, as shown earlier in this chapter. Similarly, a variety of expressions 
referred to moving and different kinds of movements, so I gathered them under the 
category MOVING AND STOPPING. These expressions constitute one of the ways 17N 
employed to talk about their targets and about their perception of the political and 
social situation of their country. So, this grouping is helpful in showing which source 
domains 17N predominantly draw upon in their effort to discredit their victims and to 
support their violent ideology. In addition, it is a useful device in that it structures my 
findings according to the frequencies that result from the use of the electronic corpus 
and, consequently, it informs the qualitative analysis. Besides, dividing a large and 
heterogeneous group of expressions into smaller categories that share certain features is
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necessary in order, on the one hand, to process and observe them more easily, and on 
the other hand, to present them in a clear and comprehensible way. Finally, it facilitates 
the understanding of the significance and productivity of certain source domains.
I will now present some background on the notion of category and the process 
of category formation in order to make my approach and my motivation in forming 
these categories of expressions more obvious.
4.6.1. On categories and category formation
As Croft and Cruse note, when we are categorising an entity, we are conceiving 
it as an instantiation of a more abstract entity that also includes other entities, whether 
they are potential or actual (2004: 74). These abstract entities are known as conceptual 
categories. Croft and Cruse add that some members of a category are more basic and 
are perceived as more central to the category than others, but this can vary according to 
the age, the abilities and the specific culture of the person doing the categorisation 
(ibid.). Lakoff (1987), too, stresses that both human reason and imagination play a role 
in forming categories, and makes a similar point concerning the members of a 
category: they are not equal, and therefore categories are not symmetrical entities. 
Rather, some of their members are perceived as more characteristic or basic than 
others, and this is known as prototype effect (Rosch, 1978, quoted in Lakoff, 1987).
Apart from being characterized by prototype effects, Lakoff adds that some 
categories are radial, and in particular they have radial structure within them (1987: 
91). They have a central subcategory and other, noncentral extensions, variants of the
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central subcategory, which may be extended as times change and they are learned one 
by one. The noncentral variants cannot be generated from the central model by a set of 
general rules. The category ‘mother’, for instance, is a radial category, including 
several known types of mother (e.g. biological mother, foster mother etc). As times 
change, new variants are added to the category, like ‘surrogate mother’, which could 
not have been imagined earlier on. In addition to being asymmetrical and possibly 
radial, Lakoff emphasizes that categories, though stable, do not have fixed boundaries 
but that one of their basic features is the fuzziness and indeterminacy of their 
boundaries.
Croft and Cruse (2004) opt for a concept of categories not as stable and fixed 
entities with fuzzy boundaries, but as inherently variable, created on-line as and when 
needed (2004:92). Past experience, immediately preceding mental activities, and 
context, are the three factors that determine the dynamic construction of a category 
(ibid.). Boundaries need not be fuzzy, then; they can be sharp and dynamic (changing 
when/as needed). Interestingly, this shifts the emphasis from the category as an abstract 
entity to the person forming or perceiving the category. Categories are constantly being 
modified, whether this is seen as movement of their boundaries or change of the whole 
category, but the purposes/abilities of the person creating or recognizing a category, as 
well as the context, are also important factors in category formation. Adding to this, 
McEnery and Wilson (1996) observe that corpora are useful in showing how often a 
linguistic construction falls into a particular category rather than in another one, thus 
demonstrating that categories are not to be treated as static and as having definite 
boundaries.
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4.6.2. My groups of metaphorical expressions
Keeping in mind the aforementioned comments on some of the features of 
categories and on their dynamic character, I will now turn to the way I categorised my 
data. The first category-related decision I made is, of course, my decision to focus on 
metaphorical expressions, choosing a special category of linguistic devices over other 
categories (like, for instance, pronouns or deictic expressions or hypothetical reported 
speech, which were also interesting in my data). Having made this first essential 
decision, I moved on to distinguish the source domains of the metaphors I discovered.
Prototype effects take place in the categories I have formed to facilitate my 
analysis. Some members of the categories I devised are better, or more prototypical, 
examples of them than others. Take, for instance, the category ANIMALS: ‘Lamb’ 
could be seen as a better example than ‘fly’, and, perhaps, ‘fly’ is a more prototypical 
animal than ‘leech’ or ‘parasite’. One could argue that a fly is an insect, and that it 
should be in a separate category, or in a separate sub-category, since I have included 
sub-categories. Similarly, a parasite could form a sub-category of its own. However, I 
have decided that I should keep the number of categories to a minimum, as my purpose 
is to organize the source domains of the metaphorical expressions for ease of analysis 
and presentation, and not to insist on detail. So, most of the categories have been kept 
broad, and of course category boundaries were moved as with every new word I 
encountered I tried to fit it into already existing categories, if possible.
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Finally, I had to sort out the issue of expressions that could belong equally well 
to any of two categories. Oapiaaiogl Pharisee is one such example: as shown in 
Appendix 2, Table 3 9 ,1 have included this expression in the RELIGION source domain. 
It could also be included in the HISTORY source domain, though, as Pharisees are 
historical figures; I included them in RELIGION as their use in the communiques 
emphasized their link with religion and religious matters, rather than presenting 
Pharisees as historical figures. In a similar way, I dealt with expressions that could 
have been argued to belong equally well to two different groups of source domains.
4.7. Translating metaphorical expressions
The data I am using for this thesis is in Greek, and my analysis is based on the 
original language. However, my research is taking place within an English-speaking 
university and my results are meant to be read by English speakers. I therefore provide 
a translation of all the extracts taken from 17N’s communiques that I am including in 
the thesis, as well as of all the information on my data and findings that is provided in 
the appendices. Perhaps the translation of all the communiques in English would have 
been helpful to the reader, as they would be provided with the complete picture of my 
data. However, this would have been a very time-consuming task, given the length of 
17N’s texts. For this reason I decided against it.
The fact that 17N’s communiques are written in Greek presents a twofold 
challenge for their analysis in English. Not only are they to be discussed in a language
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other than the one they were originally written in, but also they are discussed in terms 
of the metaphorical expressions they contain, which present an additional complexity 
when translated. As Knowles and Moon observe, “Translators [...] have to balance the 
importance of maintaining the rhetorical style of the original against the need to avoid 
distracting lexical devices by translating word for word” (2006: 92). This is often 
difficult to achieve, as it is not always the case that a metaphorical expression in Greek 
finds an adequate counterpart, or even less so an exact translation, in English. Rather, it 
is often the case for a Greek metaphorical expression to be nearly untranslatable in 
another language, and to require a lot of additional information to be given along with 
the translation, in order for the analyst to provide the reader with enough background to 
understand the sense of the metaphor. In these cases I followed Aeginitou (1995), and 
Altani (1993), and tried to provide enough background knowledge to facilitate the 
interpretation of my Greek examples by non-Greek readers.
Metaphor interpretation is in fact, to a great extent, culturally conditioned, in 
the sense that shared knowledge is often necessary for the producer and the interpreter 
of the metaphorical expression to communicate (Kovecses, 2005). When these two 
belong to different linguistic communities, the distance between them may render the 
meaning of certain expressions opaque. In addition, many important connotative 
elements and culturally conditioned values carried by words in a metaphorical 
expression may be lost by the interpreter. Besides, metaphorical expressions are 
always, to a degree, open to interpretation, at least on the level of fine detail: the 
detailed description of the exact mappings between the source and the target domain of 
a metaphor, for instance, are usually doubtful. As Dobrzynska aptly observes, “the
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sense of a metaphor always remains open and its status is only hypothetical” 
(1995:597).
The cultural dependence of metaphors has been argued to vary according to the 
universal or specific character of the domain of experience they belong to (Deignan, 
2003). More basic metaphors having to do with aspects of the world that are universal 
across languages and cultures, therefore, are more likely to be common and easily 
understood by speakers of different languages; consequently, they may be easier to 
translate, as well. On the contrary, culturally-specific metaphors may be lost for 
speakers of another language. It seems, however, that the link between metaphor and 
culture is not such a straightforward one and that it cannot be predicted how a 
metaphor will be translated, or even received, by speakers of a different language, 
based on these parameters (Deignan, 2003). One of the reasons for this is that 
metaphors are often derived from historical situations that may no longer be 
experienced by speakers of a language, even if the metaphorical expression is 
frequently used in the language (ibid.) While translating the expressions that can be 
seen in Appendices 1 and 2, allocated to various groups according to source domain, I 
noticed that the point made by Deignan is manifest in my data as well. Even though it 
can be suggested that it is more straightforward to translate some categories rather than 
others (for instance, ANIMALS could be regarded as more universal than HISTORY), in 
reality it cannot be predicted where a culture-specific expression may occur that will 
render the translation a challenge.
Kovecses (2005) found that the linguistic form that the same conceptual 
metaphor takes when translated in different languages is, most of the time, different
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than the original; so, there is variation of the linguistic expression of the same 
conceptual metaphor in different languages. This variation involves the different 
elaboration of a particular conceptual metaphor in different language, that is, the 
number of linguistic expressions it gives rise to. It also involves the morphology and 
the grammatical status of the linguistic expressions; whether they are single-word, 
multi-word, etc. Moreover, Kovecses noted that different languages, while drawing on 
the same conceptual metaphor, may realise different aspect of a source domain; for 
instance, the aspect of pressure is more prominent in Mandarin realisations of ANGER 
IS A HOT FLUID IN A PRESSURISED CONTAINER, while English draws more on the heat 
aspect. In addition, the degree of conventionalization and specificity, as well as the 
degree of metaphorical transparency of a particular metaphorical expression, are 
influenced by the change in language. These terms refer, respectively, to the degree of 
conventionality vs. the stylistic marking of an expression, to how specific its referents 
are in a given language, and to whether it is used in both the target and source domains 
or only in the target domain. Variation also involves the scope of a particular linguistic 
expression in different languages, which is the number of distinct uses it can have in 
different target domains. Kovecses (2005) further observes that, even if the linguistic 
expressions that realise the same conceptual metaphor are the same or very similar in 
different languages, they may display differences in the cultural and ideological 
background, which reflect the different ways in which conceptual metaphors function 
in different cultures.
In the case of Greek metaphorical expressions being translated into English, I 
came across different degrees of difficulty in translation. Some expressions were easy
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to translate as they have an equivalent in English, which can be received as 
metaphorical in English as well as in Greek: an example is to  npdoivo (pcogl the green 
light, which is found in Extracts 2 and 3 in this chapter, as well as the following 
extract:
Extract 4.10
Na XTvnrjoovpe xovq ueyaloKapyapiec anaxecbveq Kamxalioxeq, vkevdvvovq rrjq Kpiorjq.
(42: 458)
[Let’s hit the big sharks, the impostor capitalists, who are responsible for this crisis.]
Other expressions require further explanation and background to be provided, 
as they are particular to the Greek culture:
Extract 4.11
Kai xmoxa dev eivai mo arjdiaoxiKo and ra KapavKioCdiKia tov reppavov Ttpeaprj.
(17: 251)
[Nothing is more disgusting than the German ambassador acting like Karagkiozisl
Extract 4.12
(...) oi anarecbveq aXka Kai KapavKioCnSecMrjTaoTdxrjqKai nanaKCDvoravrivov.
(41: 429)
[(...) the impostors but also Karagkiozides Mitsotakis and Papakonstantinou]
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The metaphorical expressions in the extracts above are underlined, but they 
are not directly translatable in English as there is no English equivalent for 
Karagkiozis. Karagkiozis is a very well known and popular character of the Greek 
traditional shadow theatre, a performance where two-dimensional puppets play behind 
an illuminated white sheet and the audience watches their shadows. This kind of 
spectacle dates back to when Greece was a province of the Ottoman Empire and 
therefore includes many references to what it is like being a poor slave and a subject to 
the Turks. The character Karagkiozis is a middle-aged hunchbacked family man, with a 
long nose, who is too poor to feed his children properly and so he has to resort to all 
sorts of tricks and cunning plans to earn money or food. Shadow theatre is gradually 
dying away in modem Greece but Karagkiozis as a character is deeply entrenched in 
Greek culture as part of the people’s heritage.
In order to make the meaning of this metaphorical mapping clearer to the 
reader, I have added an explanatory paragraph, giving additional information that helps 
the reader appreciate the sense of the metaphor. I will follow this practice whenever an 
expression cannot be directly translated in English. The same holds for instances when 
an expression’s meaning is lost to the reader because it is the result of wordplay 
meaningful only in Greek:
Extract 4.13
K a i  d e v  e i v a i  m x a i o  o n  o  X a o g  p a g ,  f i e  t o  a X d O r jT O  t io X i t i k o  t o v  K p i x r \ p i o ,  r o u g
a n o K a X e i  o t f p e p a  T o i p i c o v q  x c o p i g  f i e f i a i a  v a  e v v o e i  p o v o  t o v  K v p K O .
(41: 449)
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[It is not accidental that our people, with their unmistakable political judgement, 
today call them Circuses, referring to more than just Kyrkos.]
This extract, which will be further analysed in Chapter 5, includes a pun on the 
name of a left-wing politician of the time, Kyrkos, whose surname rhymes with raipKol 
circus. In this case, not only is it necessary to have adequate knowledge of the Greek 
language, but also of the Greek political scene of the time, in order to appreciate the 
pun. Even Greek native speakers might not have noticed the allusion had Kyrkos’ 
name not been added at the end of the sentence. In these cases, too, an explanatory note 
allows the reader to appreciate the wordplay.
Furthermore, in translating extracts from my data to English, I sometimes 
resorted to using more than one word of English to translate a single word of Greek 
which was used metaphorically. Such an example is the expression axovpil dirty stable, 
which can be found in Appendix 1, Table 6. In Greek, this is a one-word expression, 
which has an inherent negative value as it connotes a dirty place; originally, it referred 
to stables where the animals slept, which were dirty by definition. I could not translate 
it with a single word in English; perhaps this is the result of my own limited knowledge 
of the English language, however I found that ‘dirty stable’ expressed more precisely 
the meaning that I wanted to convey to the English-speaking reader. For the same 
reason, some Greek expressions are provided with two alternative English translations.
Finally, there is the case of the English translation containing more or different 
metaphorical expressions than the Greek text, as a result of my attempt to preserve 
17N’s tone and rhetorical style in the English text. In this case, I do not underline the 
metaphorical expression which is present only in the English translation; I only
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underline the expressions which are metaphorical in Greek, as in the extract that 
follows:
Extract 4.14
E zai o zav  peO avpio Oa fiXsnovpe a  ’ avzo  zo Oeazpo izov Xeyezai BovXrj va  Kai^szai rj 
KaXvzsprj 9eax0iKf( Ttaoaazaarj zrjg xpoviag, ag prjv & xvaps ozi a vzo i 01 Kvpioi izov p e  
ovyKi\r\ziKr\ opoy/vxia Kai avvaiveat], K apovo ia& vv ztj 1 7N, zrjv «zpopoK pazia» Kai zrj 
XaiKTf ftia  va  azzeiXovv SrjOsv zrj SrjpoKpazia, pa g  Xe v e  Kai izaXi yovzpa  w suaza xa i 
exovv aXXovg azoxovg.
(13: 185-186)
[So, when the day after tomorrow we will be watching the best theatrical 
performance of the year performed in this theatre called The Parliament, let us not 
forget that these gentlemen, who with touching unanimity and consent present 17N, 
“terrorism”, and the people’s violence as an ostensible threat to democracy, are again 
telling us fat lies and have other aims.]
Here, the expression “touching unanimity”, which has metaphorical potential in 
English, does not correspond to a metaphorical expression in Greek. I could not, 
however, find and adequate non-metaphorical expression that would convey the 
meaning of the Greek phrase avyKivrjTiKrj opoy/vxia- It seems that sometimes it is 
impossible to avoid translating non-metaphorical phrases with metaphorical ones, and 
vice versa, as each language has its own way of expressing specific concepts.
Finally, I should explain the reason why the English translations may 
sometimes seem syntactically awkward. This is because I have tried to preserve the
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awkward syntax of the Greek original, as I believe it conveys 17N’s tone and it allows 
the reader to appreciate the complicated and, at times, confusing way they wrote.
I will now proceed to the analysis of my data.
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CHAPTER 5 - DATA ANALYSIS: CONSTRUCTING
DICHOTOMIES
5.1. Introduction
The ideological bias of political texts has often been the object of analysis and 
discussion, by different linguistic approaches that focussed on various features of the 
text. This bias is even more obvious in texts written by terrorist groups, which are 
produced to accompany and justify their violent acts. Taking Cognitive Metaphor 
Theory as a starting point and as a basic frame, this study investigates how 17N use 
language, and in particular metaphor, to create ideologically charged meaning. The 
main reason supporting this decision is the claim that conceptual metaphors are 
important devices for structuring knowledge domains, which in this case have to do 
with how the information on the political situation in Greece is organised and presented 
to 17N’s audience.
Studying metaphor in the discourse of 17N involves making sense of the way a 
great number of linguistic metaphors, and underlying conceptual metaphors, have 
formed a coherent net, via which part of 17N’s worldview is potentially conveyed to 
the reader of their texts. As Popova observes, “A study of texts in terms of conceptual 
metaphors is a study of metaphoric systems, rather than of mere words.” (2003:50). 
Taking a broad and integrated view of 17N’s communiques, I looked not merely for 
isolated metaphors but for patterns in the occurrence and interaction of the 
metaphorical expressions in my data. The use of corpora was an invaluable aid towards
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this goal, as it informed the quantitative analysis and enriched the qualitative part of the 
analysis.
My study of the texts revealed that the most frequent metaphorical patterns in 
17N’s texts are drawn from source domains related to the human body and its 
functions, travelling and moving in space, the arts, the animal kingdom, history, 
religion, food, etc. These source domains are conventionally applied to a range of 
different target domains, but in my data they refer mainly to the people and the 
institutions that the organisation targeted and fought (see also sections 2.3.3 and 4.5.3). 
In researching metaphorical expressions in context, as they occur naturally, there is 
room for detailed discussion and for a rich interpretation of the findings. My analysis 
of extracts taken from 17N’s texts has tried to do justice to the richness and complexity 
of the data, as much as this is possible within the space of this thesis.
In this chapter, I will present one of the most prominent metaphorical systems 
employed by 17N and the entailments of the metaphorical expressions it involves. In 
this way important elements of the conceptual universe the group operated in will be 
illuminated in an effort to achieve a deeper understanding of the organisation. First, 
however, I will present an overview of my findings, which I discuss in Chapters 5, and 
6 .
5.1.1. An overview of my findings
I will now proceed to a brief description of my findings, which are presented in 
the form of tables and can be found in Appendices 1 and 2. In this analysis, I am
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including a total of 41 tables, which show the most important tendencies in my data, in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of metaphorical expressions in 17N’s 
communiques. I have assigned these expressions to particular source domains. More 
specifically, the tables present the way in which I classified 3169 metaphorical 
expressions into sixteen different source domains, as shown in Table 5.1 below. The 
tables also illustrate the frequency of occurrence of an expression in the corpus of 
communiques and in the HNC, respectively. They provide detailed information on the 
occurrence of each expression, which allows for an overview of the communiques; 
however, for in-depth analysis, I will refer to extracts taken from the communiques to 
show the use and the interplay of the linguistic metaphors in context.
I have divided the 3169 metaphorical expressions into two major groups, which 
I discuss in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter 7 I provide a detailed discourse 
analysis of a full communique, in order to show the rhetorical functions of particular 
metaphorical expressions in context. Finally, in Chapter 8 I attempt a diachronic 
analysis of selected metaphorical expressions that have been discussed in the previous 
three chapters. The metaphorical expressions I extracted from the communiques were 
generally exploited to paint a negative picture of the situation in Greece, to criticise 
17N’s targets and opponents, and to present a positive picture of 17N; therefore, they 
were not straightforward to divide into sub-groups in order to structure my analysis. I 
divided them into two groups according to the main rhetorical function they were used 
to perform and to conceptual relationships between the various source domains, 
bearing in mind that there is overlap amongst the groups. The tables corresponding to 
each one of these groups can be found in the appendices. The first group, presented in
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Appendix 1, includes the source domains of ARTS, THE HUMAN BODY, LIGHT AND 
DARKNESS, CLEANLINESS AND DIRT, HEAT AND COLD, SOUND AND SILENCE, 
WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE, and ANIMALS. These source domains were found to be 
frequently realised by means of expressions used to construct oppositions between 17N 
and its targets. The second group of expressions, found in Appendix 2, includes the 
source domains of MOVING AND STOPPING, BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION, 
LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS, CONTAINER, FOOD, DRINK AND COOKING, 
RELIGION, HISTORY AND POLITICS, and PROFESSIONS. These domains were 
frequently employed by 17N to produce metaphorical expressions that gave a negative 
and pessimistic picture of Greece’s political and social situation. These expressions 
provide support to 17N’s main argumentative strategy by discrediting their targets, to 
which they attribute negative and sometimes ridiculous characteristics. So, the division 
of my findings into two groups of source domains is mainly motivated by the different 
rhetorical functions of the expressions belonging to these domains, although this is not 
to be seen as an exhaustive criterion. The aim of this division is to facilitate the 
presentation of the analysis.
In Table 5.1 below I provide a summary of the source domains I will be dealing 
with. They are presented according to the number of tokens of metaphorical 
expressions belonging to them that were found in my corpus. I am also including the 
percentages of the metaphorical expressions in each source domain out of the total 
number of metaphorical expressions.
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Table 5.1: Tokens of the metaphorical expressions found in 17N’s corpus, 
allocated to source domain
SOURCE DOMAIN NUMBER OF RELEVANT 
METAPHORICAL 
EXPRESSIONS IN 17N 
CORPUS
PERCENTAGE 





MOVING AND STOPPING 772 24.4
THE HUMAN BODY 466 14.7
LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS 352 11.2
ARTS 289 9.1





WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE 138 4.3
ANIMALS 107 3.4
LIGHT, DARKNESS AND 
COLOUR
92 2.9
HISTORY AND POLITICS 82 2.6





SOUND AND SILENCE 40 1.3
PROFESSIONS 30 0.9
HEAT AND COLD 11 0.3
TOTAL 3169 100
As the tables in Appendices 1 and 2 reveal, there are subdivisions within many 
of the source domains mentioned above. For instance, the source domain of ARTS 
includes PERFORMANCE ARTS, MUSIC, LITERATURE, etc. The source domain of 
ANIMALS includes KINDS OF ANIMALS, ANIMAL BODY PARTS, and PRACTICES 
OF/AROUND ANIMALS. The term ‘domain’, thus, is used here at a high level of 
generality, as some of my domains include several sub-domains. These subdivisions 
are in fact more specific source domains themselves, which have been included 
together in a larger group in order to facilitate the organisation of the findings and their 
presentation (see also Chapter 4, section 4.6).
At this point, I should add that there are a few more source domains that 
emerged from analysing 17N’s metaphorical expressions, which I am not including in 
the present analysis. These have to do with SLEEP, SPORTS AND GAMES, DEATH, 
SCIENCES, FAMILY, and VARIOUS OBJECTS. I decided to omit them because they 
were very limited (for example, the source domain of SLEEP only included three 
tokens of expressions and two different types). The omitted source domains include 
very few expressions which, naturally, cannot be so frequent and dispersed in the
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communiques. I therefore believe that leaving them out does not affect the 
representativeness of the analysis, which focuses on the characteristic manner in which 
17N used metaphor. Having said that, I will be including in the analysis expressions 
that occur only once in my data, if the overall source domain they belong to shows 
more types. This is the case with the expressions ToipKovq! Circuses and TCairjjxg 
M kovt/  James Bond, for instance, which occur only once in the corpus of 
communiques but they have been included in the source domain of 
SHOW/PERFORMANCE ARTS.
I will now present a brief description of my quantitative findings, in order to 
facilitate the reading of Tables 1-41 in Appendices 1 and 2.
5.1.2. Description of the quantitative findings
I will now explain how the tables in Appendices land 2 can be read by using 
Table 1: SHOW/PERFORMANCE ARTS as an example. Table 1 relates to the source 
domain of ARTS, which includes also includes as sub-domains LITERATURE, MUSIC, 
and OTHER ARTS. The rest of the tables can be read exactly as Table 1.
In the table there are nine columns: the first column from the left contains the 
linguistic expressions referring to performance and show. These have been arranged in 
order of frequency, starting from the one that was found to be used metaphorically the 
most times in 17N’s corpus. One can trace the occurrence of these linguistic 
expressions in the communiques and in the HNC by following the rows in the table 
which begin with each expression.
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The expressions are presented in the singular number, nominative, or infinitive 
and present tense, depending on the part of speech they belong to. In other words, I am 
presenting them in their basic form, and I will refer to them as lemmas, following 
Koller (2004a) and Deignan (2005). However, the number of occurrences of each 
expression, which is noted in the second and third columns for 17N’s corpus, and in the 
sixth and seventh columns for HNC, includes the different tenses, numbers, cases, and 
any other declension and inflective feature that has been found in the two corpora 
(17N’s communiques and the HNC). For instance, /xUoc/role, which is the first 
expression found in the first row of the table, stands also for /xUoi/roles, po/laiv/roles -  
possessive case, pd/loug/roles -  plural, possessive case. In the same way, to take a verb 
as an example, (ncrjvoOercb/to stage includes (TKrjvoOexrjaall staged, (TKrjvoOewvaa/l was 
staging, mcrfvoOerovpie/wQ are staging, etc. The same holds for adjectives and 
participles; with adverbs and prepositions it is not necessary to distinguish the forms a 
word can take, as they remain unchanged.
I decided not to include all the different forms each expression can take in the 
first column because it would unnecessarily complicate the reading of the tables. In this 
analysis, I am not concerned with a categorization of my findings in terms of the 
different parts of speech and I will not go into depth concerning the grammatical 
aspects of metaphor. Moreover, the Greek language includes many more different 
forms of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, than the English language, because of the 
various endings, as well as the changes the base of the word undergoes, when the 
number, tense, case etc. change. Undoubtedly, these are important observations to 
make and they would be very interesting to analyse in relation to metaphor. Deignan,
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for instance, has found that, in English, the morphological variants of an expression 
can have different metaphorical uses (2005: 145-167). Cameron (2003) makes a 
similar point. It would be worth examining whether this is the case for Modem Greek, 
too, but this will have to be included in a future analysis. In this thesis, I will limit 
myself to simply mentioning any patterns related to word form that I observed in the 
course of the analysis, as I am interested mainly in the source domains and in their 
entailments, as I am focusing on 17N’s rhetorical strategies. Therefore, my first column 
would have been too detailed and complicated, had I included all this information.
The remaining eight columns shown in Table 1 contain numerical data. The 
first four refer to 17N’s corpus and the last four refer to the HNC. The second column 
from the left, labelled “Metaphorical occurrences in 17N corpus”, presents the number 
of times each expression was found to be used metaphorically in the corpus of 
communiques. For quick reference, this number can also be referred to as “M l7”, as 
shown at the top of the column. For instance, the word napaaraat}! performance was 
used metaphorically six times in the communiques. Next to it is the total number of 
occurrences of an expression in 17N’s corpus, whether it was used literally or 
metaphorically. Ylapdaxaar]! performance, for example, occurred nine times in the 
communiques. The next column provides the percentage of metaphorical occurrences 
of an expression in 17N’s corpus, vs. the non-metaphorical occurrences; in this way, 
one can easily check which use prevails in 17N’s discourse: 66 percent of the instances 
of napdcrcaarjl performance are metaphorical. The fifth column is the final one 
referring to 17N’s corpus and serves as a link with the data found with the help of the 
HNC. It presents the metaphorical occurrences of an expression in the communiques
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(M l7), calculated per 1000 words. The purpose of this column is to facilitate a 
comparison of the frequency of the metaphorical instances of an expression between 
the two corpora.
Moving on to the final four columns of the table, there are two columns that 
provide information on the metaphorical and total instances of occurrence of an 
expression in the HNC. napdaxaarjl performance, for example, does not occur as a 
metaphorical expression in the HNC at all, in the way 17N used it, even though there 
are 3453 instances of the expression in general. KapayKiotyjq! Karagkiozis, on the other 
hand, occurs 325 times in the HNC, 165 of which are used metaphorically. In the 
eighth column comes the percentage of metaphorical vs. non-metaphorical use of an 
expression in the HNC: for instance, 50.7 percent of the total occurrences of 
KapayKw^rjql Karagkiozis are metaphorical in the HNC. One can compare this figure 
directly with the equivalent percentage in 17N’s corpus, which is 100 percent, and 
observe that KapayKio(t](;/ Karagkiozis is used metaphorically by 17N all the time, 
even though this is not the norm in the language. Finally, the last column of the table 
provides the metaphorical occurrences of each expression in the HNC, calculated per 
1000 words. For KapayKwCrjgl Karagkiozis, these numbers are 0.046 in the 
communiques and 0.003 in the HNC.
With the organisation of my findings in these tables I aim to provide the reader 
with a detailed picture of the way a particular expression is used by 17N, on the one 
hand, and in the HNC, on the other. I include the data from both corpora on the same 
page so as to enable an immediate comparison between the two corpora. At the end of 
each broad source domain, like ARTS, I provide the total number of metaphorical
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expressions belonging to this source domain that were found in the communiques, as a 
way to summarize the extent of this domain: for ARTS, this number was 289.
I will now examine in detail each source domain I have assigned to the first 
group of expressions. I will first compare my findings from 17N’s corpus with the 
findings from the HNC, and then I will look at how 17N exploit each domain for 
rhetorical purposes, by looking at extracts from the communiques. As I have 
previously mentioned, the source domains in this chapter are discussed together 
because they are exploited by 17N in order to set up oppositions between the 
organisation and their opponents and targets. The order in which I will be discussing 
the source domains is not according to the number of expressions each one contains; 
Rather, it follows the rationale of discussing first the source domains which are 
exclusively used to create dichotomies and then the source domains which are also 
partly used to present a negative picture of the situation in Greece. As I mentioned in 
the introduction, the separation of expressions according to rhetorical function should 
not be seen as a rigid division but rather as two parts of a continuum that facilitates the 
presentation of the findings and also the appreciation of 17N’s use of various source 
domains. In this way a smooth link will be provided with the following chapter.
In Table 5.2 below, I provide a summary of the source domains I am focussing 
on in this chapter.
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Table 5.2: Source domains discussed in Chapter 5
SOURCE DOMAIN NUMBER OF 
METAPHORICAL 
EXPRESSIONS IN 17N 
CORPUS
PERCENTAGE OUT 
OF THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
EXPRESSIONS
THE HUMAN BODY 466 14.7
ARTS 289 9.1





LIGHT, DARKNESS AND 
COLOUR
92 2.9
SOUND AND SILENCE 40 1.3
HEAT AND COLD 11 0.3
TOTAL 1431 45
5.2. The ARTS source domain
As shown in Table 5.1, the ARTS source domain includes 9.12 percent of the 
total number of metaphorical expressions that I am including in this analysis. This 
makes it the fourth largest source domain in my data.
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I am beginning my analysis from the ARTS domain because it is primarily 
realised via expressions that serve the rhetorical function of constructing oppositions 
between 17N and their targets and also because, even though it is not the largest 
domain in terms of the number of metaphorical expressions it contains, it is particularly 
important in 17N’s discourse, as will be shown below.
5.2.1. Quantitative analysis
The group of expressions referring to the arts is one of the most pervasive ones 
in my data, including 289 tokens of metaphorical expressions and four groups of 
source sub-domains, as we can see in Tables 1 -  4 in Appendix 1. Within this group, 
there are numerous metaphorical expressions that play a crucial role in constructing 
17N’s argument. I frequently encountered expressions having to do with performing 
arts and especially theatre, but also expressions drawing from the source domains of 
LITERATURE, MUSIC and OTHER ARTS. Below is a summary of my findings from 
17N’s corpus, which shows the number of tokens and the number of different types of 
an expression, according to the sub-domain of ARTS that it belongs to.
Table 5.3: ARTS








SHOW/PERFORMANCE 26 196 0.13
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ARTS
LITERATURE 9 59 0.15
MUSIC 6 18 0.33
OTHER ARTS 4 16 0.25
TOTAL 45 289 0.15
The source domain of SHOW/PERFORMANCE ARTS is by far the most 
productive sub-domain, in terms of tokens; however, it has the lowest type/token ratio, 
which indicates that it includes expressions that are repeatedly used. In particular, 196 
tokens and 26 types of expressions relating to performance arts were noted, as we can 
see in Table 5.3. As far as LITERATURE is concerned, I found 59 tokens and 9 types of 
expressions, while MUSIC included 18 tokens and 6 types of expressions. Finally, 
expressions relating to other arts were less frequent, but more varied, accounting for 16 
tokens and 4 different types.
The significance of the source domain of ARTS for 17N’s discourse can be 
appreciated if it is compared with other source domains which are also frequently used 
and productive. One such domain as the HUMAN BODY domain, which is the larger 
one within the first group of expressions I am examining. As we can see in Tables 5.1 
and 5.2, it accounts for 466 tokens of expressions and 70 different types. However, the 
human body as source domain of metaphorical mappings is very conventionally 
applied to a wide range of target domains, since it is one of the most basic domains that 
humans use to make sense of the world (see Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Johnson, 1987; 
Lakoff and Johnson, 1989; Sweetser, 1990, Kovecses 2002). Johnson’s (1987) notion
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of embodiment, in particular, elaborates on the use of our bodies and parts of our 
bodies as means to understand the world around us and to structure abstract concepts. 
Therefore, it is not surprising, nor particular to 17N, to employ numerous metaphorical 
expressions drawing from the human body.
This point is supported with evidence from the HNC, which is observable in 
Tables 1 through 4, especially if we compare the columns presenting the percentages of 
the metaphorical vs. literal uses of the same expression in the two corpora (17N and 
HNC, respectively). If we examine the first and larger subgroup of expressions for each 
source domain, namely PERFORMANCE ARTS (Table 1) and PARTS OF THE HUMAN 
BODY (Table 14), we can see that metaphorical expressions drawing from PARTS OF 
THE HUMAN BODY are frequent both in 17N’s corpus and in the HNC, for the greater 
part. As far as PERFORMANCE ARTS are concerned, however, they seem to be used 
mostly literally in the HNC, and often exclusively metaphorically in the discourse of 
17N. So, one of the most significant features of the ARTS domain is that it accounts for 
expressions which are particular to 17N’s discourse, to the extent that, in some cases, 
they are not found in the HNC at all as linguistic metaphors. Alternatively, if they do 
occur in the HNC, they are not used metaphorically in the way 17N employed them. 
This is because 17N sometimes used novel expressions or newly coined words and 
phrases, as the qualitative analysis will show.
Having established the importance of the source domain of ARTS, I will now 
mention specific expressions of interest within the domain. These are either very 
frequent expressions (like pdXoql role), which appear at the top rows of Table 1, or 
expressions characteristic to 17N, because of their originality or because 17N has
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coined them (like TmpKovg/ Circuses, used as a proper name). Pokoql role, Oeaxpo/ 
theatre, KapayKio(rjgl Karagkiozis, oKrjvfj/ scene, pacncat mask, omptzaJ operetta and 
TtapaoxaGY\! performance, are among the frequent ARTS expressions that 17N used 
metaphorically to refer to its targets. PoXoql role is the most frequent among them, and 
it is found only as a metaphor in the communiques. In the HNC, too, it is used mainly 
metaphorically, but there is a considerable proportion of literal uses, which is not 
surprising: newspapers often include articles on actors, for instance, who talk about 
their actual roles. It is interesting to note that pamcal mask and ompexa! operetta are 
very rarely used metaphorically in the HNC: indeed, comparing their occurrences as 
calculated per 1000 words, they are 0.031 and 0.023 compared to 0.0002 and 0.0001 in 
the HNC. Dictionaries, however, confirm their conventionality as metaphorical 
expressions, Tlapdoxaor]! performance, on the other hand, does not even exist as a 
metaphor in the HNC; the only performances mentioned in the background corpus are 
artistic ones. Nevertheless, dictionaries list the metaphorical sense of TzapaGiaorjl 
performance.
At this point I should bring to the reader’s attention the fact that the HNC, 
sometimes, yields results that are surprising to the intuitions of a native speaker of 
Greek. It is surprising for a corpus of millions of words not to contain metaphorical 
uses of the word napaoxaorjl performance, which is often found in political discourse 
and refers to the behavior of political personalities. As I have mentioned in Chapter 4, 
however, the HNC is a corpus under construction, with limitations in terms of its 
contents, structure and representativeness. It is used as a point of reference in this 
analysis but not as an absolute reflection of the language; rather, it is a useful, albeit
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imperfect and incomplete, picture of a large portion of written Modem Greek. 
Consequently, any unexpected results should be treated with caution and with the 
limited nature of the HNC in mind. For this reason, I am also using the Modem Greek 
dictionaries mentioned in Chapter 4 (section 4.4.2.), especially in cases when the 
degree of novelty or conventionality of an expression is in question.
Another noteworthy example is deaxpol theatre. It is used metaphorically 20 
times in 17N’s corpus, which accounts for 74 percent of its overall occurrence in the 
communiques. In the HNC, however, deaxpol theatre occurs 6536 times and is always 
used literally, in the most basic sense of the word, which, in Greek, has to do either 
with acting on stage or with the building where the performances take place. The 
occurrences of deaxpol theatre in 17N’s corpus surpass those of any other expression in 
the arts domain in the 17N corpus, but there is not one instance of a metaphorical 
expression involving deaxpol theatre in the background corpus. Even if we accept the 
incomplete nature of the HNC, which is consolidated by dictionary evidence 
supporting deaxpol theatre as a conventional linguistic metaphor, this is still a strong 
indication that 17N use deaxpol theatre in an idiosyncratic, particular way.
KapayKioCrjgl Karagkiozis also deserves attention, as it is always metaphorical 
in 17N’s corpus, while half of the occurrences in the HNC are literal, referring to the 
protagonist of traditional Greek puppet theatre. As we will see in the extracts that 
follow, KapayKioCtjgl Karagkiozis, when used metaphorically, is an offensive and 
derogatory term. Finally, a couple of expressions referring to performance arts should 
be noted because of their originality: these are TaipKovgl Circuses and T(airjpg Mxovxl 
James Bond. Predictably, they do not occur at all in the background corpus, apart from
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a reference to James Bond as a movie hero. They do not occur in dictionaries, either. 
Even though they occur only once in the communiques, they are noticeable and 
memorable, as they combine metaphor with humorous and ironical qualities, (these 
expressions I have included even though they occur only once because they are seen as 
part of larger source domains. Had they been treated as realising other source domains 
they would have been omitted, see beginning of chapter). They are also interesting 
examples of how 17N elaborate on the conventional metaphorical mapping POLITICS 
IS SPECTACLE , creating new and unconventional ways of speaking about aspects of 
spectacles like circus and cinema.
In the LITERATURE domain, napapvdi! fairy tale and pvOoq/ myth are the most 
frequent expressions in the communiques. As Table 2 shows, they are also quite 
particular to 17N’s discourse, as, in the HNC, 16.9 percent and 56 percent of their 
occurrence, respectively, are metaphorical. MvOiaxoprjpal novel and Tapxovxpoq! 
Tartuffe were not found in the HNC as metaphorical expressions, even though they 
were frequently used literally. For pvOioTopqpal novel, in particular, there were 1945 
instances in the HNC. As a Greek native speaker, I have come across these two 
expressions in metaphorical uses; my Modem Greek dictionaries confirmed my 
intuition, as they listed metaphorical senses for both lemmas. For Tapzovcpog/ Tartuffe, 
actually, there was only one entry in the dictionary, and that was the metaphorical 
sense; the literal sense was included in small print, as part of the word’s etymology. 
This could be another indication of the incomplete nature of the HNC, as it does not 
contain the sense of a lemma that a dictionary lists as the main one; alternatively, it 
could be an indication of the imperfect nature of dictionaries, especially when they are
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not corpus-based. Most likely, both hypotheses are, at least partly, true. In any case, 
Taprovyog/ Tartuffe is used only twice in the communiques, once literally and once 
metaphorically, and the dictionary evidence is enough for me not to treat it as a novel 
metaphorical expression.
As far as MUSIC is concerned, kcdivcoSia/ palinode is the most frequent 
expression which, however, seems to be used metaphorically in the language as a 
whole. It is indeed a rather set expression, which is not often used in everyday 
language, and is usually found in particular circumstances. Dictionary evidence, 
however, provides a literal meaning which I have also some across in other texts. 
IlaXivcoSia/ palinode originally meant a song which reverses the meaning of a previous 
song; Ancient Greek poet Stesichorus, for instance, wrote an ode insulting Helen, and a 
subsequent palinode in which he praised her beauty. Metaphorically, the word refers to 
the reversal of opinion or stance in a certain matter, or a lot of subsequent reversals of 
opinion which render the speaker unreliable. Its use by 17N reflects a characteristic of 
political discourse, which is the frequent use of cliched phrases, which may contradict 
each other, for rhetorical purposes. The great number of newspaper articles in the HNC 
would also contain this use; indeed, all 102 instances of jzalivcodial palinode in the 
HNC are metaphorical.
Finally, avaykvzpo/ relief is the most frequent expression in the OTHER ARTS 
domain. Though not very frequent in the HNC, it is always used metaphorically. This 
expression is also part of set phrase which is found frequently in politicians’ discourse: 
Seixvco avaykvxpa! to show in relief, meaning to show clearly, to make obvious.
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Nevertheless, the literal meaning of avaylvcpol relief is very much alive in Modem 
Greek, but in art-related contexts.
In making the above observations, the differences in genre and purpose of the 
texts comprising the two corpora that I am comparing becomes more apparent. It 
would not make sense for a terrorist group to write communiques and manifestos 
talking about the arts in a literal manner, especially when their purpose is to present 
their victims as worthy of their punishment. On the other hand, the newspapers and 
magazines that comprise the bulk of the HNC contain a variety of texts on subjects of 
general interest, such as sports, leisure, health, politics, and art in all its forms. So, it is 
not so surprising that there is a disparity in the metaphorical use of such terms between 
the two corpora, and that most of the times the linguistic expressions presented have a 
much higher metaphorical use in 17N’s corpus.
5.2.2. A qualitative approach to the ARTS source domain in 17N’s corpus
I will now examine several extracts from the communiques that demonstrate 
how 17N exploited expressions relating to the arts to represent their targets. The 
extracts are presented with the Greek original in italics and the English translation 
following in square brackets, both in smaller font size. After each extract there is the 
number of the communique it was taken from and the page number where it can be 
found, according to the numbering of the communiques in the book published by 
Kaktos Publications (2002). The relevant metaphorical expressions are underlined.
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I should point out that, at times, the English translation may contain linguistic 
metaphors which are not metaphorical in the Greek text, and therefore have not been 
underlined (see Chapter 4, section 4.7, for a discussion on the translation of the Greek 
extracts). For example, in Extract 5.2 I have used the expression ‘touching unanimity’ 
to translate ‘avyKivrjziKrj opoy/vxia\ ‘Touching’ is metaphorical, of course, but it was 
the best way I could find to translate ‘avyKivrjxiKri \  which is not metaphorical in Greek. 
Moreover, the English translation may at times seem syntactically awkward (as, for 
example, in Extract 5.5). This is not a result of the translation, but of the awkwardness 
of the original text.
In Extract 5.1, 17N verbally attack the judiciary system and the politicians that 
took part in a trial, during which Koskotas, a prominent businessman, was tried for a 
number of economic crimes. The Koskotas affair has been characterized as “the biggest 
financial scandal in Greek history, with devastating effects for the economy and 
humiliating consequences for the country’s image abroad.” (Kassimeris, 1993: 294).
Extract 5.1
TeXog rj ovvExiCdpEvrj diKn-oxeoexa yia  t o  (mdvdaXo Komccoza d tiyye i m azd  rrjv 
Kaxdozaarj trig x&pag. Avv7t6Xrj7na Kai QXifcpd avOpcoKaxia TtpoanaOovv pazaicog v ’ 
a 7ioKTr\oovv xvpog (popcbvtag t fjfievo evcb XoiSopovvzai k i  e&vreXiCovrai xaBrjpepiva  
Kai K a z '  s^aKoXovOrjcrrj and eitayyeXpazieg y/svSopapzvpsg, anofipaopaza  Kai aXXovg 
OmzpivovQ.
(57:625)
[Finally, the on-going operetta-trial for the Koskotas scandal faithfully shows the 
country’s situation. Disreputable and sad little people are trying in vain to acquire
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authority by wearing a toga, while they are abused and humiliated every day by 
professional false witnesses, scum, and other thespians/ showmen.l
17N refer to the Koskotas trial as ompkza! operetta - trial and to the witnesses 
(mainly members of the government and of the opposition of the time) as showmen, or 
deazpivovg/ thespians. The judges as well as the witnesses are portrayed as 
participating in a semi-ridiculous spectacle, where there is no place for the truth to be 
revealed. In a similar vein, 17N accuse the members of the Greek parliament of 
pretending to be serving the people, while in reality they are serving their own 
interests:
Extract 5.2
Ezai ozav psOavpio da flXenovpe a ’ avzo t o  dsazpo ivov Xeyexai BovXrj va xaiCsxai t j  
xalvzeprj deazoiKn Tzaoacrzaon zrjg xpoviaq, ag prjv & yyape ozi am oi 01 xvpioi izov pe 
avyxivrjzixp opoy/vxia xai avvaivsap, napovma£ovv rrj 1 7N, itfv «zpopoKpana» tcai ztj 
XaiKrj ftia va  aneiXovv Srjdev zrj Srjpoicpazia, pag Xsvb xai izaXi yovzoa weuaza xai 
e/ouv aXXovg azdxovg.
(13: 185-186)
[So, when the day after tomorrow we will be watching the best theatrical 
performance of the year performed in this theatre called The Parliament, let us not 
forget that these gentlemen, who with touching unanimity and consent present 17N, 
the notion of “terrorism”, and the people’s violence as an ostensible threat to 
democracy, are again telling us fat lies and have other aims.]
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Here, the Greek parliament is presented as a theatre where the MPs are the 
actors of performances aiming to mislead the people. 17N refer, in this extract, to the 
anti-terrorist laws that the government tried to enforce in the early 1980s, as a response 
to 17N’s violent hits. The parliamentary sessions that would lead to these laws being 
voted are seen by 17N as a deceitful attack against what the MPs called “terrorism”, 
but, for 17N, was well-justified behaviour. It is interesting to see how 17N present 
themselves as being one with the Greek people, while the lying politicians are 
opposing them and their rightfully violent actions. The linguistic metaphor “^ovrpa 
\l/epiaral fat lies” which is also present in this extract draws from a different source 
domain, which will be analysed later on; it is common in 17N’s discourse to combine 
metaphorical expressions from different domains in one sentence, as it is common in 
language generally.
The frequency of expressions drawn from the source domain of the ARTS and 
especially of PERFORMANCE in the data can be explained in terms of a number of 
factors. First, this domain has traditionally been linked with politics, and even more so 
in modem times. Beer and De Landtsheer (2004) mention that metaphors taken from 
source domains related to drama and spectacle offer a significant way of understanding 
politics, and propose the basic POLITICS IS SPECTACLE mapping. According to this 
mapping, five key terms taken from drama, namely ‘act’, ‘scene’, ‘agency’, ‘agent’, 
and ‘purpose’, provide basic means of understanding the motives of political events 
and situations. Nowadays, political developments are being related to the public via the 
media, thus adding to the performance-like element of aspects of political behaviour 
(Mayer, 2002). Politicians appear on television screens regularly and often undergo the
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same preparations that actors undergo before appearing on screen, such as the 
application of make-up. The POLITICS IS SPECTACLE mapping, therefore, seems to be 
partly literally-based. Moreover, it is known to the public that politicians often have 
image-makers who help them speak, move, and stand in effective ways, which 
communicate their messages more clearly and facilitate their reception by the people. 
Zinken (2003) also notes that the source domain of THEATRE is often found in 
metaphorical expressions used to interpret politics, and points out that it is one of the 
most negative ways to depict politics.
Second, I would suggest that in the Greek culture there is a close connection 
between the concepts of deception and theatre, even a linguistic one: the Greek word 
for hypocrite, vnoKpnrjg, initially meant actor or impersonator (Mpampiniotis, 2002). 
Its metaphorical use, hypocrite, has prevailed in Modem Greek and in other European 
languages like English and French. When using the term vnOKpnfjq/ hypocrite in 
modem times, one can refer to an impostor or to an actor; it is the context that clarifies 
the meaning in each case. It is therefore much easier for Greeks to make the connection 
between deceitful politicians and theatre actors or performers of another kind, as the 
earlier meaning is readily available.
Third, there are some terms like poXoq! role and oKr\vr\! scene, which are so 
much entrenched in political discourse that there is no alternative to using them. Take, 
for example, the phrase dieQvfiq koXixiky\ cncrjvril global political scene, or EXXrjvmrj 
7roXiTiKrj OKr\vr\l Greek political scene: in Modem Greek, at least, there is no way of 
replacing mcrfvrj/ scene with another term in this context. Still, the connection with 
performing arts is there for 17N to exploit in a way that suits their argument.
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Finally, the domain of theatre and show is a broad and varied one, which can be 
conveniently applied to describe almost any human activity. It is also very likely that 
the public easily receives it as suitable. Performing arts mimic, reproduce and reveal 
aspects of life; therefore they can be exploited as source domains and selectively used 
for metaphorically representing politics. The arts contain all elements of human 
behaviour: the tragic, the comic, the ridiculous, the courageous, the heroic, etc. 17N 
choose to activate and highlight the unethical and the ridiculous elements of the 
scenarios inherent in the art-related source domains in order to portray their targets; 
they keep the more positive components to depict themselves.
I will now present two extracts that contain linguistic metaphors drawing from 
the source domain of LITERATURE.
Extract 5.3
Oi 7x0X1x1x01 avvxaxxeq f,lexaxpajxrjxav ae avyypacpsiq aoxvvouixcbv pvQioxoprjpaxcov.
rpaxpxrjxe ortjv xvpioXstfa oxi sivai Suvorov yia va  xpuxpxei rj aXrjdeia.
(2:21)
[The political editors have been transformed to writers of crime novels. Literally,
anything has been written to hide the truth as much as possible.]
Extract 5.4
K ai dev nasi tx o X u q  xaipoq tx o v  o  IJanavSpeov dirjyr/Orjxe eva xapapuQi via uixoa
naiSia yia va  efyyffosi rrj Srjpioupyia rov xamxaXicmj xoipiq Spa/pt].
(36:403)
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[Not long ago, Papandreou told a fairy tale for little children, to explain the creation 
of the capitalist without a drachma.]
In Extract 5.3, 17N is targeting the journalists writing on the organisation’s first 
hit. Their articles are labelled crime novels, containing fictional information and trying 
to discover who was responsible for that first hit, even though the press had already 
received 17N’s first communique, which assumed responsibility for the hit. Journalists 
and especially political editors are expected to be as objective as possible, and to 
carefully check their sources of information; novelists, on the other hand, are known 
for inventing and imagining plots, characters and situations. The use of jcvpioAetfa/ 
literally next to pvdiaroprjpdTcov/ novels intensifies the significance of this information 
by creating a contrast between works of fiction and writing in a literal fashion. The 
elements of background knowledge that are inherent in the concept of novelist are the 
material on which 17N build to discredit the aforementioned political editors. And it is 
this scenario, in Musolff s (2004a, 2006) terms, that 17N aim to evoke, in a context 
where imagination and inventiveness are negatively evaluated.
Similarly, in extract 5.4, the Prime Minister of the time, Papandreou, is shown 
as recounting fairy tales to the Greek people. The fairy tale is a fictional construct, so 
again Papandreou is presented as a liar. More importantly, fairy tales are normally 
addressed to young children, so the Greek people are being belittled as well as 
deceived. In the context of a country leader addressing the people, a fairy tale scenario 
brings forth elements which are negatively valued and highlighted by 17N, in order for 
Papandreou to be seen as an impostor.
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Extract 5.5 is typical of 17N’s discourse, in the sense that it contains 
metaphorical expressions from various source domains, as well as hints of irony and 
hyperbole, combined in a rather long and awkwardly structured sentence.
Extract 5.5
Oao yi ’ avzovg k o v  nepipsvovv ps  aycovia zrjv and oziypff as aziypr\, xiXioavayysXOsiaa 
aXXcoazs azo KapsXOov, e^apOpcoatj ztjg 1 7N and zovg zpopepovg ZspXoK XoXuc zov 
Kovzaoyicopya icai Taovpa, dvazvxcbg yi ’ avzovg da zovg aKoyoijzsvaovps xai tzo lX i:  
ArjXcbvovpe VTzevQwa ozi oXa za avvzpoyia zrjg 17N oxi povo xaipovv dxpag vyeiag 
aXXa k o i  SiaaKsda&vv Ssovzcog p s  oXo avzo zov Oiaao zcov oXo pazaiodo& a  
v s o t z X o v z c q v  pavdapivcov zov IIAZOK, k o v  ondve za povzpa zovg avapsza^v zovg, 
OsXovzag va n a i& vv zovg TCairjuc Mnovz.
(11: 173)
[As far as these people are concerned, who are waiting for the, any moment now, and 
announced a thousand times in the past, disbandment of 17N by the terrific Sherlock 
Holmes of Koutsogiorgas and Tsouras, unfortunately for them we will disappoint 
them again: We declare responsibly that all the comrades in 17N are not only 
enjoying full health but also having lots of fun with all this theatrical company of the 
newly rich, full of vanity, PASOK mandarins, who are breaking their faces among 
themselves, wanting to play James Bond.1
The source domain of ARTS is prominent, as there are three expressions 
drawing from it, all referring to politicians belonging to the political party PASOK, 
which was in government at the time. These politicians are portrayed as Sherlock 
Holmes, James Bond, and a theatrical company: literature, cinema, and theatre are at
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play here. Both Sherlock Holmes and James Bond are famous for always being 
successful in their endeavors, but 17N likens them to the politicians who had 
repeatedly failed to uncover and disband them. This is a combined use of irony and 
metaphor and results in an attention-grabbing, creative construct.
The rest of the linguistic metaphors draw from the source domains of 
HISTORY/POLITICS and THE HUMAN BODY, which will be further analysed later on. 
Their presence in the same sentence as the aforementioned expressions enriches the 
effect of this extract, as further scenarios are activated: pavSapivoi/ mandarins are 
brought into the picture, with all the ambitious plotting and scheming that is 
conventionally attributed to them, and they are seen as anave ta juovrpa xovg/ breaking 
their faces, that is, miserably failing and unable to agree among them. MavSapivoi/ 
mandarins has been used metaphorically to emphasise the rich and extravagant lifestyle 
attributed to the particular group of PASOK politicians. Mandarins were Chinese 
aristocrats, not only very wealthy but also politically prominent and ambitious, who 
frequently conspired against the Chinese emperor. The likening of members of the 
government to mandarins is doubly offensive: firstly, it is implied that they are 
enjoying riches at the expense of the Greek people, and secondly, that their political 
ambition impedes the fulfilment of their duties as representatives of a democratic 
people. Moreover, mandarins are linked with meanness and sometimes with sterile 
bureaucracy. Their successive failures, caused by their lack of cooperation, correspond 
to them breaking each other’s faces while fighting. Expressions having to do with 
humiliating oneself and failing are often metaphorical in Greek and include the 
‘breaking’ or ‘eating’ of one’s face. I should also note that povxpa/ faces is used
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metonymically here to stand for the politicians, exploiting the “part for whole” 
relationship (Kovecses, 2002).
Lakoff and Turner (1989) and Kovecses (2002) elaborate on the creative 
processes of combining metaphorical expressions, and of using conventional and novel 
mappings and expressions together to achieve a rich and gripping effect. Kovecses, in 
particular, notes that the combination of different conceptual metaphors “is perhaps the 
most powerful mechanism to go beyond our everyday conceptual system” (2002:49). 
Kovecses refers to the process of combining different conventional conceptual 
metaphors to create unconventional language; Extract 5.5 is an example of this kind of 
combination, which is manifest in different linguistic metaphors. As Lakoff and Turner 
(1989) argued, this process results in complex and powerful structures, frequently 
found in poetic texts. Kyratzis (1998) also notes that metaphors working in 
combination can be more effective: he argues that “The clustering of different 
metaphors defining one single concept results in a complex and varied perspective 
through which the concept can be seen” (1998: 134).
It is, however, questionable, whether the ironical effect of the realisation of the 
James Bond expression and the ironical and humorous note of the Sherlock Holmes 
mapping can be adequately captured and explained by the tools of cognitive metaphor 
theory alone. More specifically, the process of combining and composing conventional 
and novel metaphors in the way that Lakoff and Turner (1989) suggest may not explain 
well enough how an integrated concept is formed from different source domains, a 
concept that sometimes contains elements that cannot be projected by the source 
domains alone, or that are contrary to the inherent structure found in the source
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domains. And there is an integrated, albeit complex, image of Greek politicians that 
emerges after reading the excerpt.
Perhaps Blending Theory could further illuminate the combination of mappings 
in the above extract. Following Turner and Fauconnier (1999), Grady, Oakley, and 
Coulson (1999), Coulson and Oakley (2000), and Fauconnier and Turner (2002), one 
could see the different mappings in Extract 5.5 as involving different mental spaces, 
each corresponding to elements from the source domains mentioned above, and 
bringing different bits of information to the final concept. The combination of these 
spaces results in a conceptual blend, in which politicians behave in a vain, flamboyant, 
and hypocritical way, while failing to achieve victory over their opponents. The final 
blend is characterized by emergent structure, consisting of new elements, which may 
not have been present in the mental spaces functioning as inputs to the final product. 
This emergent structure explains the humorous and ironical effects of the James Bond, 
and even more, the Sherlock Holmes mappings.
In particular, the latter mapping involves transfer of elements from the source 
domain of fictional private investigators to the target domain of 17N’s opponents. 
Sherlock Holmes is chosen as a well-known, almost archetypal figure of the detective 
who has figured out all the details of his cases, in stark contrast with the ignorant Greek 
policemen and secret agents. However, the resulting concept is that of detectives who 
bear no resemblance whatsoever to the fictional Holmes, just like PASOK politicians 
are nothing like James Bond. To further elaborate, I could claim that the emergent 
structure is that of an incompetent Sherlock Holmes; since the source domain of 
Sherlock Holmes does not originally include any element of incompetence, it can be
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argued that this is a clear instance of a conceptual blend, with elements that cannot be 
accounted for satisfactorily within the cognitive metaphor theory framework. A 
blending framework incorporates and explains the contradiction of using a perfect 
detective as a source domain for an incompetent one, in a way that cognitive metaphor 
theory cannot.
A useful account of instances of metaphor like the ones realised in Extract 5.5 
above, but also 5.6 later on, is also provided by Zinken (2003). He distinguishes two 
different types of metaphor, correlational metaphor and intertextual metaphor. He 
draws attention to the different motivation of these types of metaphor: correlational 
metaphors (a term originating in Grady, 1999, and employed by Zinken to refer to both 
conceptual and linguistic metaphors) are motivated by projection of knowledge 
schemata originating in universal body experience. Correlational metaphors are 
typically cited in Cognitive Metaphor Theory research, where the importance of the 
notion of the image schema (Johnson, 1987) has been particularly stressed. Intertextual 
metaphors, on the other hand, are “different from the classic examples of Cognitive 
Metaphor Theory, (as they) play the most important part in negotiating and 
popularizing an understanding of poorly known phenomena” (Zinken, 2003: 507). 
These metaphors are particularly relevant in discourse on political topics, or on 
scientific topics like genetics, especially when the need arises to incorporate new 
events in a given cultural community: discourse participants use them to get a grip on 
new events. Zinken (2003) observes that intertextual metaphors are primarily 
culturally grounded: they are the products of culturally salient texts, films, pieces of 
art, stereotypes, school knowledge, etc. Obviously, they vary greatly in different
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cultural contexts, since the intertextual metaphor producer makes use of imaginative 
resources that rely on a particular cultural structure.
Intertextual metaphors play a prominent role in 17N’s discourse, and provide 
an additional perspective on expressions that contain specific references to cultural 
models like movie stars or literary heroes, such as James Bond and Sherlock Holmes. 
The social and political phenomena presented in the communiques are consciously 
interpreted via these cultural models, with which their readers are also familiar, as 
members of the same cultural community. There is an element of shared knowledge 
and information which, combined with the ironical and humorous elements found in 
Extract 5.5, possibly makes 17N’s argument more direct and influential for their 
readers.
In addition, 17N’s ideological standpoint is made explicit by the intertextual 
metaphors they choose. An important feature of metaphorical expressions used in 
political contexts, which is highlighted by Zinken’s notion of intertextual metaphors, is 
whether the metaphor producer consciously chooses particular linguistic expressions or 
whether the use of metaphorical expressions is unconscious and subliminal, as 
Charteris-Black (2004) puts it. In the case of intertextual metaphors, the factor of 
consciousness is somehow more obvious; correlational metaphors, on the other hand, 
may be more suitable candidates for subliminal use. The purposeful choice of 
particular cultural models or stereotypes makes 17N’s negative evaluation of their 
targets clear, as is the case with Extract 5.6 below.
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Extract 5.6 is as complex and rich as the preceding one, but involves different 
scenarios. In this extract, there is a combination of mappings drawing from the 
different domains of ARTS, RELIGION, and LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS.
Extract 5.6
Ajzazscbvsg KanixaXioxsq xai xpansQzsq, xpoocQKiKoxrjxsq zr\g oifcovopucrjg £(of\q zov 
t o k o v , fiovXsvzsq, vnovpyoi kcli x o X i x i k o i , sva evo /o  koli os 7zXqprj avvxoXrjy/ia 
KoivofiovXio, ovvsvoxoi diowrjxsq zpaxs^cov, p ia  avvnapKzrj Ancaioovvrj, p s  (pavXovq 
ovvevoxovg Smaorsg, evag ava^iomorog TvTtoq, ovvsvoxoi (paoioawi sicSdzsg psyalcov  
SijpooioypoupiKcov ovyKporrjpaxcov, KapavKioCtfSsc Srjpooioypdtpoi Tapmixpoi 7uaorjq 
cpvorjq Ttai^ovv npcbzo p o lo  o ’ avzr(v zrjv ovyicXovioxiKfi napdozaorj k o v  xaiCszai os 
fiapoq zov sXXrjvmov Xaov.
(30: 348)
[Capitalist impostors and bankers, personas of the country’s financial life, 
representatives, ministers and politicians, a guilty and completely disreputable 
parliament, bank managers who are accomplices, a non-existent Justice, with villain 
accomplices-judges, an unreliable Press, Pharisees publishers of big journalist units, 
karagkiozides journalists Tartuffes of every kind play the lead role in this earth- 
shattering show performed at the expense of (weighing on) the Greek people.]
In this extract, hypocrisy is the main theme that brings together (papioaiovg/ 
Pharisees, KapayKioCrjSeg/ Karagkiozides, and Tapzovxpovql Tartuffes, who are all 
playing roles in a show. The ARTS source domain is prominent again: the pattern of 
political life being portrayed as a performance is apparent, enriched with the 
(papioaiovq/ Pharisees scenario, including characters well known from the Bible to
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behave in a hypocritical manner. The expression ae f ia p o g / weighing on (the Greek 
people) enhances the negative effect that this deceitful behavior has for the people of 
Greece. 17N bring together more or less the totality of the Greek society’s prominent 
infrastructure and, starting from literal accusations, closes the sentence with the 
aforementioned metaphorical expressions, along with hyperbole (avyK X ovioriK ffl earth- 
shattering). In this way the message is communicated in a gradual way that climaxes at 
the end of the sentence. This intensifying effect of using multiple source domains, and 
also of mixing the literal with the metaphorical, has also been documented by Goatly 
(1997). The intertextuality of T aprovxpovq/ Tartuffes, (pap ioa iovq!  Pharisees, and 
KapayKid^riSeq/ Karagkiozides is again evident in this extract, as these metaphorical 
expressions are culturally motivated and their power rests on shared cultural grounds; 
especially in the case of icapayK id fydeq l Karagkiozides, which is a particularly Greek 
cultural figure.
In Extract 5.6, the particular expressions 17N employ bear a negative 
evaluation in the particular context, but also in their wider cultural community. 
Moreover, and perhaps precisely for this reason, they do not display the ironic and 
humorous twist of Extract 5.5, which makes the contribution of Conceptual Blending 
Theory particularly relevant. In principle, this extract, as well as previous ones, could 
be analysed as an instance of conceptual blending, but the concept of emergent 
structure would not be as useful as in Extract 5.6. The notion of discourse prosody 
(Stubbs, 2001) will help illustrate my point in this case.
Words often have the tendency to occur in particular contexts which, when 
predictable, may charge them with evaluative meaning, which can be negative or
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positive. Beyond the basic and stable aspects of meaning of a word, which are 
independent of context of use, words can have different associations that vary from 
person to person, or across different discourse and cultural communities. Discourse 
prosodies (Stubbs, 2001), also referred to as the connotational meaning of lexical units, 
provide information on the discourse function of a lexical unit as well as on the 
attitudes of the utterance producer or speaker (see also Louw, 1997, on ‘semantic 
prosodies’). In the case of (papiaaioi/ Pharisees, the discourse prosody is negative, as 
evidence from the HNC supports: from the 71 instances of metaphorical (papioaioil 
Pharisees, shown in Table 39, Appendix 2, 69 are found in co-texts that invest them 
with negative value, referring to hypocritical behaviour. In the case of Sherlock 
Holmes, the discourse prosody is positive: all six metaphorical occurrences of the 
expression in the HNC, shown in Table 2, Appendix 1, connect it with the positive 
qualities of intelligence and analytical thinking. I believe that changing the context an 
expression occurs in often involves a change in the way it is evaluated. However, in 
cases such as Sherlock Holmes, who, within a particular cultural frame, is connected to 
a set of specific (positive or negative) qualities, conceptual blending may provide 
useful analytical tools to explain their use in discourse extracts such as the one I 
analysed above.
So far, I have analysed extracts containing expressions that belong to the ARTS 
sub-domain, whether on their own or in combination with metaphorical expressions 
drawing from other domains. Before I go on to examine another source sub-domain, I 
would like to make a few comments on the role of creative metaphors in the 
communiques, especially in the light of a further extract belonging to ARTS.
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Consider the example below:
Extract 5.7
Kai dev eivai zvxaio on o Xaog pag, pe t o  oldOrjxo tzoX i z i k o  t o v  xpinjpio, zovg 
aizoKolei arjpepa Toipicoug xcopiq fiefiaia va evvoei povo zov Kvpico.
(41: 449)
[It is not accidental that our people, with their unmistakable political judgement, 
today call them Circuses, referring to more than just Kyrkos.]
In extract 5.7 17N play with the sound of the name of a left-wing politician of 
the time, Kyrkos. They call him Circus, and then extend this wordplay to all the left- 
wing politicians, calling them Circuses. The mapping draws from the source domain of 
CIRCUS, activating those elements that have to do with playing games and putting up a 
show. More importantly, 17N place these expressions in the mouth of the Greek 
people, claiming that it is the people who invented these characterisations. In this way 
they are coming closer to their audience, who they also flatter referring to their 
excellent political judgement.
In 17N’s discourse there is ample evidence of conventional metaphorical 
expressions and many of the very frequent ones are indeed well-entrenched in Greek 
culture (see, for example, poXog! role, naXivoodial palinode, aevapiol scenario, in 
Tables 1-3, Appendix 1). However, some of them are creatively extended and result in 
novel ways of exploiting a conventional mapping. Moreover, there are instances of 
17N coining a completely new word or expression. Even though they are not 
numerous, creative expressions play, I believe, an important role in 17N’s discourse,
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because they are noticeable and they are easily remembered, as wordplay and 
humorous phrases often are (see also Gibbs, 1994). In addition, they add vividness and 
originality to the texts, even though they are used to insult or even swear. Furthermore, 
as Semino and Masci argue, “(the) partly creative use of conventional metaphors [...] 
can be an effective way of presenting one’s own view of reality as ‘natural’ and 
‘common-sense’ and of reducing the chances that the audience will notice and 
challenge the metaphors involved.” (1996: 245). Many of 17N’s novel metaphorical 
expressions occur very few times or only once in the communiques, and they are 
usually non-existent in the HNC, especially when they are words that 17N has coined.
Muller (2005) raises the important issue of the interdependence between style 
and cognition, as this is reflected in the choice of metaphor. He puts the use of 
metaphor by politicians under the spotlight and underlines the frequent use of worn- 
out, cliched, and ready-made metaphorical phrases in the political sphere. On the 
opposite side of these are creative and novel metaphors, which include wordplay or 
phrases uncommon and new in political discourse. These metaphors are considered as 
creative in a linguistic environment that is constrained by specific norms and rules, 
which differ from those of other contexts; political discourse does not display the same 
kind and degree of creativity that, for instance, literature and poetry do. It would be 
needlessly complex and marginally unacceptable for a politician to address his/her 
audience using poetic metaphors. On the other hand, creativity is vital even for 
politicians whose primary goal may be to persuade and to create a common ideological 
ground with their audience using conventional and easy to catch expressions. Muller
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(2005) underlines the necessity for politicians to adapt to new situations and to the 
demands that the ever-changing social context brings.
17N’s discourse falls into the broad category of political discourse; however, I 
would argue that there is more freedom in how an organisation which keeps its identity 
hidden, handles the way its communiques are written, than in the way a politician 
addresses the Parliament or the media. 17N do not expect to be voted in over an 
antagonist, though they do expect to gain recognition, support and followers with their 
actions and texts. This is one of the reasons that their texts often use strong, insulting 
language, and perhaps a reason for them to exploit wordplay and express their 
inventiveness more freely. In the following sections I will examine more creative 
metaphorical expressions as they were used in the communiques, and I will provide a 
summary of the use of creative expressions in 17N’s discourse in Chapter 9.
5.3 The CLEANLINESS AND DIRT source dom ain
The third largest source domain in this first group of expressions, which were 
used in descriptions of 17N’s targets but also of the organisation, is the domain of 
CLEANLINESS AND DIRT. As Table 5.2 shows, this domain includes about the same 
number of expressions as the ARTS domain (288 and 289, respectively). However, it is 




As we can see in Table 5.4 below, most of the metaphorical expressions in this 
domain, namely 242 out of the 288, belong to the CLEANLINESS sub-domain. 
CLEANLINESS has a very low type/token ratio of 0.02; this is because more than half 
of the expressions on cleanliness are in fact different forms of Kadapog! clean. In Table 
5, Appendix 1, KaOapog/ clean is shown to occur 141 times metaphorically in the 
communiques. The sub-domain of DIRT, on the other hand, includes 46 tokens and 11 
types of expressions. B pcbpw og/ dirty is the most frequent expression in the DIRT sub- 
domain, as shown in Table 6, Appendix 1.











CLEANLINESS 6 242 0.02
DIRT 11 46 0.23
TOTAL 17 288 0.05
As shown in Table 5, Appendix 1, Kadapog/ clean occurs mostly 
metaphorically in the communiques; 95.9 percent of its occurrences are metaphorical. 
In the HNC, on the other hand, 55.8 percent of its occurrences are metaphorical. It
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seems that this expression has a well-entrenched metaphorical use in the language but 
that 17N employ it almost exclusively in metaphorical constructions. In dictionaries, 
the literal and the metaphorical senses of Kadapog! clean are listed side by side, and the 
metaphorical sense includes the concept of moral blamelessness. This is the sense with 
which 17N use the expression in their texts.
It is interesting to notice that the expression alaoKcoToq! clean from mud, 
which is also shown in Table 5, is not found in the HNC, nor in Modem Greek 
dictionaries. As a Greek native speaker, I have come across this expression many times 
before, and therefore I do not consider it novel. It is, rather, a more informal version, 
bordering on slang language. AM<mcorog/ clean from mud is the opposite of being 
covered with mud, and therefore the opposite of being dirty. What this expression 
clearly demonstrates is that being clean can be defined as not being dirty; similarly, 
being dirty can be defined as not being clean. This shows the interdependence of the 
domains of CLEANLINESS and DIRT, which has led me to present them together, due 
to their antonymic relationship. I have done the same with other domains that involve 
dichotomies, such as LIGHT and DARKNESS, and SOUND and SILENCE. It is this 
semantic interdependence that aids the rhetorical exploitation of these domains by 17N.
Not surprisingly, 17N tend to use expressions relating to cleanliness to refer to 
themselves, and expressions relating to dirt to refer to their opponents. However, it is 
interesting to observe that there are also expressions in the CLEANLINESS domain 
which refer negatively to the targets; the CLEANLINESS domain, thus, shows instances 
of lemmatic extension (Koller, 2004a; Semino, 2007), while there are no such instances 
in the DIRT domain. KaOaparj! cleansing and eKKadapiarj! expurgation, both with a
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high metaphorical percentage in both corpora, refer to practices of 17N’s opponents 
which are valued negatively by the organisation. In the HNC, the negative or positive 
evaluation of these two expressions depends on their context of use; however, both the 
negative and the positive senses are present in the corpus.
Predictably, all the expressions related to dirt are used for insulting and 
discrediting purposes by 17N. These can be conventional expressions such as fipcopial 
dirt, or novel, coined phrases like EXevQepog Pmog! Free Dirt, which paraphrases the 
name of a Greek newspaper. 0poKaXo/ trash, which is absent from the HNC like 
EXevdspog Pvtzoq/ Free Dirt, is not a novel expression, but a swear word in Modem 
Greek; this is probably why it is not found in the background corpus.
I will now examine expressions from this source domain in context.
5.3.2. A qualitative approach to the CLEANLINESS AND DIRT domain in 
17N’s corpus
In Extract 5.8, 17N refer to the fabrication by the Greek police of a fake 
communique, which took place in an attempt to trap members of 17N. The organisation 
presents itself as clean, while the police’s fabrication resulted in a dirty image of 17N 
being presented to the Greek people:
Extract 5.8
. . .a v a y v c o p iC o v v  e p p e o a  o n  rj 1 7 N  r i v a l  y v r \a ia  e n a v a o x a x u c i j  n o X ix u a j S v v a p r j ,  
xeX sicoq  K a O a p rf. k o i  a v a y K a a x t jK a v  v a  K a x a o x e v a a o v v  p i a  S iK ia  x o v g  nX aaxrf PpcbjuiK tj 
y i a  v a  xr\ yxx)m r\oovv .
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(53:586)
[...they (the police) indirectly recognize that 17N is a genuine revolutionary political 
force, completely clean, and they had to manufacture a fake dirty one, in order to 
attack it.]
The Greek police are one of 17N’s main targets. Here, they are accused of 
fabricating evidence in order to provoke a reaction from 17N’s members, which would 
make them more susceptible to revealing themselves. This fake evidence involved 
unfavorable information on the organisation which presented them as guilty and dirty. 
Evidently, cleanliness has positive connotations and dirt has negative ones; 17N exploit 
this conventional way of seeing cleanliness and dirt, and subvert the image their 
opponents tried to create. In addition, they present the police as trying to deceive both 
17N and the Greek people, combining the CLEANLINESS AND DIRT domain with the 
theme on deception and hypocrisy that has been analysed in relation to the ARTS 
domain. nXaarrj/ fake is right next to ppcbpiKrj/  dirty in Extract 5.8, creating a double 
opposition between cleanliness and dirt, and truth and lies.
In Extract 5.9, just as in Extract 5.10 further down, 17N employ expressions 
originating in the CLEANLINESS domain, namely Kadaparj! cleansing and EKKaddpioYj/ 
expurgation, which had a positive value when first used by Greek politicians. 17N 
question this use, making the terms signify mockery instead of a desired or necessary 
set of political activities. Kadaparj/ cleansing is in quotation marks in Extract 5.9, 
which shows that 17N disassociate themselves from the way this expression is used by 




Oms svaq an: ’ rnvg tf/tj<po(popovg rrjg /3aar]c to o  Evvaamapov Ssv marsvsi on ij NA 
pnopsi va xavei «Ka6apar\» xai r\ fld(pnor\ avrrjg rtjg Kvflepvrjarjg as Kvflspvriarj 
«KaQapor\Q» okotsXei pepog to o  oXod spnaiypov koi njg s8,anaxr\ar\g tcov if/rj(po<popcov. 
(41: 432)
[Not one of the voters of Synaspismos’ base believes that ND (Nea Dimokratia) can 
perform a “cleansing”, and to baptise this government a government of “cleansing” is 
part of the whole mockery and deception of the voters].
KaOapaq! cleansing is a term often used by Greek politicians to refer to 
measures they take in order to rid the country of negative elements, like, for instance, 
crime or corrupt political behavior. These negative elements are metaphorically 
described as dirty. 17N employ the term icdQapar}/ cleansing in order to attack the 
politicians using the politicians’ own expressions, and so they incorporate this 
particular metaphorical expression in their communiques. This instance of 
intertextuality links the discourses of Greek politicians and 17N, since a conventional 
metaphorical expression, associated with the discourse of a group of politicians, is used 
in a different way according to the purposes of another group. The intertextual 
coherence provided, which is often present in political discourse (see Chilton and 
Schaffner, 2002), is exploited by 17N, who alter its original intended meaning.
17N use the term fiacpTiorjl to baptise, from the source domain of RELIGION, 
very close to K adaparj!  cleansing, in order to highlight again the element of deception 
that seems to be omnipresent in their discourse. To baptise, in this context, means to
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give a name to a process, in order to hide the true intentions of the agents behind it;
17N regards this action as unethical and equivalent to euphemism. Moreover, the ritual 
of baptising traditionally involves water, which is related to CLEANLINESS and is the 
most basic means used to fight dirt. Thus, a portion of Greek politicians baptising the 
government as clean indicates a failed effort to, one the one hand, clean themselves, 
and on the other hand, present themselves as clean, regardless of their condition.
The CLEANLINESS domain is also combined with the domain of HEALTH, in 
the following extract:
Extract 5.10
Avxoi Xomov 01 evoxoi icai avvevoxoi novvai Bovxtfvuevoi u e y o i  t o  Xaiuo p ta a  aro 
Bovoko xtjg Xrjareiag, xr\g aitdxtjg xai xrjg diacpdopag tjixdxz eKKaOdomrj icai 
sZvyiavorj!!!
(30: 352)
[So, these guilty ones and their accomplices who are sunk up to their throats in the 
mire of robbery, of deceit, and of corruption, are now asking for expurgation and 
sanitation!!!!
Combining the source domains of CLEANLINESS and HEALTH is often the 
case, as is documented in Charteris-Black (2004) and Musolff (2004a). The expression 
f3ovxr]ypevoi ptypi xo Xaipo/ sunk up to their throats provides a more detailed image of 
dirty human bodies, linking the aforementioned source domains with the broad domain 
of the HUMAN BODY. The reader is also expected to perceive the irony of people who 
are themselves very dirty asking for general cleansing to take place. It is worth noting
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the intensity of the expression fiovpicoq/ mire in the above extract: BovpKog/ mire has a 
very negative semantic prosody, as evidence from the HNC suggests. As Table 6, 
Appendix 1 shows, there are 40 occurrences of metaphorical flovpicog/ mire in the 
HNC; all of them are used with strong negative connotations and refer to crime and 
dangerous situations. Consider the following concordance extract, taken from the 
HNC:
Table 5.5: Concordance for povpnoq! mire, and its translation in English
1. eAxxxxcopa to o , xogo a ;to x p o i> o x ix 6 , rcou axr |v  a p x n  ev ico a a  o x i £7 iea a  o s  7rr|ya8i pe
ftoopK O .
2 . G7rln xouq 7roo 0i>pi^£ x a x i  % eipoxepo arco p o v p K o  x a i  Trrjpav xrj vticr| p s  xoA.7ta 
Siacpopa
3 . x o a o i  x a i  x o a o i  aXXoi, p o u x r |y p £ v o i coq x o  X a ip o  o x o  PovpK O  xr|q SiacpGopaq
4 . ^ e8 ia v x p 0 7 ta  x a i  a v a io x u v x a  7 ia p a o £ p v o v x a q  p a lp  xouq  a x o  P o n p ico  x t |v  avi8ET| 
veoAxxla
5 . xaxco PaO ia, o x o  gxoxeivo  x a i  Ppcbpixo p o o p x o  7iou x o v  expepvav x a  a y v co o x a  
o i)v a ia 0 f )p a x a
6. god  Xeco, prjv xo ou£r|xaq, oxexoq p o n p x o q , Ppcopaei arco 7iavxoo t |  i )7i 6 0 e g t |
7. arco xo p o v p w o  xou Axpaviou xrjq Nsaq Yopxr^q pexpi xa acppiopeva yiyavxia 
xupaxa
8 . rcaXioxEpa, o x o u q  ayco v io x ix o u q  x® P 0V(3 P8 T0 p o u p x o  xcov o x o ix n p a x co v  x a i  xcov 
rcaixxcbv
9 . o7icoo8f|7iox£ v e a  a x o p a , x ^ p i?  T0 P o o p K o  xcov 7iaX,ubv xpr|oipo7toiT|p£VCQv i8 e6 v
10. xrjq veaq 7iapaxa^r|q, 7i6cpxovxaq gxo PoupKO xcov \|/epaxcov x a i xcov cpxr)v6v 
8ixaioX,oyicbv
1. ...defect, so hideous, that in the beginning I felt like I was in a well full of mire.
2. ...their house which reminded something worse than a mire and they won with 
various tricks
3. ...so many others, plunged up to their throats in the mire of corruption
4. ...shamelessly and audaciously taking with them in the mire the ignorant youth
5. ...deep down in the dark and dirty mire where unknown feelings brought him
6. ...I’m telling you, don’t discuss it, this situation is a mire, it stinks
7. ...from the mire of New York’s port until the giant foamy waves
8. ...in the past, in the fields with the mire of betting and the players
9. ...definitely new people, without the mire of old used ideas
10. ...of the new party, falling in the mire of lies and cheap excuses
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In using this term, 17N add to the negative evaluation inherent in the rest of the 
metaphorical expressions found next to it in the extract.
In the following excerpt, 17N creatively exploit the sub-domain of DIRT:
Extract 5.11
. . . t o  (pvXXo xcov mo psyaldoxrjpcovpi^adopcov r t j g  Se&ag EXevOspog P v tzo q .
(52: 556)
[...the newspaper Free Dirt, which belongs to the most grandiose defrauders of the
right wing.]
This phrase is indicative of 17N’s use of wordplay and humour against their 
antagonists. The newspaper’s original name is EXevdepog Tvnog! Free Press, but in 
Greek, wnoqt press rhymes with pvnog/ dirt. With this pun, 17N want to show that the 
particular newspaper is full of lies that make 17N look dishonest, and also that the 
newspaper does not hesitate to defame whoever they choose. This wordplay alters a 
concept familiar to 17N’s audience, namely that of the press, by offering a double 
meaning to the word that has been phonetically changed. Angenot (1995) ranks 
metaphorical puns among the most frequent linguistic devices used by authors of 
pamphlets and manifestos, as the combination of humour and insult seems to have a 
direct appeal to a wide audience. Of course, verbal attack of this type is safe for 
anonymous pamphlet producers, as well as for 17N, since they keep their identity 
hidden.
Goatly (1997) mentions that the use of metaphorical puns increases the hearer’s 
(in this case, the reader’s) contribution to the decoding of the message presented by the
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pun producer. On the one hand, the reader puts extra effort in dispelling the initial 
confusion caused by the change of known elements, and on the other hand, jokes and 
humour are “classic ways of cementing relationships between individuals” (Goatly, 
1997: 166). The strengthening of the emotional bond between 17N and their reader is 
at play here, achieved by the creative exploitation of scenarios related to the 
metaphorical use of dirt. Strengthening this bond potentially weakens the bond 
between the readers and 17N’s target, which in this case is the particular newspaper, as 
readers may form a kind of alliance with the pun producers against the object of their 
mockery.
I will now examine another domain used by 17N to construct an opposition 
between themselves and their targets.
5.4. The l i g h t ,  DARKNESS, and COLOUR source domain
The LIGHT, DARKNESS, AND COLOUR source domain includes 92 tokens of 
metaphorical expressions and is presented in detail in Tables 9, 10, and 11, Appendix 
1. It is more limited than the ARTS and the CLEANLINESS AND DIRT domains, as it 




As shown in Table 5.6, the sub-domain of LIGHT accounts for more than half 
of the expressions in this domain, i.e. 45 out of 92. COLOUR comes second with 25 
tokens, and DARKNESS follows with 22 tokens. The type/token ratio is higher in the 
COLOUR sub-domain, indicating that this sub-domain is relatively more varied in 
terms of types.
Table 5.6: LIGHT, DARKNESS, AND COLOUR
SOURCE
DOMAIN







LIGHT 8 45 0.17
DARKNESS 4 22 0.18
COLOUR 7 25 0.28
TOTAL 19 92 0.20
In Table 9, Appendix 1, we can see that Xapnpogl brilliant and (pcog/ light are 
the most frequent expressions belonging to the LIGHT sub-domain. Aapnpog/ brilliant 
is found only as a metaphorical expression in the communiques, while for (pcog! light 
there is one non-metaphorical instance. In the HNC, 96.9 percent of the occurrences of 
Xapnpog! brilliant are metaphorical, but the percentage for (pcog/ light is lower,
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amounting to 59.8 percent. It seems that the literal sense of (paoql light is frequently 
found in the background corpus, a fact that agrees with my intuitions, too. So, these 
two lemmas are conventionally used in the language in metaphorical expressions, and 
Xapizpoq! brilliant, in particular, is very frequently metaphorical.
Most of the expressions in the LIGHT sub-domain are used only metaphorically 
in the communiques, while in the HNC the percentage of metaphorical vs. non- 
metaphorical uses varies. The only exception is diaqxmioriicoq/ illuminating, which 
occurs only as a metaphorical expression in both the HNC and 17N’s communiques. In 
the dictionary, however, there is a literal sense of this lemma listed together with the 
metaphorical ones, and in particular following them; even though it is not very 
frequent, the literal sense still exists in the language.
In the DARKNESS sub-domain, presented in Table 10, <w (tkoti( co/  to 
darken/obfuscate is the most frequently found expression. It is always metaphorical in 
the communiques, with a few literal occurrences in the HNC. This is in fact a very 
conventional metaphorical expression, often found in contexts that have to do with 
hiding things and presenting an unclear picture of the facts. It is also used literally in 
specific contexts, especially relating to the use of materials that block the natural 
sunlight (like, for example, thick curtains.)
As far as the COLOUR sub-domain is concerned, shown in Table 11, the most 
frequently used term is pavpol black, and the second most frequent one is aonpo! 
white. In comparison with the HNC, the two colours are used metaphorically much 
more frequently by 17N. The same holds for Khpivoq/ yellow: in the HNC, only 4.8 
percent of instances of this expression are metaphorical. As for the expressions
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XevKaivco/ to bleach and aoKpoTzpooocmoql white-faced, even though they are always 
metaphorical in both corpora, they are still used literally in their colour-related sense, 
as evidence from Modem Greek dictionaries supports.
I will now present extracts from the communiques that demonstrate the use of 
these expressions in context.
5.4.2. A qualitative approach of the LIGHT, DARKNESS, AND COLOUR 
domain in 17N’s corpus
In Extract 5.12, 17N combine the use of metaphor and irony to criticise the 
political and business activity in Greece. The situation in Greece is compared with the 
political and business world in Italy, where several scandals had been uncovered at the 
time this communique was written.
Extract 5.12
BAexovjue Xomov oxi o opop<poq KoXniKoq k o i  Env/EiprjpaxiKoq Koopoq S e v  eivai
Ttpovopio povo xtjq dvopoiprjq IraXiaq. EvSotapei XapizpoQ xai oe paq.
(73: 759)
[We can see that the beautiful political and business world is not a privilege of
unlucky Italy alone. Here, too, it thrives, brilliant.]
Apart from the metaphorical mapping connecting physical light with 
positive qualities, which are then transferred to the domain of politics and business, 
irony is very noticeable in this extract. Irony and sarcasm involves attacking one’s
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target verbally by appearing to praise them and showing one’s pleasure, while making 
obvious that the exact opposite is the case (Angenot, 1995). Sarcasm, in particular, 
involves ridicule, which other forms of irony do not include (see Gibbs, 1994). 
Sarcastic irony, as Ching (1999) observes, always involves an antagonist, an intended 
target or victim, and is a strategy for handling this antagonist by offending and 
ridiculing him/her. Ching also notes that it is frequent in discourse to produce ironic 
effects by using the “praise for blame” method, whereby a positive assertion is to be 
interpreted as a negative one (1999: 140).
This is precisely what 17N do in Extract 5.12, by using XapTtpoql brilliant to 
describe a negative situation. The adjective “unlucky”, which characterizes Italy, the 
country with which Greece is compared, is a further hint towards an ironic 
interpretation of the extract. Irony, like humour, functions as a bonding element for 
17N and the readers of the communiques, since a common understanding is assumed 
between them. The whole point of being ironic is “not having to explain the meaning to 
kindred spirits” (Booth, 1974, quoted in Ching, 1999). Moreover, it is a rather safe and 
socially acceptable way of expressing hostility (Kreuz, 2000). Finally, the combination 
of metaphor with irony has been suggested to require extra processing effort on the part 
of the message receiver, as the message producer’s beliefs need to be taken into 
consideration (see, for example, Gibbs, 1994; Colston and Gibbs, 2002). This indicates 
that combining metaphorical with ironic expressions is a significant rhetorical device to 
add to 17N’s linguistic arsenal, as it is a means to foreground their beliefs.
I would like to suggest that the presence of a sarcastic twist combined with 
metaphor in Extract 5.12 could also be accounted for by using the tools of Conceptual
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Blending Theory, as in Extract 5.5 in a previous section. The use of Xapnpoq! brilliant 
to describe a particular political situation as negative bears an inherent contradictory 
element; 17N employ a positively evaluated source domain to describe a situation that 
they evaluate negatively. The concept of emergent structure is very useful for such 
cases, where the final product displays features which are not available as information 
in the input mental spaces. This is why it is particularly relevant in instances of irony, 
wordplay, humour, etc.
To return to the LIGHT AND DARKNESS domain, in Extract 5.13, the pronoun 
“they”, in the second sentence, refers to 17N’s communiques: they are the ones that 
shed light, and therefore reveal the nature of the Greek parliamentary system.
Extract 5.13
P iy yo vv  olkXsto cmoKalvTuziKO (pcoc ottj <pvcn] rov arjpspivov KOivofiovXemiKOv
avcnrjparoQ.
(28: 336-337)
[They shed abundant and revealing light on the nature of today’s parliamentary
system.]
In contrast, the government of the time uses darkness to cover up what they do 
not want the Greek people to know or realise, as shown in Extract 5.14:
Extract 5,14
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riapovaidC,ovxaq to Kpdxoq-eOvoq oav avaxpovioriKO Oeopo nov/ei ^empaarei and rrjv 
Ttpoodo TTjq omovopiaq, gvokotiCovv to yeyovoq oti o Si-e&viKoq povoncoXiaKoq opiXoq 
dev eivai ome av-eOvmoq ome vnepeOviKoq.
(80: 847)
[By presenting the nation-state as an anachronistic institution which has gone out 
because of the progress of the economy, they are darken ing/obfuscatin g the fact that 
the bi-national monopolist company is neither non-national nor beyond-national.]
As Charteris-Black (2004) points out, “The source domain of light has 
traditionally been linked with the target domains of understanding” (2004: 100). Light 
is associated with seeing and knowledge, and at the same time, it is contrasted with 
darkness, which is associated with ignorance and hiding. Light and darkness provide 
prototype notions which are rhetorically exploited by 17N to create a contrast between 
good and evil: light conveys a positive evaluation, or positive discourse prosody in 
Stubbs’ (2001) terms, and darkness a negative one. In political discourse, in particular, 
these source domains are frequently exploited because of their potential for antithesis, 
as I mentioned in the previous section on CLEANLINESS AND DIRT (see also 
Charteris-Black, 2005: 50-53). 17N are therefore contrasted with their targets, since 
they offer light and knowledge to the Greek people, while their targets try to keep them 
in darkness and ignorance.
Similarly, in Extract 5.15, 17N refer to the outcome of journalists and writers 
that wrote about a number of political scandals of the time. There is a combination of 
the two sub-domains of COLOUR and DARKNESS in the same sentence.
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Extract 5.15
Oi psrprjpevoi ora  daKwXa rov evog x eP l ° v  xipioi Srjpooioypdfpoi rf auyypcupeiq, 
Ttovxav to  Oappog va  to  KarayysiXovv, KaTaorpdcprjKav ETzayyeXpaxiKd kcli Tovg tirvi^e 
t o  p a vp o  o k o t o S i.
(63: 662)
[The very few honest journalists or writers who had the courage to denounce this, 
have been professionally ruined and drowned by black darkness.1
Darkness here becomes a symbol of death, and in particular professional death. 
Adding the black colour strengthens the negative and threatening associations of this 
metaphorical expression. The scenario activated by pavp o  oKoxadi! black darkness is 
not very specific in this case, but its vagueness makes it even more successful, as the 
point is to demonstrate the Greek people’s ignorance of what goes on. Here, 17N 
construct an opposition between themselves and their targets, but also between 
themselves and the Greek people, as 17N imply the possession of special knowledge 
that the people do not have. Thus, 17N indirectly show themselves as enlighteners and 
benefactors of the Greek people.
I will now examine two more conceptual domains that fulfill a similar 
rhetorical function.
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5.5 The so u n d  a n d  s i l e n c e  source domain
With a total of 40 metaphorical expressions, the source domain of SOUND AND 
SILENCE is quite limited, accounting for 1.26 percent of the expressions in the 
communiques. It is presented in Tables 12 and 13 in Appendix 1.
5.5.1. Quantitative analysis
The two sub-domains of SOUND and SILENCE are presented in Table 5.6 
below. SOUND includes 35 tokens and 10 types of expressions, while SILENCE only 
includes 5 metaphorical expressions.
Table 5.7: SOUND AND SILENCE
SOURCE
DOMAINS







SOUND 10 35 0.28
SILENCE 1 5 0.2
TOTAL 11 40 0.27
Expressions relating to sound in the communiques mainly have to do with the 
organisation’s voice being silenced, or with its targets making nonsensical sounds. As 
we can see in Table 12, most of the expressions are quite conventional, with (pcovrj/
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voice being the most frequent among them. There are two expressions, namely /toco/ to 
shout and KpavyaXeogl vociferous, which appear to always be metaphorical in both 
corpora: again, the results from the HNC have been compared with evidence from 
Modem Greek dictionaries, which corroborated my impression that these two 
expressions also have current literal meanings.
I will now discuss an extract from 17N’s texts which exemplifies the way 
metaphorical expressions from this domain were exploited by the organisation.
5.5.2. A qualitative approach to the SOUND AND SILENCE domain in 
17N’s corpus
In the following extract, 17N’s texts are presented as the organisation’s (pcovrj I 
voice. Written texts are thus seen as able to speak aloud. The Greek status quo is afraid 
of this voice and is silencing it using a muzzle, which is a law that forbids the 
publication of 17N’s communiques.
Extract 5.16
H aizayopevarj xrjg drjpomsvarjg xcov xpoKrfpv&cov anoxeXei emcnjprj opoXoyia icai 
avayvcbpiarj xrjg (pepeyyvoxrjxag icai a^iomaxiag xovg. OpoXoyia oxi rj povrj (pcovrj izov 
Xeei arjpepa xrjv aXrjOeia cnov eXXrjvmo Xad eivai avxrj xov snavaaxaxiKOv Kivrjpaxog 
icai xrjg 17N, opoXoyia oxi xo KaOeaxcbg cpofiaxai avxrj xrj (pcovrj icai yi ’ avxo xrj mucbvei. 
(54: 595)
[The prohibition to publish our communiques is a formal confession and recognition 
of their validity and credibility. A confession that the only voice telling the truth to
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the Greek people today is that of the revolutionary movement of 17N, a confession 
that the status quo is afraid of this voice and is silencing/muzzling it.]
17N is presented here as the only means the Greek people have to access the 
truth, via the communiques the organisation writes. The government is constructed as 
the enemy again, an enemy that cannot be reasoned with, since they resort to 
oppressive measures in order to silence the voice of truth. The scenario activated by the 
expression (pijucbvei/ silencing/muzzling involves an element of violence on the part of 
the government. This is why I have chosen to translate it using two English words, one 
of which conveys the Greek expression’s meaning while the other makes the 
associations connected with cpificbvsi clearer to the reader. The violent and oppressing 
use of a muzzle is the image 17N try to evoke in this excerpt; claiming that their targets 
are violent is part of the organisation’s rhetorical strategy, as a violent opponent 
legitimises the use of violence on the part of the organisation, too.
5.6 The h e a t  a n d  COLD domain
The HEAT AND COLD domain is the smallest one in this group, including only 
11 lemmas and amounting to 0.34 percent of all the metaphorical expressions. In fact, 
this is the most limited domain in my data, as can be seen in Table 5.1. It is further 
divided in two sub-domains, HEAT and COLD.
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5.6.1. Quantitative analysis
The source domain of HEAT AND COLD does not include a large number of 
expressions. COLD is the largest sub-domain, with 9 tokens and 2 types of expressions, 
and HEAT includes 4 tokens and 3 types of expressions. HEAT is more varied as we 
can see from the type/token ratio presented in the table below, however this is 
immediately obvious as the expressions included in this domain are relatively few.
Table 5.8: HEAT AND COLD
SOURCE
DOMAINS







HEAT 3 4 0.75
COLD 2 9 0.22
TOTAL 5 13 0.38
As shown in Tables 7 and 8, the metaphorical expressions in this domain are 
mainly conventional. YnodavMCool to spark and ev yvxpcb! in cold (blood) are 
conventional expressions, with a high metaphorical percentage in both corpora. 
YKoSavXiCco/ to spark, in particular, has no literal occurrence in the HNC; dictionary 
evidence, however, has confirmed the existence of a literal meaning. On the other 
hand, Kaico/ to bum, <pcorid/ fire, and naycopevoql frozen are frequently used in their
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literal senses, which are based on physical experience. This is the case in the HNC as 
well as in 17N’s texts.
5.6.2. A qualitative approach to the HEAT AND COLD domain in 17N’s
corpus
I will present one metaphorical expression from each sub-domain in context in 
order to demonstrate how 17N exploit expressions related to heat and to cold:
Extract 5.17
'Oxi povo S e v  ayoTtXioav xov UCK, aXXd vzoSavXi'Covv xrjv e B v i k i g x i k y i  fiia a n ’ xrj 
pspia xcov AXfiavcbv xcbpa, ouprjvovxaq xov avsvoxXrjxo va EKKaOapiCsi ftiaia xovq 
Xiyovq svaxopEivavxEq Zspfiovq.
(80: 837)
[Not only they (the Americans) did not disarm UCK, but they are sparking nationalist 
violence on the Albanian side now, leaving him (Milosevic) undisturbed to violently 
expurgate the few Serbs who have remained.]
In this extract, 17N attack the American foreign policy in the Balkans, accusing 
the Americans of promoting violent conduct. The source domain of HEAT is used in 
the realisation of this expression, which connects heat with violence. In particular, the 
notion of heat and fire is linked to explosions. There is a negative evaluation of heat in 
this context, unlike the use of heat which is connected with warmth or with light, 
documented in the discourse of politicians by Charteris-Black (2004, 2005). The
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negative evaluation extends to eKKaOapi&i/ expurgate, which is modified by the 
adjective (tia ia / violently, further highlighting the cruelty attributed to Milosevic’s 
actions.
Extract 5.18
Me Ttoio jjOi k o  Sixaicopa xXeivovv uxiq (pvXcuceq pe xoXv/poveq Kaxadixeq 
Svoxv/iopevovq xpr\oxeq vapKCozmcbv, Kaxaoxpexpovxaq xovq, SoXocpovcbvxaq xovq ev 
y/vypcb. evcb a<pr\vovv eXevOepovq xovq peyaXovq epizopovq vapxcoxiKcbv, xovq oxoiovq 
Tioxe Sev xapaxepxovv;
(27: 328)
[With what moral right they incarcerate, with many-year convictions, those unhappy 
drug users, destroying them, murdering them in cold (bloodk while they let the big 
drug dealers go free, and they never bring them to trial?]
In this case, COLD is connected with the absence of compassion and feeling for 
drug users, who are treated unfairly compared to the treatment big drug dealers receive. 
The Greek authorities and especially the judicial system are targeted and accused of 
injustice. By focusing on a very real and complex social problem, 17N show their 
awareness of the troubles the Greek people go through, and indirectly construct 
themselves as just, since they are opposed to the unfair judicial system. Coldness is 
associated with lack of humanity; I should point out that the Greek expression does not 
contain “blood”, but only cold. This is why I have added parentheses for “blood” and I 
have not underlined it. The reason I chose the expression “in cold blood” to translate ev
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if/vxpcb is that it conveys both the meaning and the syntactical fixedness of the Greek 
expression. So, I rejected the option of, for instance, an adverb like “coldly”.
I will now turn to the HUMAN BODY source domain.
5.7 The h u m a n  b o d y  source domain
The HUMAN BODY source domain is the second most pervasive domain in my 
data, with 466 tokens of metaphorical expressions and a percentage of 14.7 out of the 
total number of expressions. It is presented in detail in Tables 14-21, in Appendix 1. As 
I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the HUMAN BODY is a very broad source 
domain, including various sub-domains, some of which are more relevant than others 
to the rhetorical function of constructing oppositions between 17N and its targets. For 
example, the sub-domains of HEALTH and ILLNESS, and CLOTHING and 
NAKEDNESS, are mainly realised via expressions that participate in the discourse 
construction of two opposing sides. On the other hand, the domain of MOVEMENTS 
AND FUNCTIONS OF THE BODY is linguistically realised via expressions some of 
which participate in the construction of oppositions, while others are mainly used to 
talk about the negative and depressing situation that Greece is perceived to be in. I will 
present and discuss these sub-domains in Chapter 5 as well, so as not to separate the 
metaphorical expressions that belong to the same source domain.
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5.7.1. Quantitative analysis
As Table 5.8 shows, I have divided the HUMAN BODY domain in eight sub- 
domains, namely PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODY, MOVEMENTS AND FUNCTIONS 
OF THE BODY, ILLNESSES AND CONDITIONS OF THE BODY, HEALTH, MEDICINE, 
CLOTHING, NAKEDNESS, and SEX.
Table 5.9: HUMAN BODY
















CONDITIONS OF THE 
BODY
12 65 0.18
HEALTH 2 16 0.12
MEDICINE 2 7 0.28
CLOTHING 7 30 0.23
NAKEDNESS 4 23 0.17
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SEX 7 11 0.63
TOTAL 69 466 0.14
The PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODY sub-domain is the largest one, including 
244 tokens and 19 types o f expressions. The type/token ration is quite low, as several 
expressions, like peXog/ limb, are repeated many times in the texts. The most frequent 
expressions in this sub-domain are peXog/ limb, /£/>// hand, pan / eye, and eyiceyaXogl 
brain (Table 14, Appendix 1). Metaphorical expressions referring to parts of the human 
body are very conventional in the Greek language, and this is the case for most of the 
lemmas presented in Table 14. Some of these expressions are primarily metaphorical in 
the HNC, while some others have a higher percentage of literal use in the HNC. 
EyKE(palog/ brain, for instance which has a 95.8 percentage of metaphorical use in the 
communiques, has a 38.8 respective percentage in the HNC. No novel expressions 
were found in this sub-domain.
The MOVEMENTS AND FUNCTIONS OF THE BODY sub-domain includes 70 
tokens of expressions and sixteen different types. Xeipaycoycb/ to guide (by the hand) is 
the most frequent among them. This expression, like Ttodrjyercbl to lead (by the feet), 
involves the concept of guiding or leading somebody using their hands or feet, and is 
conventionally used metaphorically in Modem Greek. We can see in Table 15 that all 
the occurrences of these two expressions are metaphorical; however, dictionary 
evidence suggests that the literal use is also existent in the language. In Table 15 we 
also observe a novel expression that occurs three times in the communiques, but does
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not exist in the HNC, or in dictionaries: it is oyoyyoKoXapioq! arse wiper, an insulting 
word that 17N have coined, obviously to belittle their opponents.
The ILLNESSES AND CONDITIONS OF THE BODY sub-domain, presented in 
Table 17, includes 65 metaphorical expressions, most of which occur only once in 
17N’s corpus. XovSpoql fat, wcpXoql blind, and Kapolmoql paralyzed, are the most 
frequent expressions in this sub-domain. The HEALTH sub-domain, on the other hand, 
presented in Table 16, is related to only two different types of metaphorical 
expressions, which are quite conventional in Modem Greek. The same holds for the 
MEDICINE sub-domain, shown in Table 18. The prominence of the ILLNESS sub- 
domain compared to the HEALTH sub-domain shows that 17N concentrated on the 
negative aspects o f Greek society and perceived their environment as primarily 
dysfunctional and ill.
In the CLOTHING sub-domain, shown in Table 19, there are 30 tokens and 
seven types of metaphorical expressions. It is interesting to see how the metaphorical 
expressions from 17N’s texts are rarely used metaphorically in the HNC, with the 
exceptions of pavSvaq/ cloak and (covapi/ belt. On the contrary, metaphorical 
expressions related to nakedness frequently occur as metaphors in both corpora, as we 
can see in Table 20. The NAKEDNESS domain involves more conventional instances 
of expressions; to an extent, it is quite particular to 17N that they used the CLOTHING 
ITEMS domain to produce linguistic metaphors that portrayed their opponents in a 
negative way.
Finally, the SEX sub-domain, presented in Table 21, involves instances of 
strong and insulting language, which, predictably, are not very frequently found in the
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background corpus or in dictionaries. Neologisms like oooiakavvaveql 
sociomasturbators and swear words like irrjSienail to fuck are unlikely to occur in the 
HNC.
I will now discuss several extracts from the communiques, containing 
expressions that realise the aforementioned source domains.
5.7.2. A qualitative approach to the HUMAN BODY domain in 17N’s
corpus
In Extract 5.19, the political party PASOK is described as being dominated by 
blind party members, while healthy party members are very few. A contrast is created 
between healthy and unhealthy powers within the same political party, and unhealthy 
powers are shown to be stronger and dominating. As PASOK is a socialist party, 17N 
identifies with part o f the ideology PASOK promotes; obviously, this is the part that is 
depicted as healthy, and contrasted with elements within the party that are 
characterized as fascist, as well as blind. Apart from the element o f illness, or 
disability, that is inherent in blindness, there is also an element of being insufficiently 
qualified to lead a political party and of lacking initiative and responsibility, which is 
alluded to in the extract below:
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Extract 5.19
Zffpepa 0 1 vvieic Xaixtq Svvapeiq peaa crxo IJAZOK 0 X0  xai Xiyooxevovv, axo 
xoppaxixo xai xpaxmo xvpiapxovv 01  Kapispiaxeq (paaiaxonaaoKoi, xvwXa opyava xrjg 
xpodoxiKrjg xXixaq Flaizavdptov, Kovxaoyicopya, Tgoxo-x& kovXov.
(14: 208)
[Today the healthy popular powers within PASOK are becoming fewer, and the 
careerist fascist-PASOK-members dominate the party and the state, blind instruments 
of the traitorous clique of Papandreou, Koutsogiorgas, Tsoxatzopoulos.]
The construction of adversities and problems in the political sphere as illness is 
a well-known theme and one that has been used rhetorically in political discourse at 
various points in history. Angenot cites examples from the early 1600s where political 
adversaries were referred to as “viruses” and the social situation of the time was 
described as “gangrenous” (1995: 260-262). These images are usually found together 
with their antonymic images, which describe positive situations as being “healthy” 
(ibid.). ILLNESS metaphors have been shown to be common in American rhetoric (see 
Sontag, 1988), and they are present in Greek political discourse, too (Kyratzis, 1998). 
Illness and disease imply that there is a cure that will heal those affected; therefore, 
they are often exploited for rhetorical purposes, as Chilton (2004) also states. In this 
particular extract, blindness involves the inability to see, and it is connected with the 
source domain of LIGHT that I discussed previously.
In the following extract, the cure against the country’s illness is realised via a 
prescription, which involves privatizations in the economic sector. This type of cure is 
perceived by 17N as doomed to failure:
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Extract 5.20
H yvcDorff crvvxavif rov (piXeXevOepiapov xai xcov iSicoxixonoujcrecQv napovoiaCsxai ae 
pia y(bpa oizov rj idicoxixri npcoxofiovXia ex£l anoxvxei.
(53: 582)
[The well-known prescription of liberalism and of privatizations is presented in a 
country where private initiative has failed.]
Extract 5.20 implies that Greece is ill and that Greek politicians, assuming the 
role of medical doctors, prescribe various remedies in order to restore the country to 
health. In Extract 5.21, we find a clearer image of Greece being conceptualised as an 
entity with a human body. Capitalists are shown to be looking at the paralyzed body of 
the Greek state that has kneeled before them:
Extract 5.21
Oi xanixaXiaxeq xo avxixpi&vv and xa aaXe xrjq EXfiexiaq ysXcbvxaq rjx^pd. xai 
xpifiovxaq xa x£Pia ?ovq, [...] yia xo yeyovdq oxi exei vovar/cre? naodXvxo Ovpa xov 
npopeXexrjpevov exfhaopov xovq xai nXijpcbvei yi ’ avxovq.
(7: 129)
[The capitalists look at it (the state) from their Swiss chalets, laughing loudly and 
rubbing their hands, [...] because it has kneeled, a paralyzed victim of their 
premeditated blackmail, and it is paying instead of them.]
The HUMAN BODY metaphor has been found to underlie political discourse,
both historical and contemporary (Beer and De Landtsheer, 2004). Musolff (2004b)
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provides an overview of the historical course of the mapping A POLITICAL ENTITY IS 
A HUMAN BODY. In the above extract, the Greek state is shown in this precise 
manner. This mapping, Musolff observes, is part o f the conceptual metaphor complex 
of the GREAT CHAIN OF BEING, which is a system of ontological correspondences 
among higher-order concepts (like social institutions) and lower order ones (like 
animals and plants). In this hierarchy, the concept o f society as a ‘body politic’ 
functioned as the interface between the microcosm and the macrocosm (Tillyard, 1982; 
Lovejoy, 1936; quoted in Musolff, 2004b). A strand of the ‘body politic’ theory 
focused on explaining the functions of the state as a political entity in terms of the parts 
of the human body and their state of health. The GREAT CHAIN OF BEING metaphor 
complex, in modem cognitive research, is dealt with as part of the general concept of 
embodiment, according to which the organisation of knowledge is based on bodily 
experiences and interactions beginning from a very early age (Johnson, 1987; Lakoff 
and Turner, 1989; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999).
The implied metaphor of the ‘body politic’ has informed traditional political 
philosophy, from Plato to Hobbes to Toqueville (ibid.). Various areas of political life, 
including the abstract entity of the state, are structured via language of the body; often, 
metaphorical sources focus on illness and medicine. Beer and De Landtsheer (2004) 
remark that metaphorical expressions originating in the HEALTH AND ILLNESS source 
domain tend to appear frequently in extreme ideology, like, for example, authoritarian 
and racist discourse, as well as in situations of crisis. Beer and De Landtsheer (2004), 
as well as Chilton (2004), provide the example of the Third Reich discourse, where 
Hitler was presented as a competent medical doctor that would rid the country of
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harmful organisms, which where the Reich’s enemies. Musolff (2007) also discusses 
the ILLNESS domain in political discourse, in his investigation of anti-Semitic 
metaphors in Hitler’s ‘Mein K am pf. He, too, points out that Hitler constructed himself 
as the only competent healer who was willing to fight the illness caused by the Jews. 
Hitler’s argument developed from constructing the country’s crisis as an illness, to 
searching for the cause of this illness, establishing the diagnosis, and presenting his 
treatment as the only effective one.
In 17N’s communiques, the Greek state is represented as ill and in need of a 
cure; in other cases, 17N’s targets are shown as unhealthy and suffering from various 
conditions. In both types of cases, 17N is implicitly constructed as being able to 
diagnose the illness and provide the cure. The scenario of illness and of suffering 
bodies is activated with the metaphorical expressions 17N choose; moreover, it is 
implied that people who are ill themselves are not fit to govern the country, let alone 
solve the country’s problems. As Musolff (2007: 29) observes, “this conclusion carries 
with it a host of further presuppositions”, among which that the illnesses and 
conditions have been rightly diagnosed and are curable, that the cure proposed can be 
successful, etc. However, as Musolff underlines, these assumptions, while relatively 
straightforward at the source level of the mapping, become extremely problematic at 
the target level; they would need extensive backing with solid arguments had they been 
subjected to open deliberation.
I will now discuss expressions related to the source domains of CLOTHING and 
NAKEDNESS:
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In Extract 5.22, clothes and nakedness co-occur in the same sentence. The 
underlying mapping of the Greek state as a human body is also evident:
Extract 5.22
... ^ e o k i o e  Kai zov zeXevzaio Sidxprjzo uavSva zov icpaxovg o l t z o k o X v t z z o v to u ; xrj yvpvia 
zov avzi yia zov EKovyxpoviopo zov.
(79: 827)
[.. .the last perforated cloak of the state has been tom, revealing its nakedness instead 
of its modernization.]
The Greek state’s clothes, in particular its cloak, has been tom, and the 
nakedness of the state is revealed. Nakedness is viewed as something negative, on the 
one hand, but also as something tme: the true condition the state is in, however 
unpleasant, has been revealed. Similarly, in the following excerpt, an uncovering of 
political ideology takes place:
Extract 5.23
H  or]pepivrj ozaot] ovoiamucrji; ovvaiveorjg xcov Svo xoppdzcov xrjg avznzoXizevorjg npog 
zt] XpozoiKY] emdpouY] zrfg Kv^epvrjOTfg xrjg NA ZpoKETzdCei oXo k o i  TzepioooxEpo zo 
Tzepiexopevo xcov ysviKOxepcQV TzoXixuco-idEoXoynccbv zovg Oeoscov xai xrj <pvorj zovg oza 
pazia zov xoopov.
(48: 527)
[Today’s stance of real agreement between the two opposition parties towards the 
thieving raid of the government of ND uncovers even more the content of their 
general political-ideological positions and of their nature in the eyes of the people.]
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Here, the true nature of the political ideology of the two political parties 
opposed to the government of the time is being uncovered, for the Greek people to see. 
17N see uncovering and nakedness, in this context, as desirable, while clothing is 
primarily represented as hiding the politicians’ true intentions. These notions are also 
related to the ability to ‘see’, which has been discussed earlier in this chapter.
To conclude the section on metaphorical expressions related to the HUMAN 
BODY domain, I will discuss two excerpts containing metaphorical expressions on sex.
The first one targets a special unit of the Greek police force, namely MAT, a 
unit trained to deal with situations when order needs to be restored even with the use of 
violence:
Extract 5.24
'Oncog crzig SiaSrjlcbaeig xrjg 9^ Avyovoxov xai xtj <poixr}riKi/ xrjg 25tK Oxxcbfiprj onov xo 
opvio xpopoKpaxiag xcov MAT ovvoSevxrjxe and Sexadeg fiapeig xpavpaxiopovg 
SiaSrjlcoxcbv oXka xai anXcbv Ttspaaxixcbv, yiaxpcbv, Srjpooioypdcpcov.
(5: 67)
[It is just like the marches of August 9 and the student march of October 25, where 
the terrorism orgy of the MAT was accompanied by dozens of heavy injuries of 
protesters but also of simple passers-by, of doctors, of journalists.]
The use of opyio! orgy, an expression related to the SEX source domain, implies 
that the MAT  unit actually enjoyed using violence against the people participating in 
the march. The MAT  unit is represented as injuring innocent people without any reason,
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and they are characterized as terrorists by 17N. One of the main elements of 17N’s 
identity as an organisation is that they took pains not to harm any innocent passer-by 
during their hits, and they made this clear in many of their texts. By accusing the MAT  
unit o f harming innocent people because they enjoy violence they are disassociating 
themselves from this practice, and they imply that their own use of violence is very 
different than that o f the police. 17N’s aim is to punish the guilty ones, and they are not 
enjoying it; they simply do not have any alternative, or so they would have their 
readers believe.
The final extract of this section contains a newly coined word that 17N used to 
refer to members of the socialist party PASOK. These politicians are accused of 
pretending to stand for socialism, while in reality they are using the socialist ideology 
to serve their own interests:
Extract 5.25
AXXa Ttoioq d a  izei xrjv a lffd e ia  aro Xao; Mrjxcoq 01 aoaiaX-cpamaxeq Kai KOKEKivna rov  
a rc d ivm p o v  ro v  K K E , 01 aoaiaX-KOvXwvpiaprjdeq dfjdev apiaxEpoi tov E v va a m a p o v  ff 
01 ooaiaXavvavEQ A aXicbrrjq-rEvvrjuaTdQ Khz;
(63: 661)
[But who will tell the people the truth? Is it the social-fascists, the bad copies of 
Stalinism belonging to KKE, is it the social-arty fellows, the would-be leftists of 
Synaspismos, or is it the social-masturbators Laliotis — Gennimatas etc.?]
As Angenot (1995) points out, in the genre of manifestos and political 
pamphlets, the author’s “intellectual courage” and “verbal violence” are signified by
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means o f a rhetoric that can, at times, annoy and insult the reader (1995: 249). The 
authors of manifestos and communiques, Angenot notes, often resort to strong verbal 
attacks and violent rhetoric, as the end they hope to achieve justifies the means they 
choose. Argumentation and aggression thus coexist in such texts, and persuasion is 
combined with intimidation. Angenot cites offensive language from French manifestos
thof the early 20 century, which often refer insultingly to parts and functions of the 
human body and to sex (1995: 252-253). 17N here seem to find new variations for this 
old theme, and to take advantage of the strong impression insulting language can have 
in order to convince their audience o f their bravery, their honesty, and their ability to 
see things as they really are.
And from verbal violence, I will now turn to the WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE 
source domain.
5.8 The WEAPONS a n d  VIOLENCE source domain
The WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE domain includes 138 lemmas and amounts to 
4.35 percent o f the metaphorical expressions in my corpus. It is presented in Tables 22 
and 23 in Appendix 1.
5.8.1. Quantitative analysis
The WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE source domain is divided in two sub-domains, 
namely WEAPONS and VIOLENCE, as can be seen in Table 5.9 below:
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Table 5.10: WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE
SOURCE
DOMAIN
Types of metaphorical 
expressions




WEAPONS 7 25 0.28
VIOLENCE 9 113 0.07
TOTAL 16 138 0.11
VIOLENCE is the more extensive sub-domain, involving 113 expressions 
related to various forms of violence. It is not that varied, however, as we see from its 
type/token ratio which is 0.07 compared to 0.28 of the WEAPONS sub-domain. IJolr]/ 
struggle, which has 50 metaphorical occurrences in the communiques, is the most 
frequent expression; it is a very conventional metaphorical expression referring to 
moving violently and fighting. The conventional expression /Ti>7rd&>/ to hit is also 
frequent, as it occurs 27 times as a metaphorical expression in 17N’s corpus. It is 
interesting to notice that the expression XrjorpiKrj ovppopial thief gang, which is 
metaphorical in the communiques in 12 out of its 13 occurrences, is mainly literal in 
the HNC: only 6.8 percent of its occurrences are metaphorical. This is probably 
because the HNC refers to actual thieves, while 17N refers to its targets’ behaviour. 
The expression Ttepmrj (pdXayyal fifth phalanx appears to be rare in the HNC, and 
always occurs as a metaphor; after consulting dictionaries, however, I found that the
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literal sense is still employed, but only in contexts related to historical times. 
KapTzaQoeioKpaxTOpaq! person who is being slapped, too, is always metaphorical in 
both corpora, even though it has a current literal use, documented in the dictionaries.
In the WEAPONS sub-domain, the most frequent expression is Kapapmvarog/ 
rifle-like, which is a Greek word usually found in informal, spoken language. It is 
always metaphorical in both corpora4. One observes the high frequency of the literal 
sense of the expressions popPapdiC col to bombard, poppa! bomb and onXo! weapon in 
17N’s corpus. It is not very often the case for the metaphorical expressions I am 
analysing to have a much higher literal, rather than metaphorical, occurrence in the 
communiques. However, given the violent nature of 17N’s attacks, it is not so 
surprising to find words referring to weapons used in their literal sense in the 
organisation’s texts. 17N used real bombs and weapons in the attacks they carried out. 
In the HNC, too, these three expressions are frequently literal; this reflects, I believe, 
the extensive reference o f newspapers and magazines to war and violent conflict.
I will now discuss some of these expressions in context.
5.8.2. A qualitative approach to the WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE domain in 
17N’s corpus
Extract 5.26 refers to the refusal of PASOK, the Greek socialist party, to cancel 
the modifications on the taxation system that took place while PASOK served as the 
country’s government.
41 should note that, even though the English translation contains the word ‘like’, the Greek lemma 
K a p a p m v a z o g  is not morphologically structured like a simile. I am using ‘like’ in the translation to show 
that K a p a p i z i v d x o g  refers to someone or something which possesses attributes that rifles have.
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Extract 5.26
Emi8r\ opcoq amr\ rj apvrjorj anoTsXsl rspam ia  BouBa ora iSia ra  OeueXia t o v  Kpaxovq 
acpov S K o n w u T a i  t o  (popoXoyiKd avoir]pa nov VKoriGeiai si'vai yia oXovq, avro i t z o v  t o  
Siax£ipi(ovrai, SrjX. t o  IJAZOK, KaiaXafiaivovv t o v  k i v S v v o  Kai avaXapfiavovrai on  
t o  Cqirjpa Ttpejzei va  k X e i o s i  t o  yprjyopoispo.
(14: 197)
[Because this refusal is a huge bomb in the foundations of the state, since it makes 
the taxation system explode, even though it is supposed to be for everyone, the ones 
handling it, namely PASOK, understand the danger and realise that this matter must 
end as soon as possible.]
In this extract, PASOK’s political stance is shown to have similar effects on the 
taxation system as a bomb would have if it exploded in the foundations of a building. 
The taxation system is conceptualised as a building, and PASOK as its destructor. Even 
though 17N were the ones planting real bombs in buildings, they are presenting their 
targets as engaging in that practice. In the particular reality they construct for their 
readers, the real terrorists are the Greek politicians, as they violently destroy what the 
Geek people have worked hard for.
Metaphorical source domains may in some cases be motivated by aspects of the 
topic under discussion or by aspects of the target domain; this phenomenon is known 
as topic-triggering (Koller, 2004a). Semino (2008: 104-106) observes that the 
juxtaposition of the literal and the metaphorical senses of an expression often occurs in 
humorous texts, as well as in newspaper headlines. She goes on to use the broader term
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of ‘situational triggering’ (Kovecses, 2005), where aspects of the relevant situational 
context and their non-metaphorical associations to the source domain are being 
reinforced. In the context of politics, topic-triggering and situational triggering may be 
used to exploit the literal associations between the source and the target domain, 
resulting in expressions with greater persuasive potential, which may be perceived as 
particularly relevant. They may also be quite handy in building arguments that suit the 
speaker, as the boundary between the literal and the metaphorical is blurred (Semino, 
2008:106).
The phenomenon of topic- and situational triggering is particularly relevant to 
the WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE domain, as is also shown in extract 5.27. Metaphorical 
expressions such as the ones shown in this section may prompt particular evaluations 
and emotional associations that reinforce 17N’s argument; a metaphorical bomb may 
be seen as just as destructive as a literal bomb, and if anyone would know about 
bombs, it would be 17N, since bombs and explosions are linked to their activities. The 
blurring of the literal and the metaphorical allows 17N to represent the country’s 
government as detrimental to the country’s interests, via an image of destruction. On 
the contrary, 17N emerge as benevolent and their use of violence is indirectly shown to 
be beneficial for the people. The dichotomy is constructed again that brings 17N and its 
opponents in totally conflicting positions, 17N being on the benevolent side and their 
targets on the malevolent and destructive side.
In Extract 5.27, 17N offer another realisation of their conceptualisation of 
politics in terms of violent conflict:
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Extract 5.27
Ta Svo K K  Xeve arrj fidot} rovg o n  arfpepa EKpsTaXXevovrai n g  vopipeg  popcpeg ndlrjc, 
k i  o n  a vp io  Sev aKOicXewvcai k i  dlXeg poptpeg ?zaXrjc. oxprfvovcag v a  EvvorjOei o n  6a  
izdpoov ra  onXa. (4:30)
[The two Communist parties tell their base that today they are taking advantage of the 
legal forms of struggle, and that tomorrow other forms of struggle will not be 
excluded, implying that they will take up arms.]
Here, the metaphorical expression ndXrjl struggle is used to describe what the 
two Greek communist parties are telling their followers. According to 17N, they are 
telling the people that they are fighting with legal means, for the moment, but they are 
not excluding other forms of fighting in the future; these future forms of fighting will 
include real weapons. The second instance of tzoI yjI struggle, therefore, can be seen as 
partly literal and partly metaphorical. It is noticeable that the literal sense of onkal 
weapons coexists in the same sentence with the metaphorical sense of %dh\l struggle, 
and with its partly-literal, partly-metaphorical sense. In this way Tzdfo\! struggle is 
imbued with a more intense and violent meaning, an effect that has been noted by 
Goatly (1997, 2002a). I should also note that the metaphorical expressions in Extract 
5.27 are closely connected to the Marxist tradition, whereby the underprivileged social 
groups are seen as struggling against injustice caused mainly by the privileged social 
groups. Expressions from this domain, thus, are not only topic-triggered but also 
consistent, and coherent, with the greater discourse of fighting against social injustice. 
They are also coherent with the discourse on the dichotomy between appearance and
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reality that has been discussed in previous sections of this chapter, as the struggle 
referred to here is regarded as a pretense by 17N.
Most of the metaphorical expressions related to this source domain realise the 
underlying mapping POLITICS IS WAR, which has been documented by many 
researchers (among others, Rohrer, 1995; Semino and Masci, 1996; Chilton, 1996; 
Charteris-Black, 2005). For 17N, this conceptual mapping was true both literally and 
metaphorically. In Extract 5.28, they proclaim their readiness to attack members of the 
Greek society that they consider guilty of corruption:
Extract 5.28
N a  y r v K f \o o v p £  r o v g  (p a v X o v g  E ^ c o v r jp s v o v g  n o X n iic o v g , r o v g  d i K a o r t g  p s  r ig
KaoauKivdrEC an arsg  Ttpcbrrjg ra&cog.
(48: 530)
[We must hit the evil and corrupted politicians and the judges who have committed
first-class rifle-like cons.]
The expression mpapmvdreg/ rifle-like magnifies the size and the impact of the 
frauds that politicians and judges are accused of carrying out. The motivation for this 
metaphorical expression probably has to do with the sound that the particular weapon 
(mpapmval rifle) made while in use, and maybe even with the weapon’s size, as 
Kapapmva/ rifle is a rather long gun. 17N’s point is that the Greek people have been 
deceived in ways too obvious and too corrupt to ignore. The expression vKTjoovpel hit 
in this extract can be viewed as either metaphorical or literal, since 17N might be 
referring to actually attacking and hitting the politicians and judges, or to opposing
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them in a more general way. Alternatively, the expression can be seen as partly literal 
and partly metaphorical. In this case, the choice of the metaphorical scenario that is 
evoked via the expression xtvTtfioov/te/ hit is inspired by an aspect of the topic under 
discussion, which is violent attacks; more specifically, the politicians and the judges 
mentioned in the above extract are accused of committing crimes that share certain 
features with the use of rifle guns. This is another instance of topic-triggered 
metaphorical expressions exploited for rhetorical purposes, as they have the potential 
of conveying multiple and implicit meanings.
Overall, the use of expressions drawing from the WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE 
source domain serves multiple rhetorical functions for 17N. On the one hand, they 
construct a dichotomy between dangerous and non-dangerous, benevolent and 
malevolent, real and pretend forms of fighting. On the other hand, they contribute to 
the representation of the organisation’s opponents and targets as violent and dangerous, 
reversing, in this way, the role that their opponents attribute to them. In addition, they 
construct a common enemy against whom 17N and the Greek people must unite in 
order to confront the danger effectively. As Kyratzis (1998) notes, the sense of unity is 
maximized by using metaphorical expressions related to source domains like WAR and 
WEAPONS. 17N exploit the scenarios of danger and destruction that this source 
domain activates to win the Greek people’s support. The extensive use of topic- 
triggering and situation triggering serves an argument-strengthening as well as an 
attention-grabbing factor, and results in a significant rhetorical tool seeking to 
legitimise 17N’s ideological support of violence.
I will now examine the ANIMALS source domain.
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5.9 The a n im a ls  source domain
The ANIMALS source domain involves 107 lemmas and accounts for 3.38 
percent of the metaphorical expressions in my analysis. Even though it is rather 
limited, it is realised by some of the most vivid expressions in the communiques, as 
shown in Tables 24-26 in Appendix 1.
5.9.1. Quantitative analysis
Three sub-domains make up the source domain of ANIMALS: KINDS OF 
ANIMALS, PRACTICES OF/AROUND ANIMALS, and ANIMAL BODY PARTS. The 
sub-domain that includes the different kinds of animals is the largest one, containing 62 
tokens of expressions. The type/token ratios in this domain, shown in Table 7.3, are 
relatively high compared to the ratios in other domains, as there is a greater variety of 
types. In fact, many o f the metaphorical expressions in this domain occur only once in 
the communiques.
Table 5.11: ANIMALS

















TOTAL 49 107 0.45
What is immediately noticeable in the ANIMALS source domain is that all the 
expressions in Tables 24-26 are always metaphorical in the communiques. It appears 
that 17N made no literal reference to animals. The most frequently occurring 
expressions are K a p /a p ia g /  shark, (ncvlog/ dog n a p d o n o !  parasite, occurring nine, 
eight, and seven times, respectively, in 17N’s corpus. For some expressions, like 
nepKrcepal dove, K apexX oK svcavpog/ chair-centaur, peyaO fip io l big beast, a literal use 
was not found in the HNC, though a literal sense is listed in dictionaries. These 
expressions are almost always used metaphorically in Modem Greek. Some of the 
expressions referring to animal practices, in particular axcdivcoxoql unbridled, 
(TKvXoTrvixtrjq/ dog drowner, and p v p i& p a i l  to sniff, were also found only as 
metaphorical expressions in both corpora, even though a current literal sense exists for 
all of them. Finally, two novel expressions, npoPaTonoirjarjl ‘sheepization’ and 
paipovSiC co/ to act like a monkey, were found in this source domain. These expressions 
refer to situations or types of behavior that are related to particular animals. Deignan 
(1995, 2005) refers to metaphorical expressions related to animals and animal behavior 
much like the ones I am including in this section.
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The exploitation of expressions from the ANIMALS domain by 17N will be 
made clearer in the following section.
5.9.2. A qualitative approach to the ANIMALS domain in 17N’s corpus
Most of the metaphorical expressions related to the source domain of 
ANIMALS were used by 17N to refer to their opponents. Often, the attributes 
associated with the animal mentioned in the communiques are transferred to the human 
referent of the metaphorical expression. In Extract 5.29, for instance, those who 
deceive the Greek people by stealing their money are depicted as sharks by 17N:
Extract 7.4
OnoioadfinoTE Kapyapiac kXe^ ei za xpr\paxa zov eXXrjviKov Xaov, da yxvizikzai evojtXa.
(45: 511)
[Any shark stealing money from the Greek people will be hit with weapons.]
A shark is an animal commonly associated with aggressive and violent behavior 
and greediness. As Kovecses (2002) observes, a great number of animal metaphors 
often rely not so much on knowledge about the actual characteristics of animals, but on 
human characteristics that are conventionally associated with particular animals. 
Sharks, for instance, are normal predators, rather than animals with evil intentions. 
However, they are conventionally associated with the human characteristics of being 
evil and aggressive. Different cultural communities may associate different 
characteristics with particular animals; for Greeks, sharks are often used
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metaphorically to denote violence and greediness. These characteristics are then among 
those that can be mapped onto the target domain when ‘sharks’ is used metaphorically. 
These characteristics of sharks are exploited by 17N in order to present their opponents 
in a negative light and in a way which implies that they are less than human. Similarly, 
in the following excerpt, employees of the Greek police are presented as parasites:
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Extract 5.30
Xprjcripevovv yia va nXripcavovcai xepdarioi pioQoi [ . . . ]  ora napdoixa avcozepa icai 
avcbxaxa oxeXixrj xrjq Aaxvvopiag.
(16: 243)
[They are used to pay huge salaries to the parasites, the higher and highest employees 
of the Police.]
With this expression, 17N want to highlight the uselessness and laziness of the 
Police employees, who, in the organisation’s view, are paid to do nothing. In addition, 
their salaries are very big, and as these salaries are indirectly paid by the Greek people, 
the police employees are enjoying what the people have earned with their work; much 
like a parasite feeds on a host animal’s blood, without having to toil in order to find 
food. The expression napaanal parasites is also related to the source domain of 
ILLNESS, as parasites can cause illness to their host. In fact, napdonal parasites can be 
argued to evoke both of these source domains at the same time. In this case the 
negative evaluation of policemen being referred to as parasites is intensified, and the 
scenario is evoked of police employees who not only enjoy the fruit of other people’s 
work, but also cause problems to the smooth function of the social system they belong 
to. Moreover, their human nature is degraded and they are presented as small and 
insignificant.
In Extract 5.31, 17N exploit qualities that, in Greek, are commonly associated 
with jackals, to create an ironical expression:
Extract 5.31
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Kai av fiefiaia ra t o oxaXia 01 Stjpoaioypacpoi, nov yvcopi^ovv ov\f\6coq ra jzavta, 
ey/axyav oroixsicoScbg 6a t o  avaKalvmav.
(42: 464)
[Of course, if those jackals of reporters, who usually know everything, had done a 
little research, they would have discovered it.]
Jackals are animals that are usually very aware of what goes on around them as 
they are hunters and most of the time they are looking for prey. Here, 17N use the term 
ironically, as the reporters mentioned in the extract had no idea that a scandal was 
taking place. I have discussed instances of irony in 17N’s discourse in Chapter 5, and I 
have argued that Conceptual Blending offers useful tools for the analysis of such cases 
(see section 5.2.2.). In this particular case, jackals may be associated with many 
negative features, like, for example, aggressiveness, but ignorance of their 
surroundings is not one of them. The element of emergent structure that Conceptual 
Blending brings forth (see also Chapter 3, section 3.4) accounts for the final blend 
including journalists who are jackals but also incompetent in their work.
Apart from aggressiveness and skill, another characteristic associated with 
jackals is being exploited here by 17N. This characteristic has to do with their social 
behaviour: jackals are known to live in the periphery of other animal groups and to 
pick up bits of food that other animals leave behind. 17N imply that journalists, as a 
social group, live in the outskirts of other social groups and present them in the 
unfavorable light of people who make a living off other people’s leftovers. Journalists, 
thus, are not seen as bringers of information and knowledge to the public but as 
carnivorous animals that prey on leftovers of information.
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Overall, 17N exploit those attributes of animals that help them ascribe negative 
and sometimes ridiculous qualities to the people and the institutions they target and 
they underline less-than-human qualities that arise from the source domains od the 
expressions they use. It is interesting to notice that they never use positive attributes of 
animals for themselves -  of course, they would not use them for their opponents, 
either. I would argue that this use of animal-related metaphorical expressions by 17N 
entails a dichotomy between being an animal and being human, and the 
characterisation of their targets as animals implies that they are less human than the 
Greek people who suffer because of them, or indeed the members of 17N. In Greek, it 
is conventional to call someone £d>ol animal as a swear word, and I see this common 
conceptualisation of animals as being lesser than humans as lying in the heart of the 
opposition I mentioned above.
In this chapter, I have examined a number of metaphorical expressions, both 
novel and conventional, which are related to various source domains, but which are 
brought together by serving the same basic rhetorical functions. I will now sum up the 
chapter with a discussion of the implications of these expressions, viewed as a system.
5.10. Summary and discussion
In this chapter, I have looked at nine broad source domains related to 1431 
tokens of metaphorical expressions that I extracted from 17N’s communiques. These 
source domains are ARTS, CLEANLINESS AND DIRT, LIGHT AND DARKNESS, 
SOUND AND SILENCE, HEAT AND COLD, THE HUMAN BODY, WEAPONS AND
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VIOLENCE, and ANIMALS. For each domain, I presented an overview of the 
metaphorical expressions in the communiques and in the HNC, in terms of their 
frequency of occurrence and their conventional or novel status in the Modem Greek 
language. I focused on expressions which I found to be frequent in the communiques 
and on creative extensions of conventional metaphors, as well as on novel expressions 
17N had coined. I also discussed several extracts taken from 17N’s texts, which 
allowed for a qualitative analysis of the relevant metaphorical expressions in the 
context where they occurred.
The source domains I analysed in this chapter were realised via expressions that 
were used by 17N to construct oppositional pairs of concepts. These oppositions were 
then rhetorically exploited by the organisation to represent their targets and opponents, 
and the status quo of the country in a negative light, while simultaneously, and often 
implicitly, representing 17N in a positive light. Some of the source domains I discussed 
are self-evidently dichotomous, like CLEANLINESS AND DIRT, LIGHT AND 
DARKNESS, SOUND AND SILENCE, and HEAT AND COLD. The source domain of the 
HUMAN BODY includes subdivisions of source domains which are also dichotomously 
constmcted, like HEALTH, ILLNESSES AND CONDITIONS OF THE BODY, and 
MEDICINE, as well as NAKEDNESS and CLOTHING. The source domain of ARTS 
involves a dichotomy which is not self-evident by the domain’s semantic structure, but 
is constmcted by the way 17N exploited this domain. This is the opposition between 
appearance and reality, as 17N used metaphorical expressions drawing from the ARTS 
source domain to paint a picture o f their targets as impostors and hypocrites, who 
pretend to be something they are not; 17N, on the other hand, is not only honest, but
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also able to discern truth from lies and to share this knowledge with the Greek people, 
a theme that is recurrent across domains. The source domain of WEAPONS AND 
VIOLENCE is also exploited by 17N in a way that it a significant opposition is created, 
which is the opposition between two different types of ‘violence’: one is the justified, 
benevolent and necessary kind that 17N practise and the other is the destructive and 
malicious kind that the organisation’s targets inflict to the people. In addition, this 
source domain entails a dichotomy between real and make-believe struggle, which ties 
in with the aforementioned appearance vs. Reality dichotomy. Finally, the ANIMALS 
source domain entails an implied opposition between animal and human, as the 
continuous use of animals to present their opponents in a negative light suggests that 
17N carried none of these negative, animal traits; instead, their human nature is 
underlined.
The source domains, whether broad or more limited, of the metaphorical 
expressions I discussed in this chapter give rise to particular scenarios, which are based 
on background knowledge, on stereotypes inherent in the Greek and Western culture, 
and on the negative or positive values commonly associated with particular words and 
concepts. The rhetorical exploitation of these scenarios by 17N leads to a network of 
metaphorical expressions which are consistent with the organisation’s overarching 
argument, based on the appearance vs. reality opposition. The result is a coherent 
system of metaphorical expressions which can be combined with each other and 
creatively extended to produce ironic, humorous, and insulting effects.
The overall coherence of the APPEARANCE VS. REALITY metaphorical system 
can be better explained if we consider the course of basic metaphorical mappings that
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have been documented early on in cognitive research. It is one of the basic tenets of 
Cognitive Metaphor Theory that language is influenced by our bodies’ interaction with 
the world, especially in the more abstract domains of conceptualisation. Maintaining 
that our language is largely structured by our physical, bodily experiences, a broad and 
very basic conceptual metaphor has been postulated that encompasses all mappings 
that talk about mental processes in terms of bodily functions: the MIND AS BODY 
metaphor. The MIND AS BODY metaphor is among the most basic, or, in Grady’s 
(1997) terms, primary conceptual metaphors. Closely related to it is the conceptual 
metaphor UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING, documented by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), 
and productive in linguistic expressions that have to do with vision and 
understanding/knowledge, and vision and mental manipulation. This is linked to 
Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) and Johnson’s (1987) notion of embodiment, holding that 
human beings make sense of the world they live in largely based on bodily experience, 
especially of the kind that occurs in early developmental stages. Sweetser’s (1990) 
research has established the connections that exist between vision and intellection, 
providing evidence in the form of conceptual metaphors of vision that structure our 
ways of speaking about understanding things.
Vision, in particular, has been linked with understanding, as it is a basic and 
primary source of gathering information about the world surrounding us, a process 
which begins at a very early age (Sweetser, 1990). Vision is of major importance to 
humans and it has been considered more fundamental and more valuable than hearing, 
smelling or touching (ibid.). In the Greek culture, too, vision is considered extremely 
valuable and the eyes are something to cherish and protect above all other parts of the
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body. This is reflected in the abundance of metaphorical mappings linking vision with 
mental processes but also in common proverbs and sayings such as fiaria fiov/my eyes, 
(a way of addressing others which means ‘sweetheart’, ‘precious’), and £/£ to  oav ra 
lioxia oov/keQp [it] like your eyes (meaning, take care of [it] as if it were your 
(Mpampiniotis, 2002).
Taking the aforementioned mapping, UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING, a step 
further, there are many conventional expressions that present appearance as providing 
proof or indication regarding the nature o f an entity’s essence (Lakoff and Turner, 
1989, cited in Popova, 2003). It is common, for instance, to regard the eyes as a 
window to the soul, or to dislike someone because of their looks (ibid:56). Popova 
(2003) also notes, however, that even though it is common to link vision with 
understanding, it is also common to regard understanding through vision as superficial 
and incomplete. She points out that it is common and conventional to consider the 
essence o f an entity as separate from its appearance, with the latter frequently 
obscuring the former and misleading the viewer (2003:56). So, there seem to be two 
different conventional ways of understanding the internal qualities of things: one way 
is by looking at them and seeing them, in accordance with the UNDERSTANDING IS 
SEEING conceptual metaphor. The other way is by going beyond what we see and in 
fact mistrusting the outer appearance of things. There is another basic conceptual 
metaphor that reflects this way of thinking: it is known as the ESSENCE IS INTERNAL 
metaphor (Charteris-Black, 2004; Popova, 2003). So, it would seem that the 
appearance of things can either be a true or a false representation of their essence, and 
that both representations are well entrenched in common belief.
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Given then the deep and broad use of seeing and vision as a metaphor for 
knowing and understanding it is not surprising that 17N also use it to refer to a variety 
of mental processes. In their discourse, there is evidence of both contradictory 
conceptualisations regarding the understanding of reality. Sometimes, uncovering the 
truth results in the Greek people being able to see things for what they are, in which 
case they are to trust what they see. Far more frequently, however, 17N opt for the 
false representation of things by their appearance, which is generally seen as hiding the 
true nature of the entities in question. This underlying metaphor is constantly at play in 
17N’s communiques, and it takes the rationale one step further: 17N urge the Greek 
people not to trust in anything being the way it appears. What one understands, or 
should understand, therefore, is often the complete opposite of what one sees. This is 
probably why the verb P?xkcoI to see does not come up very often in metaphorical 
expressions in the communiques; rather, the process of seeing or not seeing, is implied 
by the use of other expressions, relating to spectacle, theatre, darkness etc.
This is indicative of 17N’s dichotomous thinking and of the either/or choices 
they generally offer their reader. They are characterised by a certain absolute quality in 
their reasoning, which is not an uncommon trait for terrorist organisations. For them, it 
is either armed struggle and violent revolution, or oppression. There is no other means 
for the country to be governed in a just way. With the construction of these 
dichotomies, 17N imply that they are the only ones that can see and understand, while 
the people are kept in darkness; 17N are the only healthy ones while their enemies are 
sick; they are clean while their targets are dirty. Dichotomies make each party’s 
position very clear, but make it very hard for the two parties to see and understand the
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other’s position. This polarised, Manichean worldview entails violence as those who 
are on the wrong side must be subdued by force.
The rhetorical strategy of using antithetical notions which are juxtaposed 
invites the reader of the communiques to identify with 17N, as they are on the right 
side, and to oppose their targets, as they are ethically reprehensible. This rhetorical 
form is very common in political discourse (Chilton, 1996; Fairclough, 2000; 
Charteris-Black, 2004). 17N also constantly attack their opponents’ credibility, which 
is of primary importance in the political arena, as Chilton (2004) confirms. Their 
targets are liars, hypocrites, and serve their own interests at the expense of the Greek 
people. The way 17N represent their opponents and themselves, as occupying opposing 
sides, ultimately aims at the legitimisation of 17N’s course of action, which 
automatically de-legitimises the choices and course of action of their opponents (see 
Chilton, 2004: 46). 17N are honest, clean, can see things clearly, they are sane and 
healthy, and they care about the well-being of Greece and its people. Their targets 
choose pretence and lies, hide the truth from the Greek people, they are guilty and 
dirty, as well as ridiculous and incompetent.
I will return to the strategies of antithesis, legitimisation and de-legitimisation, 
after I discuss more metaphorical expressions in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6 -  DATA ANALYSIS: PAINTING A NEGATIVE
PICTURE OF GREECE 
6.1. Introduction
In this chapter, I will examine the second group of metaphorical expressions 
extracted from 17N’s communiques. In particular, I will discuss expressions related to 
the source domains of MOVING AND STOPPING, LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS, 
BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION, CONTAINER, HISTORY AND POLITICS, FOOD, 
DRINK, AND COOKING, RELIGION, and PROFESSIONS. These domains are realised 
via 1738 metaphorical expressions, which were frequently used in constructing a 
negative image of the political and social situation in Greece during 17N’s active years 
(1975-2002). I should point out that the rhetorical exploitation of these expressions by 
17N is not exclusively that of painting a negative picture of the country’s state of 
affairs. Sometimes, expressions belonging to this second group are also used to 
construct oppositions between 17N and their targets, much like the metaphorical 
expressions discussed in Chapter 5. Similarly, metaphorical expressions discussed in 
Chapter 5 may also paint a bleak picture of Greece’s political situation. Metaphorical 
expressions do not need to serve one rhetorical goal at a time, and the rhetorical and 
argumentative goals are themselves interrelated.
The metaphorical expressions I am focussing on in this chapter are presented in 
detail in Tables 27-41, found in Appendix 2. Below is a summary of the source 
domains I will be discussing.
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Table 6.1: Source domains discussed in Chapter 6
SOURCE DOMAIN NUMBER OF 
METAPHORICAL 
EXPRESSIONS IN 17N 
CORPUS
PERCENTAGE OUT 
OF THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
EXPRESSIONS








HISTORY AND POLITICS 82 2.59






I will now examine each source domain in turn.
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6.2. The MOVING AND STOPPING source domain
The MOVING AND STOPPING source domain is the most extensive source 
domain in the communiques, including 772 metaphorical expressions and amounting to 
24.37 percent of the total number of expressions I am focusing on. It is presented in 
detail in Tables 27-30 in Appendix 2.
6.2.1. Quantitative analysis
As shown in Table 6.2, I have further divided the MOVING AND STOPPING 
domain into seven sub-domains. The first four sub-domains include expressions that 
specify the direction of the movement that is taking place. Four possible directions 
were found in my data: forwards, backwards, up, and down. The fifth sub-domain also 
includes expressions on movement, but in this case the direction is not specified. The 
sixth sub-domain includes expressions having to do with moving along a road or 
following a certain way or path. Finally, the last sub-domain includes expressions on 
stopping.
Table 6.2: MOVING AND STOPPING

























ROAD/WAY 5 90 0.05
STOPPING 1 4 0.25
TOTAL 33 772 0.042
As Table 6.2 shows, the largest sub-domain is the one including expressions to 
do with moving in an upwards direction, which involves 275 metaphorical expressions. 
This domain, however, is not varied in terms of different types of metaphorical 
expressions, exhibiting a type/token ratio of 0.01, which is almost zero. In fact, the 
expression 7cavco/ up occurs 272 times and accounts for almost all of the tokens in this 
group. Expressions related to moving in an unspecified direction are also numerous, 
with 162 occurrences and fifteen different types of expressions. MOVING DOWN 
comes next, including 142 tokens of expressions, while MOVING BACKWARDS 
involves 93 expressions and ROAD/WAY/PATH involves 90 expressions. The sub- 
domains of MOVING FORWARDS and STOPPING are significantly more limited, 
including six and four lemmas, respectively. The three largest sub-domains, namely
MOVING UP, MOVEMENT (DIRECTION UNSPECIFIED), and MOVING DOWN, 
display low type/token ratios, which indicates that they consist of expressions which 
tend to be repeated frequently. The highest type/token ratio corresponds to a sub- 
domain with much fewer tokens, which is MOVING FORWARDS.
As far as the sub-domains related to DIRECTION are concerned, Tables 27.1- 
27.4 in Appendix 2 present a detailed picture of the metaphorical expressions assigned 
to them, ndvco/ up/above is by far the most frequent metaphorical expression, 
occurring 272 times in the communiques. As I will show in the qualitative analysis, it 
is used mainly to present 17N’s opponents as being able to “move up” in society, in the 
sense of succeeding financially and socially. Kaico/ down and maco! back are also quite 
frequent, occurring 99 and 93 times, respectively, in 17N’s texts. In these four sub- 
domains, the metaphorical expressions are mainly conventional, as their comparison 
with the HNC confirms. They generally display a high percentage of metaphorical 
occurrences in the HNC, as well as in 17N’s corpus.
In the MOVEMENT sub-domain, without specification of direction, the most 
frequent expressions are odrjycb/ to lead, 7upoxcopdco/ to walk, and prjpal step. These 
expressions, as well as the majority of the expressions in Table xx, are quite 
conventional. However, there are two novel metaphorical expressions: these are 
ypa(pidoJ3dpovag/ person walking on a quill, and Kolapofidpovaql person walking on a 
reed. Both o f them are words coined by 17N, which do not exist in the HNC or in 
dictionaries. The two novel expressions are morphologically structured like 
aidepopdpovaql person walking on air, which is also found in Table xx. This latter 
expression is mostly used metaphorically in Modem Greek, and indeed it is
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metaphorical in the communiques as well as in the HNC. There is, however, a literal 
sense for aidepopapovaql person walking on air, which has to do with flying; this sense 
is documented in the dictionaries I use for this purpose.
In the ROAD/WAY sub-domain, nopeial route and Spopog/ way/road feature 
prominently in the communiques, with 42 and 36 metaphorical occurrences, 
respectively. Apopoq! way/road, in particular, seems to have special prominence as a 
metaphorical expression in the communiques, compared to the HNC: even though its 
literal sense is very frequent in the HNC, only 4.3 percent o f its occurrences are 
metaphorical. Adie&dol dead end is also frequent within this sub-domain, occurring 
ten times as a metaphorical expression in 17N’s corpus. It is conventional to refer to 
difficult and complicated situations as aSie&Sa/ dead ends, as the HNC confirms.
Finally, the STOPPING sub-domain, which is very limited, contains only one 
type of metaphorical expression, which is repeated four times. This is (ppevo/ brake, a 
conventional metaphorical expression in Modem Greek, as shown in Table 25.
6.2.2. A qualitative approach to the MOVING AND STOPPING domain in 
17N’s corpus
The MOVING AND STOPPING source domain is a wide-scope source domain, 
and has been documented as one among the most frequent and extensive ones in 
political discourse in other languages too (among others, Kovecses, 2002; Charteris- 
Black, 2004; Charteris-Black, 2005; Chilton, 2004; Semino, 2008). Because of its 
particularly wide scope, which offers a well-known, basic frame, as well as plenty of
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space for additional details to be added and elaborated in numerous ways, it can be 
used to produce a variety of metaphorical expressions and many different scenarios.
17N have exploited this source domain in several ways, too, as I will now explain.
Extract 6.1 illustrates the most frequent way in which the metaphorical
expression navco! up/above is used by 17N to show the direction Greek politicians 
move towards. It also illustrates that the Greek people move in the opposite direction, 
which is indicated by koxco! down.
Extract 6.1
'OXoi avroi aveflaivovv navco e v c b  o Xadg nasi k o x c o . jcoli ps rig anareg rovg evrjpspovv.
(22:285)
[All of them are moving up while the people are going down, and they prosper with
their cheating.]
This extract is characteristic of the metaphorical occurrences of navco! up/above
that a reader of the communiques will come across. Obviously, the use of these
expressions constructs an antithesis of movement between the more privileged and the 
less privileged social classes in Greek society. According to Cognitive Metaphor 
research (Lakoff and Lohnson, 1980; Lakoff, 1993; Kovecses, 2002), navco/ up/above 
is positively evaluated, signifying progress towards desirable states and conditions, 
while koxco! down is negatively evaluated, signifying lack of development and, in this 
case, deterioration of the people’s living conditions. The positive evaluation of 
UP/DOWN has both an embodied and a cultural basis; it is a very conventional and basic 
antithesis, with both a cultural and an embodied basis, which is exploited by 17N to 
show the very different positions different social classes in Greece are, as well as the
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different directions they take. In Extract 6.1, navco! up/above and koxco! down are 
primarily related to wealth, influence and power.
There is a detail I would like to point out, however. Within the context of 17N’s 
discourse, prosperity which is gained with deceitful behavior is not positively 
evaluated; on the contrary, it is the object of accusations and attacks on the part of the 
organisation. So, the scenarios evoked by the use of navco! up/above in the 
communiques involve an element which is to be avoided by the Greek people, namely 
that of dishonest and unfair behavior. This kind of navco! up/above is not what 17N see 
themselves as revolting for, no more than the situation symbolized by koxco! down is. 
It follows that, even with the opposing directions of the two kinds of movement, the 
image presented by 17N is a pessimistic one, as the prosperity of the privileged ones is 
not seen as a positive thing within the context of the communiques. It could be argued 
that both navco! up/above and koxco! down are negatively evaluated in 17N’s discourse. 
So, in the opposition constructed, both ends are undesirable. It is very rarely the case 
that 17N includes navco! up/above in its texts to denote a positive and desirable 
direction towards which the Greek people should move.
The scenarios of moving forwards and backwards in space are also employed 
by 17N to describe the country’s state of affairs. Extracts 6.2 and 6.3 involve moving 
backwards and forwards. In Extract 6.2, Greece is portrayed as moving not only 
backwards, but also towards a dead end:
Extract 6.2
Avzrj r\ noXiziKrf oSrjysi Kai noli rrj xcopa npog za nioco. oe adietodo.
(25:294-295)
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[This policy leads the country back again, towards a deadend.]
Moving backwards is conventionally associated with regression and lack of 
progress, and, in political contexts, it had been used repeatedly to signify failure and 
problematic social and political situations (see, for instance, Charteris-Black, 2005; 
Semino, 2008). More specifically, moving backwards is the opposite of progress and 
therefore the wrong direction for a country to follow. This negative outlook is further 
intensified by the expression adie&So/ dead end, which evokes a scenario of inability 
to move anymore and of being trapped. I should point out that the Greek expression 
aSie&do does not include the adjective ‘dead’; it just refers to the end of a road which 
has no other way out. This is a case where the English translation may possibly bear 
stronger negative associations than the Greek original. 17N add aSm^oSol dead end to 
the basic frame of moving backwards in space, in order to show how catastrophic 
particular policies can be for the country. The negative discourse prosody of adw&dol 
dead end is confirmed by the HNC: there are 1530 metaphorical occurrences of this 
expression, which refer either to psychological and emotional dead ends, or to dead­
end situations related to the broad domain of politics.
In Extract 6.2, moving backwards is negatively evaluated. By implication, 
moving forwards is indirectly presented as the direction one should opt for. However, 
17N exploit the MOVING AND STOPPING source domain in a different way, too: 
moving forwards can also be used negatively, when it applies to individuals or 
organisations that 17N disapprove of. In the example below, moving forward 
corresponds to becoming even more corrupt and ridiculous, as Extract 6.3 shows:
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Extract 6.3
Tia t o  Zvvaoniopo xeXoq rj vea nalivcoSia oqpaivei eva p ffpa mo u i z d o o t o . ozrjv nopeia 
t o o  npoq TYjv TtXrjpr] KawaKyXa Kai avToyeXoiowoirjcrrj.
(45: 503)
[Finally, for Synaspismos the new palinode means a step ahead in its wav towards the 
complete tumble and self-ridicule.]
In this extract, Synaspismos, a Greek left-wing party, is presented as making a 
step forwards. Instead o f signifying positive progress, however, moving forwards in 
this case has to do with the deterioration of the party’s image. In other words, the party 
is moving towards self-destruction. This image is indicative of 17N’s tendency to 
portray the political situation in Greece as entirely negative, and completely devoid of 
integrity and credibility. The metaphorical expressions from the source domain of 
MOVING are combined with nalivcodia!  palinode, which relates to the source domain 
of MUSIC; when this expression is used metaphorically it has to do with saying 
something and then taking it back and, in this context, it is an attack on Synaspismos’ 
credibility. Finally, the expression KaxpaKvXal tumble conveys a kind of movement 
that, in Greek, is associated with clumsiness. This expression participates in the 
construction of a ridiculous image of Synaspismos, along with the literal 
avToyEXoionoirjarjl self-ridicule.
We can see that in Extract 6.3, as well as in Extract 6.1, different aspects of the 
MOVING AND STOPPING domain are highlighted according to 17N’s rhetorical 
purposes, a fact that illustrates the flexibility of this source domain. The MOVING AND 
STOPPING domain is a prime candidate to be exploited for the creation of a variety of
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scenarios, which are not always compatible with one another. This is because it is 
characterized by experiential grounding and also by conceptual flexibility, which 
allows for its use for different purposes (Musolff, 2004b). This presumably results 
from the fact that our physical experiences of movement are also varied; movement 
forwards, for example, is not positive, if it ends up in an undesirable location (e.g. a 
ditch). The conceptual flexibility of the source domain allows for argumentative 
flexibility, too (Musolff, 2000, quoted in Charteris-Black, 2004). So, moving forwards 
can be argued to be positive or negative, the same way that moving up can be 
constructed as desirable or undesirable.
I will now discuss two excerpts that have to do with moving along a road and 
choosing to follow a particular way :
Extract 6.4
A v o  S p o u o i  v n a p x o v v ,  rj f t i a i a  cw yK p o vo rj r\ a izo d o y r]  t rjg «(piXsXEv6spo7toir}(jri<;».
(4:36)
[There are only two roads, either violent conflict or acceptance of “liberalisation”.]
In Extract 6.4, 17N present two roads to the Greek people, and ask them to 
choose one o f the two. The two roads represent two courses o f action, namely violent 
conflict and acceptance of a set of political measures which would lead to 
liberalisation. The use of quotation marks for (piXeXevdEponoirjGrjl liberalisation makes 
it clear to the reader that 17N distance themselves from the use of this term and shows 
their readers that they are considering the term to be empty of meaning. So, even 
though 17N seem to suggest an alternative choice to violent conflict, in reality they are
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presenting their audience with a false dilemma, as they consider only one option as 
feasible. The country’s problems are taken to be so serious that no liberalisation plans 
can solve them, especially as the politicians proposing this measure are not to be 
trusted. Moreover, 17N are ideologically opposed to liberalisation, especially in the 
way they perceive their opponents to mean it. This point is made clearer in Extract 6.5:
Extract 6.5
Eivai o povog Soouoc nov anopevei, o Spouoc t o v  SvvapiKov paCiKov aycbva, vopipov
Kai izapavopoi), Kai xtjg Swaiaq XaiKtjq E%avaaxaxiKY\g ft tag.
(7: 133)
[This is the only wav/road left, the wav/road of dynamic mass struggle, legal and
illegal, and of the rightful revolutionary violence of the people.]
In this extract, 17N make it clear that the Greek people only have one possible 
choice left, and that is the recourse to Swam Enavaaxaxwi) ftfa/ rightful revolutionary 
violence. The MOVING AND STOPPING source domain is realised here by expressions 
which evoke images o f moving along a road and of choosing a particular way to 
follow. These expressions are closely connected with basic mappings proposed by 
Cognitive Metaphor researchers, such as the LIFE IS A JOURNEY mapping.
In the LIFE IS A JOURNEY mapping, first documented by Lakoff and Turner 
(1989), important decisions we make in life are seen as different roads and paths we 
choose, and the way we choose to live corresponds to the path we choose to follow. A 
journey is a purposeful activity with a starting point and an end point or destination, 
which involves moving in space. This metaphor is particularly relevant for
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conceptualising long-term goals in life and the process one has to go through in order 
to attain them. The main underlying mapping was later described as PURPOSEFUL 
ACTIVITY IS TRAVELLING ALONG A PATH TOWARD A DESTINATION (Lakoff, 
1993). Moving towards a destination is a very conventional way of talking about 
purposeful social activity, as Charteris-Black (2004) observes. This is one of the 
reasons that make it especially relevant to political discourse.
The importance of spatial concepts in political discourse has also been 
documented by Chilton (2004). Chilton discusses space in terms of the distance 
between different participants in a given political situation, but also in terms of the 
positive and negative associations involved in moving forwards and backwards in 
space, like the ones I have exemplified in Extracts 6.1 to 6.3. He also pointed out that 
metaphorical expressions related to moving in space are often exploited by politicians 
to provide structure and coherence to their discourse (Chilton, 1996, 2004; Chilton and 
Schaffner, 2002). Charteris-Black (2005) also mentions the organizing effect that these 
expressions have on politicians’ speeches.
This is particularly relevant to 17N’s texts, as metaphorical expressions related 
to the MOVING AND STOPPING source domain were found throughout the 
communiques and often served as binding elements that brought the organisation’s 
arguments together. For example, expressions relating to the ROAD/WAY sub-domain 
were typically found at the end of communiques, functioning as an epilogue to the text 
and pointing out to the readers the course of action that 17N considered necessary. 
They also functioned as answers or solutions to the problems that 17N had described in 
the body o f the communiques (see Hoey, 2001:119-140, for a discussion on the
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organisation and structure of various text types). Another interesting observation I 
made regarding the textual meta-function of metaphor in 17N’s texts is that specific 
metaphorical expressions related to the ROAD/WAY sub-domain, and in particular 
nopeia/ way/route and dpopogf road, had the tendency to occur in the communiques 
written in the first decade of 17N’s activity (1975-1985). Possibly, this is because in 
their later years 17N were less confident regarding the particular road they wanted the 
Greek people to follow (see also Chapter 2, section 2.3.5.). So, metaphorical 
expressions on MOVING AND STOPPING provide structure to 17N’s discourse, both at 
a local level, as they occur at particular points of the texts, and throughout their written 
material.
Another implication of metaphorical expressions related to source domains 
which involve moving towards a destination which is positively evaluated is that of 
bringing the reader closer to the metaphor producer, as fellow travellers who are 
travelling along the same road (see also Charteris-Black, 2005). 17N invite their 
readers to choose the same road that they have chosen, implying that they will be 
travelling together and working for the same cause. They are thus activating a journey 
scenario which involves the accomplishment of a much desired outcome: the 
improvement of Greece’s difficult situation. Of course, this is a very simplified 
representation of a complex social and political situation, which cannot adequately be 
described as moving backwards or forwards in any given point in time. It is one of the 
rhetorical functions of metaphor, though, to simplify complex situations and to hide 
their problematic aspects (see, for instance, Musolff, 2004a; Semino, 2002). This 
function is exploited to a great extent by 17N, as they rarely, if  ever, explain in what
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particular ways they aim to help the country overcome its problems. In the journey 
scenario, as in other scenarios evoked by the metaphorical expressions 17N choose, 
any problematic elements are kept vague and implicit.
17N present their course of action as the only available alternative to being 
deceived and taken advantage o f by Greek politicians and other influential members of 
Greek society. They support their point with metaphorical expressions that highlight 
the inevitability o f disaster, unless the Greek people revolt. Extract 6.6 refers to the 
general political and economic state Greece was in at the time the communique was 
written, and implies such an inevitably disastrous outcome. This state of affairs is 
described here as movement downhill.
Extract 6.6
Eivai yvcocrxo on  orccv os napei o Karrjcpoooc dev oxapaxaq.
(11:171)
[It is well known that when you start going downhill you don’t stop.]
The scenario evoked by this expression is that of a fast and inevitable 
downward movement; in fact, even if one wants to stop, it may be very difficult. 17N, 
in fact, explicitly state that it is impossible to stop. The organisation exploits the 
conventional mapping which involves a negative evaluation of moving downwards, 
and enhances it by choosing the Greek expression Kaxrjyopog/ downhill, which is 
commonly associated with the negative outcomes of a situation which cannot easily be 
reversed. The choice of this expression, which is very conventional in Greek, enhances 
the impression that there is no way of amending a situation which has gone seriously
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wrong. In this way, 17N serve their rhetorical aim of justifying and legitimising their 
resort to violence to change the country’s situation, as, for them, there is no other way 
to put things right.
Finally, in Extract 6.7, 17N create a novel expression which results in a striking 
image of a person who is walking on his quill. The extract refers to a particular 
journalist that the organisation targeted, who often wrote articles against them:
Extract 6.7
AvepfidTiazEq anoy/eig paraioSo& v voawiSoBduova.
(15: 224)
[Unstable views of a vain person walking on quill.l
As ypayidoPd/Liovaq/ person walking on quill is, in Greek, morphologically and 
phonetically reminiscent of aiOepopapovag/ person walking on air, the negative 
discourse prosody of the latter influences the former. Aidepofidpovagl person walking 
on air is often used in Modem Greek to refer to people who do not face reality, but 
prefer instead to occupy themselves with trivial, unimportant, and even non-existent 
affairs. All 32 occurrences of aiOepofldpovaql person walking on air in the HNC bear 
this meaning along with its negative associations. So, ypayidopdpovaql person walking 
on quill is here taken to mean a person who writes about trivialities and non-existent 
things. This neologism, modeled on an already existent word, belittles 17N’s opponent 
and creates a distance between the journalist and 17N, as 17N are implied to deal with 
serious issues that really matter.
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In this section, I have discussed metaphorical expressions that were often used 
to set up contrasts and to highlight differences, usually in a rather simplistic and black- 
and-white manner. I have included them in this chapter because they are related mainly 
with situations and processes rather than characteristics of 17N’s targets. I will now 
discuss metaphorical expressions related to the LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS source 
domain.
6.3. The LEVELS a n d  DIMENSIONS source domain
This source domain accounts for 352 tokens of metaphorical expressions, and 
represents 11.1 percent of the total number of metaphorical expressions in my data. It 
is presented in Table 31, Appendix 2.
6.3.1. Quantitative analysis
The LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS source domain is characterized by few 
different types of expressions which are repeated frequently in the communiques. The 
type/token ratio for this domain is 0.02, which is very low considering the amount of 
metaphorical expressions it includes.
Table 6.3: LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS
SOURCE Types of Tokens of Type/token






TOTAL 10 352 0.02
Most of the metaphorical expressions in this source domain have a high 
percentage of metaphorical occurrences in the communiques, as we can see in Table 
26. Bapog! weight, which is the most frequent expression, occurs 94 times as a 
metaphorical expression in the communiques. Emmdol level, crcpcbpa/ stratum, and 
izkaxbl wide, are only found as metaphors in 17N’s corpus, and they occur 78, 58, and 
26 times, respectively. In the HNC, on the other hand, their literal senses are frequent, 
though not as frequent as the metaphorical ones, with the exception of fiapog/ weight. 
IIXaTEial widely, too, is mainly literal in the HNC. Overall, the lemmas presented in 
Table xx are very conventional metaphorical expressions in Modem Greek and they 
are commonly used in relation to a variety of target domains.
6.3.2. A qualitative approach to the LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS domain in 
17N’s corpus
Expressions related to this domain are deeply entrenched in the way complex
social systems are talked about in Modem Greek. Complex systems, and especially
social systems, are in fact hard to describe and talk about without the use of
metaphorical expressions drawing from source domains related to physical and
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tangible concepts (for a discussion of complex systems, see Kovecses, 2002: 127-134). 
Even though societal structures are commonly talked about in terms of levels and 
dimensions, however, this does not mean that these metaphorical expressions are 
devoid of evaluative and rhetorical meaning, depending of course on how they are used 
in actual discourse. On the contrary, precisely because they tend to be less noticeable 
and more conventional than other expressions, their evaluative meaning may be more 
covert and therefore less likely to be contested (Lakoff, 1993, 2001). Conventional 
metaphorical expressions, that is, are more likely to be considered as common-sense 
and natural, and so they may be accepted more easily.
In the extract that follows, 17N proclaim their opposition to the socialist model 
proposed by PASOK, the socialist party that was serving as government at the time:
Extract 6.8
Eipaaxe pi^ixa avxidexoi ps t o  yvcoaxo povxeXo t o v  «ZooiaXiopov» onov o i  vnevOvvoi 
t c o v  napaycoymcbv povaScov diopi^ovxai a n ’ xa navco enineda, a n ’ onov avxXovv xrj 
dvvaprj xovg. Avxoi anoxeXovv eva k o i v c o v i k o  axpcbpa ypacpeioKpaxiaq, avxovoprjpevo, 
&Koppevo an ’ xrjv epyaxiKfi xa^rj.
(25: 305)
[We are radically opposed to the known model of “Socialism” whereby the ones 
responsible for the productive units are being appointed from levels above, where 
they get their strength from. These people are a social stratum of bureaucracy, 
autonomous, cut off the working class.]
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In Extract 6.8, 17N question the meaning that PASOK gives to ‘socialism’, as 
is shown by their use o f quotation marks, which disassociate them from the sense they 
perceive PASOK to give the term. More importantly, they present a particular kind of 
structure of the socialist system, which they evaluate negatively. This structure consists 
of different levels which are hierarchically positioned, and different social strata. Some 
levels are above other levels and are shown to be stronger and more influential. 
Moreover, a particular social stratum is portrayed as completely separate from the rest, 
and especially from the working class. It seems that 17N imply they would prefer a less 
hierarchical and more unified social system, where different levels would not be so 
distant from each other and where power would be more fairly distributed. This point is 
also illustrated in Extract 6.9:
Extract 6.9
BaOaivovv £ava oi aviaoxrjxsg xai oi aSixisg, as Bdooc xcov nXaxicbv Xaixcbv
axocoudxcov.
(46: 520)
[The inequalities and the injustices deepen, weighing on the wide popular strata. 1
Inequalities are presented as deepening, implying that there is distance between 
the more and the less privileged citizens, as well as that it will be more difficult to 
overcome the problems caused by injustice. These inequalities are a burden for the 
working class, which is shown here to be nXandl wide, implying that privileges are for 
the few, while the majority of the people are suffering. Bdpog! weight is used to make 
more vivid the impact that unfair social policies have on people’s lives. Overall, 17N
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paint a picture of a society divided into different levels and layers, some of which are 
oppressing the others; moreover, the different social strata are so far away from each 
other that there is little hope of them understanding each other’s affairs. Here is another 
extract that illustrates 17N’s point that the Greek people experience their country’s 
policies as a weight and a burden they have to bear:
Extract 6.10
O Xaog xaXsixai va sniXs&i noio xoppa da vXonoirjasi anocpaasig novxovv Xr\(pQsi 
aXXov ae fiapoc rov, xoao sacoxspixa ooo xai as oxsotj ps xa sOvixa Cqxrjpaxa xai xrjv 
Tovpxia.
(80: 842)
[The people are called to decide which party will put into practice decisions which 
have been taken elsewhere and which are a weight for them, concerning interior 
affairs of the country but also national matters and Turkey.]
The extract refers to the forthcoming elections and presents the choice of which 
political party to vote for as meaningless, since no matter which party wins the 
elections, the people will suffer as a result of its policies. The expression fiapog/ weight 
reinforces the imagery o f higher social strata oppressing the lower ones, by means of 
their political decisions, which are symbolized by their weight.
Even though the aforementioned metaphorical expressions are conventional 
ways o f describing social structure, 17N’s exploitation of them provides further 
support to their argument that only violence can make a difference to a society 
tormented by injustice and inequality. Social classes, levels and strata are not the only
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means of portraying societal structure, however common they may be. More 
importantly, portraying them as isolated from each other and depicting some sections 
of the population as oppressed reflects a particular point of view, which serves 
particular goals, as is the case with 17N.
Closely connected to the LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS source domain is the 
BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION domain, to which I will now turn.
6.4. The BUILDINGS a n d  CONSTRUCTION source domain
This source domain involves 226 metaphorical expressions and accounts for 
7.13 percent of the total of expressions in my data. It is presented in detail in Tables 32 
and 33 in Appendix 2.
6.4.1. Quantitative analysis
The BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION domain is divided in two sub- 
domains: TYPES OF BUILDINGS, with 23 tokens and eight types of expressions, and 
CONSTRUCTION, with 213 tokens and 14 types of metaphorical expressions.
Table 6.4: BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
SOURCE Types of Tokens of Type/token






CONSTRUCTION 14 213 0.06
TOTAL 22 236 0.09
As we can see from the type/token ratios in the above table, the TYPES OF 
BUILDINGS sub-domain is more varied compared to the CONSTRUCTION sub- 
domain. In the TYPES OF BUILDINGS sub-domain, shown in Table xx, onnil house, is 
the most frequent expression. This expression, however, is more frequently literal than 
metaphorical in both corpora. The metaphorical occurrences of omxi! house are much 
fewer than the literal ones, especially in the HNC: only 0.02 percent of its occurrences 
in the HNC are metaphorical. This indicates that, even though omxil house is used 
metaphorically in Modem Greek, this is not very frequently the case. Similarly, nalaxil 
palace and &vodoxeiol hotel seem to be mainly literal in the HNC. IJodaxi/ palace, 
however, is always metaphorical in the communiques. The expression xepneXxavew/ 
sluggard joint, which is found only once in the communiques and does not exist in the 
HNC, is an insulting term which occurs mainly in spoken language. It is listed in 
dictionaries, meaning a place where lazy and useless people gather to spend their time 
doing nothing.
In the CONSTRUCTION sub-domain, presented in Table xx, one notices the 
highly metaphorical use o f paarjl base, in the HNC as well as in the communiques. It 
occurs 98 times in the communiques, all of which are metaphorical. Kaxappeco/ 
collapse, oxfipiypal support, /r/itn/zo/ building, and avaoxrjXcbvco/ to erect are found 
frequently in the communiques. They are all conventional metaphorical expressions,
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which, however, are mainly literal in the HNC. Obviously, the HNC would contain 
texts referring to actual buildings and construction procedures, to a much larger extent 
than the communiques would. Some of the less frequent expressions related to 
construction such as (rcvXo/3dxt]<;/ stylobate (a pillar or pole which is used in 
construction to support a building), npoiwpyio! rampart, EKnapaOvpcoorjl defenestration 
and emaxeyaapal crowning (a structure used in the top or roof of a building) are always 
found as metaphorical expressions in 17N’s corpus and in the HNC, even though 
dictionary evidence confirms the existence of a current literal sense in the language. 
They are, however, used literally only in very specific technical contexts.
I will now look at some examples in the actual context they occurred in.
6.4.2. A qualitative approach to the BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION 
domain in 17N’s corpus
In Extract 6.11, 17N refer to the Gulf War, and to the effects this war had on 
democracy and human rights:
Extract 6.11
M ’ avxov t o v  noXspo-ysvoKxovia (noXspog x ov KoXnov) Kaxdppevoe oXoKXrjpo t o  
iSeoXoyixo oxffpiypa xrjg aowcrjg Stjpoxpaxiag, oXoKXrjpo xo OscoprjxiKo vn6f3aQpo xcov 
SiKaicopaxcov xov avOpcbjzov.
(56: 613)
[With this war-genocide (Gulf War), the whole ideological support of civic 
democracy, the whole theoretical ground of human rights has collapsed.1
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According to 17N, the Gulf War had serious consequences on the ideological 
grounding of the notion of civic democracy and resulted in the infringement of human 
rights for a great number of people. This war contradicted what governments professed 
to be a main concern o f theirs, namely the protection of people’s rights and of their 
lives. 17N provide here a linguistic realisation of a very conventional metaphorical 
mapping, known as THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS (Lakoff, 1993; Grady, 1997), which 
evokes the SOCIETY IS A BUILDING mapping (Kovecses, 2002). Civic democracy and 
human rights are conceptualised as physical structures or buildings, which collapsed as 
a result o f the Gulf War taking place. Metaphorical expressions originating in the 
BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION source domain are frequently discussed in 
Cognitive Metaphor Theory literature (among others, Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; 
Chilton and Ilyin, 1993; Grady, 1997; Charteris-Black, 2004; Charteris-Black, 2005). 
As Charteris-Black (2004) notes, the conceptual metaphor SOCIETY IS A BUILDING, 
which underlies most metaphorical expressions on buildings and construction, conveys 
a positive evaluation, as it highlights the concept of working together and making 
progress towards desired, long-term goals, which can be complicated like buildings 
are. Building, he adds, is “an archetypal creative activity and therefore symbolises 
human endeavour” (Charteris-Black, 2004:73). Building also emphasises collaborative 
effort and an optimistic outlook (Chilton and Ilyin, 1993; Chilton, 1996).
It follows that scenarios that involve material damage and buildings collapsing 
will bear negative evaluations, as the thoroughness and effort required to build and 
create something are annulled. The same holds for buildings and constructions falling, 
as in Extract 6.12:
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Extract 6.12
H mayor] rov Xvvaomopov ffxav psyolvxept] xai idiahepa or]pawner] o ’ oXa xa 
napaSooiaxa epyaxixa 7xoo7xvovia. o t x o v  t o  xoppa ei/e noXvxpovrj xai BaOid empporj. 
(45: 512)
[The fan of Synaspismos has been bigger and particularly important for all the 
traditional working-class ramparts, where the party has had a deep influence for 
many years.]
In this case, the metaphorical fall o f a political party is seen as a major disaster 
for the working class, as the particular left-wing party supported the causes of working- 
class people. The whole concept of the working class fighting for its rights is presented 
via images of buildings and in particular Tipompyial ramparts, which are associated 
with fighting and battles. It is as if a part o f the structure that Synaspismos and the 
working classes had been building over the years is now falling apart. The use of 
PaQial deep in this extract adds to the significance of this fall, as one of Synaspismos’ 
features is presented via a spatial metaphor, allowing the reader to picture the extent of 
its influence on the working classes. The addition of the dimension of depth alludes to 
a building with very strong foundations in the ground; combined with the metaphorical 
mapping realised by flaor]/ base (see extract 6.14 below), which corresponds to the 
working class, a rich and complete picture is presented of a strong and influential 
political party with solid foundations on the most basic level of the social hierarchy. 
17N tend to focus on scenarios of destruction and on the demolition o f buildings, as
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well as on the obstacles found in the way of those who want to build something, as in 
the following extract:
Extract 6.13
Me xexoiov eiSovq enavaoxaxiKeq opyavcboeiq dev eivai xv/aw  oxi KaxaKeouaxiCexai xo 
Kivrjpa [...] pe anoxeXeopa va prj (paivexai o /i xo n io ipo  xov Koppaxoq xov 
TzpcoxoKopeiaKov yia xo onoio Xeve oxi aycovi^ovxai oi nepioooxepeq, aXXa ovxe k o v  x o  
Yxioiuo piaq veprfc vopiprjq ETzavaoxaxiKrjq opydvcoorjq.
(4:59)
[With such revolutionary organisations it is not accidental that the (revolutionary) 
movement is collapsing, so the building of the pioneer party for which most of them 
claim to be fighting is not there, but not even the building of a healthy legal 
revolutionary organisation is visible.]
In Extract 6.13, 17N accuse other revolutionary organisations of being 
ineffective and standing in their way, preventing them to build an effective 
revolutionary organisation. 17N represent themselves as potential builders, and 
therefore show that their intentions are not to destroy but to create. On the contrary, the 
other revolutionary organisations are bringing the structure of the revolutionary 
movement down. All the organisations are shown to be aycovi^ovxai/ fighting, which is 
an expression related to the source domain of WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE. This 
domain will be analysed in the next chapter; in this extract, it contributes to the 
creation of a positive image of 17N as a constructive force. Metaphorical expressions 
from the source domains of MOVING AND STOPPING and THE HUMAN BODY are
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also found in Extract 6.13: the revolutionary K ivrjpa / movement is a very conventional 
way of referring to groups or organisations of similar ideology. In addition, the 
expression yepq/ healthy presents revolutionary organisations as positive and desirable 
entities within Greek society, which are worth laboring for. It is interesting to observe 
that 17N portray themselves as constructive and healthy forces within Greek society, 
precisely because they carry out their destructive work so well. It is 17N who literally 
blew up buildings and cars, destroyed material constructions and took lives; and it is 
17N who accuse other organisations of unsuccessfully carrying out terrorist attacks.
I will conclude this section with an excerpt that illustrates the use of the most 
pervasive expression related to the BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION domain in my 
data, which has to do with the description of social groups:
Extract 6.14
Eipaare vnep evoq Eoaialiapov pe SiaSucameg apearjq drjpoKpaxiaq crurj fjaorj, onov oi 
vnevdvvoi da eKXfryovcai, 6a avaxaXovvrai, 6a XoyoSorovv art] Paorj.
(78: 806)
[We are for Socialism with procedures of direct democracy at the base, where the 
ones responsible will be elected, will be recalled, and will answer to the base.]
In this case, 17N use Paar]/ base to refer to the working-class Greek people, and 
generally to the less privileged Greek citizens. They are conceptualised as the base of a 
building, which stands for Greek society. This kind of terminology, though not 
uncommon in political discourse, is particularly associated with left-wing ideology and 
with communist discourse, as Angenot (1995) observes (see also Beard, 2000). In
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Marxist theorizing, as well as in the writings of other founders of communism, ‘base’ 
features prominently as a term that describes the underprivileged working classes. I 
would argue that this term bears strong positive connotations, as a building’s base is 
probably the most important part of its structure. Without the base, a building would 
collapse; similarly, without the working people, a society would collapse. 17N adopt 
this terminology which is characteristic of their leftist ideology, and exploit its positive 
associations to promote their image as defenders of the Greek people and as advocates 
of their cause.
I will now discuss the CONTAINER source domain.
6.5. The c o n t a in e r  source domain
The CONTAINER domain, shown in Table xx, includes 164 metaphorical 
expressions and represents 5.18 percent of the total number of metaphorical 
expressions in my data.
6.5.1. Quantitative analysis
As shown in Table 6.5, the CONTAINER domain has a type/token ratio of 0.04. 
This is indicative of the frequency with which some lemmas related to this domain are 
repeated in the communiques, as we can also see in Table 34, Appendix 2. This ratio is 
quite low, which means that this domain consists mainly of expressions which tend to 












CONTAINER 8 164 0.04
TOTAL 8 164 0.04
In the CONTAINER domain, the most frequent expression is e^corepiKo/ 
exterior/abroad, which refers to countries outside Greece. It is repeated 100 times in the 
communiques, all of which are metaphorical. E^corepiKo/ exterior/abroad is very 
frequent in the HNC, too, where 71.9 percent of its occurrences are metaphorical. 
MnaivcDl to enter and eocoxepiKol interior are the next most frequent expressions, 
occurring 29 and 20 times, respectively, as metaphorical expressions in 17N’s corpus. 
They are also frequent in the HNC, as this source domain is generally realised via very 
conventional metaphorical expressions.
An analysis of some of the expressions related to the CONTAINER domain as 
they occurred in the communiques will illustrate 17N’s exploitation of this domain.
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6.5.2. A qualitative approach to the CONTAINER domain in 17N’s corpus
In Extract 6.18, 17N refer to prominent Greek businessmen and politicians, 
who keep bank accounts in foreign countries and who have power and influence 
outside Greece:
Extract 6.15
A vtoi Sev exovv avayxtj, a<pov e/ovv rig KazaOeaeig zovg Kai zig emppoeq rovg rov 
eZcdxsdikov.
(34: 378)
[They don’t have any problems, as they have their bank deposits and their influence 
on the outside/ abroad.1
The use of e^cozepmo/ exterior/abroad by 17N implies a conceptualisation of 
Greece as a container, which has an interior, an exterior, and a specific boundary that 
separates the two. The CONTAINER source domain is one o f the most frequently used 
domains in political discourse and it has been exploited in various ways. Containment 
scenarios emphasize the boundaries between the container’s interior and its exterior 
(Chilton, 1996). In this way, territorial inclusion and exclusion are highlighted, a fact 
that often brings forth security issues (ibid.). It follows that the CONTAINER source 
domain can easily be used to construct oppositions between insiders and outsiders, and 
also to create scenarios of invasion, which lead to feelings of insecurity (see Chilton, 
1996, 2004).
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In 17N’s case, the use of expressions like s^cowpiKd/ exterior/abroad does not 
just reflect a possible conceptualisation of Greece as a container, but also bears 
specific, culturally situated evaluations. Countries outside Greece, and particularly the 
rest of Europe, have traditionally been seen by Greeks as more economically developed 
and advanced than Greece. There still exists a mentality in Greece whereby anything 
“European” and “imported”, be it products, culture, education, etc. is more desirable 
than anything Greek, which is considered of inferior quality. This attitude is partly due 
to turbulent historical periods Greece went though, in the past as well as more recently, 
and it is related to the role countries like France, the UK, Germany, and the US have 
played at various points in Greek history. Remnants of this mentality are reflected in 
17N’s use o f egcQTepiKo/ exterior/abroad. 17N, however, rhetorically exploits this 
expression in two ways: on the one hand, countries abroad are portrayed as more 
powerful and influential, and on the other hand, keeping bank accounts abroad and 
generally having transactions with foreign countries is frowned upon, as it is a 
privilege few citizens can enjoy and it is not at the country’s best interests. Consider 
also the following extract:
Extract 6.16
Z q p a i v e i  o n  S e v  x o v g  e v d ia c p s p e i  a v  S e v  V T capxsi v y e i a  y i a  t o  A a o , y i a n  n a v e  o r a  
v o o o K O ju e ia  r o v  e S c o t e p i k o v  77 o x o v g  iza v a x .p if lo v> g  p s y a X o y i a x p o v g  a v O s v n s g  x a i  t z o t e  
r o v g  S e v  T taxavE  o r a  v o o o K o p E ia - a y o v p i o .  o k o v  f i a o i l E v o v v  x a  (p a x E X a x ia .
(17:251)
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[It means that they don’t care if there is no health for the people, because they go to 
hospitals outside/abroad or to expensive doctors who are authorities, and they never 
set foot in the dirty stables of hospitals where bribery reigns.]
Here, 17N provide their explanation as to why Greek politicians have neglected 
the Greek national health system. Metaphorical expressions related to the source 
domains of CONTAINER, CLEANLINESS AND DIRT, and HISTORY combine to depict 
Greek hospitals as dirty places where malpractice is the rule. Greek politicians have the 
means to travel abroad in order to find solutions to their health problems. The majority 
of the people, however, have to endure the circumstances prevalent in Greek hospitals. 
17N, once again, paint a disheartening picture o f Greek reality as they perceive it, and 
leave no space for solutions other than a violent revolution.
Finally, in Extract 6.17, the CONTAINER source domain is used twice in the 
same sentence and applied to two different target domains. Each mapping has its own 
entailments which 17N exploits:
Extract 6.17
rpacpeiOKpaxiKO axpcbua pnopsi va Srjpiovpyrjdei appepa axo eacoxeoiKd xrjg x&paq. Ki 
o /i povo pnopei, aXka exai OKCoq t/pm > xa npaypaxa pnaivovxaQ axov Kamxaliopo, pe 
xp povoKcbXrjarj xrjq yvcbarjq and opiapsvovq, axa aiyovpa Qa SrjpiovpyrjOei.
(25: 304)
[A bureaucratic stratum can be created today in the country’s interior. And not only it 
can, but as things are entering capitalism, with the monopolization of knowledge by 
some, it will certainly be created.]
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In this extract, not only Greece, but also capitalism is conceptualised as a 
container. In the first mapping, Greece’s interior is shown to be threatened by a 
bureaucratic stratum which can be created inside the country. In the second mapping, 
capitalism is conceptualised as a container into which Greece is currently entering. 
Both mappings involve undesirable and negatively evaluated outcomes, as both 
capitalism and the bureaucratic stratum are not seen as positive things for Greece. I 
believe that the portrayal of capitalism as a container is particularly negative, as it 
highlights the fact that capitalism is something other than the present situation, and a 
state of affairs that requires the country to cross a boundary. With these metaphorical 
expressions, 17N present a pessimistic and hopeless image of Greece, where little or 
nothing can be done to change the majority of the Greek citizens’ circumstances for the 
better.
6 .6  The HISTORY a n d  POLITICS source domain
The HISTORY AND POLITICS source domain in 17N’s communiques is 
realised via 82 metaphorical expressions, which represent 2.59 percent o f the total 
number of expressions in my data. It is presented in detail in Table 35, Appendix 2.
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6.6.1. Quantitative analysis
As shown in the table below, this source domain exhibits a type/token ratio of 
0.2 which tells us that it is relatively varied; in fact, there are 17 different types for 82 
tokens of metaphorical expressions. The majority of expressions related to this source 
domain are always metaphorical in the communiques, apart from p a tp ia l  mafia and 
X nX ep!  Hitler, and most of them are commonly used in Modem Greek. Among the 
most frequent metaphorical expressions are SKcpamajuog/ fascistization, PaaiXevcol to 
reign, r io v o o v y a ic i/ Giousoufaki, peaaicoviK og/ medieval, and yKajKarep! gangster.











HISTORY/POLITICS 17 82 0.20
TOTAL 17 82 0.20
A noticeable expression in this domain is riovoovfpaici/ Giousoufaki, which is 
used 11 times in 17N’s corpus but does not exist at all in the HNC or in dictionaries. 
This expression is novel and the way 17N use it will be made clear in the next section.
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Another novel expression is rKaipmXiKoq! Goebbels-like5, which builds on the name 
of a well-known Nazi politician.
I will discuss expressions from the domain of HISTORY AND POLITICS in 
context to show how 17N used them.
6.6.2. A qualitative approach to the HISTORY AND POLITICS domain in 
17N’s corpus
The use of HISTORY AND POLITICS as a source domain by 17N is particularly 
interesting, as politics and history are normally target domains in my data. The 
metaphorical expressions that evoke this source domain exploit shared knowledge on 
specific historical periods to draw analogies between the past and the present, as 17N 
perceive it.
In Extract 6.18, 17N use the expression riovoovcpaici/ Giousoufaki to refer to an 
influential editor of the time. In their communique, they provide enough evidence for 
their readers to understand who riovoov(paKil Giousoufaki is but they never mention 
his real name. Instead, they use this expression, which is related to the period of time 
when Greece was under Turkish occupation. riovaovy&Ki/ Giousoufaki is a derogatory 
term as it originally referred to the young male slaves of the Sultans, who ruled parts of 
Greece during the Turkish occupation. It was considered humiliating to be one of those 
slaves, who were seen as servile and as having to resort to all sorts of stratagems to win 
the Sultan’s favor.
5 Note that ricaipirsXiKog/ Goebbels-like is here translated in the same way as Kapapmvaxoql rifle-like in 
a previous section, and therefore no simile is involved.
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Extract 6.18
To r x o v o o v c p o K i  txei Oappoq. X x v t z o j b i rovg veicpovq TtpcoOvnovpyovq alXa o/i rov
C c o v z a v o  Z o v X r d v o .
(75: 777)
rGiousoufaki is courageous. He hits dead prime ministers, but not the living Sultan.1
What is noticeable in the extract above is that the expression ZovXravoq/ Sultan 
is also used to refer to the Prime Minister of the time. In this way the master-and-slave 
scenario is complete, and the servile and coward behavior of riovoovyaici/ Giousoufaki 
is highlighted. 17N present him as brave enough to attack dead prime ministers but not 
so brave as to attack the living Prime Minister.
By presenting their opponents as servile, 17N emphasize the fact that they are 
free and that they make their own choices according to their conscience and without 
having to answer to a master. This is an effective way of discrediting one’s opponent 
and one that has been documented by Charteris-Black (2005), in his analysis of 
Margaret Thatcher’s discourse. It is also interesting to point out the cultural 
situatedness of riovaovydicil Giousoufaki, as only Greeks could appreciate the extent 
of its associations. Angenot (1995) also makes this point, as he observes that, in 
persuasive texts, historical figures and events are often treated like entities whose 
significance is shared among everyone belonging to the particular cultural community. 
Therefore, no particular introduction or explanation is needed when they are used in 
texts for rhetorical purposes.
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In Extract 6.19 17N paint a picture of Greek society that brings to mind 
scenarios of oppressive regimes and outdated, dangerous practices that result in the 
people’s freedom being restricted:
Extract 6.19
AnoxaX6(p6rjxe nephpava, on rj Xoyoxpiaia BacnXevei. o eXeyxoq rrjq pofjq rcov 
nXrjpotpopicbv and rrjv exzeXeanx^ e^ovaia eivai oXoxXrjpconxoq, on r\ eXevdepownia 
xai rj eXevOepia crcrjv nXrjpo(poprjarj tov noXirrj eivai avvnapxreq, on ueaaicovixec 
npaxnxeq enixpawvv cna voaoxopeia.
(68: 699)
[It has been proved that censorship reigns, that the control of the flow of information 
from the authorities is complete, that free press and free information for citizens do 
not exist, that medieval practices are the rule in hospitals.]
Historical periods like the Middle Ages and political regimes like monarchy are 
employed here by 17N to describe the country’s state as they perceive it. The 
metaphorical expressions used in Extract 6.19 bear negative associations that have 
nothing to do with democracy and, in fact, are the exact opposite of democracy. This is 
one of 17N’s ways of presenting an overall picture of a society that no one would like 
to live in; it is also a very simplified and one-dimensional way of describing a complex 
and multifaceted social situation. The fact that they choose monarchy and medieval 
practices to talk about the situation in the media and the hospitals immediately 
challenges the reader’s understanding of the given political regime. These metaphorical 
expressions want to emphasise 17N’s notion that there is no real freedom of the people
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if everything is tightly controlled, in a state where not even the right to decent health 
care is respected. In the next section, I will examine another source domain that 
provided 17N with more tools to present a negative picture of Greek society.
6.7 The FOOD, DRINK a n d  COOKING source domain
The source domain of FOOD, DRINK, AND COOKING is realised via 64 
metaphorical expressions found in 17N’s corpus, which represent 2 percent of the total 
number o f metaphorical expressions in my analysis. It is shown in Tables 36-38 in 
Appendix 2.
6.7.1. Quantitative analysis
This domain includes the sub-domains of EATING AND FOOD, COOKING AND 
SERVING, and DRINKING. The first sub-domain is the largest one, involving 39 
expressions and 20 different types of expressions, as Table 6.7 shows. It is also the 
most varied one in terms of different tokens, as its type/token ratio is 0.51. This ratio is 
high when compared to other ratios that described metaphorical expressions belonging 
to other source domains; in fact, all the sub-domains of FOOD, DRINK and COOKING 
display comparatively high type/token ratios, which means that this domain is quite 
varied. The sub-domain of DRINKING is the most limited, involving only four tokens 
and two types of metaphorical expressions.
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Table 6.7: FOOD, DRINK AND COOKING
SOURCE
DOMAIN
Types of metaphorical 
expressions










DRINKING 2 4 0.50
TOTAL 29 64 0.45
The most frequent expression in this domain is rpo(podoTcb/to cater, which has 
nine metaphorical occurrences in the communiques. Most of the metaphorical 
expressions in Tables 36-38 are repeated few times or occur only once in 17N’s corpus. 
They are all conventionally used as metaphorical expressions in Modem Greek, even 
the ones that were not found in the HNC. These latter expressions are only two, namely 
Ka(3ovpvri((ol to brown and &Covpaco/ to squeeze/suck dry. A possible reason why 
these expressions were not found in the HNC is that they are morphological and 
phonetic variants; there are more than two alternative spellings and endings for them.
I will now discuss some of the expressions related to this domain.
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6.7.2. A qualitative approach to the FOOD, DRINK, AND COOKING 
domain in 17N’s corpus
In Extract 6.20, 17N refer to the agreement the Greek government made with an 
American internet provider in order to offer internet services in Greece. Normally, 
these services would be provided by OTE, which is owned by the Greek state and is the 
biggest provider of phone and internet services in Greece. 17N oppose to these services 
being offered by private companies as well as OTE.
Extract 6.20
Ti GVfxpcovia jus odlrj apepiKavmrj eraipeia, yia izpocxpopa VTtrjpeaicbv ivxepvex pe
axoxo va KaraBDoyOioovv xov OTE oav wrjoioi kXewtec!
(80: 852)
[What a deal with a different American company, to offer internet services, aiming at
devouring OTE like genuine thieves!1
The competition that OTE would inevitably be subjected to if private 
companies offer similar services would result to OTE being weakened financially. 17N 
present the Greek government and the American company as wanting to eat OTE. The 
choice of the verb KaxafipoxOiCco/ to devour intensifies the greediness and the 
aggressiveness with which OTE will be eaten. The simile oav yvrjoioi KXeyxeql like 
genuine thieves makes it clear that the deal mentioned in the extract would not be to 
OTE's or the Greek people’s best interests.
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In Extract 6.21, 17N deal with the privatization of Chalyps Cements, a cement 
company which belonged to the Greek state. They claim that two more cement 
manufacturing companies are about to be sold to private citizens; these companies are 
Chalkis Cements and AGET -  Hercules.
Extract 6.21
Kai on to £enovXrjpa rrjg XaXvy/ Sev eivai lzapa to opvTefip, oro psyaXo Toipjiowi Ttjg 
mipEVTofhoprjxaviag, aipob 6a axoXovOrjoovv ra TcXovoia niaxa kov Xsyovrai Taipevra 
XaXxiSag xai Kvpicog ATET -  HpaxXrfq.
(48: 526)
[Chalyps’s sellout is nothing but the hors d’ oeuvres in the big feast of the cement 
industry, since the rich courses called Chalkis Cements, and mainly AGET- Hercules, 
will follow.]
The Greek cement companies are again presented as food which will be 
consumed by their buyers. 17N elaborate on this mapping by presenting Chalyps 
Cements as opvrePp! hors d’oeuvres, Chalkis Cements and AGET -  Hercules as mara/ 
courses that will follow, and the whole procedure as a wipnovoil feast. In this way they 
highlight the fact that rich resources will be taken advantage of by private citizens 
rather than the Greek state, and that this will give them pleasure and satisfaction. The 
use o f the adjective nXowial rich which is also metaphorically used to modify mara/ 
courses intensifies the value of the cement companies and their inherent potential for 
exploitation. Moreover, the construction of Greek companies as something that can be 
eaten puts them in the place of the victim, while the Greek government is portrayed as
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an accomplice to the crime of the companies being privatized and therefore eaten. This 
makes it just and legitimate for 17N to attack the Greek government as well as Greek 
and foreign businessmen who participate in such actions, since 17N assumes the role of 
the protector of the Greek people’s interests.
Koller (2004b: 114-171) points out that metaphorical expressions related to 
food and eating entail that when something is eaten, it ceases to exist. In particular, 
feeding on something results in incorporating it; this involves an element of aggression 
in the process of eating, which makes the related metaphorical expressions quite 
strong. In extract 6.21 the focus is not so much on the aggressive aspect of eating but 
rather on the richness and sumptuousness of the feast. Thus, the value of the entities 
that will be destroyed and lost, if eaten, is highlighted. However, the element of 
violence and aggression in relation to food can be observed in other metaphorical 
expressions that 17N use, like, for instance, the use of sharks in the previous chapter. 
Even though the extract does not explicitly mention eating, sharks are associated with 
greediness and aggressive feeding habits; the source domains of animals and food are 
thus combined to highlight the effects of 17N’s targets destructive actions.
I will now turn to the RELIGION source domain.
6 .8  The r e l ig io n  source domain
The source domain of RELIGION involves 48 metaphorical expressions which 
amount to 1.51 percent of the total number of expressions in my analysis. It is 
presented in Tables 39 and 40 in Appendix 2.
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6.8.1. Quantitative analysis
This source domain is divided in two sub-domains, RELIGION/BIBLICAL 
ALLUSIONS and METAPHYSICAL. The first sub-domain is much more extensive, 
including 43 tokens of expressions. It is also quite varied in terms of types of 
metaphorical expressions, especially in the sub-domain of RELIGION/BIBLICAL 
ALLUSIONS, as Table 6.8 shows:
Table 6.8: RELIGION











METAPHYSICAL 2 5 0.4
TOTAL 25 48 0.52
The most frequent expression in this domain is (papioaioql Pharisee, which
occurs 10 times in the communiques, and which is conventionally used in Modem
Greek to denote hypocrisy. 17N also use other conventional expressions related to
religion, such as napaSeiaog/ paradise, xponapil hymn, dyyeXoql angel, and vovog/
godfather. All o f these expressions have high percentages of metaphorical occurrences
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in the HNC, and they are always metaphorical in the communiques, as Table 39 shows. 
There are, however, two instances of expressions that are not found in the HNC: one is 
amohpavi^ofiail to incense oneself and the other is Ayioq MnaKoymvvrjgl Saint 
Bakogiannis. The first expression is a compound word that 17N has coined in order to 
make fun of people who praise themselves, as will become obvious in the qualitative 
analysis. The second expression refers to a Greek right-wing politician that 17N killed, 
Pavlos Bakogiannis. The adjective dyioq! saint, which 17N placed before his name, can 
be found in the Greek language as a metaphorical expression on its own or with other 
words; in the data, however, it is found only coupled with Mnaxoyidvvr]<;/ Bakogiannis, 
functioning as a two-word phrase, which is why its first letter is capitalized. Zinken’s 
(2003) notion o f intertextual metaphors, which has been discussed with reference to 
specific metaphorical expressions in Chapter 5, is relevant here. The phrase Ayiog 
MnaKoyidwqql Saint Bakogiannis is rhetorically effective within a specific cultural 
context and point in time, and is motivated by shared knowledge regarding the 
circumstances o f Bakogiannis’ death. For this reason, only a particular group of people 
can appreciate it and are expected to react to it by 17N.
6.8.2. A qualitative approach to the RELIGION domain in 17N’s corpus
In Extract 6.22, 17N employ the expression (papioaiog/  Pharisee metaphorically 
to describe members of the Greek left-wing parties.
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Extract 6.22
napanazi t o  npaypa p ’ oXovq avxovq xovg (oaoioawvc eTzavaoxdxeq Kai xa opdpaxd 
xovq. (25:302)
[The situation has gone too far with all these Pharisee revolutionaries and their 
visions.]
The left-wing politicians are considered by 17N to be hypocrites, and to pretend 
to be revolutionaries while in reality they are not. Similarly, in Extract 6.23, 17N 
accuse Greek politicians, judges, and editors, of hypocrisy. In particular, they depict 
them as praising themselves for being honest and fair, when they did not dare 
confiscate Andreadis’ property, even though he was guilty of economic crimes. 
Andreadis was a prominent and influential businessman of the time.
Extract 6.23
Iloioq Xomov KoXixmoq cpopeag, noia SiKaoxiKXf apxq, noio evxvno nov or\pepa 
avxoXiPoiviCexai oxi tyst ap/sq Kai aycovi^exai yia KaOaporj r^jxrjoe va yivei jcaxaaxscrt/ 
xcov KEpiovaiaxdiv oxoixeicov xov AvSpeadrj;
(30:349)
[Which political sector, which judicial authority, which printed edition that is today 
incensing itself for having principles and for struggling for purification, has asked for 
the property of Andreadis to be confiscated?]
17N employ metaphorical expressions related to religion to expose the 
hypocritical behavior of their targets. Being an organisation of extreme left ideology, 
17N was probably not so favorably predisposed towards religious practices, though
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they never attacked religion or the Greek Orthodox Church directly. This would have 
been very risky to do in a country like Greece, where the Orthodox Church is very 
powerful and influential, and plays an important role in the Greek people’s everyday 
life. The metaphorical expressions drawing from the RELIGION source domain that 
they chose, however, exploit familiar religious practices (like the use of incense in 
churches) and terminology to denote hypocrisy and a behaviour that is empty of 
meaning. Moreover, they exploited the negative associations of well-known historical 
and biblical figures like the Pharisees, who are still prominent in religious contexts in 
Modem Greece.
In this extract, one can also notice the link between the source domains of 
RELIGION and CLEANLINESS that 17N brings into play. The use of K adaparjl 
purification very close to avxoX ipavi^exai/ incensing accentuates the common theme 
that being clean equals being close to God. It also brings forth the practice of incensing 
in order to get rid of evil spirits, which is popular in Greek Orthodox households; 
agents of evil and unwanted influences have traditionally been linked to dirt (see also 
section 5.3 and particularly extract 5.9). 17N exploits these themes which are deeply 
familiar to the Greek reader to point out the discrepancy between its targets’ positive 
presentation of themselves and their actual value, which is reflected in their actions 
rather than their words.
In Extract 6.24, 17N present themselves as innocent angels:
Extract 6.24




[We think that one thing is clear. Compared to all these people, we are angels.]
In this case, 17N exploit the positive associations that the expression 
ayyeAovSia/ angels has. Angels are commonly seen as symbols o f purity and innocence, 
as evidence from the HNC confirms: in 67 out of the 81 metaphorical occurrences of 
this expression in the HNC, the positive evaluation of the associations with innocence, 
purity and kindness was prominent. 17N’s innocence in this context is a relative 
attribute, as it emerges when the organisation is compared to “all these people”, who, 
in this extract, are members of the right-wing party Nea Dimokratia. We can see that 
17N exploit not only the negatively evaluated expressions related to religion, but also 
the positively evaluated ones.
I will now discuss the PROFESSIONS source domain.
6.9 The PROFESSIONS source domain
This source domain involves 30 tokens of metaphorical expressions and 
represents 0.95 percent of the expressions I am including in this analysis. It is 
presented in Table 41, Appendix 2.
6.9.1. Quantitative analysis
The PROFESSIONS domain involves four different types of expressions, as













WORK/PROFESSIONS 4 30 0.13
TOTAL 4 30 0.13
XoopocpvlaKaq! policeman/warden is the most frequent among the metaphorical 
expressions in this domain, occurring 22 times in the communiques. All o f the 
occurrences of x^pofpvlaxaql policeman/warden in the communiques are metaphorical, 
and the same holds for /a c a 7rrjg/ butcher. MtzoqI boss, which occurs twice in the 
communiques and three times in the HNC, is a peculiar instance of an expression, as 
the English word is used in the Greek language and is spelled with Greek characters. 
This expression is used by 17N to refer the American “bosses” o f Greek politicians. 
Finally, the expression apepiKavoSovXeia/ American slave trade is a neologism that 
17N created to refer to the practice of Greeks becoming enslaved to American interests 
and making it their job to serve them. Predictably, it is not found in the HNC or in 
Modem Greek dictionaries.
I will now illustrate the use 17N made of expressions related to different 
professions.
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6.9.2. A qualitative approach to the PROFESSIONS domain in 17N’s corpus
In Extract 6.25, 17N state their decision to attack the American military base in 
Athens. Part of the justification they offer for this decision is that American foreign 
policy aims at controlling the Eastern Mediterranean area and therefore American 
soldiers function as policemen in this area.
Extract 6.25
Anoipaaiaape va xrvTnjoovps Kai n o li xrj axpaxicoxiKrj Svvaprj xaxoxtfg xrjg 
X&paq pag, xig Svvapeig xov apepmaviKov ipmpioliopoi). Tovg xpopoxpaxeg, 
YCQDomXcucec. (poviaSeg xcov Xacov oXoKXrjprjg xrjg mpioxrjg trjg AvaxoXwrjg Meooysiov 
xai Mearjg AvaxoXrfg.
(20:272)
[We have decided to hit again the military occupation power in our country, 
the forces of American imperialism. To hit the terrorists, the policemen, the 
murderers of the peoples of all the East Mediterranean and Middle Eastern areas.]
17N refer to the Americans as terrorists and murderers, and to the American 
foreign policy tactics as imperialism. The use of x®P0(PvXaKagl policeman in this 
context is also evaluated very negatively, as it implies that American soldiers exercise 
their power and authority in a country other than their own. Besides, policemen are 
viewed negatively in 17N’s communiques as a whole, and they are one o f the 




Oi yaoaitndec Xoinov xrjg AyKvpag, yia va XP*10iponoirjaovpe k i  epeig xrj 
A vxiKTj opoXoyia, pnopovv va eiofiaXXom, va Kaxampecpovv, va KaxaXapfiavovv 
avsvoxXrjxa xo eva xpixo xrjg Kvnpov.
(59: 636)
[So, the butchers of Ancyra, to use the Western terminology, can invade, 
destroy, and occupy one third of Cyprus without being hassled.]
In Extract 6.26, 17N refer to the Turkish invasion in Cyprus, and describe the 
Turkish army’s conduct in the island of Cyprus as very violent. The scenario activated 
by the use of the expression xaadTcrjSegl butchers involves images of blood and 
massacre, which render the expression particularly strong. In Greek, butcher,
when used metaphorically, has a negative semantic prosody; in the HNC, 48 out of the 
53 metaphorical occurrences of butcher involved violence and bloodshed. It
is interesting to notice that 17N employ the particular expression but claim that they 
are “using the Western terminology”. This comment refers to the US government 
calling Saddam Hussein a “butcher”, a metaphorical expression which is extensively 
analysed by Rohrer (1995). This metaphorical expression, among others, played a 
significant role in supporting the US government’s argument that a military 
intervention in Iraq was necessary. 17N here use the Americans’ argument against 
them, and against the Turks, too. In this way they state their opposition to American 
foreign policies around the world, attack the US government’s credibility, and present 
a violent and brutal image of the Turkish army. Extract 6.26 illustrates that
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metaphorical expressions are communicated across texts, and that they can be 
exploited in different ways depending on the discourse goals of each context.
6.10 Summary and discussion
In this chapter I have discussed metaphorical expressions that were used by 
17N to realise the source domains of MOVING AND STOPPING, LEVELS AND 
DIMENSIONS, BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION, CONTAINER, HISTORY AND 
POLITICS, FOOD, DRINK, AND COOKING, RELIGION, and PROFESSIONS. These 
source domains were predominantly realised via expressions that presented a 
pessimistic picture of Greece’s political and social situation and they were employed in 
ways that aimed at discrediting 17N’s opponents and targets. As I have shown, the 
majority of the metaphorical expressions related to these source domains are highly 
conventional, with some instances of novel expressions. Moreover, the scope of several 
of the source domains discussed in this chapter is generally wide, allowing for their 
exploitation by 17N in a variety of ways.
This group of source domains provided 17N with rich conceptual and linguistic 
resources from which to draw in order to support their argumentative strategies. They 
exploited these resources in different and sometimes very creative ways and they 
produced scenarios of destruction, oppression, absence of progress, but also of 
incompetence, dishonesty, ridiculousness and servility. These scenarios were either 
directly connected to 17N’s opponents and targets or indirectly connected to them, 
when they referred to negative and undesirable situations for which they were
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responsible. 17N combined these different scenarios in their discourse and produce a 
complex system of metaphorical expressions and underlying conceptual metaphors 
which they use to persuade their audience of the justice of their violent acts.
I have also illustrated 17N’s tendency to insist on the negative aspects of 
Greece’s state of affairs and to present the political and social problems as insoluble. 
Even moving forwards and moving upwards are depicted as negative processes in the 
context of the organisation’s texts. Of course, it does not follow that their readers 
would necessarily agree with them; the scenarios proposed by their metaphors can be 
challenged. Still, 17N do not leave much space to their reader to question the truth of 
their words; they present their worldview as common sense and their course of action 
as the only effective one.
The representation, or perhaps at times the misrepresentation o f Greece’s 
situation by 17N is another one of their rhetorical strategies, which aim at justifying 
their violent acts. Their attacks on the political, financial and social status quo and on 
their opponents’ credibility construct them as the only just and constructive force in 
Greek society. They alone have the Greek people’s best interest as their first priority. 
Therefore, their course of action should be seen as legitimate, and as the only viable 
answer to Greece’s overwhelming problems. The overarching theme of 17N as 
benefactors of the Greek people is present in this chapter as well as in the previous one.
In the following chapter I will demonstrate how particular metaphorical 
expressions function rhetorically in one of 17N’s communiques.
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CHAPTER 7 -  CASE STUDY; THE MEGA CHANNEL
COMMUNIQUE
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will analyse a communique written by 17N in order to show 
how particular metaphorical expressions function rhetorically in their discourse 
context. The text I have chosen for this purpose was written by 17N in 1995 and refers 
to the attack against the Greek TV channel MEGA Channel with rocket bombs.
I chose this text because it contains instances of some of the most frequent and 
typical metaphorical expressions that 17N use, and also because of its size. Most of 
17N’s texts are quite long, as can be seen in Appendix 4. Very few communiques are 
shorter but these are mostly leaflets the size of two or three paragraphs, and they are 
not so representative of the organisation’s discourse. The MEGA Channel text is 
suitable for this analysis because it consists of the main communique, which I will be 
analysing, and a long postscript6, which refers to a completely different incident and 
has been omitted from this analysis; therefore, the text is long enough to contain
6 Regarding the communique’s structure, 17N sometimes attached postscripts to their texts 
before sending them to newspapers for publication. They used the postscripts as extra space 
where they made public their views on different and irrelevant issues than the one talked about 
in the main communique. This practice offers an insight to their writing habits; it seems that 
they wrote the main text and then added bits to it until it was time to make it public. They 
added information they wanted to communicate, regardless of its relevance to the main issue or 
to the hit they had carried out. During their trial, one of the organisation’s members stated that 
they often wrote the main texts long before they carried out the attacks, and then added other 
information over the time (Koufontinas, 2002). The omission of the postscript, therefore, does 
not affect the content or the coherence of the MEGA Channel text.
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numerous instances o f metaphorical expressions, and short enough to be analysed as a 
whole.
Another reason I chose this text is that it refers to a particularly violent hit 
against a privately owned TV station, which is not usually considered a threat to the 
people, at least not in a democratic regime. In addition, this hit goes against 17N’s 
stated practice of attacking individual targets in order to avoid mass casualties and the 
killing of innocent bystanders. As a result, in this text 17N needed to be extra careful in 
justifying the choice of their target; so, they produced an emotionally charged 
communique trying to build an argument against the TV station’s management and the 
way they handled the hit, and also against the Greek media in general. Metaphor 
played a substantial role in building and presenting this argument.
The original Greek communique can be found in Appendix 3, along with its 
translation in English. For the reader’s convenience I have numbered both the English 
and the Greek versions of the communique. The numbering of the text follows its 
division in paragraphs by its producers and therefore preserves its structure while 
facilitating the tracking of the relevant metaphorical expressions.
My translation of the communique in English tries to remain close to the 
original text and to preserve its style and syntax. The translation of the metaphorical 
expressions is carried out according to the issues discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.7. In 
the numbered text, I have used bold letters for the metaphorical expressions that refer 
to 17N, to their targets, and to the political situation in Greece as they perceived it. 
When the reader of the English version comes across metaphorical expressions that 
have not been highlighted, then they are either irrelevant to the aforementioned topics
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or a result of the translation to English, which means that they were not metaphorical in 
the Greek text.
I will now present the content and the general structure of the MEGA Channel 
communique.
7.2 Content and structure of the MEGA Channel communique
7.2.1. The text’s content
As I have mentioned, the text refers to the attack, with two rocket bombs, 
against the buildings of Mega Channel. The text’s title is indicative of its purpose: it is 
an announcement made by the organisation and, at the same time, a denunciation and 
an accusation of the people the organisation is targeting. The purpose of announcing 
and claiming the attack is made obvious in paragraphs 1 through 7. In these paragraphs 
17N inform their reader that they used the rocket bombs to hit the channel’s buildings 
and they provide the exact date and time their hit took place. They also provide 
information regarding the telephonic warning they claim they had given to newspaper 
Eleutherotypia about this hit. In paragraphs 5 -  7, in particular, 17N present the 
media’s reaction to this warning and they claim that the media had reached a previous 
agreement to conceal the telephonic warning from the Greek people.
In paragraphs 8 -  13, 17N present their own view of what took place after their 
hit and of the reasons behind the Greek media’s reaction. The denunciatory purpose of 
the text is made very clear in paragraph 12, where the word KarayyeXovfie/ denounce is
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used, and has to do with denouncing the Greek media’s alleged plot to conceal 17N’s 
warning before their hit. However, most of the text is characterised by an accusatory 
and condemning tone, as 17N criticise Greek newspapers, TV channels, and radio 
stations in general. The argument that informs the communique is that there is a 
scheme, devised by Greek media owners who follow the directions of American CIA 
and FBI agents, to discredit 17N in the eyes o f the Greek people by presenting them as 
common criminals who tried to kill the people working in MEGA Channel. This will 
cause the Greek people to mistrust 17N and to believe the authorities and the media 
instead; it will also give the authorities an excuse to interfere in the lives of the citizens 
and to violate their rights by entering their houses. This will be done in the name of 
searching for the members of the dangerous 17N and will entail accusing and arresting 
suspects.
In paragraphs 1 4 - 2 4 ,  17N continue building their case about the media 
following the orders of American agents; however, they do not refer exclusively to the 
MEGA Channel attack anymore but mainly to the evidence allegedly found in the 
archives of ex-socialist secret services, which, as the media claim, involves 17N. The 
organisation uses the rest o f the communique to demonstrate the falseness of this 
allegation and to discredit the media, the American secret services (especially in 
paragraphs 20 -  22), and a particular Greek politician, Minister Papathemelis, who is 
presented as participating in the overall scheme.
Finally, in the last three paragraphs (24 - 27), 17N repeat their accusation 
against MEGA Channel and present, in a few sentences, an overall picture of the decay 
of Greek society as they see it. They conclude by declaring that they will not be
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intimidated by the media’s scheme against them and that not only will they not 
postpone or cancel their activity but they will expand it in order to act as if there were 
many 17Ns.
The main participants in the text, therefore, are: 17N; the Greek media in 
general, and particularly MEGA Channel, newspaper Eleutherotypia, and Sky Radio 
Station; the journalists and other employees of these media; the ownership and 
management of the media; the CIA, the FBI, and their agents; Greek minister 
Papathemelis; the Greek people; and, finally, Greek justice. The journalists and media 
employees are treated like potential victims who are kept in the dark, as are the Greek 
people. The Greek media’s ownership and management, led by CIA and FBI agents, 
are presented as plotting against 17N in order to spoil the organisation’s reputation and 
uncover their identity. The media in general are presented as mouthpieces for 
American interests that consistently lie to the Greek people. Minister Papathemelis is 
shown to participate in this scheme by purporting to have evidence concerning 17N, 
which would make its uncovering a matter of time. Finally, the Greek judiciary system 
does not assume its role and does not punish the guilty ones; on the contrary, it tries to 
benefit from the chaotic situation that exists in the country. 17N, in the midst of all this, 
present themselves as the only ones who act in the people’s best interest.
7.2.2 Textual pattern of the communique
The communique’s textual structure is consistent with the Problem-Solution 
textual pattern which is described in Hoey (2001:123-141) as one of the most popular
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patterns of text organisation. This pattern, in its simplest form, begins with the 
description of a situation an aspect of which is problematic and requires a response, 
and ends by a positive evaluation or a positive result, which is offered as a solution to 
the initial problem. In between the problem and the response/solution stage there may 
be a recommendation or plan of what will count as a response. A negative response to 
the initial issue does not ‘solve’ the problem; in this case, the pattern is recycled until a 
positive result or a positive evaluation is reached which will count as a solution. A 
negative evaluation of the initial problem can sometimes be so severe as not to admit 
further response. The elements of this textual pattern (namely the problem, the 
response, and the solution) are attributed to the participants in the text, including the 
writer and the reader, who is invited to recognise the problem and proceed to 
evaluations.
Hoey observes that negative evaluation items, such as words and phrases which 
are negatively viewed in the text’s context, can be used to signal the problem, and they 
can be assigned to one or more o f the text’s participants. In this way the participant(s) 
are held accountable for a certain situation which needs to be resolved. The signals can 
have inherent problematic value, as Hoey puts it; he claims, for instance, that the word 
“burglary” (2001:126) will most probably be negatively valued in a text and is likely to 
be interpreted as a signal of a problematic situation. Alternatively, signals can be seen 
as problematic within a particular text. The Problem - Solution pattern can be signaled 
by means of explicit or evoked signals; in the latter case, the signals are words and 
phrases which evoke an evaluation in the reader, rather than being explicitly negative.
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In the case of the MEGA Channel communique, the first paragraph of the text 
introduces the situation, which is the rocket bomb attack and the Greek media’s 
reaction to it, and immediately alludes to its problematic aspect, which is signaled with 
the metaphorically used word «rv(pXoy>l “blind”. This word is in quotation marks 
because it is not claimed by the organisation but ascribed to the media, and therefore 
17N disassociate themselves from what the word entails. The problem inherent in this 
word is that 17N carried out an attack without taking into consideration the people they 
were going to affect and without having carefully considered their victims. In other 
words, a blind hit disregards the possibility of ‘innocent’ people being hurt and 
therefore goes against 17N’s stated ideology and familiar method, which is attacking 
only the ones considered ‘guilty’ of crimes against the people.
In the context of 17N’s usual practice, therefore, characterising one of their hits 
as «m<pAo»/ “blind” is extremely problematic for the organisation. 17N use the first half 
o f the communique, from paragraph 1 to 13, to describe the situation and establish the 
problem, and go on in paragraphs 14 -  26 to accuse the media of following foreign 
orders, thus introducing more problematic elements in the existing condition. In this 
latter half o f the text the organisation describes a situation in which the media 
consistently lie to the people. In this way their claim regarding the blind hit is rendered 
worthless and an indirect justification is provided as to why they were chosen as 17N’s 
targets. The organisation, therefore, responds to the problems it introduces with 
negative evaluations and the introduction of further problems; the final solution that is 
offered in the text, which is regarded as positive, has to do with 17N expanding their
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activity so as to bring justice to the Greek people. No other solution seems feasible 
within the repeated negative situations that have been depicted.
In the following section I will show how metaphorical expressions participate 
in the structure and coherence of the text and of 17N’s argument.
7.3 Metaphorical expressions in the MEGA Channel 
communique
7.3.1. Distribution of the relevant metaphorical expressions in the 
communique
In the communique we find a range of metaphorical expressions related to 
different source domains. As far as their distribution is concerned, the relevant 
metaphorical expressions can be found throughout the text, with some variation 
regarding the concentration of expressions in different parts of the text. Given that the 
communique is divided in paragraphs of more or less similar size, I consider the 
occurrence of three, four, or five different expressions in the same paragraph as 
increased concentration of metaphorical expressions in the particular stretch of text. 
Paragraphs 3, 5, 6, 7, 17 and 25 do not include any relevant instances; of these, 
paragraphs 3, 5, 6 and 7 are located in the beginning of the communique and their role 
is mainly to provide the reader with factual information and not so much to interpret 
the facts or offer evaluative remarks. Metaphorical expressions are observed to 
concentrate in parts of the text that are more emotionally laden, as is the case in
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paragraphs 4, 9, 13, 18, and 24, where 17N refer to their targets using unflattering 
descriptions and evaluative comments and offer their perception of the condition of 
Greek society. Paragraph 24 is the most populated by relevant metaphorical 
expressions as it is the only one which includes five instances. The placing of specific 
metaphorical expressions in particular points in the text, as well as their repetition and 
combination, participate in the building of a gradual tension in the text, as the authors’ 
tone gradually changes from fairly simple and formal in the first eight paragraphs to 
progressively more emotional and charged until the communique’s final paragraphs. 
17N use metaphor for a range of other functions, as I will discuss below.
7.3.2. Analysis of the relevant metaphorical expressions
Metaphorical expressions play a significant role in the way 17N structure their 
argument in this communique. This is obvious from the first paragraph where, as I 
have mentioned, the metaphorical expression «rv(pXoy>l “blind” serves as a signal o f the 
problematic situation that 17N describe. This expression draws from the source domain 
of ILLNESS and has to do with the inability to see; it is used metaphorically by the 
media to accuse 17N of not being aware of the consequences of their actions, and it is 
reported in the text by 17N. The organisation place this ascribed expression in 
quotation marks, in order to disassociate themselves from it and thus indirectly deny 
the accusation; it is interesting to notice that they use the same expression in adverbial 
form to accuse the media of acting w(pM/ blindly, in paragraphs 12 and 14 of the 
communique. In these cases w(pM/ blindly is claimed by 17N. In particular, they hold
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that the media followed the orders of American CIA and FBI agents in the case of the 
attack against MEGA Channel, and that they generally follow the orders of American 
agents by constructing a false scenario concerning evidence about 17N in the archives 
of Eastern European secret services. So, they do not operate independently but they are 
completely controlled by American interests, to a point where they cannot see for 
themselves. It is noticeable that 17N exploit «w(pXo»/ blind and xvxpldl blindly in 
different ways to deny the accusation made against them by accusing the opposite side 
of the exact same thing: that they are not concerned with the interest and the welfare of 
the Greek people.
The location of the three expressions related to blindness in the communique is 
not accidental: the first one is in the very beginning of the text, reportedly used by the 
media and placed in quotation marks; the second one is found in paragraph 12, the 
same paragraph where 17N openly denounce the media’s behaviour; and the third 
instance is found in paragraph 14, where 17N provide more information that is meant 
to discredit the Greek media. All three locations are critical points in the text in terms 
of introducing a topic and of declaring and reinforcing the stance taken by 17N against 
the media. The first occurrence, in particular, serves as an early framing of the issue 
that is going to be elaborated on in the whole text, namely the allegedly false 
accusation of 17N by the media. It also introduces the theme of being able to see as 
opposed to being blind, an opposition that 17N builds and exploits in order to present 
themselves as possessing valuable knowledge.
Closely related to the expressions relating to blindness, and, in fact, in 
antithetical relation to them, are two metaphorical expressions which are located in
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paragraphs 11 and 13: these are (pcoql light and SiatpcoTKniKo/ enlightening. These 
expressions draw from the source domain of LIGHT and are used to show that 17N 
understand the real intentions of the Greek media. These expressions participate in the 
creation of an antithesis between the way things appear and the way things really are in 
Greece, a scenario which has been introduced and discussed in Chapter 5. More 
importantly, these expressions play a major role in constructing a particular identity for 
17N which has to do with them being able to discern truth from lies and being willing 
to share their knowledge with the people who are constantly being deceived. So, 17N 
assume the role of the people’s enlightener and benefactor. As light allows one to see, 
and seeing facilitates understanding, while blindness is related to inability and 
ignorance, 17N emerge as wise, powerful and knowledgeable, rejecting the initial 
accusation which concerned a blind hit.
The scenario put forward by the organisation, which concerns their ability to 
see and understand, is also partly realised by expressions drawing from the 
CLEANLINESS source domain. These occur at four locations in the text, three of which 
are critical in terms of the organisation’s argument structure. The first occurrence is in 
the beginning of paragraph 8, where the organisation talks about the situation being 
oXoKddaprjl clear, meaning that it is plain to see. This occurrence comes right after 
17N’s description of the media’s reaction to the warning phone-call the organisation 
claims to have made, and right before 17N begin to interpret and criticise what went on 
after their attack. I should note two things as far as oXoxaOaprjl clear is concerned: first, 
that the Greek expression is used with the prefix oXo- which serves to intensify and 
accentuate the meaning of the word, resulting in a word which means ‘very, very
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clean/clear’. And second, I should point out that, in Modem Greek, KaQapoq 
corresponds to the English word ‘clean’ as well as ‘clear’; so, even though in my 
English translation the reader will come across both ‘clean’ and ‘clear’, depending on 
the co-text, one should keep in mind that they correspond to the same Greek word 
which encapsulates the meanings of both English words.
Keeping this in mind, the second occurrence of a metaphorical expression 
related to cleanliness is in paragraph 19 and is again emphasised with the aid of a 
prefix: oXoKaOapo! clear refers to the conclusion that 17N reach after having offered 
their explanation regarding the media’s reaction. The expression portrays this 
conclusion as plain to see, not only for 17N but also for the Greek people, as they have 
now been informed of 17N’s interpretation of the facts. The most rhetorically 
significant use of an expression related to cleanliness, however, occurs in the beginning 
of the communique’s final paragraph, where KaOapo/oXQdiV serves as a summary and a 
self-evident conclusion of everything that 17N has previously mentioned. At the same 
time, this expression serves as a closure which leaves no space for the reader to doubt 
17N’s claims, since they are so obvious and plain to see.
As far as the fourth instance of an expression drawing on the CLEANLINESS 
domain is concerned, this is used in a slightly different way than the other three. It 
occurs in the end of paragraph 22 and refers to the American CIA and FBI agents who, 
according to 17N, operate in Greece, and belong to the Greek anti-terrorist force. 
KaOapoilclean is what, according to 17N, these agents would claim to be, after having 
fabricated information on 17N that would then be distributed to the media. In this case 
the expression is used ironically, as the agents would of course be guilty of fabricating
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false evidence, which would make them dirty rather than clean. This use of 
KaOapoi/clQan  is more related to innocence and the absence of guilt rather than clarity 
of seeing and understanding.
We see, therefore, a chain of linguistic metaphors related to cleanliness that 
spreads through the text, as three expressions are repeated in the first, middle, and final 
part o f the communique. Overall, the concept of cleanliness is conceptually linked to 
the concepts of clarity o f perception, light, and absence of obstructive elements that 
would hinder one’s vision and thus render one blind. Moreover, the concept of 
cleanliness is linked to the absence of guilt, which is not so much related to perception 
as to innocence and purity. 17N exploit the emotional associations that the source 
domains of CLEANLINESS, LIGHT, and ILLNESS carry in order to create a scenario 
where their enemies are both guilty and unable to realise what they are doing, while 
17N have the best intentions towards the people as well as knowledge of the truth. 
Within this broad scenario, the Greek people are placed in the position o f a misled 
victim; this is done indirectly, since 17N keeps trying to persuade them of the justice of 
their actions, but also directly, with the help of metaphorical expressions like 
n a pan X avovv!  mislead, which occurs in paragraph 4. This expression refers to the 
media hiding and misrepresenting reality in order to manipulate the people.
Another chain of metaphorical expressions that participate in the construction 
of the metaphorical opposition between appearance and reality is related to the arts. 
These are: n a p a p vO il  fairy tale, m crjvodem a/ staging, m crjvoO tcrjaavl staged, 
O earpm oTiK eg/ theatrical, npoGKYfviol spotlight, poXo! role, O eaxpol theatre, and 
aKopv0onoir](7t]/ de-fictionalisation (no longer being a myth). These expressions are
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located in the second half of the communique, from paragraphs 15 to 26, and 17N use 
them to refer to the scheme involving fabricated evidence against the organisation.
Tlapapvdil fairy tale is repeated three times, once in paragraph 15 and twice in 
paragraph 24. 17N use this expression to describe the fabricated information, 
disseminated with the aid of the Greek media, which CIA and FBI allegedly aim to use 
in order to disband the organisation. They also use it to refer to another fabricated story 
which involved a fake police informer and had taken place in the past. This past 
incident is mentioned by 17N as additional evidence, aiming to show that it is not the 
first time that fabricated information is used against them. TlapapvOil fairy tale draws 
form the source domain of LITERATURE and triggers negative associations in the 
present context as it entails fictional elements which are linked to lying and intentional 
deception. TlapapvOil fairy also serves to introduce, frame and define the second issue 
that 17N discuss in their communique in order to support their claim that the media are 
lying, which, as I have mentioned earlier, begins in paragraph 14.
Each one o f the rest of the art-related metaphorical expressions occurs once in 
the text, with (ncrjvoOeaia/ staging, OeaTpmaxiKeql theatrical, TzpooKY\viol spotlight, and 
poXol role co-occurring in the same paragraph (18). These expressions draw from the 
same broad source domain of PERFORMANCE ARTS, and they are all used to talk 
about the American agents’ scheme and Papathemelis’ part in it; this particular 
grouping is an extension of the chain of expressions related to the arts, and their 
clustering together intensifies the effect of putting up a performance for the eyes of the 
Greek people. Eubanks (2000) has noted that the clustering of metaphorical 
expressions is rhetorically significant and intensifies the impact that the expressions
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would have if they were each used separately. The recurrence of a linguistic metaphor 
that has to do with staging, namely mcyjvoOerrjoavl staged in paragraph 22, further 
supports this metaphor chain, which closes with the use of deaxpol theatre in the 
penultimate paragraph. This last expression sums up the associations triggered by the 
previously used art-related linguistic metaphors and, along with napapvdil fairy tale, 
frames the scenario of deception which underlies the second half of the communique.
As I mentioned earlier, 17N applied the same characterisation they had received 
from the media, namely wcpXolbXmd, to accuse the media. Interestingly, they also 
blame the media’s management and ownership of attacking them, even though they 
were the ones that launched rocket bombs against MEGA Channel. They use two 
particular metaphorical expressions to describe how the media treat them; these are 
XWTUjdeil hit and /3op/3apdi(ovv/ bomb, in paragraphs 10 and 11, respectively. The first 
expression refers to the media aiming to politically hit 17N in order to destroy them. 
The second expression talks about the organisation and the people in general being 
bombarded by pompous declarations concerning the sanctity o f human life. Both 
expressions are related to the source domain of WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE.
By choosing these two expressions to describe the position they are in 17N 
immediately place themselves in the shoes of the victim and distort the existing 
situation in order to gain their readers’ support. Even though x xv>Ttr\6eil hit and 
Poppapdi&vv/ bomb occur once in the communique, they are rhetorically significant as 
they encapsulate 17N’s assumed position in relation to their enemies. More 
importantly, these two expressions present 17N as metaphorically suffering from the 
same thing that they literally inflict to their targets, as it is the organisation who is the
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expert on bombing and using violence. Thus, a paradox is created, as 17N literally 
bomb their targets, and in fact this communique is about one of their bombings; 
however, their opponents are accused of metaphorically bombing the people. The 
boundary between the literal and the metaphorical is manipulated and blurred; 17N’s 
bombing is presented as safe, people-friendly and justified while the metaphorical 
bombing of the people with lies is presented as much more dangerous and with greater 
potential for damage. Moreover, the choice of these expressions has the effect of 
dramatising the media’s course of action and of emphasising their aggressiveness.
17N’s use of these expressions is an example of topic-triggering, whereby the 
source domain of the metaphorical expression is motivated by an aspect of the topic 
under discussion (Koller, 2004b; Semino, 2008). Topic-triggering and the blurring of 
the literal-metaphorical boundary are often exploited in order to gain credibility and to 
give the impression of a more valid argument, as the metaphorical expressions seem to 
‘fit in’ better in the given scenario. In this case, topic-triggering is also used to draw the 
reader’s attention to the allegedly cruel and unjust way the media treat 17N, 
foregrounding the unfavorable effects of the situation for 17N, while hiding the 
possible effects the rocket-bomb hit may have had on people’s lives. Thus, the risk 
entailed in 17N’s hit and the accountability for a dangerous action’s consequences is 
shifted to their opponents.
A group of other metaphorical expressions that 17N employ in this 
communique participate in the construction of an overall image of corruption, a theme 
closely linked to deception and recurrent in the organisation’s writings. Metaphorical 
expressions such as yKayKavep/ gangster (par.4), mcvXoTuvixTeql dog-drowners (par. 11),
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HamapeXiKril Machiavellian (par. 12) ,P a d ia  TzapaKpfjl deep decay (par. 13,) K axappem rjl 
collapse (par. 13), aovX xavoi/ sultans (par.20), and (paoiaxiKovI fascist-like (par.23), 
which are scattered throughout the text, present a grim picture of the political and 
social reality in Greece. Z ovX xavo i/ sultans and (paaiaxiKov/ fascist-like, in particular, 
are used by 17N to highlight the non-democratic character of the current regime as they 
see it. The organisation exploits the negative associations inherent in the source 
domains o f these two expressions and presents the police and the anti-terrorist force as 
extreme and oppressive authorities in Greek society. M aKiafieXucrj/ Machiavellian is 
used to describe the behaviour of the management of MEGA Channel, as 17N consider 
their reaction to the rocket bomb attack part of a well thought-out scheme. This 
expression brings forth a malevolent aspect o f the media’s plan, presenting them as 
consciously risking innocent people’s lives in order to promote their interests. 
ricdyKcrcep/ gangster, which refers to Greek media-leaders, also implies a dangerous, 
violent and illegal behaviour while (ncvXoTxvixxeg/ dog-drowners triggers the 
particularly negative associations of sailors being treated like animals and made to 
work in destroyed ships where their lives are in danger. As far as P a d ia  TtapaKpffl deep 
decay is concerned, the combination of the metaphorically used adjective before the 
noun intensifies the bleak condition that Greek society is presented to be in.
This latter expression which is found in the end of paragraph 13 co-occurs with 
Kpoxcopal walking and Kaxappevorjl collapse to depict a pessimistic image of Greek 
society. Society is personified, since it is talked about in terms of moving in space; it is 
also presented as a decaying living organism; and finally, it is shown to move towards 
its collapse, which stands for the society’s destruction. The use these different
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metaphorical expressions in close proximity results in a dramatic effect; however, 17N 
can easily hide the complexities of the people and institutions that constitute ‘society’ 
behind dramatic metaphorical mappings. It would have been much more demanding to 
elaborate on specific problems of Greek society as well as their causes and possible 
solutions. Metaphorical expressions that have to do with movement are very 
conventional, as I discussed in Chapter 6, and they are particularly dominant in 
Western politics (Semino, 2008:92-95). Apart from npoxcopdl walking which was 
mentioned above, in paragraph 4 17N use the verb napanXavovvl mislead to refer to the 
media leaders and the influence they have over the people, which they misuse in order 
to manipulate public opinion. 17N also use the verb oSrjyovv/ lead in paragraph 8 to 
describe the influence American agents have over the Greek police force. Both of these 
expressions are found in the first part of the communique and in fact among its opening 
paragraphs. Their use establishes early on in the text who 17N consider as leaders and 
therefore responsible for the problematic situation they describe.
In fact, 17N make sure their readers know the American agents’ continuous 
failures in destroying the organisation. Their competence and value is mocked by 17N 
with the aid of two metaphorical expressions: one is eyKeyaXoi/ brains and the other is 
eanaaav xa pompal broke their faces. The first expression is used in two points in the 
text, in paragraphs 8 and 23 to refer to the CIA and FBI agents who thought o f the 
scheme against 17N. This expression is a combination of metaphor and metonymy 
since the agents are talked about in terms of their brains, which are parts of their 
bodies. At the same time, however, a particular body part is used to talk about abstract 
mental abilities which participated in the creation of a scheme. 17N place this
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expression in strategic points in the text and repeat it towards the end to remind the 
reader of the dubious success of American agents against 17N. The second expression 
is also related to the source domain of THE HUMAN BODY and talks about the agents’ 
failure in terms of injuries on their faces. The HUMAN BODY domain, thus, provides 
17N with expressions that they use to ridicule their opponents; it also provides them, 
however, with an expression that structures their basic argument. This expression is 
GxeXoql part/limb and it is very important for the text’s coherence, as the scheme that 
17N claims is being planned against them is presented in the text as consisting of three 
separate parts/limbs, as we see in paragraphs 9 and 15).
Towards the end of the communique, in paragraphs 24 and 27, the reader comes 
across two metaphorical expressions related to the source domain of FOOD. The first 
one is the fixed expression Seaei rj oakxoa! sauce to set, and the second one is 
TcrijUKOvai/ feast. They are both used to describe the behaviour of the media: in 
particular, the media are depicted as ‘cooking’ false information which, it is implied, 
they will offer to the Greek people. In the last paragraph, raijUKOvai/ feast is what the 
media participate in, since they are being paid for their services as mouthpieces for the 
economically powerful. These two expressions give an informal and slightly ironic 
tone to the text’s closing paragraphs, an effect that is reinforced by the presence of the 
expression juai/xov/ monkey that 17N bring into play in paragraph 24. This expression 
is used to refer to a false 17N that a police informer had fabricated in the past in order 
to gain money, an episode that had ridiculed the police, who believed in the informer’s 
lies and were led to a public fiasco. It seems that 17N want to close the communique 
by reinforcing their opponents’ incompetence in the eyes of their readers.
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The Greek judiciary system is also mentioned as trying to participate in the 
general feast. Mentioning justice in the last paragraph is rhetorically significant, even 
though it has not been mentioned anywhere else in the text; its placing last gives it 
special prominence, since the depiction of justice as indifferent to the problems of the 
people and as criminal itself legitimises 17N’s chosen course of action. The use of 
KovKOvXcbvovv/ cover in the final paragraph is also significant as it summarises what 
17N’s targets and opponents have been presented as doing throughout the text: trying 
to cover up the real events and to disseminate false information.
Bringing this analysis to a close, I will briefly present the other relevant 
metaphorical expressions that the reader of the text will come across, even though they 
may not participate in the metaphor chains, clusters and subgroups that were previously 
presented. These are: BaCovxag/ putting, which occurs in the second paragraph and 
refers to endangering the employees in MEGA Channel. This expression involves the 
conceptualisation of danger as a container where the TV station’s workers were put in. 
Tlpoadtcapel added occurs in paragraph 4 and has to do with 17N reporting what they 
had said during the phone call; this is a very conventional metaphorical expression 
which is used in Modem Greek to refer to speech or writing. Pi& vv/ throw/shift occurs 
in paragraph 9 and talks about the responsibility about the possible victims from the 
bombing being ‘thrown’ on 17N. Kaxaicpavyrj/ outcry is a concventional way of 
referring to a reaction of dislike and possibly anger that 17N feared would ensue from 
the people believing the media’s lies. Bapmqxal weight refers to the importance of the 
fabricated evidence against 17N; it is conventional to talk about significance and value 
in terms of weight. Kaxamcevaaavt constructed, finally, appears in paragraph 24 and
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refers to the fake 17N that had been fabricated in the past, as I mentioned above. This 
expression places the emphasis on the effort it took to manufacture a whole fake 
organisation, in order to make the fiasco that ensued even more prominent.
I will now comment on the communique’s intended audience in order to place 
this analysis in a more complete perspective.
7.3.3. The communique’s audience
As far as 17N’s intentions in approaching their readers are concerned, I would 
argue that the text’s purpose is to challenge and ultimately change the people’s likely 
notion of the media and their role in everyday life. The communique is addressed to the 
Greek people and the denunciation of the media’s behaviour is made for the Greek 
people to read. 17N are trying to persuade the people that what they see and hear in 
terms of information cannot to be trusted. The concept of the media acting as the 
people’s voice and as an objective and independent source of information is reversed 
and an image o f purposeful deceit as well as intention to harm the employees in MEGA 
Channel is presented. The Greek people are mentioned twice in the communique: once 
in paragraph 12, where the denunciation takes place, and once in paragraph 26, the 
next-to-last paragraph, where 17N state that they have no intention o f depriving the 
people of the entertaining spectacle that high-ranking journalists and media owners put 
on. In this way they are taking for granted that the people are, by now, aware of the 
deception taking place, which is rhetorically appropriate as they are preparing to bring 
the text and their argument to a closure. They are indirectly referring to their readers’
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perceptiveness and thus presuppose that their previous line of reasoning has been 
accepted.
Having said this, 17N’s overarching purpose in writing all the communiques is 
to persuade the Greek people of the justice and necessity of the organisation’s actions 
and of its very existence. They are also trying to gain the people’s support and, in their 
early years at least, to motivate their readers to start a revolution, an objective that 
remained somehow abstract and unattainable as the organisation evolved. 17N tried to 
achieve this purpose by using views and arguments their readers could relate to, in 
order to reach them, but also by trying to alter or at least influence their views on 
certain issues. Overall, 17N are on the one hand presenting their readers with 
information they claim they alone possess, as the Greek people are constantly being 
kept in the dark, and on the other hand flatter their readers by assuming they have 
already understood the game that is played at their expense. This is a strategy they use 
in the MEGA Channel communique as well.
7.4 Summary and discussion
In their communique 17N hold that the media are instruments of American 
agents, o f the authorities and the police, and that they do not operate as free and 
independent media, which is their role in society. This is why they were chosen as 
targets by 17N. The fact that they do not operate objectively, 17N argue, is proven by 
their reaction to 17N’s warning and by their trying to conceal it. Their very reaction to 
the hit is used in this text as a justification and legitimisation of the hit, while very little
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space is dedicated to explain why MEGA Channel, in particular, was chosen as a target 
in the first place.
It is very important for 17N to defend what they had announced as an essential 
element of their identity from the early days of their activity, which is their intention to 
protect the people and to punish only ‘guilty’ individuals. It is therefore much more 
important to use the text to restore their image in the eyes of the public than to justify 
why they chose to attack MEGA Channel. Moreover, perhaps it would have been 
difficult to explain attacking a TV station which did not have a distinct political 
character but focused instead on entertainment. The fact that they launched the rocket 
bombs during the evening newscast, which is the most popular newscast of the day, 
suggests they were also aiming at publicity for their action.
17N’s argument in the MEGA Channel communique attempts to present 17N as 
the victim and the Greek media as the villain, twisting the scenario which puts the 
terrorist in the place of the villain. There is an overall paradox in the argument put 
forward in this communique: the attackers are being attacked. Metaphor was observed 
to play an important role in the construction of this paradox which is rhetorically 
essential for 17N, as it legitimises their attack and aims to attract the people’s attention 
and sympathy. Moreover, the organisation creates an opposition between reality and 
the way things appear to be, in order to present themselves as bringers o f knowledge 
and truth. The use of metaphor is essential in the construction of this opposition as 17N 
metaphorically use antithetical notions which are brought together in order to highlight 
their inherent oppositions. In addition, it allows 17N to avoid being very specific and 
detailed in putting forth their views by exploiting the inherent vagueness of
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metaphorical expressions which tend to hide aspects of the entities under discussion 
while highlighting others. Metaphorical expressions indeed allow 17N to present very 
complex and difficult political and social issues in a brief and concise manner, 
overlooking their intricate aspects. This also allows them to present their conclusions 
as self-evident and common-sense. 17N exploit the negative associations inherent in 
the source domains of many of the metaphorical expressions it chooses in order to 
present a pessimistic picture of Greece’s situation that would justify 17N’s violent 
intervention.
Metaphorical expressions fulfill many different functions in this communique, 
all of which participate in building 17N’s rhetoric and structuring their argument. In 
particular, metaphorical expressions were shown to contribute in the text’s coherence, 
by introducing, framing, and closing the main issues 17N discussed. The relevant 
expressions were placed in strategic positions in the text in a way that structured the 
problem-solution textual pattern and created links between the expressions. The 
repetition of particular expressions created unity in the text and reinforced the 
organisation’s points. Given that the relevant metaphorical expressions found in the 
MEGA channel communique are conventional expressions without particular creative 
extensions, their rhetorical effect lies mainly in the way they are combined in the text, 
as they create chains of metaphorical expressions which foreground and intensify the 
underlying scenario. These metaphoric chains are linked by repetition, extension and 
elaboration, and their effect is intensified by clusters of expressions occurring in 
important points in the text. The basic themes of deception and corruption are repeated
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through different and similar linguistic expressions which recur in the text. This 
technique provides coherence and solidifies lTN’s argument.
The examination of metaphorical expressions in a full text makes it easier for 
the reader to appreciate each expression’s function and the way it is exploited by 17N, 
as the extended co-text provides more information regarding each expression’s 
discourse environment. More importantly, it allows the reader to observe where 
particular expressions are placed and how they interact in the course of a full 
communique. In the next chapter I will present some evidence on the course of 
particular metaphorical expressions over time.
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CHAPTER 8 -  ON DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS: AN
EXPLORATORY STUDY OF SELECTED METAPHORICAL
EXPRESSIONS
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will attempt to show how 17N used specific metaphorical 
expressions over the 26 years of the organization’s activity. I will use the electronic 
corpus of communiques to trace the course of selected metaphorical expressions over 
this time and to show at which points they were used by the organisation. I will provide 
graphs that show each expression’s dispersion in the communiques and I will discuss 
the possible reasons that led 17N to use particular expressions in particular time 
periods.
The corpus of 17N’s communiques facilitates the tracking of the relevant 
metaphorical expressions over time, and it is an invaluable tool in carrying out 
diachronic analysis. However, the amount and variety of relevant metaphorical 
expressions which are shown in Appendices 2 and 3 render a complete diachronic 
analysis a sizeable project which is outside the scope of this thesis. In order to do 
justice to all the relevant metaphorical expressions, one would have to trace the course 
of each expression over time and then observe their use separately as well as in 
comparison. Moreover, the use of metaphorical expressions over the 26 years of 17N’s
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activity would have to be analysed with a view to the social and political circumstances 
of the time, the targets the organisation focused on, and, more interestingly, the 
presence of these or similar metaphorical expressions in the media, especially in 
newspapers and in television (for example, in the news and in political debates). For 
these reasons, this analysis will have to take place in the future as an independent 
project.
8.2 Selection of metaphorical expressions
I will discuss here the diachronic course of seven metaphorical expressions and 
my analysis will take place along the lines of an exploratory study aiming to 
demonstrate what this information could tell us about 17N’s use of metaphorical 
expressions. I have selected these expressions according to two main criteria: The first 
criterion has to do with their frequency of occurrence in the corpus. I have not chosen 
to discuss expressions which occur only a few times (specifically, less than ten times), 
neither, of course, expressions that occur only once. On the other hand, it would not be 
very helpful at this point to discuss an expression such as navcol up/above, which 
occurs 272 times in 17N’s corpus, only for the reason that it is very frequent. This is 
because navcol up/above is generally a very conventional metaphorical expression that 
occurs throughout the corpus and it is also very frequent in the HNC, as shown in 
Table 27.3, Appendix 2. So, its frequency is not that meaningful as far as 17N’s 
discourse is concerned. This point brings me to the second criterion, which has to do 
with the significance of particular expressions for 17N, as this has been shown in
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Chapters 5, 6, and 7. I have selected expressions which have been discussed in these 
chapters, either because they were idiosyncratic to the organisation’s discourse or 
because they played an important part in 17N’s rhetoric and in the structure of their 
arguments in the communiques.
Specifically, I will present the diachronic course of the following expressions: 
KapayKioCrjg/ Karagkiozis, dearpol theatre, KaOapog/ clean/clear, maco/ back, 
e^corepiKo/ exterior/abroad, nalrj/ struggle, and izapapvdil fairy tale. I selected 
KapayKioCrjgl Karagkiozis because, as discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.1.2, it is an 
expression 17N use only metaphorically in the communiques, even though this is not 
the norm in Modem Greek. It is not one of the very frequent expressions as it occurs 12 
times in the communiques but it is characteristic of the organisation. I chose to discuss 
Osarpo/ theatre for similar reasons; it comes up 20 times as a metaphorical expression 
in 17N’s corpus, but it is important for the organisation’s discourse, as it is never used 
metaphorically in the background corpus (the HNC). Moreover, it participates in the 
rhetorical construction of the metaphorical opposition between appearance and reality, 
which one of the major themes throughout 17N’s writings. I selected KaOapoq! 
clean/clear because it is a frequent metaphorical expression, occurring 141 times in 
17N’s corpus, and also because it is an important element of the aforementioned 
rhetorical construct. In addition, it is characteristic of 17N’s discourse, as in the HNC 
only about half of its occurrences are metaphorical (55.8 percent). 77iacol back was 
discussed in Chapter 6, section 6.2, as a frequent metaphorical expression which 17N 
use to show the direction they see Greece moving towards; it is conventionally used 
metaphorically in Modem Greek, as 73 percent of its instances in the HNC are
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metaphorical. I chose to examine it in order to see if 17N talked about the country 
moving backwards in a particular point in time rather than throughout their writings. I 
also selected egoorepmo! exterior/abroad for the reason that it is quite frequent in the 
corpus, as it occurs 100 times and it is always used metaphorically. In addition, it is 
used to refer to one of the major issues that concerned 17N, namely Greece’s 
relationship with several other countries such as the US, the UK, and Turkey. The 
country’s external affairs were taken into consideration by 17N in their choice of 
targets, as is mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.3. I selected naXrjl struggle, which 
occurs 50 times in the communiques and is always used metaphorically, because it is 
an expression that encapsulates 17N’s fight against what they perceived to be unjust 
around them, according to the Marxist tradition which is discussed in Chapter 5, 
section 5.10. Finally, I chose napapvOi! fairy tale, which has been discussed in detail in 
Chapter 7 and shown to be an important part of the organisation’s rhetoric and 
argument in a full communique, Tlapapvdil fairy tale is quite particular to the 
organisation’s discourse, as 82.5 of its instances in the communiques are metaphorical 
compared to 16.9 of its instances in the HNC. It occurs 33 times in 17N’s corpus and it 
is mainly used to refer to the targets’ deceitful behaviour.
I will now examine each of these expressions in turn.
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8.3 Diachronic analysis
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The graph shown above indicates the periods in time when 17N used 
KapayjcioCrjg/ Karagkiozis as a metaphorical expression in their texts. As the reader can 
see, the expression was first used in 1981. It occurred in a long communique that dealt 
with the bombings and arsons that took place in shopping malls in Athens; these 
bombings were not carried out by 17N but by other terrorist groups. 17N wrote this 
text to condemn acts of violence that targeted the public indiscriminately and to 
disassociate themselves from such hits. The expression was used once again in 1983 
and twice in 1985, always to refer to Greek politicians in a ridiculing and discrediting 
manner. At this point I should mention that the density of an expression in a particular 
year does not necessarily mean that there were more instances of the expression 
concentrated in one text. One should keep in mind that 17N were more productive, in 
terms of the number of written texts, some years rather than others; moreover, some 
communiques are significantly longer than others. This information is summarised in
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Table 2, Appendix 4. In 1985, for instance, four different communiques were written, 
while in 1983 there was only one text. Therefore, it is much more likely for a specific 
expression to occur more times in 1985 than in 1983, as is the case with K apayxidfyql 
Karagkiozis.
The expression occurs the most times in 1989, which is the year in which 13 
different communiques were produced by 17N. Three of these texts were leaflets the 
size of one or two paragraphs but the rest were long texts, so 1989 is a year in which at 
least ten average-length communiques were produced. KapayKioCrjq/ Karagkiozis 
reappears once in 1990, once in 1992, and once in 2000. 1990 and 1992 were also very 
productive years for 17N: they wrote 10 texts in 1990 and 7 texts in 1992.
Taking this numbers into consideration, it seems that the expression being more 
frequent in 1989 may indeed have some significance. If one looks more closely at the 
communiques written in 1989, one will see that they refer to the Greek political scene 
and that there is a lot of commenting on Greek politicians, as well as responding to 
comments made in newspapers; this agrees with my finding that KapayKio(rjql 
Karagkiozis is used to refer to Greek politicians, rather than, for instance, foreign 
agents in Greece, Turkish politicians, or the Greek police, which are also among 17N’s 
targets.
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Figure 8.2: Oearpo! Theatre
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As far as Qeaxpo! theatre is concerned, it first appears in the organisation’s very
first communique, and has a constant presence in the communiques until 1995, where it
appears for the last time. Specifically, it occurs once in 1980, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1987,
1990, 1991, 1992, and 1995, and twice in 1975 and in 1977. It occurs seven times in
1989, a year which, as I mentioned in the previous section, 17N wrote numerous texts
referring to the Greek political scene.
It is interesting to notice that Qeaxpo/ theatre has a somewhat more regular
presence in the organisation’s discourse until 1995, which may indicate that it has been
an important rhetorical device for them, useful for framing the theme of deception that
they elaborated on in their writings. Its greater concentration in 1989, which correlates
with KapayKioCrjg/ Karagkiozis’ frequent occurrence that year, may not be accidental,
as the two expressions participate in structuring 17N’s argument claiming that the
political world is in fact nothing but a show with deceiving and ridiculous characters.
In addition, the fact that deaxpo! theatre does not re-appear after 1995 can be linked
with the organisation’s choice of targets in the final years of their activity. An
observation of the communiques written after 1995 reveals that 17N focused mainly on
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American and British targets and commented on international affairs rather than 
concentrating on the Greek political scene. Perhaps this is why they did not employ 
metaphorical expressions related to theatre, as these were mainly used to refer to the 
situation within their country.
Figure 8.3: KaOapdq/ Clean/clear
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Kadapoql clean/clear is a metaphorical expression that occurs in 17N’s corpus 
much more frequently than the aforementioned ones. It is present from 1975 until their 
last text in 2001, with one occurrence in 1984, 1994 and 1998, two occurrences in 1975 
and 1980, three occurrences in 1983, 1987, 1991, 1995, 2000 and 2001, four 
occurrences in 1985, five occurrences in 1999, ten occurrences in 1977 and 1981, 
thirteen in 1990, sixteen in 1986 and 1992, eighteen in 1989 and twenty-one in 1988. 
Kadapoq! clean/clear is a particularly important metaphorical expression for 17N’s 
rhetoric, as has been discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, and its consistent presence 
thoughout the communiques supports this claim. As can be seen in the above graph, the
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expression is mostly concentrated in the period between 1986 and 1992, when 17N 
targeted a variety of different individuals, groups, and institutions, and also wrote a 
great number of communiques; therefore, it cannot be explicitly linked with a 
particular group of targets or concerns that the organisation had at that period of time. 
Rather, the expression’s dispersion indicates that 17N continuously exploited the 
entailments of the source domain of CLEANLINESS in order to build their aguments 
concerning their clarity of vision and understanding as well as their ‘innocence’ and 
benevolent intentions towards the Greek people. In this way they partly constructed the 
identity of knowledgeable benefactors which is characteristically found in their texts.
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Regarding macol back, this is a metaphorical expression which 17N used in 
their texts to metaphorically construct an image of Greece moving backwards, in order 
to show that the country’s political and social situation was grave. As the graph shows, 
it appears in the texts from 1975 to 2001, and it is a quite frequent, conventional 
metaphorical expression. This is supported by the HNC where 73 percent of its 
instances are metaphorical. Wacol back occurs once in 1998, twice in 1975, 1980,
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1983, 1984, 1999 and 2001, three times in 1981, 1986, and 2000, four times in 1985, 
1987, and 1991, five times in 1990, eleven times in 1977, fourteen times in 1988 and 
1989 and fifteen times in 1990. Its presence is mostly regular throughout the 
communiques, with a gap between 1992 and 1998. It seems that, during this period, 
17N chose other linguistic metaphors to talk about the country’s metaphorical direction 
and movement in space. However, the expression returns, though it is not so frequent, 
from 1998 to 2001, when 17N resumed the scenario of Greece moving backwards 
because of their targets’ conduct. It is interesting to notice that niacol back exhibits 
eleven instances in 1977, when only one communique was produced, though it occurs 
only twice in the texts before and after 1977. A close observation of this early 
communique reveals that it is one of the two theoretical texts that the organisation 
produced, the other one having been written in 1992. By theoretical, I mean texts 
which were not written in connection with a hit and whose basic aim was to present the 
organisation’s ideological basis to their readers. In the 1977 text 17N, for the first time, 
elaborated on their ideology and their views and on the perceived support that they had 
received from the people after their first two hits. They also dedicated a lot of space to 
describe the country’s political situation in order to prove to their readers that their 
intervention was necessary and timely, niacol back was an important element in the 
description of Greece’s unpromising present and future, which helped 17N back up 
their claim on the necessity of their existence.
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EgcQrepiKo/ Exterior/abroad is another metaphorical expression that 17N use 
frequently, since it is quite conventional in political discourse to describe countries as 
containers, with an interior and an exterior space (see Chapter 6). It occurs 100 times in 
the communiques, and specifically once in 1981, 1984 and 2000, twice in 1978, 1983, 
and 1990, four times in 1985 and 1999, five times in 2001, six times in 1987 and 1990, 
ten times in 1989 and 1991, sixteen times in 1988, and twenty-nine times in 1986. 
Even though it is present in most of the communiques, it is very frequent between 1986 
and 1991, while it is completely absent from 1993 until 1999, when it re-appears. It is 
also scarcely there in the organisation’s early texts, as it occurs only once in 1981 and 
twice in 1977. The expression’s highest frequency is in 1986, when three 
communiques were produced. These texts dealt extensively not with foreign targets or 
with the country’s external affairs, but with a prominent Greek industrialist who was 
accused of corruption. As it turns out, 17N used it extensively in these three texts to 
compare Greece’s political situation with that of foreign countries and to comment on 
the country’s derelict state in terms of the rights of the working class. Thus,
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e^corepiKo/exterior/abroad was used to represent a standard that Greek governments 
were nowhere close to, as far as protecting the economically weaker classes is 
concerned. The expression’s absence from 1993 to 1998 could be attributed to the 
organisation’s preoccupation with the media at that point in time, however this is not 
necessarily the case, as there was an attack against institutions of American interests at 
that period. It is more likely that e^cure/MJcd/exterior/abroad does not appear so 
frequently in periods when the amount of texts produced by 17N was also 
comparatively reduced.
Figure 8.6: IldXtj/ Struggle
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As far as naXrjl struggle is concerned, it appears 50 times in the communiques: 
once in 1975, 1980, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1999, and 2000, twice in 1981 and 1990, four 
times in 1991, eleven times in 1992, and twelve times in 1977 and 1989. As I have 
mentioned, naXr\! struggle is a metaphorical expression which participates in the
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discourse about the fight and tension between the different classes in a society, a 
discourse related to the Marxist tradition. Perhaps this is why it can be found most 
frequently in the communique written in 1977, which is a text presenting 17N’s 
ideology and theory regarding the political and social circumstances in Greece that 
render the organisation’s presence necessary. The expression also occurs twelve times 
in 1989, but in this case it is spread out in more texts rather than concentrated in one. 
Interestingly, it is also quite frequent in 1992, as it appears eleven times in that year; 
eight of these occurrences take place in the other theoretical text that 17N wrote, which 
is a long manifesto re-stating their beliefs and aims. This finding supports the 
hypothesis that TtaXrjl struggle is a metaphorical expression predominantly used to 
describe a society in which there is tension and struggle among different groups of 
people, a situation which is negatively valued by 17N and which they use as a 
justification for their intervention. 77cU /^ struggle is not found in the communiques 
written between 1993 and 1998; in that period, however, 17N were not so active and 
they produced six communiques, a number that is slightly less than the number of texts 
they wrote in previous years.
Figure 8.7: IlapapvOil Fairy tale
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Ilapapvdil fairy tale, finally, is another metaphorical expression which 
characterises 17N’s discourse: 82,5 percent of its instances in the communiques are 
metaphorical, while only 16.9 percent of its instances in the HNC are metaphorical. As 
we see in the graph, it occurs once in 1983, 1984, and 1990, twice in 1987, 1991, and 
1992, three times in 1988 and 1995, five times in 1985 and 1986 and eight times in 
1989. In the case of napapvdil fairy tale it is interesting to see that the expression 
occurs between 1983 and 1995 and is not found either before or after that period in 
17N’s writings. This finding indicates that 17N used this expression in a particular 
period, outside of which they chose other metaphorical ways to refer to their targets’ 
lying behaviour. The expression is most frequent in 1989, when the organization was 
very productive in terms of written material, and it is scattered in that year’s different 
texts.
8.4 Summary and discussion
As shown by the above graphs and comments, a diachronic analysis of 
metaphorical expressions yields interesting information concerning the occurrence of 
particular expressions at particular points in time. It allows us to see whether an 
expression is spread out across texts or whether it is concentrated in a specific 
communique or in a specific year. This information can then be checked against 17N’s 
activity at the period when a metaphorical expression was used in order to link specific 
expressions with particular concerns, targets, and discourses. Of course, the occurrence
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of metaphorical expressions needs to be estimated according to the number and length 
of text that 17N produced each year.
A comparison of the dispersions of the metaphorical expressions presented in 
the previous section reveals that all seven expressions reached a peak, i.e. they were 
more frequent, in or around 1989. Table 2 in Appendix 4 shows that 1989 was the most 
prolific year in terms of different communiques, with 13 different texts written, and 
that the next most prolific years were in fact 1991 with eleven communiques, 1990 
with ten communiques, and 1988 with nine communiques. These years were also 
varied in terms of the different individuals and institutions that 17N targeted; in short 
they were the organisation’s most active years. This is a useful observation to keep in 
mind, especially because the concentration of a particular metaphorical expression 
outside the period 1988-1991, as opposed to within this period, could carry a special 
significance.
As I mentioned in the introduction, however, this is but an introduction to a 
diachronic analysis of 17N’s use of metaphorical expressions. A thorough analysis will 
have to take place within a different project in order to be supported by substantial 
qualitative analysis of the diachronic findings as well as comparative study of the use 
of expressions belonging to the same source domains. An examination of the 
intertextual use of metaphorical expressions would also have to take place in order to 
be able to see what the occurrence of specific expressions in 17N’s text might reflect 
and influence.
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CHAPTER 9 - CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, I will provide a summary of the findings I have presented in the 
previous chapters and link them to my research questions, as they were formulated in 
Chapter 1. I will also discuss the limitations and shortcomings of this thesis, and I will 
make some suggestions for further research.
9.1 Summary of the findings
In this thesis, I examined 82 communiques written by 17N, and I extracted from 
them the metaphorical expressions that referred to the organisation’s targets and 
opponents, to the political condition that Greece is perceived to be in, and to the 17N 
organisation. I used an electronic corpus of 17N’s communiques in order to quantify 
these expressions, which I then grouped according to the source domain they could be 
argued to evoke. I also used the Hellenic National Corpus as a background corpus. The 
background corpus provided a point of reference concerning the use of metaphorical 
expressions in Modem Greek, and helped me decide on issues like distinguishing 
metaphorical from non-metaphorical expressions and the degree of conventionality of 
particular expressions. My examination of the communiques with the help of corpus 
analysis showed that 17N used mainly conventional metaphorical expressions which 
were often repeated many times. The organisation also used creative expressions and
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neologisms, though less frequently; these were often creative exploitations of 
conventional metaphorical mappings.
The source domains evoked by the metaphorical expressions I identified were 
further grouped into sixteen broad source domains. I have thus answered to my first 
research question, referring to the identification of particular groups of metaphorical 
expressions in 17N’s communiques, which evoke particular source domains. These 
source domains are:
•  ARTS
• CLEANLINESS AND DIRT
• LIGHT AND DARKNESS
• HEAT AND COLD
• SOUND AND SILENCE
• THE HUMAN BODY
• WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE
• ANIMALS
• MOVING AND STOPPING
•  BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
• LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS
•  CONTAINER
• HISTORY AND POLITICS




An analysis of the above source domains revealed that 17N exploited them to 
criticise their opponents and targets, to present a negative picture of the political and 
social situation in Greece, and to construct a positive image of 17N. This information 
answers my second, third, and fourth research questions, which referred to the use of 
metaphorical expressions to represent the organisation’s victims and targets, the overall 
political and social situation in Greece, and 17N’s identity and role in Greek society.
In particular, 17N exploited elements commonly associated with particular 
source domains to construct an opposition between themselves and their targets. 
Expressions related to the source domains of ARTS, CLEANLINESS AND DIRT, LIGHT 
AND DARKNESS, HEAT AND COLD, SOUND AND SILENCE, ANIMALS, WEAPONS 
AND VIOLENCE and THE HUMAN BODY featured prominently in the construction of 
this opposition. Moreover, experientially grounded conventional mappings, realised by 
expressions related to the MOVING AND STOPPING and the LEVELS AND 
DIMENSIONS source domains, also participated in structuring this opposition. The 
semantic antithesis inherent in most of these source domains helped 17N to represent 
their opponents as hypocrites, guilty of corrupt behaviour, and dangerous for the well­
being of Greek society, while simultaneously representing 17N as an honest, clean, 
brave organisation, who has nothing to hide and who acts in the Greek people’s best 
interests. More importantly, 17N presented themselves as possessing special 
knowledge which is kept hidden from the Greek people because of their targets’ 
corrupt conduct.
Furthermore, 17N exploited the negative associations of metaphorical
expressions related to several source domains but also invested conventional
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metaphorical expressions, which may have been used otherwise in different contexts, 
with negative meaning. In this way they not only insulted and discredited their 
opponents but they also presented a negative and pessim istic picture o f  the Greek 
political and social situation, which implied the need for their intervention in order to 
be improved. They used expressions evoking the source domains o f  BUILDINGS AND 
CONSTRUCTION, LEVELS AND DIMENSIONS, and CONTAINER, to paint a picture o f  
a divided society and to emphasize the boundaries that separate the different social 
groups.
In their discourse, the organisation made use o f  the experiential grounding o f  
conventional metaphorical expressions to present their view s as natural and com mon- 
sense. Similarly, culturally grounded metaphorical expressions helped them highlight 
the com m on cultural background they shared with their readers. They often exploited  
historical and cultural elem ents, related particularly to the source domains o f  ARTS, 
RELIGION, and HISTORY AND POLITICS. Moreover, the use o f  creative metaphorical 
expressions often combined with humour, insult, and irony, allowed them to capture 
their readers’ attention and to reinforce the bond between them.
In their texts, 17N rarely referred directly to their identity and their role within 
Greek society. Most of the times they constructed a positive image of themselves 
indirectly, by criticising and accusing their opponents and targets, and by representing 
the Greek people as a victim. The metaphorical expressions in their texts, thus, mainly 
involve the representation of others rather than of themselves, and of the problematic 
political situation as 17N perceive it, rather than their vision of a prosperous and well-
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governed Greece. In follows that the majority of the metaphorical expressions found in 
their texts describe negative situations or attributes.
17N’s main rhetorical strategies, as they emerge from the study of metaphor in 
their discourse, involve the legitimisation of the organisation’s course of action and the 
de-legitimisation of their opponent’s course of action. This is achieved mainly via a 
negative representation of their opponents which implies a positive representation of 
17N, and also via a negative and pessimistic view of the political conditions in Greece.
To sum up, this thesis has contributed to the understanding of the way 17N used 
metaphor in a very particular genre, which is a terrorist organisation’s communiques. 
Moreover, the thesis has contributed to the study of metaphor in political discourse in 
general. Finally, the methodological contribution of this thesis rests in the combination 
of quantitative and qualitative approaches to the study of metaphor in discourse.
9.2 Implications for an understanding of 17N
This section provides answers to my fifth research question, as well as to the 
overarching research question that was formulated in Chapter 1. These research 
questions refer to 17N’s use of metaphor to convey their world view and value system 
and to the implications of the metaphorical expressions found in the communiques, as 
well as to the way these expressions contribute to 17N’s rhetorical strategies.
Within the context of their communiques, 17N build their own definition of 
reality, morality, and justice. In 17N’s moral reasoning, it is just to fight evil with 
violent means and it is moral to perform “lesser evils in the name of good”, as Lakoff
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put it in his article on the September 11 attacks (2001: www.metaphoric.de/06). As 
17N see it, their use of violence and subsequent damage is justified, as it will promote 
the general welfare of the majority of Greek citizens. As Kassimeris (2001) observes, 
17N’s belief that a revolution of the proletariat could change the course of history 
allowed them to “view violence as legitimate, heroic and politically effective” (2001: 
69-70).
Moreover, 17N claim that they only attack the ones responsible for the Greek 
people’s suffering, as they need to be punished, and they would not have been 
punished otherwise. Retribution and vengeance cannot be achieved without damage. 
The equation of vengeance with justice is attempted by making the guilt of the victims 
as clear as possible. Certainly, violence against innocent individuals would be unethical 
and condemnable, so 17N repeatedly state their objective o f ‘punishing’ only the guilty 
ones, which is why they avoid mass hits in public places.
In the scenario 17N create, they are, of course, the heroes, and the Greek people 
are the victims. The people are innocent, as victims ought to be if they are to be 
sympathised with. At the opposite side, the villains are numerous and they are 
responsible for deceiving and taking advantage of the people. Most importantly, and 
most suitably for 17N, the villains are irrational as well as immoral, so they cannot be 
negotiated with, only punished and, ultimately, defeated (see also Lakoff, 1991). In this 
way 17N are anticipating the reasonable objection to their violent practice, which could 
be voiced as a question: namely, why they did not pursue a more peaceful and 
bloodless way of voicing their protest within a democratic society.
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Under specific circumstances, it is a worthy cause to oppose injustice and to 
revolt against oppression. However, revolution should be made for social change, and 
not just for the sake of revolting. One cannot act in the name of a whole people when 
free expression has not been suppressed by the regime of the country and when people 
are given the right to vote and elect their representatives. 17N’s conduct as well as their 
written texts constructs the Greek people as helpless and passive, in need of an 
avenger. This is rather ironic, as 17N has been an organisation largely isolated and 
closed to the people, acting in secrecy and only in the country’s capital city. As 
Kassimeris notes, the members of 17N “lived in a closed, self-referential world where 
terrorism had become a way of life from which they found it impossible to walk 
away.” (2006: 153). They actually excluded the greater part of society from their 
struggle, which is probably why they had to devote so many pages to justifying and 
legitimising their actions.
The prominent role particular metaphors played in structuring 17N’s ideology 
is shown by two of its convicted members’ statements in December 2003, at the end of 
the nine-month trial which convicted fifteen members of the organisation. Alexandros 
Giotopoulos, convicted as the leader and mastermind of 17N, said: “It was not a fair 
trial, not even a trial but rather a tasteless piece of theatre. The part of the decision that 
concerns me was dictated by the Americans” (quoted in Kassimeris, 2006: 139, my 
italics). Dimitris Koufodinas, convicted as the group’s leader of operations, said: “Our 
main weapon is the truth and the truth is always revolutionary” (quoted in Kassimeris, 
2006: 141, my italics). The source domains of ARTS and WEAPONS are evoked by the 
metaphorical expressions used in these statements; moreover, some of the
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organisation’s main concerns are present in these statements, namely Anti- 
Americanism and the belief that they possessed special knowledge that they had to 
reveal to the Greek people.
9.3 Implications for metaphor theory and analysis
In the course of the analysis of my data I had to deal with several controversial 
issues pertaining to metaphor theory and analysis. In particular, I had to distinguish 
between metaphorical and non-metaphorical expressions, and I had to decide on the 
degree of conventionality of the metaphorical expressions I included in my analysis. 
Moreover, I had to deal with the issue of postulating conceptual metaphors, which 
would be realised via some of the metaphorical expressions in my data. The way these 
issues were addressed in my analysis is consistent with the various methods that have 
recently been proposed in order to tackle these arguably difficult problems in cognitive 
metaphor research.
The readiness with which cognitive metaphor theorists proposed conceptual 
metaphors based on de-contextualised and often limited linguistic data has been 
subjected to criticism by recent researchers working in the field (Steen, 1999; Semino, 
Heywood and Short, 2004; Deignan, 2005). What goes on in the minds of individual 
people who are situated within specific cultural communities is not easy to infer on the 
basis of linguistic expressions, especially if these expressions are presented in isolation. 
Moreover, the concepts that particular linguistic expressions refer to are not always 
easy to denominate; on the contrary, they may often be vague and unspecified or too
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general and abstract. It follows that it is not always clear how exactly an abstract 
concept is being conceptualised though the use of metaphorical expressions, as well as 
that the same metaphorical expression may offer itself to the formulation of alternative 
conceptual realisations. Therefore, one needs to be cautious in extrapolating conceptual 
metaphors from linguistic data, and to take different factors into consideration. The 
systematic nature and the frequency of occurrence of conventional metaphorical 
expressions are among these factors, as Lakoff (1993) had pointed out early on.
My use of naturally occurring discourse as well as the use of corpora and 
dictionaries in my analysis has helped me deal with these issues. The examination of 
particular expressions in their immediate and more extended context, as well as within 
their particular cultural and historical context, helped me distinguish metaphorical from 
non-metaphorical expressions. The use of the Hellenic National Corpus as a reference 
point for Modem Greek provided useful information on the metaphorical and non- 
metaphorical senses of particular expressions, as well as on their frequency of 
occurrence. This information helped me decide on the degree of conventionality of the 
expressions I discussed. Dictionaries of Modern Greek provided extra information on 
the listed metaphorical and literal senses of these expressions.
Overall, the use of corpora has provided invaluable assistance to my analysis, 
as well as added reliability. Corpus analysis of texts allows for systematic 
investigations of linguistic patterns in large quantities of text; I exploited this feature of 
corpora both in the handling of my electronic corpus of communiques and in the HNC. 
As big numbers of interconnected metaphorical expressions are usually necessary in 
order to safely postulate a particular conceptual metaphor, a corpus methodology is a
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very useful tool for cognitive metaphor researchers. In my analysis, however, I 
refrained from easily suggesting conceptual metaphors that would underlie the 
metaphorical expressions I discussed; instead, I usually opted for a discussion of the 
negative or positive evaluations associated with particular expressions related to 
specified source domains, as the limitations of the corpora I used made this approach 
seem methodologically more sound to me. The notion of discourse prosodies (Stubbs, 
2001) was very helpful in these discussions, and the determination of an expression’s 
positive or negative discourse prosody was easily attainable by a combination of my 
intuitions and concordance searches in the HNC.
I believe that the combination of the aforementioned methodologies has 
allowed me to reach valid conclusions regarding the particular way 17N employed 
metaphorical expressions. As far as conceptual metaphors are concerned, the outcomes 
of my analysis can provide a basis for the formulation of “plausible hypotheses”, as 
Semino, Heywood, and Short (2004) put it, regarding the possible conceptualisations 
of these expressions by the readers of the communiques.
9.4 Limitations and shortcomings of the thesis
In this thesis, I have tried to give an overall account of the role metaphor plays 
in constructing and supporting 17N’s rhetorical strategies. I have provided a 
quantitative and a qualitative analysis of particular metaphorical expressions extracted 
from 17N’s communiques. As it would have been impossible to analyse all the relevant 
metaphorical expressions present in 17N’s texts, I have discussed my findings
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selectively; however, Tables 1-41 in Appendices 1 and 2, which provide a detailed 
account of my findings, have not been fully exploited. The quantitative analysis 
sections focussed mainly on the most frequent metaphorical expressions and on 
specific instances of creative expressions. The qualitative analysis sections discussed 
extracts from 17N’s texts that illustrated the use of some of the most frequent 
metaphorical expressions in context, as well as the use of particular creative 
expressions and neologisms. Perhaps the addition of more examples and the analysis of 
more expressions would have provided a more complete picture of my data. However, 
the reader should keep in mind that this analysis is of an exploratory nature, and can be 
supplemented with additional evidence, as I discuss in the next section.
Moreover, I did not address the issue of the different grammatical forms of 
metaphorical expressions, mainly because of space limitations; I have included this 
issue in the next section, where I suggest directions for further research.
Finally, the limited and experimental nature of the Hellenic National Corpus, 
which I discussed in detail in Chapter 4, has, on occasion, made it difficult for me to 
reach conclusions on the use of particular expressions. I tried to overcome this problem 
with the use of Modem Greek dictionaries and with my personal knowledge of the 
Greek language. Hopefully, this is a problem that future researchers will not have to 
face, as the HNC is constantly being expanded and improved. In addition, the irregular 
and inconsistent spellings that characterise 17N’s writing may have caused me to 
overlook some instances of metaphorical expressions in their texts. I believe, however, 
that the combination of manual and corpus analysis that I used to approach the
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communiques has provided a good general picture of the metaphorical expressions 
relevant to this thesis.
I will now suggest some directions for future research.
9.5 Suggestions for further research
This thesis has offered valuable insights on the Revolutionary Organisation 
November 17 and has addressed important issues related to the analysis of 
metaphorical expressions in naturally occurring discourse. This research can be taken 
further by looking at other rhetorical devices 17N used in their communiques and by 
investigating their relationship with metaphor. In particular, it would be interesting to 
examine 17N’s use of metonymy, alone and in conjunction with metaphor, as well as 
the role idiomatic expressions and proverbial phrases play as rhetorical devices in the 
communiques. In addition, a thorough examination of the use of pronouns and 
generally of deixis in 17N’s texts could yield interesting results concerning their 
worldview and the structuring of their arguments. I have also noticed in their texts the 
use of other linguistic devices, like hypothetical reported speech, which would be 
worthy of consideration and analysis. In addition, a careful examination of the different 
grammatical forms metaphorical expressions take in 17N’s texts (i.e. nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, etc.) could provide more information on the grammatical aspect of 
metaphor in Modem Greek in relation to persuasive discourse and rhetoric. Finally, it 
could be interesting to carry out an extensive diachronic analysis of 17N’s 
communiques in order to reach definitive conclusions as to whether there is a
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development in their use of metaphor and whether particular metaphorical expressions 
were favoured at particular points in time.
The completion of this thesis could also contribute to a comparative analysis of 
the use of metaphor in communiques and manifestos written by terrorist organisations. 
Comparable data from other terrorist organisations could be obtained and examined for 
this purpose; terrorist groups of similar ideology to 17N, like, for example, the Italian 
Brigate Rosse and the French Action Directe, would be good candidates for a project 
like this. Alternatively, terrorist groups of different ideologies could be compared to 
each other, regarding the use of metaphor in their texts; for example, religious terrorist 
organisations vs. nationalist ones.
Finally, it would be interesting to look at newspaper articles on 17N which 
were published near the time the organisation’s communiques were published. In this 
way it would be possible to trace metaphorical expressions and, possibly, conceptual 
metaphors, across these two genres. 17N frequently engaged in a dialogue with various 
journalists via their communiques and the journalists’ articles in newspapers; they may 
have taken up and exploited each other’s metaphorical expressions for rhetorical 
purposes. This would especially benefit and complement a diachronic analysis of the 
organisation’s use of metaphor. Moreover, by comparing the use of metaphor in these 
two different contexts, perhaps 17N’s particular worldview and moral code would 
become even more obvious.
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